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Abstract

Among the various factors limiting accurate positioning with a Global Navigation

Satellite System (GNSS) is the inherent code error level on a code observation, cycle

slip occurrence on a phase observation, inadequate accuracy in the broadcast ionos-

pheric model for single-frequency receivers; and the occurrence of observation gaps,

which are short duration satellite outages (temporal loss of an observed satellite).

The existing Cycle Slip Detection and Correction (CSDC) techniques are usually

multi-satellite based; quite computationally intensive; and are often marred by the

inherent code errors from the included code observations. Also, existing code-carrier

smoothing techniques employed to mitigate code errors are limited by cycle slip

occurrences on phase observations.

In this research, algorithms are proposed in order to facilitate simple, e�cient

and real-time cycle slip detection, determination and correction, on a standalone

single- or dual-frequency receiver; to enable cycle-slip-resilient code errors mitiga-

tion; and to improve the broadcast ionospheric model for single-frequency receivers.

The proposed single-satellite and phase-only-derived CSDC algorithms are based on

adaptive time di�erencing of short time series phase observables. To further provide

robustness to the impact of an observation gap occurrence for an observed satellite,

post-gap ionospheric delay is predicted assuming a linearly varying ionospheric delay

over a short interval, which consequently enables the dual-frequency post-gap cycle

slip determination and code error mitigation.

The proposed CSDC algorithms showed good performance, with or without simu-

lated cycle slips on actual data obtained with static and kinematic GNSS receivers.

Over di�erent simulated cycle slip conditions, a minimum of 97.3% correct detec-

tion and 79.8% correctly �xed cycle slips were achieved with single-frequency data;

while a minimum of 99.9% correct detection and 95.1% correctly �xed cycle slips

were achieved with dual-frequency data. The point positioning results obtained

with the proposed methods that integrates the new code error mitigation and cycle

slip detection and correction algorithms, showed signi�cant improvement over the

conventional code-carrier smoothing technique (i.e. a standalone Hatch �lter, wi-

thout inclusion of any cycle slip �xing method). Under di�erent simulated cycle slip
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scenarios, the new methods achieved 25-42% single-frequency positioning accuracy

improvement over the standalone Hatch �lter, and achieved 18-55% dual-frequency

positioning accuracy improvement over the standalone Hatch �lter.
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Chapter 1.

Introduction

This chapter gives a background on Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS),

the GNSS receiver observations (measurements) and errors in the observations. It

consequently unveils the motivation for this research, the research objectives and a

brief outline of the entire thesis.

1.1. Background

The Global Positioning System (GPS) of the United States, and the Russian GLOb-

alnaya NAvigatsionnaya Sputnikovaya Sistema (GLONASS), are examples of radio-

based satellite navigation system generally called GNSS. Both GPS and GLONASS

were intended originally for their military use with limited civilian access to the satel-

lites' signals and services. Today, the emergence of high precision commercial and

civilian applications of GNSS has revolutionized technological development in posi-

tioning, navigation and timing, whilst also enabling estimation and modeling of some

geophysical and environmental phenomena. Unlike GPS and GLONASS, the immi-

nent evolution of civilian-controlled GNSS such as the incoming European Galileo

and the Chinese Beidou (Compass), would further increase users' exploitation and

dependence on GNSS technology (Gleason & Gebre-Egziabher, 2009). However,

depending on the application, the uptake of GNSS could be impeded by its lim-

ited accuracy and degraded integrity due to inherent errors in the measurements.

Though a global system with global coverage, stand-alone GNSS performance also

1
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deteriorates in indoor use and in urban environments (Bensky, 2008) due to limited

availability and deterioration of tracked signals, as a result of blockages, re�ection

and attenuation of the GNSS signals.

The space segments of the aforementioned GNSSs are di�erent in composition,

as could be observed from the depictions in Figure 1.1, which depicts the GPS and

Galileo constellations.

Figure 1.1.: Depictions of GPS (left) and Galileo (right) constellations. The depiction of the

GPS constellation is obtained from http://nislab.bu.edu/sc546/546projects/langdon/const.jpg,

accessed 26 November, 2010; and the depiction of the Galileo constellation obtained from

http://www.ukspaceagency.bis.gov.uk/assets/channels/ our\_planet/2-Galileo\_System.jpg, ac-

cessed 26 November, 2011

The GPS constellation now consists of more than the nominal 24 satellites in

6 equally spaced orbital planes with uneven distribution of at least 4 satellites in

each orbital plane so as to minimize outage (Hegarty, 2006). The satellites or-

bital period is half a sidereal day which is approximately 12 hours, with altitude of

about 20,000km and an inclination angle of 55 degrees. The restored GLONASS,

with additional satellites launched in November 2011 (RSA, 2012) completed the

envisaged full orbital constellation of 24 satellites, enabling its full global cover-

age. The GLONASS constellation has 3 orbital planes, orbital altitude of about

19000km and period of 11hr 15mins, and with 64.8 degrees inclination. The Euro-

pean Union Galileo has been initiated by the GIOVE-A and GIOVE-B test satellites

launched in 2005 and 2008 respectively (Waller et al., 2008). As depicted in Fig-

ure 1.1, it is planned as a constellation of 27 satellites in 3 orbital planes, with
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period of 14hr 4min, altitude of about 23000km and inclination of 56 degrees. The

developing Compass with a few satellites already launched has also been reported

to target a complete constellation of 35 satellites including satellites in geostation-

ary/geosynchronous orbits. It became operational with coverage over China in De-

cember 2011 with 10 satellites in use and it is planned to o�er services to customers

in Asia-Paci�c region, while the global system should be �nished around 2020 (Bei-

dou, 2012)

1.1.1. GNSS Operation

GNSS radio frequency (RF) bands are included in the allocated Radio Navigation

Satellite Service (RNSS ) spectrum that also includes part of the Aeronautical Radio

Navigation Services (ARNS) spectrum. Within this spectrum, GPS operates as a

Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) system where each satellite in orbit has a

unique pseudorandom noise (PRN) code (a unique 1023-long PRN code is also used

to identify a particular GPS satellite). The broadcast navigation message from a

satellite is represented by a sequence of binary digits called bits. A pseudorandom

noise sequence is represented by a sequence of binary digits called chips, which

are used to spread a satellite's navigation message. They are called chips to avoid

confusing them with the message bits of a navigation message. The codes essentially

do not contain information because both satellites and GPS receivers already know

them and their generation patterns. The GPS codes include the 1023 chips long

code with a chip rate of 1.023Mcps, which is broadcast as the civilian standard

positioning service (SPS) referred to as coarse acquisition (C/A) code; and the

∼ 1014 chips long code with a chip rate of 10.23Mcps, which is broadcast as the

precise positioning service (PPS) called P(Y) code. The codes are used for spreading

the 50bps navigation message from a satellite (GPS-800A, 2010), knowing that each

navigation message bit has a bit duration that comprises the duration of multiple

chips. Compared to the autocorrelation of a satellite code, the low cross correlations

between any two satellites' codes (PRNs) signi�cantly mitigates their interference

even though the satellites broadcast at the same frequencies. The spread binary

navigation message, by binary phase shift keying (BPSK) modulation, modulates
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the radio frequency (RF) carrier frequencies of 1575.42MHz (used for C/A and

P(Y)) and 1227.6MHz (used for P(Y)) of the GPS satellites, respectively on the L1

and L2 bands. A satellite broadcasts the resulting modulated signal downwards to

users' receivers. There is however the ongoing GPS modernisation for both civil and

military use. The modernisation unveiled in McDonald (2002) includes the addition

of two new civil signals to be broadcast on the L2 band called L2C, and the new

L5 band with a broadcast carrier frequency of 1176.45MHz. The new block IIF

satellites currently broadcast the L5 signal, and the block III satellites that would

include another civil signal on the L1 band (L1C) and military code (M code) are

envisaged to be launched after 2013 (SpaceComm, 2012).

The original GLONASS basically operates as a Frequency Division Multiple Ac-

cess (FDMA) system where each satellite uses same pseudorandom code to spread

its navigation message and broadcasts on its speci�c carrier frequencies. The ear-

lier L1 and L2 bands allocations were G1 (1598.0625 - 1607.0625 MHz) and G2

(1242.9375 - 1249.9345 MHz). The carrier frequencies in both bands are in di�erent

channels (bandwidth) and are multiples of the channel spacing; the channel spacing

being 0.5625MHz for G1 and 0.4375MHz for G2. Like GPS, the di�erent GLONASS

pseudorandom codes: the 511 chips long code at a chipping rate of 0.511Mcps is its

C/A-like code while the 511000 chips long code at 0.511Mcps is its P(Y)-like code.

Both codes on both bands are used for spreading the same 50bps navigation message

before using the spread message to modulate the di�erent satellite bands' carrier fre-

quencies. Same channels are assigned to satellites on the opposite sides of the earth

to accommodate the planned 24 satellites (Misra & Enge, 2006) thereby mitigating

co-channel interference in the orthogonal FDMA system of GLONASS. GLONASS

is also currently evolving; the inclusion of other signals, and transition to a CDMA

GNSS system is underway (Revnivykh, 2011). As from 2014, the GLONASS-K2

satellites will have an FDMA signal in the L1 and L2 bands and CDMA signals in

L1, L2, and L3 bands, and the constellation update is planned to be completed in

2021 (RSS, 2012a)

Galileo is planned to provide di�erent services in di�erent bands within the RNSS

spectrum. These services are: the Open Service (OS) patterned after the GPS
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SPS; the signal-encryption-controlled access services, namely, Safety of Life Service

(SoL), the Public Regulated Service (PRS), and the Commercial Service (CS) ser-

vice. Based on CDMA, each Galileo satellite is planned to transmit ten navigation

signals but the Open Service will be transmitted in three of the frequency bands,

which are E5a, E5b and E1/L1. The carrier frequencies for the Open Service signals

in the E5a, E5b and E1 bands are respectively 1176.45, 1207.14 and 1575.42MHz.

The navigation message data rates of 25bps and 125bps, and chip rates of 1.023Mcps

and 10.23Mcps would be used for the di�erent services.

The ground control segment of a GNSS includes a network of monitoring/tracking

stations at precisely known positions in the de�ned reference frame of the GNSS,

which are usually distributed across the globe or within a region of the globe. Part of

the ground segment also includes a number of atomic frequency standards (clocks)

that may be combined with the satellites' space-quali�ed on-board atomic clocks

to de�ne the system time of the GNSS. The GPS satellites on-board clocks across

the di�erent blocks (II/IIA, IIR/IIR-M, IIF) are either of the cesium or rubidium

type, which have good enough frequency stability (Oaks et al., 2005, 2007), thus

minimizing a satellite's clock drift/o�set from the GNSS system time over a span

of several hours. The heart of the control segment of the currently fully functional

GPS, called the master control segment (MCS) located in Colorado Springs in the

United States of America, employs the measurements of the GPS monitoring stations

based on its de�ned system time called GPS time (GPST), to generate some of

the parameters in a navigation message. These parameters include satellite clock

correction parameters, satellite ephemeris, etc. The MCS estimates, among others,

satellites' positions, velocities satellites' clock o�set and drift (frequency o�set) and

clock drift rate. These estimated parameters are then used to propagate satellites'

positions and clock corrections into the future (called prediction). The predicted

values are then �t to a set of equations and the �t coe�cients uploaded as the

broadcast ephemerides in the navigation message (Warren & Raquet, 2003). Though

there could be slight di�erences in the ground control segments of the di�erent

GNSSs and their clocks composition and system time derivation, the fundamental

constituents of a navigation message are usually similar.
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GNSSs users see the presence of all GNSSs as added advantage as such could

provide a receiver the opportunity to combine di�erent GNSSs signals to improve

positioning accuracy and availability. However, to actualize this possible advantage,

the fundamental challenges of the time di�erences between the di�erent systems'

times and the di�erence in the coordinate reference frames need to be resolved,

knowing that a same receiver can be positioned to di�erent position coordinates

by di�erent GNSSs. These problems are being addressed as observed in Bykhanov

(1999); Piriz et al. (2006). Moreover, with more GNSSs satellites in space, the

positioning accuracy of a receiver would be a�ected by the number of satellites

in view, and the satellites' distribution in space with respect to the receiver - the

receiver-satellite geometry. The receiver-satellite geometry manifests as a dilution

of precision (DOP ) value that ampli�es the positioning error. This DOP value

is higher when the visible satellites distribution in space is 'poor' - appearing to

be 'clustered' in a given direction; and low when all visible satellites are widely

distributed in space with respect to the receiver (Groves, 2008).

1.1.2. User Segment and Observations

GNSS receivers of various types and capabilities exist today in the market, ranging

from the cheap single-frequency low accuracy ones found in many mobile devices, to

the more accurate and expensive multi-frequency ones such as used in geodetic and

surveying applications. A user of GNSS essentially receives the GNSS broadcast

signal received in one or more bands by the receiver antenna, and processed by the

receiver to estimate the user (antenna) position, velocity and timing information.

The pseudorange between the satellite and the receiver antenna is obtained as the

product of an estimated transit time and the speed of light, c = 299792458m/sec.

This code pseudorange measurement is often called the code pseudorange observa-

tion.

Another measurement is the accumulated carrier phase from a given GNSS band,

which can be referred to as phase observation. It is measured in number of cycles of

the band nominal RF carrier frequency that is internally generated at the receiver

carrier tracking loop. The receiver accumulates the phase di�erences between the
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incoming satellite RF carrier signal phase and the receiver generated carrier phase

since the starting point of an interval while the satellite remain tracked (Leick,

2004). It is the instantaneous phase di�erence plus the change in integer number of

the carrier cycles in the interval. This accumulated carrier phase observation more

e�ectively re�ects the changes in distance between the receiver and the satellite

compared to the code observation. The receiver could also measure the frequency

shift (w.r.t the nominal frequency) in the incoming RF carrier frequency, called the

Doppler shift, which is caused by the relative motion of the satellite and the receiver.

The rate of change of the carrier phase observation gives the pseudorange rate while

the accumulated Doppler or accumulated delta range (ADR) is the integral of the

pseudorange rate over an interval, i.e. the change in the carrier phase observation

over a certain time interval (Groves, 2008).

Most dual-frequency receivers, especially the geodetic types, measure and output

the observed code and phase observations; while some receivers, in addition, also

output the Doppler observations, observed from all the GNSS bands accessible by

the user receiver. Most single-frequency receivers would output, at most, the code

and phase observations if not only the code observation.

1.1.3. GNSS Performance Limitation Due to Errors

The phase and code observations from a GNSS satellite are contaminated by GNSS

inherent system errors, in addition to the errors due to the impact of the environ-

ment in which the receiver and its antenna operate. The scope of errors limiting

GNSS performance include atmosphere-induced errors, the GNSS satellite position

and clock errors, multipath error, GNSS receiver clock error and random noise, er-

rors caused by natural phenomena, etc. These errors originate from di�erent sources.

The broadcast GNSS satellites ephemerides and clock models are imperfect and con-

tribute as system inherent error sources; the atmosphere-induced errors, composed

of the ionosphere and troposphere induced errors (delays), are introduced as the

transmitted signals from the GNSS satellites propagate through the ionosphere and

troposphere to a downward receiver; while errors due to ocean and earth tides are

consequences of natural phenomena. A transmitted signal often gets re�ected by
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objects within a GNSS receiver antenna environment, thus regenerating the signal

replicas with various magnitudes and phase angles, which later recombine at the re-

ceiver antenna. This phenomenon called multipath could contribute tens of metres

of multipath error on the L1 code pseudorange observation and up to 4.8cm on the

L1 carrier phase observation (Kalyanaraman et al., 2006). The absolute error limit

on the C/A code observation due to multipath is around 150m. The instability in a

receiver clock oscillator is a source of receiver clock error; and the receiver random

noise is in�uenced by the receiver design components and/or the receiver type.

Both the code and carrier phase observations are a�ected by errors. The combined

e�ect of these errors on the code pseudorange observation, called the User Range

Error (URE), is usually up to tens of metres. The level of the error on the phase

observation is much less than that on the code observation.

The observations from GNSS satellites allows for a variety of applications. Pri-

marily for positioning, navigation and timing related applications, GNSS also enable

estimation and modelling of some parameters such as the ionospheric total electron

content. However, the performance of a GNSS in any one application is limited by

the errors in the observation(s) from the GNSS satellites. For instance, the errors

result in degraded positioning accuracy and precision - a negative impact in a critical

application like surveying. The magnitude of the positioning error across C/A-code

only receivers could be up to tens of a meter.

A GNSS performance is also limited in di�cult environments such as urban

canyons, where observation gaps or discontinuities are prevalent due to blockages.

Observation gaps can cause frequent changes in the unknown integer ambiguity value

(often referred to as cycle slip error (Kim & Langley, 2001)) in a phase observation,

and consequently, phase ambiguity resolution could become frequent. The resolu-

tion of integer ambiguities is often a non-trivial process as the inherent errors often

make the ambiguity �xing/resolution/determination process require long conver-

gence time before a reliable post-gap �x can be obtained. This implies that before a

post-cycle-slip ambiguity �x, the obtained precision and positioning accuracy would

be degraded.
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1.1.4. The Observation Error

Error corrective models do exist for 'correcting' (actually minimizing) some of the

errors in GNSS observations. For instance, tropospheric, ionospheric, and earth and

ocean tides errors can be minimised by using generalized corrective models such

as applied in Le & Tiberius (2007). Moreover, GNSS satellites clocks and orbital

position errors, errors due to antennae phase centre variations, are also corrected

to a reasonable level through the use of corrective models generated with the cor-

rection parameters in the GNSS broadcast ephemerides or by accessing externally

generated corrections. The application of an external error corrective model is often

dependent on the accuracy required for a GNSS application, and also whether the

external corrections can be obtained or are needed in real-time or not. However,

due to limited accuracy in these error corrective models, residual error dubbed in

this thesis as correction residual error (CRE), often results after the applications of

such corrective models (Le & Tiberius, 2007).

Moreover, the multipath error, the receiver random noise and clock error, and

all other unmodelled errors, which contribute largely to the error levels in GNSS

observations, are not eliminated by any known generic corrective models. This is

mainly because multipath error is quasi-random in nature and the receiver noise

and clock errors are non-deterministic. Being localised, multipath error and noise

are dependent on a receiver antenna environment and the user receiver itself.

In this research work, the combination of CRE, multipath error, receiver noise

and clock error, and all other unmodelled errors in the used functional model of a

GNSS phase or code observation, de�nes what is here referred to as the observation

error in that phase or code observation. The level of the observation error in a

code observation is signi�cantly higher than the level of the observation error in

a phase observation because of the higher multipath error and receiver noise on a

code observation. The ultimate goal would be to eliminate the observation error in

a given code or phase observation.
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1.2. Motivation

The inherent observation error levels, especially on code observation from observed

GNSS satellites, limit both the GNSS positioning performance and its application.

Even after applying available or accessible error corrective models to a GNSS code

observation to minimize those errors that have corrective models, the level of the

left-over code observation error, which is often dominated by combined noise and

multipath error in the GNSS code observation, is usually signi�cant and capable

of degrading positioning accuracy and precision. Also worrisome is the fact that

the magnitude of uncorrelated errors would increase when any two raw code or

phase observations are di�erenced or linearly combined, in a bid to eliminate other

errors or parameters, or to estimate a combination parameter. Known cycle slip

detection and correction algorithms such as given in Bisnath (2000); Banville &

Langley (2009), apply such linear combination (LC) observables1, and such detection

and correction could be marred by the level of combined code observation error

in the such LC. Developed techniques concentrating on mitigating the combined

receiver noise and multipath error, as found in Hatch (1982); Gunther & Henkel

(2010); Satirapod et al. (2003); Lau & Cross (2007), do exist, and will be reviewed

in Chapter 3. However, none of these existing techniques has capability to mitigate

the unwanted code observation error(s) when cycle slip(s) occur on the more precise

phase observation(s) from a given satellite.

Positioning performance of a GNSS can also be degraded due to cycle slip oc-

currences in the phase observations. Cycle slips are big error sources, especially

when they are not detected and corrected. Many known cycle slip detection algo-

rithms exist for dual-frequency receivers only, e.g. (Banville & Langley, 2009), and

depend on dual-frequency code observations that are usually a�ected by relatively

large code observation errors. As such, a reliable and accurate cycle slip detection

with these techniques could be impeded, since they involve code observations. Some

1In this thesis, the term observation is used to refer to a receiver's measurement, such as the raw
code or phase observation, while the term observable is used to refer to the output obtained
after any processing of the raw observation(s) that may include di�erencing, linear combination,
�ltering, applied corrections, etc.
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of the techniques used for �xing cycle slip �oat values to integer values are similar

to conventional ambiguity resolution techniques that involve large search spaces,

which in turn leads to high computational workload on the receiver. A more desired

goal is to improve the process of cycle slip detection and �xing via a much simpler,

faster and less computationally intensive single-satellite phase-only algorithm. Such

an algorithm would be attractive for use in a di�cult environment where cycle slip

occurrence may be rampant.

There is currently no well-de�ned single-frequency phase-only cycle slip detection

and correction algorithm known to the author. Such an algorithm is considered

necessary for the many single-frequency receivers that are available and are still

being produced till date. The limited accuracy of the broadcast ionospheric model

contributes to degrading single-frequency receiver positioning performance, espe-

cially in the polar and equatorial regions. Available external ionospheric corrections

are not readily accessible in real-time, and many single-frequency receivers are not

made-ready or enabled to use external ionospheric corrections. Thus, with a receiver-

generated improved ionospheric model, single-frequency users worldwide will be able

to achieve improved point positioning (positioning with a single receiver).

Another phenomenon a�ecting improve GNSS positioning today is the occurrence

of observation gaps, which are short duration outages (temporal loss) of a satellite

being observed by a receiver. When observation gaps occur, existing ambiguity

resolution or cycle slip detection techniques, as well as existing code smoothing

techniques, break down as they tend to re-initialise when the receiver re-locks to the

temporarily lost (gapped) satellite. This re-initialisation often results in the long

convergence time to resolve such post-gap ambiguities and the inability to mitigate

code observation errors at a post-gap epoch. This consequently degrades the po-

sitioning accuracy and precision at a post-gap epoch and a few other subsequent

epochs to a post-gap epoch. Developing a non-reinitialised cycle slip and code error

mitigation technique will be a worthwhile solution to this challenge that is common

in di�cult environments.

In the sequel, this research is motivated by the need to signi�cantly improve

GNSS positioning performance by proposing new algorithms/techniques as solution
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to the challenges mentioned above. To this end, one is motivated to develop simple

algorithms that would achieve signi�cant mitigation of the code observation error

levels in the presence or absence of cycle slips; an accurate single-satellite phase-only

and non-computationally intensive cycle slip detection and correction algorithm; and

a receiver-generated improved single-frequency ionospheric model applicable in real-

time, all with a view to enhancing point and relative positioning in all environments,

irrespective of the receiver clock type and the receiver mode of operation - static or

kinematic.

1.3. Research Objectives

In line with the motivation for this research, three broad objectives were initially set

at the start of the research. These were: (i) to develop relevant real-time techniques

to improve single-frequency positioning in all environments, with emphasis on an

improved ionospheric correction model suitable for use even in the equatorial re-

gion; (ii) to adapt these proposed techniques for improved real-time dual-frequency

positioning; and (iii) to quantify the comparative performance levels achievable by

the proposed techniques via di�erent single- and dual-frequency real-time position-

ing tests and analyses. The integration and computational load of the proposed

techniques were required to be simple enough, to minimise drainage of a receiver's

battery power, and ensure suitability for time-critical applications.

Consequently, the research started with the intension to �rst develop a single-

frequency ionospheric correction model primarily suitable for the equatorial region.

It became not feasible to acquire single- and dual-frequency data sets from receivers'

with known trajectories and within the equatorial region. Moreover, single- and

dual-frequency data obtained in di�cult environments and with accurately known

receiver positions/trajectories could not be acquired within the stipulated time for

this research. Subsequently, for the continuation of the research, these initial objec-

tives were later modi�ed and evolved to give the �nal objectives.

The resulting and �nal objectives for this research are as follow:

(a) How would a real-time single-satellite phase-only-derived cycle slip detection
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and determination algorithm usable by a static or moving single-frequency GNSS

receiver be developed? What percentage of correct detection and correct �x of cycle

slips do we expect from such an algorithm? This objective is intended to enable a

single-frequency receiver detect and correct cycle slips on a single-frequency phase

observation in a reliable, simple and non-computationally intensive manner.

(b) How would a single-satellite phase-only-derived cycle slip detection, �xing

and validation algorithm, suitable for a dual-frequency receiver operating in either

static or kinematic mode be developed? What percentage of correct detection and

correct �x of cycle slips do we expect from such an algorithm? This achieved, it

is intended to outperform many currently existing techniques that include dual-

frequency code observations, which are often bedevilled by the code observation

errors. Moreover, being a single-satellite and phase-only-derived algorithm, it is

expected to be relatively simple and less computationally intensive for a real time

operation.

(c) How can an improved broadcast ionospheric correction model be implemented

on a single-frequency receiver in real-time, to enable better ionospheric delay cor-

rections? From a case study, how accurate can such improved ionospheric model be

for a single-frequency receiver in the mid-latitude region, and for a single-frequency

receiver in the equatorial region? Ability to generate single-frequency ionospheric

model with good level of improvement over the broadcast model would enable signif-

icant reduction of the ionospheric divergence e�ect that limits the use of a long �lter

length in a single-frequency code-carrier smoothing operation. It will also drastically

minimise a single-frequency receiver's dependence on external ionospheric correction

that may not even be available and accessible in real time; and it is also envisaged

to improve single-frequency ionospheric corrections globally.

(d) How should dual-frequency receivers estimate phase-only-derived ionospheric

delay in the presence or absence of cycle slips, and predict same in the event of an

observation gap with acceptable level of accuracy and precision? Such a more precise

phase-only-derived ionospheric delay could help improve ionospheric modelling even

in the presence of observation gaps.

(e) Can an e�cient code smoothing or error mitigation algorithm that has capabi-
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lity to mitigate the code observation error level(s) on the code observation(s) from a

satellite, irrespective of cycle slip occurrences on the phase observation(s), be obtai-

ned? Can the algorithm be made robust to observation gap occurrence? Compared

to the conventional code-carrier smoothing technique, what level of performance im-

provement in terms of positioning accuracy and precision would it o�er? These are

required to enable enhanced positioning in both normal and di�cult environments,

with or without cycle slip occurrences.

(f) How would a common receiver clock jump or reset value be reliably estimated in

non-positioning domain in real-time, irrespective of the receiver oscillator type? This

is important to eliminate the impact of receiver clock jumps on cycle slips detection

and enable possible receiver clock modelling. It is also required to 'decorrelate'

the code and phase observations to generate appropriate covariance matrices in

real-time as against formulating covariance matrices under the assumption that the

observations are not correlated and usage of conjectured uncertainty values.

(g) How can the algorithms to be developed be made robust to an observation

gap occurrence, so as to improve positioning accuracy and precision even in di�cult

environments such as urban canyons? Can the post-gap convergence time usually

associated with ambiguity �xes on phase observations and the usual many-post-

gap-epoch observation required for achieving signi�cant code error mitigation be

reduced or eliminated at a post-gap epoch? Such a robust algorithm should be

able to estimate the relative changes in the ambiguities (cycle slips), ionospheric

delay, and in the non-dispersive range components, between a post-gap epoch and

a pre-gap epoch, so as to avoid the usual re-initialisation in conventional techniques

whenever an observation gap occurs.

(h) Identify the possible limitations, if any, in the developed algorithms or tech-

niques and give appropriate measures or recommendations for use and implementa-

tion accordingly.

Successfully achieving these objectives would contribute to improving the perfor-

mance of single- and multi-frequency GNSS receivers used in di�erent static and

kinematic applications. One of such applications is real-time positioning where im-

proved positioning accuracy and precision is desired. For instance, a single-frequency
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mobile device would require a simple (reduced computational load and thus fast)

cycle slip detection and correction algorithm, which would demand low processing

power, thus enabling prolong use of a receiver's battery power; an improved iono-

spheric correction model; and a cycle-slip-resilient code error mitigation algorithm,

to improve its positioning solutions when operating in any environment. Precise

Point Positioning (PPP) in all environments is also one of the target applications.

Code observation error and cycle slip occurrence are major challenges to PPP, espe-

cially when operating in a di�cult environment where cycle slips can be prevalent. A

simple (fast) and e�cient cycle slip detection and correction algorithm coupled with

a cycle-slip-resilient code error mitigation algorithm are bene�ts to PPP. Also, time-

critical applications are target of this research. For instance, applications whereby

cycle slip detection and correction are performed at a master station of a Wide Area

Di�erential GNSS (WADGNSS), that is, a master station processes all the obser-

vations from its network of multi-frequency �xed GNSSs receivers and broadcasts

the di�erential corrections, are considered time-critical, as such networks are often

used to support real-time operations. A WADGNSS is a near real-time GNSS ap-

plication where a maximum latency of a few seconds is allowed for the generation

and broadcasting of its di�erential corrections. It is an application where high di-

mensions of cycle slip (up to tens of cycle slips at a given time epoch) can occur on

phase observations from di�erent satellites observed by the di�erent �xed receivers

on a network. A fast and e�cient cycle slip �xing algorithm is important for such

a time-critical and high dimensions application, so as to improve its reliability and

e�ciency. Examples of such existing WADGNSS include the Satellite Based Aug-

mentation System (SBAS) of the United States, called Wide Area Augmentation

System (WAAS), the European Geostationary Navigation Overlay System (EG-

NOS), and the Japanese Multifunction Transportation Satellite (MTSAT)-based

Satellite Augmentation System (MSAS).
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1.4. Methodology

In order to achieve the objectives listed above, the required data sets are the single-

and dual-frequency raw phase and code observations from satellites, obtained with

both static and moving GNSS receivers. Though the developed algorithms are pro-

posed for any GNSS, only GPS data are used in this research as almost any GNSS

receiver is designed compatible with GPS, plus the fact that all the data made

available for this research are observations from only GPS satellites. It is impor-

tant to use real GNSS data obtained by receivers with known 'truth' positions so as

to have a reference for comparing positioning results, and examining performance.

Consequently, observations from GPS satellites are obtained from di�erent refer-

ence stations in di�erent parts of the world and on the network of the IGS, to

assess the performance of the new algorithms in static domain. Kinematic data

set obtained with a dual-frequency GPS receiver and antenna placed on a docking

ship, THV Alert, at a jetty in Harwick, United Kingdom, was provided for use in

this research. The truth trajectory for this moving ship was generated using Leica

Geo O�ce software, applying the moving ship data as the rover data, and apply-

ing the concurrent data obtained from a �xed nearby station (BASE) on the roof

of a building within 1km radius of the moving ship as the reference station data.

The available single-frequency data sets had no known truth for reference. As a

result, the single-frequency analyses presented in this work are based on the L1

band data of the dual-frequency static and kinematic receivers data used for the

dual-frequency analysis. However, additional single-frequency code error levels are

simulated for some tests to depict more of a typical single-frequency receiver code

error level when necessary.

The developed real-time single- and dual-frequency cycle slip detection and cor-

rection (CSDC) algorithms are based on Adaptive Time Di�erencing (ATD) of a

single-satellite phase observation(s). The improved single-frequency ionospheric de-

lay correction (IIC) algorithm is based on adaptive digital �ltering of the ionospheric

observable obtained from di�erencing a phase observation from a code observation,

both obtained from the same satellite band; whilst the dual-frequency slant ionos-

pheric delay on a given satellite observation is modelled as the sum of a constant and
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a varying component, using the observable derived from the di�erence between the

satellite's dual-frequency phase observations. The new algorithm for both single-

and dual-frequency code error mitigation is anchored on a band's code-minus-phase

observable, after a real-time cycle slip detection and �xing, which enables its resi-

lience to phase cycle slip occurrences. To increase robustness and enable continuity

without any need for re-initialisation in the algorithms whenever an observation gap

occurs for an observed satellite, the ionospheric variation is predicted from the last

pre-gap epoch to a current post-gap epoch; the cycle slips determined with reference

to the last pre-gap epoch prior to a current observation gap; and the code errors

mitigated, whilst also generating seemingly continuous time series observables for

subsequent epochs' cycle slip detection.

With the research objectives in mind, the developed algorithms are tested to

determine performance and answers to the research questions. Existing GNSS pro-

cessing software packages give little or no room for modi�cations, hence GPS data

processing programs are developed in C++ and MATLAB environments to enable

processing of the acquired GPS data in real-time mode. The developed programs

are to also, by way of simulation, enable the investigation and e�ciency of the newly

developed cycle slip detection, determination and correction algorithms in real-time

mode, using both static and kinematic receivers. The developed programs also en-

ables accessing the impact of code errors on the developed algorithms. The cycle

slip simulation involves introducing known cycle slips integer values to actual phase

observation from a satellite at known epochs. The developed CSDC algorithms

attempt to detect and �x such cycle slips to the correct values in real-time. The

designed programs also allows and enables a wider scope of experimentation and

comparisons.

Using the newly developed algorithms, static and kinematic mode tests are per-

formed to access performance and identify possible drawbacks in the new algorithms.

Point positioning solutions (using only code observations) are obtained and com-

pared with code-positioning solutions acquired with the widely used range-domain

code carrier smoothing technique (often called Hatch �lter) that re-initialises after

an observation gap. The cycle slip detection capability of the new technique is inves-
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tigated through cycle slip simulation, to determine the level of e�ciency of the CSDC

algorithms. Actual positioning results a�ected by observation gap occurrences and

simulated observation gaps, are further analysed to examine the robustness of the

new algorithms to observation gap occurrences and period of convergence.

Relevant metrics are used to access the performance of the newly developed al-

gorithms. These metrics include the achieved positioning accuracy and precision

obtained for static and moving receivers; the ionospheric model accuracy; the percen-

tages of correctly detected and correctly �xed number of simulated cycle slips, using

both static and kinematic data sets; the robustness of the gap-connect technique

to observation gap occurrence, which can be accessed by comparing the acquired

positioning solutions from the gap-connect technique with the positioning solution

obtained with a re-initialising (conventional) positioning technique, over observation

epochs with signi�cant presence of observation gap occurrences. Compared to the

widely used LAMBDA (Least-squares AMBiguity Decorrelation Adjustment (Chang

et al., 2005)) method for cycle slip determination, a simpler and consequently less

computationally intensive (i.e. faster) cycle slip determination (repair) algorithm

is desired, as it is often the case for time-critical GNSS applications. As such, the

suitability of the algorithms to be developed, for real-time applications, is crucial,

irrespective of a receiver's clock type - it could be driven by a relatively stable

(low-drift) or unstable (high-drift) oscillator.

The new algorithms are intended to be generic - useable for observations from any

GNSS; independent of the receiver type/manufacturer. As such, the sets of GPS

data used in this research are ensured to be so compliant.

1.5. Thesis Outline

This thesis is presented in ten chapters. This �rst chapter gives an introduction to

GNSS and describes the objectives and methodology of research work. The next

two chapters of the thesis review relevant literature around the subject matter.

Chapter 2 introduces most of the errors in GNSS observations and where appli-

cable, discusses the generalized corrective models for some of the errors. Chapter 3
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reviews some of the techniques employed in mitigating observation error; it reviews

the di�erent methods currently applied for cycle slip detection and determination as

well as some available ionospheric models. It further highlights possible limitations

in some of the existing techniques.

As a preamble to the newly developed algorithms, Chapter 4 covers the relevant

signal processing techniques, and presents the foundational knowledge and hypoth-

esis on which some of the newly developed algorithms are based. It discusses sig-

nal domains and energy, digital �ltering and Adaptive Time Di�erencing (ATD).

In Chapter 5, the new single-frequency phase-only-derived CSDC algorithm; the

Improved Ionospheric Correction (IIC) algorithms; and the code error mitigation

algorithm are presented. The method for estimating a receiver clock jump detection

is also presented in Chapter 5.

The developed dual-frequency algorithms for dual-frequency cycle slip detection,

derivation of the phase-only ionospheric delay, and dual-frequency code error mitiga-

tion, are all presented in Chapter 6. The technique, dubbed gap-connect technique,

developed to mitigate impacts of observation gaps and to enhance robust positio-

ning, is also covered in Chapter 6.

The testing and performance analyses of the newly developed algorithms are

covered in chapters 7 and 8. Chapter 7 covers the tests and analyses of all the

single-frequency algorithms developed in Chapter 5; presenting the test results and

the discussion of the test results obtained from cycle slip simulation and single-

frequency positioning performance, and comparisons. The possible limitation of the

single-frequency CSDC algorithm is also discussed. Chapter 8 covers the tests and

analyses of all the dual-frequency algorithms developed in Chapter 6. The tests

including dual-frequency cycle slip testing by simulation and error-mitigated code

positioning performance, are analysed and discussed. The proposed gap-connect

technique is also examined with simulated observation gap occurrences, as well as

examining the impact of observation gaps on positioning. The possible limitation of

the dual-frequency CSDC algorithm is also discussed.

Chapter 9 discusses the modernization on current GNSSs, and the signals to be

broadcast by future GNSS. The chapter thereafter discusses the impact of such new
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and future signals on the newly developed algorithms.

Chapter 10 Summarises the research process undertaken in this thesis, present-

ing the relevant conclusions drawn to address the objectives of this research. The

recommendations for further research are also presented in the chapter.

The appendix covers topics considered relevant to certain areas or techniques

mentioned within the body of the thesis, which include least squares and Kalman

�ltering.



Chapter 2.

Error Sources and Corrections

The sources of some of the errors manifesting in the GNSS observations are re-

viewed in this chapter. The chapter also introduces the phase and code observation

models, some generalized correction models for the atmospheric induced errors, and

mitigation of the common mode errors in di�erenced observations. A further in-

sight is given on the receiver measurement and origin of multipath error. Also,

pre-observation multipath mitigation modalities are also discussed.

2.1. Acquisition, Tracking and Receiver Estimation

The front-end of a receiver (ampli�ers, bandpass �lters and frequency down-converters)

conditions the received analogue satellite signal for processing. An analogue-to-

digital converter (ADC) transforms the conditioned signal to its equivalent digital

form before the estimation of the chip delay, the transit time, Doppler frequency shift

and the carrier phase o�set. The �rst stage in the estimation is the signal acquisi-

tion, which is searching for an in-view satellite by employing a de�ned search space,

the approximate chip delay and the Doppler frequency shift, simultaneously. A given

GNSS receiver generates replica code for each of the GNSS satellites. The search

space is de�ned by a range of Doppler shift frequencies around the GNSS band

transmitted carrier frequency; and the delayed versions of the receiver-generated

replica code of a satellite suspected/expected to be in view, enabling the genera-

tion of high autocorrelation peak that suggests the detection of the satellite. After

21
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a satellite detection, the receiver continuously tracks the detected satellite through

two feedback loops: a code tracking loop called delay lock loop (DLL), and a Phased

Locked Loop (PLL) that basically generates a sinusoidal signal to match the fre-

quency and phase of the incoming RF signal from the acquired/detected satellite.

The structure of the navigation massage on a satellite's transmitted code (already

spread by the navigation message) allows users to have precise and unambiguous

measurement of the apparent transit time of the broadcast signal from that GNSS

satellite. A detailed description of the acquisition and tracking processes, and the

further processing in the receiver leading to the estimation of the transit time, is

given in Misra & Enge (2006); Groves (2008). The search range in the acquisition

stage di�ers with receivers. Di�erent receivers have di�erent frequency bin and chip

resolutions, and di�erent Doppler frequency shift ranges. For instance, assuming

a GPS receiver is designed to accommodate a maximum Doppler frequency shift

range within ±6000Hz, apply a frequency bin (interval between any two frequencies

in the fc ± 6000Hz range, fc being the band nominal carrier frequency) of 500Hz

and a chip division of 2 samples per chip, which is a chip bin of 1
2
chip (i.e. each of

the 1023 chips long C/A code will be replicated twice within its 1
1023

µs duration).

Then, 2 × 1023 = 2046-chip bin search space and 6000
500

= 24-frequency bin search

space would de�ne the 2046× 24 = 49, 104 search spaces to be used by the receiver

in the acquisition stage of each PRN or satellite. A receiver's multichannel archi-

tecture enables dedicated hardware channels for each satellite, making it possible

to perform parallel acquisitions for di�erent satellites. For a de�ned DLL correlator

spacing, d, of say d ≤ 1, and a discriminator function such as the early-minus-late

(Braasch & van Dierendonck, 1999), the DLL can maintain lock with any already

acquired satellite, as the PLL does the phase tracking to obtain re�ned phase o�set

measurements. For tracking C/A code, the value of d ranges from 1 in low accuracy

receivers to as low as 0.1 or less in geodetic receivers. The existing di�erences in

receiver architectures would be one reason why two di�erent receivers simultane-

ously observing same satellites would produce measurements or observations with

di�erent levels of multipath errors. Detailed insight into receiver acquisition and

tracking processes can be found in (Misra & Enge, 2006; Groves, 2008; Braasch &
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van Dierendonck, 1999). It is only after these processes that the bit synchroniza-

tion, frame synchronization, and �nally the ephemeris and satellite clock data from

a satellite is made possible and done.

Irrespective of the receiver complexity/architecture, there seems to be no par-

ticular choice of a set of frequency bin, Doppler shift range, correlator spacing,

discriminator function, etc, that will always guarantee the correct determination

of the transit time, Doppler frequency and the carrier phase o�set. The code and

phase observations generated by a receiver are not usually free from errors. More-

over, non-receiver dependent errors originating from di�erent GNSS error sources

also a�ect the GNSS code and phase observations.

2.2. GNSS Error Sources

The errors in the observations from a GNSS satellite are from di�erent sources, which

include the GNSS control segment, the propagation medium, signal interference due

to re�ection from objects in the vicinity of the antenna and the receiver itself. Other

error sources include jamming, which could be intentional, and signal attenuation

(by trees and walls, etc.) that usually lead to a decreased signal-to-noise power ratio

of the received signal. A depiction of the interaction of some of these sources with

the transmitted signal from a satellite to a receiver, is shown in Figure 2.1. The

errors a�ect both code and carrier phase observations. The quality of the positioning

achieved by the observations are also a�ected by the number of satellites in view

and their distribution in space with respect to the receiver antenna - the satellite

geometry.

2.2.1. Satellite Ephemeris and Clock Errors

These errors originate from the broadcast navigation message generated by the

GNSS control segment. For instance, GPS now has 16 monitoring stations located

throughout the world1, which track the GPS satellites as they pass overhead and

1http://www.gps.gov/systems/gps/control/, accessed 13 March 2012
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Figure 2.1.: Depiction of the interaction of error sources with the transmitted signal from a

satellite to a receiver

channel their observations to the master control station (MCS) in Colorado. The

MCS incorporates the observations from the monitoring stations with the models for

other e�ects, to determine and predict the GPS satellites orbits and clocks correc-

tions that are uploaded to the satellites from the current 12 uplink stations. Given

a satellite current orbital estimates from an orbit determination (OD) process, the

orbit prediction (OP) - the future state (orbital position and clock correction) of

the satellite is predicted. The prediction accuracy is in�uenced by the same e�ects

(errors) that in�uence the estimation accuracy itself (Tapley et al., 2004). In a

GNSS satellite OD process done by the system control segment, the imperfection in

the satellite force model could be a principal error source. The force model is deter-

mined by using the gravitational (conservative �eld) parameters (masses of the earth,

moon and planets; the geopotential coe�cients, etc) and the non-gravitational (non-

conservative �eld) parameters (solar and earth radiation pressure, drag, magnetic

�eld, etc), which are not accurately known or perfectly modelled. However, non-

conventional but improved analytical models of the non-conservative �elds have been
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shown to improve OP of a satellite. Improvement in the OP accuracy of GLONASS

satellite has been demonstrated with analytical solar pressure modelling (Ziebart &

Dare, 2001); and with combined analytical models of thermal re-radiation and ra-

diation pressure based on given satellite geometry, Ziebart et al. (2005) also showed

signi�cant improvement (decimetre-level accuracy) in the OP of a GPS block IIR

satellite.

Another typical error source in the process is the measurement model. The model

is dependent on the employed inertial and terrestrial coordinate systems as well as

the ground-based measurements such as the coordinates of tracking station, atmo-

spheric e�ects, instrument modeling, clock accuracy and tectonic plate motion. Since

the predicted values are used to �t set of equations to obtain the �t coe�cients that

are uploaded as satellite ephemeris and clock parameters in the navigation message,

the ephemeris and clock parameters are therefore not error free. The more accurate

the estimation and prediction models, and the more frequent upload of new data set

to the satellites, the lower would be the satellite ephemeris and clock errors. The

level of stability of the satellites' clocks themselves is also a source of clock error and

usually varies amongst the satellites of a GNSS.

The ephemeris error can be decomposed to three orthogonal axes: the radial (R)

axis, - the direction of a vector from earth centre to the satellite; along-track (AT)

axis - the direction of the tangent to the satellite orbital track; and cross-track

(XT) axis - the direction perpendicular to the R and AT axes. Of these three,

the radial component error is the smallest but it contributes the most error in the

range measurement obtained by the ground-based monitoring stations (Warren &

Raquet, 2003). The subsequent receiver pseudorange measurement error, being the

projection of the satellite position error vector in the satellite-receiver Line of Sight

(LoS), is also dominated by the R component of the ephemeris error. The clock

error and the 3D ephemeris error of a GPS satellite could be estimated and tracked

by the Control Segment in real-time. Before 2006, the magnitude of GPS satellite

clock or ephemeris error could be up to 1.5m with the then typical once-a-day data

upload (Misra & Enge, 2006). However, the increase from 5 to 16 GPS monitoring

stations, which could enable satellite-monitoring capabilities from 97% single-station
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coverage to continuous 100% triple-station monitoring of all GPS satellites; and the

current number of tracking stations, help improve the quality of the current GPS

broadcast ephemeris and clock parameters (Manning, 2005). The IGS speci�cations

updated in 2009, indicate 1-dimensional mean root-mean-square (RMS) accuracy

of ∼ 100cm over the three XYZ geocentric components for GPS satellite broadcast

ephemeris (IGS, 2012).

With reference to a GNSS system time, the broadcast ephemeris and clock pa-

rameters (from the prediction) are used by a user receiver to obtain the supposedly

'known' satellite orbit and clock o�set. A GPS or Galileo satellite clock o�set from

its system time since the broadcast data reference time, toc, is given as in Equation

(2.1) where a0, a1,and a2 are the broadcast clock parameters, tsys is the system time

(GPST or GST), and ∆trel is the relativistic correction term dependent on some

orbital parameters and speed of light (GALILEOICD, 2008; GPSICD, 1997). This

calculated o�set is used by the receiver to correct for a satellite clock o�set from its

system time.

δts = a0 + a1(tsys − toc) + a2(tsys − toc)2 + ∆trel (2.1)

According to the IGS speci�cations updated 2009, ∼ 5ns RMS accuracy with ∼

2.5ns standard deviation relative to the IGS timescale that is linearly aligned to

GPS time in one-day segments, can be obtainable with the GPS clock correction

broadcast (IGS, 2012). As already mentioned in Section 1.1.4, GPS satellite clock

and ephemeris errors can be alternatively corrected by using externally generated

corrections such as provided by the IGS. The IGS has a much denser monitoring

station network distributed worldwide, and widely accepted as one source providing

data for improved satellite clock and ephemeris errors correction.

2.2.2. Atmospheric Errors

A satellite transmitted signal propagates through the atmosphere to a receiver be-

neath. The atmosphere by refraction, changes the direction and speed of the prop-

agating RF signal from the constant speed of light in a vacuum. The parts of

the atmosphere where this phenomenon occurs are the ionosphere and troposphere,
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where errors result due to the change in the speed of the transmitted signal.

2.2.2.1. Ionospheric Delay and Scintillation E�ects

The ionization caused by the radiation of the sun creates a region of ionized gases

resulting to free electrons within a height of about 50-1200km above the earth sur-

face called the ionosphere. The ionosphere comprises the D, E, F1 and F2 layers

at di�erent heights and rates of production and loss of electrons. The F2 layer

of height range 200-600km has the peak electron density (Opperman et al., 2007)

in electrons/m3 and the satellite signal propagation speed in the ionosphere de-

pends on the number of free electrons per square metre on its path to a receiver,

which is de�ned as the total electron content (TEC) with units of electrons/m2,

and 1016TEC = 1TECunit (TECU). The intensity of ionization increases with sun

intensity in the day and reduces drastically at night when ions and electrons recom-

bine. The ratio of the speed of propagation of the signal in vacuum, c, to the speed

in the ionosphere, called the refractive index, is dependent on the transmitted signal

frequency (dispersive medium). The refraction (as refractive index is not equal to 1)

results in advanced phase observation and delayed code observation, which means

the ionospheric delay terms in the phase and code observations would be equal in

magnitude but opposite in sign. The ionospheric delay term I, in its �rst order

form, is given as (D. S. Coco et al., 1991)

I ' 40.3× TEC
f 2

(2.2)

where the value 40.3 is a constant with unit m3(Hz)2/electron. I is seen to be

inversely proportional to the square of the GNSS carrier frequency, f , in a given

band. The ionospheric path is longer with low elevation satellites and the ionospheric

delay is elevation dependent, typically varying from 1-15m and could even exceed

100m in disturbed ionospheric conditions (Klobuchar, 1987).

Apart from the ionosphere diurnal and seasonal variations, the ionosphere is also

characterised by signi�cant variability depending upon the solar activity and geo-

magnetic disturbances. There are also short-term and localized anomalies (travelling
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ionospheric disturbances) such as the winter anomaly and the equatorial anomaly

(Devi et al., 2008; Bhuyan & Borah, 2007). Rapid electron density variations (Iono-

spheric irregularities) do occur, and typically develop during and after an anomaly.

When severe, these ionospheric irregularities cause signal di�raction (scattering of

a GNSS satellite transmitted signal) and refraction that could lead to rapid �uctua-

tions in the signal amplitude and/or phase, an occurrence referred to as ionospheric

scintillation. The �uctuation in the amplitude (amplitude scintillation) can be se-

vere enough to result in the received signal amplitude dropping below the GNSS

receiver lock threshold, thus driving the receiver to re-acquire lock of the satellite

signal; and the rapid carrier phase �uctuations (phase scintillation) can cause cy-

cle slips (Doherty et al., 2000). These ionospheric scintillation e�ects are common

to both single- and dual-frequency receivers, even though it could result to higher

positioning error in single frequency receivers (Datta-Barua et al., 2003).

GPS satellites broadcast eight ionospheric delay correction parameters based on

the Klobuchar model, to enable single-frequency users to correct for the error in

form of ionospheric delay (GPSICD, 1997). This model, on the average, as been

reported to correct up to 50-60% of the ionospheric error (de Oliveria Carmago

et al., 2000; Feess & Stephens, 1987). For the same ionospheric correction, Galileo

satellites will broadcast three parameters based on the NeQuick model (Radicella,

2009). The improved correction capability of the NeQuick model has been reported

as well (Aragon-Angel et al., 2005; Somieski et al., 2007). Figure 2.2 depicts satellites

propagation paths through the ionosphere to a receiver above the surface of the

earth. The half-cosine Klobuchar model, depending on the local time at an IPP

(see Figure 2.2), gives the estimated vertical ionospheric delay, Iz, in the zenith

direction to an IPP. It uses the corresponding satellite's earth angle, the approximate

geodetic latitude, longitude, azimuth of the IPP, and the eight broadcast parameters

(Klobuchar, 1987). The Iz is mapped in the LoS direction between the satellite and

receiver to generate the path ionospheric delay, I. Thus from Figure 2.2, through

laws of sines and the assumption of an ionospheric thin shell height, h (the GPS
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Figure 2.2.: Satellites signal propagation paths through the ionosphere to a receiver. The mean

ionosphere height is represented as a thin shell h meters above a spherical earth

surface with average radius RE = 6378.1363 (Vallado, 2007). The ionospheric pierce

point (IPP) is the point where the LoS signal from a satellite S observed at elevation

angle E w.r.t. receiver RX, intersects with the thin shell. Here α, ψ, φ and λ are the

respective zenith angle, earth angle, latitude and longitude of an IPP corresponding

to any of the n observed satellites, in degrees.

Klobuchar model uses h = 350km), I is then given as

I = Iz × 1

cosα

= Iz ×

[
1−

(
RE×cosE

RE + h

)2
]−1/2

(2.3)

The 1
cosα

=

[
1−

(
RE×cosE
RE+h

)2
]−1/2

in Equation (2.3) is an elevation dependent map-

ping function often referred to as the obliquity factor, zeroth-order or projection
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mapping function. The value of I so determined can thus be removed from the

single frequency code or phase observation thereby correcting for the ionospheric

delay.

It is worth noting that the actual obliquity factor used in GPS is an approximation

to the value of 1
cosα

, and it is given as MF = 1 + 16(0.53 − E
180

)3 where E is the

elevation angle of the satellite with respect to the receiver, in degrees. 1
cosα

orMF is

greater than 3 for elevation angles lesser than 50. Going by Equation (2.2), and with

the same mapping function, we can similarly generate the vertical TEC (vTEC) or

slant TEC from the relationship

TEC = vTEC ×

[
1−

(
RE×cosE

RE + h

)2
]−1/2

(2.4)

if either the vTEC or TEC is known. External corrections for single frequency users

can also be obtained from external sources like the IGS and the analysis centres

such as the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) and the Centre for Orbit Determi-

nation in Europe (CODE), generating the ionospheric model - Global Ionospheric

Maps (GIM), in IONEX (IONosphere map EXchange) format. The GIM model is

generated from the appropriate IONEX �le after interpolation of the TEC values

given at geographic grid points in space and time (Schaer et al., 1998). In standard

IGS IONEX �les, the epoch interval is 2 hours and the spatial grid points spacing

is 2.50 in latitude and 50 in longitude (Ovstedal, 2002).

With a multi-frequency receiver, and based on the �rst-order ionospheric delay

given in Equation (2.2), the ionospheric delay relationship on two di�erent carrier

frequencies can be represented as (de Lacey et al., 2011)

Ij = Ii
f 2
i

f 2
j

(2.5)

where i 6= j, and {i, j} ⊂ B; and B = {1, 2, 5, } is the set of currently exist-

ing frequency bands used by GNSSs and fi and fj are two di�erent bands car-

rier frequencies. For instance, for dual-frequency GPS receiver observations, the

term γij = f2i/f2j is a constant, which is equal to 1.64695 if f1 = 1.57542GHz and
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f2 = 1.2276GHz as with GPS. Such multi-frequency observations enable receiver-

generated ionospheric error 'elimination' as the dual-frequency observations can be

combined to generate observables with almost completely eliminated ionospheric de-

lay (called the ionosphere-free observable (Misra & Enge, 2006)), or di�erenced to

estimate the scaled ionospheric delay that can subsequently be removed from the

multi-frequency observations.

2.2.2.2. Tropospheric Delay

The troposphere is an electrically neutral part of the atmosphere below 40km al-

titude from sea level. It contains dry gases and water vapour. This part of the

atmosphere is non-dispersive for GNSS frequencies which are less than 30GHz (Le-

ick, 2004) but has varying refractive index that causes changes in the travel time of

the signal, and consequently changes the apparent receiver-satellite range. The code

and phase observations at all carrier frequencies from a GNSS satellite experience

the same magnitude of tropospheric delay. The tropospheric delay can be over 2m

for a satellite at a receiver's zenith direction and over 20m for a satellite at lower

elevation angles (Ueno et al., 2001).

The tropospheric delay cannot be determined nor estimated from any broadcast

parameters; it can only be estimated and corrected for using models. The zenith

total delay (ZTD) in existing models is often separated into a zenith dry or hydro-

static delay (ZD) component that is due to about 90% of the tropospheric delay,

and a zenith wet (ZW) component. While the hydrostatic component is caused by

the mixture of dry air and water vapour considered to be in hydrostatic equilibrium

and proportional only to absolute pressure and temperature, the wet component is

caused by the water vapour alone. Again, a mapping function to scale the zenith

delay as a function of the elevation angle of the satellite in view of the receiver is

also de�ned. A mapping function such as

m(E) =
1√

1−
(
cos E

1.001

)2
(2.6)

is elevation angle dependent (Misra & Enge, 2006) and multiplies the ZTD by a
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factor of one for satellites at zenith, to more than �ve for low elevation satellites.

Tropospheric models are built around meteorological parameters (pressure, tem-

perature, humidity pro�le with altitude, and variations of these with latitude and

seasons). Some models like the Saastamoinen and Hop�eld models (Xu, 2003) use

surface meteorological input data taken at the receiver site and ZTD accuracy of

2.5 - 4cm rms can be achieved. The less accurate global models e.g. the SBAS

model that uses receiver latitude and height, temperature and water vapour lapse

rates and day of year as input, could achieve ZTD accuracy of 4 - 6cm (van Leeuwen

et al., 2004). The implementation of the SBAS tropospheric model and the applied

mapping function,

m(E)SBAS =
1.001√

0.002001 + sin2E
(2.7)

is given in Farah et al. (2005) where a comparison between the SBAS tropospheric

and the CODE tropospheric models was made, and a maximum of ZTD di�erence

of 5 - 16cm between the two was reported. For elevation angle E < 50, m(E)SBAS

is not valid.

A wide range of mapping functions also exist, and the level of tropospheric delay

error in the receiver-satellite LoS direction is also a�ected by the mapping function

used.

2.2.3. Multipath Error

Multipath is a localized e�ect created by re�ective objects on the ground or within

the vicinity of a receiver antenna. Such re�ective objects include the earth surface

and ground water, buildings, sheets on rooftops, etc. This environmental interaction

is depicted in Figure 2.1. Multipath refers to a phenomenon where a signal arrives

at an antenna via more than one path. This happens as the direct LoS signal and its

re�ected copies arrive at the antenna forming a composite signal. The consequent

impact of multipath depends on the strength, delay and relative phase, all relative

to the direct LoS signal. The two extremes (bounds) of multipath e�ect are from

the re�ection that arrives in phase, and re�ections that arrive 1800 out of phase

with the direct signal (Chang & Juang, 2008). Figure 2.3 shows the error bounds
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on the C/A-code observation from multipath amplitude assumed to be about 16

times smaller in magnitude relative to the direct LoS signal. An in-phase multi-

path increases the magnitude of the observation error (constructive interference) as

the errors add up, and an out-of-phase multipath decreases the magnitude of the

observation error (destructive interference) as the resulting error becomes the dif-

ference between errors. It therefore means that multipath e�ect will always cause

error swing between its upper and lower limits as the relative phase varies from 0oto

180o. The multipath e�ect on code observations depends among other things, on

the code chip rate and generally the pre-correlation bandwidth, which depends on

the �ltering in the front-end as well as the sample interval used by the front-end. As

seen in Figure 2.3, the multipath mitigation is enhanced by small correlator spacing;

a correlator spacing of d = 0.1 reduces the impact of multipath on a receiver's code

observation than d = 1. It is observed that with d = 0.1, long-delay multipath

(where the delay is longer compared to a chip width of 300m and 30m for GPS

C/A- and P(Y) respectively), do not result in multipath error as against short-delay

multipath that would always create multipath error. The smaller correlator spacing

of d = 0.1 obviously mitigates the multipath error for both C/A and P(Y) codes.

The 10 times higher chip rate of the P(Y) code makes it less a�ected by multipath.

The multipath e�ect on the code and phase observations di�ers widely; the code

multipath error is in the typical range of 1-5m while the theoretical maximum phase

multipath error amounts to 4.8cm and 6.1cm for the GPS L1 and L2 bands respec-

tively (Rost & Wanninger, 2009).

It is known that lower elevation signals are more vulnerable to multipath. On

the receiver code or phase observation, the multipath e�ect is observed as both low

and high frequency variations (Souza & Monico, 2004); it re�ects as low frequency

variations especially in static domains when re�ectors are considerably close to the

receiver antenna whilst it could be observed as more of high frequency random 'noise-

like' variations in highly dynamic receiver operations (Lau & Cross, 2007). In static

observations, the high frequency multipath e�ect has periods of sub-minute to 2-

3min and the low frequency �uctuation is highly dependent on the re�ective surfaces

in the vicinity of the receiver. Highly re�ective surfaces lead to strong multipath
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(high amplitude); close objects result in multipath errors with long wavelengths

(low frequency); and distant objects cause multipath errors with short wavelength

(Ogaja & Satirapod, 2007). The multipath frequency components in a kinematic

(moving receiver) operation would be likely dominated by high frequency error/noise

components - re�ecting more of the antenna changing environment.

Figure 2.3.: Error bounds on GPS P(Y)- and C/A-code observations due to multipath

derived from multipath amplitude of 12dB below the direct signal amplitude.

Adapted from Misra & Enge (2006).

There is a subtle di�erence between multipath contaminated signal and a Non-

Line-of-Sight (NLOS) signal. Multipath contaminated signals are re�ected signals

received by a GNSS receiver via multiple paths. A multipath contaminated signal

exists if one or more re�ected signals are received together with the direct path

(receiver�satellite path) line-of-sight (LoS) signal. On the other hand, a received

GNSS satellite signal is considered an NLOS signal when it is the only re�ected

(indirect) signal received by the receiver, and the direct LoS signal is blocked (Jiang

& Groves, 2012). While the error introduced by multipath contaminated signal

could be positive or negative, the error on an NLOS signal is always positive due to

the extra path delay. The reception of multipath contaminated signals, direct LoS

signals and NLOS signals is a common phenomenon in urban environments.
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2.2.4. Receiver Noise

Receivers generally are not perfect devices. There is always some noise level con-

taminating their measurements. The term, receiver noise as used in this work, is

a broad term for the random measurement noise on a code or phase observation.

It includes the radio frequency (RF) radiation picked up by the antenna in the

GNSS band that is not related to the signal; noise introduced by the antenna ampli-

�ers, frequency converters, cables; GNSS multiple-access noise (interference on the

CDMA or FDMA system); plus the signal quantization noise (Misra & Enge, 2006).

The receiver noise, including also the thermal noise or thermal agitation noise pro-

duced by the moving electrons in the electronic components of the receiver, is also

proportional to the absolute temperature of the components.

The power of the receiver noise (assuming white noise) occupies the entire GNSS

band with constant power spectral density (PSD) N0/2 dBW/Hz over a double-

sided bandwidth, B, or N0 dBW/Hz over a single sided bandwidth B. The noise

power spectral density can be approximated as N0 = k−Tn; where the Boltzmann's

constant k = 1.3806× 10−23JK−1 and the e�ective noise temperature Tn in Kelvin,

are assumed converted to dB values. Even without a transmitted GNSS signal, such

receiver noise power in the considered bandwidth B in Hz (but assumed converted

to dB value here), will always remain as N = N0 −B 2. At the RF or Intermediate

Frequency (IF) stage of the received signal processing, the carrier power to noise

density ratio, C/N0
3, is appropriately used to describe the carrier power level to

the noise power density level (Langley, 1998). When a signal is transmitted, the

ratio of the power of the received signal, S, and the noise power N , called the

signal-to-noise ratio, SNR, is usually measured at a given point in the receiver after

RF and IF demodulation (i.e. at baseband signal processing stage). The relationship

between these two measures of signal quality/strength metrics is given as

2N here is the noise power in Watts and not the phase integer ambiguity term. N increases with
bandwidth

3C/No is the ratio of the total signal power to the noise power spectral density (i.e. noise power
in a 1Hz bandwidth), which is usually given in dBHz. The SNR is usually given in dB.
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SNR = C/N0 −B (2.8)

where B is assumed a dB value. As de�ned by Equation (2.8), B is de�ned with

respect to a point in the receiver where the SNR is determined.

2.2.5. Other Error Sources

Apart from the already discussed error sources, other relatively minor error sources

can also be identi�ed. The geometric distance between the satellite antenna phase

centre (reference point of the signal emission on the antenna) at the time of the

signal transmission, and the receiver antenna phase centre (reference point of the

signal reception) at the time of the signal reception, is the receiver-satellite geometric

range. Unfortunately, the di�erent satellite and receiver antenna phase centres for

the di�erent bands are not exactly known nor �xed. Moreover, the di�erent blocks of

GPS satellites have di�erent antenna phase centres, and the phase o�set of a receiver

varies with the elevation angle of the arriving satellite signal. These unknown phase

o�sets and variations are error sources in the receiver recorded (raw) observations.

The largest receiver antenna phase o�set could be up to 10cm (Leick, 2004) while

the blocks of GPS satellites phase o�sets are within tens of centimeters to more than

a meter in the directions of the satellite �xed coordinate system (Xu, 2003). These

errors are only mitigated by applying calibration-based models where possible.

The instrumental or hardware delays resulting from the signal processing hardware

in the satellite and receiver, constitute biases on the observations. The biases are

systematic errors that are di�erent from one frequency carrier channel to the other,

and di�erent from the code to the phase observations. These delays can be modelled

as constants for a given band carrier frequency over a short period of time (Sardon

& Zarraoa, 1997; Gao & Liu, 2002) since the day-to-day variability is negligible (Ma

& Maruyama, 2003). In positioning, the correlation between hardware delays and

clock o�sets results in a biased receiver clock estimate that may not be good enough

for timing and time transfer applications when a high precision is required.

Some natural phenomena such as ocean tide - the rise and fall of sea levels, which
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results to the displacement of the earth surface (ocean tidal loading), and earth

tide - deformation of the elastic body of the earth, are also sources of errors. Tides

are caused by the gravitational forces exerted by the Moon and the Sun. The

e�ects of earth tide could reach 60cm worldwide and ocean loading e�ects could

reach deformations in the order of 10cm in near-coast regions while its about 1cm

at most continental stations (Jentzsch et al., 2000; Xu, 2003). While air-based

GNSS observations without �xed reference on the earth may be free from earth tide

e�ects, static references �xed on the ground especially with long baseline in relative

positioning, are not free from tidal e�ects. Again, the mitigation of the tidal e�ect

is by employing global correction models that are not generally locally e�ective.

The observed carrier phase depends on the relative orientation of the transmit-

ting and receiving antenna as well as the direction of the LoS between them. A

relative rotation between them, even in a �xed position, could change the reference

direction and thus the measured phase/accumulated phase (Kim et al., 2006). This

e�ect is called phase wind-up or phase wrap-up and is such that a full rotation of

the antenna would generate an error of one wavelength (e.g. 19cm for L1) whose

accumulation can be more than the receiver noise or ionospheric variations (Garcia-

Fernandez et al., 2008). This e�ect could also be absorbed along with clock or the

�oat ambiguities estimation.

However, the impact of this errors may be mitigated with di�erencing across satel-

lites and/or receivers when using more than one receiver for positioning. The e�ects

of these errors, in many cases of single receiver positioning, are often neglected and

are only mitigated using applicable corrective models when the desired positioning

accuracy is signi�cantly high. The adopted observation model in this study does

not include these errors explicitly.

2.3. Observations Models

Before any further discussions on GNSS errors, it is considered appropriate to present

the code and phase observation models considered for this research at this point.

Considering the measurement process and the errors, the observation functional
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models can be generated without any further in-depth to receiver workings, and

it is su�ce to consider receiver observations simultaneously obtained from several

satellites, at the same epoch. Without loss of generality, only GPS single- and dual-

frequency observations models are henceforth considered and used, representing a

GNSS, for simplicity. Two observations, namely, the code pseudorange and the ac-

cumulated carrier phase in cycles can be denoted as P and Φ respectively. The

observations made by a GNSS receiver are dependent on the satellite transmit band

carrier frequency fi in Hertz, where i ∈ {1, 2, 5} denotes the subscript for indicat-

ing an existing GNSS transmit band. The equivalent carrier phase observation in

meters, ψi, from an observed GPS satellite s, can be obtained by multiplying the

accumulated phase in cycles, Φs
i , from the satellite with the wavelength λi = c/fi,

where c = 299792458m/sec is the speed of light in vacuum. Functional models for

such receiver-satellite code pseudorange, P s
i , and the associated accumulated carrier

phase, ψsi in metres, are

P s
i = rs + cδtr − cδts + T s + Isi + dsi + dri + Sso +ms

P,i + εsP,i (2.9)

ψsi = λiΦ
s
i

= rs + cδtr − cδts + T s − Isi + bri + bsi + λiN
s
i + Sso +ms

ψ,i + εsψ,i (2.10)

where rs is the true geometric range between the receiver and satellite s in metres;

δts and δtr are the satellite and receiver clock o�sets from the GPS system time

in seconds, respectively. T s is the tropospheric delay in metres, independent of the

carrier frequency; Isi is the fi dependent ionospheric delay in metres, manifesting as

a delay in P s
i and as phase advance in ψ

s
i ; and S

s
o is satellite s orbital position error in

the receiver-satellite direction, in metres. N s
i is the carrier phase integer ambiguity

in cycles, which can be a positive or negative integer; dri and dsi are respectively

the receiver and satellite s hardware delays in metres, on P s
i ; while b

r
i and bsi are

respectively the receiver and satellite s hardware delays in metres, on the carrier

phase ψsi . The multipath error on the carrier phase observation is denoted as ms
ψ,i

whilems
P,i denotes the multipath error on the code pseudorange observation. ε

s
P,i and
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εsψ,i represent all other umodelled and/or uncorrected errors on the code observation

and on the carrier phase observations respectively, which include, but not limited

to the the errors discussed in Section 2.2.5 - receiver random noise, antenna phase

centre variation, ocean and earth tide, etc. Unlike the ambiguous (presence of an

unknown integer ambiguity term N s
i ) and more precise carrier phase observation ψsi ,

the code pseudorange observation P s
i is unambiguous but far less precise. Unlike

the code observation that can be used directly for positioning, the N s
i in phase

observation must �rst be determined or resolved (�x to its integer value) before the

phase observation can be used for precise PVT estimation. Though once �xed, the

integer N s
i remains constant as long as satellite s remain tracked by the receiver and

without further cycle slips.

As already explained in Section 1.1.4, some of the errors in these observation

models can be 'corrected' by using various corrective error models such as discussed

in this chapter. However, due to limited accuracy in applied corrective models,

correction residual error (CRE), often remains. The combination of the CRE, the

multipath error, the receiver noise and clock error, and all other unmodelled errors

in any of these functional models given by Equation (2.9) or (2.10) de�nes the

observation error in that functional model that needs to be further mitigated. For

instance, the observation error that may be present in a code observation P s
i would

be the combined cδtr, Sso , m
s
P,i, ε

s
P,i and the CRE that would result if corrective

models for Isi , T
s, etc, are applied. The level of the observation error in a code

observation is signi�cantly higher than the level of the observation error in a phase

observation, mostly because of the higher multipath error on a code observation.

There is a level of error correlation in P s
i and ψsi , at least partly due to Sso , CRE

and the unmodelled errors in P s
i and ψsi . In each of these observation models, the

total observation error level needs to be mitigated for enhanced positioning.

2.4. Impact of Cycle Slip and Receiver Clock Error

The momentary loss of lock of the phase lock loop of the receiver observing a satellite

results in a discontinuity in the integer cycle count even though the fractional part
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of the phase can be measured continuously. Such a discontinuity causing the phase

observation to change by an integer number of cycle(s) is called cycle slip. This

could occur due to internal receiver tracking loop problems, a possible interruption

in signal reception due to obstacles in the path of the satellite signal to the receiver,

or low signal-to-noise ratio. Also, when observation gap occurs for a satellite, there

are often cycle slips in the post-gap epoch's phase observations, even though the

code observations do not have cycle slips. The magnitude of a cycle slip can vary

from one to millions of cycles (de Lacey et al., 2011). When a cycle slip occurs, a new

N s
i ambiguity value has to be determined when the receiver re-locks to the gapped

satellite at a post-gap epoch. This is perceived as a drawback in phase observations,

as even a short interval lose of lock can cause a slip of a few cycles capable of biasing

the phase observation enough to make precise and accurate positioning di�cult.

Cycle slip is a frequent occurrence in di�cult environments such as urban canyon

or areas covered by dense foliage.

Cycle slip creates negative impacts; it results in jumps in a phase observation that

may not be detected or correctly �xed, and it could result in a receiver spending

several minutes (convergence time) before re-gaining a pre-cycle slip acquired level

of accuracy and precision. When cycle slip is prevalent, frequent re-initializations

in conventional phase ambiguity �xing process or cycle slip value determination is

a common impact that is not only inconvenient in real-time applications, but also

limits precise positioning accuracy. The error impact would be worse when a cycle

slip is not detected, especially if it is a large cycle slip value. However, by certain

processing techniques, cycle slips can be detected and corrected as found in Dai et al.

(2008); Bisnath (2000). A review of cycle slips detection techniques is presented in

Chapter 3.

Most receivers endeavour to synchronise their internal clock time to the observed

satellite's system time by periodically adjusting the clock - inserting jumps, which

is often proprietary to receiver manufacturers. The Ashtech UZ-12 receiver for in-

stance, applies ±1ms resets or jumps (Kim & Langley, 2001). Unlike in di�erential

or relative positioning that depends on at least two di�erent receivers observing the

same satellites at the same time, a stand-alone receiver performs positioning based
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on its sole observations without recourse to another receiver's observations. Even

if such a receiver's time o�set with respect to the GNSS system time is known at

a previous observation epoch, the receiver clock jumps and its oscillator instabil-

ity over subsequent epochs, which are usually not known a priori, constitute the

receiver clock error. In such a single receiver operation, the receiver clock error is

not always eliminated during positioning; it tends to impact as correlating error in

the positioning solution, especially on the vertical position component (Weinbach &

Schon, 2011); and can also impair cycle slips detection and time transfer.

Even though it has been shown that receiver clock error modelling improves po-

sitioning accuracy, such modelling is believed feasible for receivers running only on

atomic oscillator, and not quartz crystal oscillator (Weinbach & Schon, 2009) that

are more commonly used in receivers. As often the case, especially in kinematic

mode positioning, epoch-by-epoch estimation of the clock error/o�set is common,

and most available receivers' clocks run on crystal oscillators that have very low

stability, and not the atomic oscillators that have high stability. The impact of

receiver clock error could be 'eliminated' in di�erential or relative positioning while

an adoptable option for stand-alone receiver positioning would be to generate the

receiver clock model if possible, or estimate the receiver clock error separately from

the positioning domain to enhance decorrelation of the receiver clock error and its

positioning solution.

The errors due to cycle slips and receiver jumps could be considered systematic,

and they contribute to deteriorate the quality of observations, and consequently, the

receiver positioning solutions (Kim & Langley, 2001).

2.5. Common Errors Mitigation

Apart from the errors due to hardware delays, phase wind-up, multipath and the

receiver random noise, the most part of other errors are essentially common and

equal in magnitude in the phase and code observations from a satellite, in a given

observation band. For more than one frequency or band observations, some of these

common errors can be eliminated by di�erencing among the observations obtained
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by one receiver or multiple receivers.

2.5.1. Mitigation in Stand-alone Receiver Operation

A single GNSS receiver performs autonomous positioning (single point positioning),

based on its sole observations without recourse to another receiver. For such a single-

frequency receiver, its autonomous positioning relies on the broadcast or generalized

corrective models for some error mitigation. External corrections can be provided by

the International GNSS Service (IGS ) (IGS, 2012); Satellite Based Augmentation

Systems (SBAS ) like the American Wide Area Augmentation System (WAAS) and

the European Geostationary Navigation Overlay Service (EGNOS) (Rho & Langley,

2005; Beran et al., 2005); or by using NTRIP (Network Transport of the Radio Tech-

nical Commission for Maritime (RTCM) via Internet Protocol) (Colombo, 2008).

The ionospheric, satellite clock and ephemeris errors mitigation can be improved

using the precise IGS routinely produced ionospheric delay maps and precise clocks

and orbits as done by Le & Tiberius (2007); Beran et al. (2005). Improved correc-

tions can also be obtained from near real-time wide area SBAS broadcast (Ueno

et al., 2001; Huang & Yuan, 2007).

A dual-frequency stand-alone receiver can mitigate the error due to the ionosphere

by combining the observations from both frequencies. This is a more accurate way

of correcting the ionospheric error as it eliminates the frequency-dependent �rst-

order ionospheric error that is more than 99% of the total ionospheric delay in

the observation (Klobuchar & Kunches, 2003). The combination, however, results

in observables with higher error (combination error) levels when compared to the

error level in any one of the observations used in the combination. Moreover, part

of the CRE in this type of correction is the residual ionospheric error from the

dual-frequency correction that are due to the second and third order ionospheric

e�ects. The second order e�ect is associated with the geomagnetic �eld in�uence

and the third order mostly a�ected by ray bending in non-homogeneous (irregular)

ionosphere (Kim & Tinin, 2007a). The second- and third-order e�ects are typically

~0-2cm, and ~0-2mm in the zenith direction, respectively. The error magnitude

from higher order ionospheric e�ect may not always be neglected in certain stand-
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alone receiver operations such as precise point positioning (PPP). PPP is a method

that achieves centimeter to sub-decimetre level of positioning accuracy. It involves

the processing of a single receiver's phase observations that may be combined with

code observations, including the application of appropriate error corrective models to

minimize inherent errors (tidal, satellite clocks, orbit and antenna phase o�set errors)

and ionospheric error. For improved mitigation of the ionospheric error in dual-

frequency operation Hoque & Jakowski (2007), based on ionospheric simulations

using the Chapman function and a superposed exponential decay for the vertical

electron density distribution, generated a correction algorithm for the second-order

ionospheric e�ect, and disclosed that the error from the second-order e�ects can be

mitigated to within 2mm. The e�ect of the ionospheric irregularities (vertical and

horizontal gradients) becomes strong especially at high and low latitudes, and during

geomagnetic storms. Kim & Tinin (2007b) proposed the use of a receiver with three-

frequency reception for the correction of the resulting higher order e�ects. The use

of triple-frequency, envisaged for modernized GPS and Galileo, was also proposed

by Wang et al. (2005) for the modelling and mitigation of the higher-order e�ect

of the ionosphere. However, this proposal neglects the increased observation error

after such triple-frequency linear combinations of observations.

The tropospheric error can be mitigated from the single- or dual-frequency obser-

vations using a generalized model like the SBAS model, or a more accurate model

requiring known receiver sight's meteorological parameters. The IGS also produce

tropospheric delay grid maps reported to be at the level of 3-6mm in the ZTD (van

Leeuwen et al., 2004; IGS, 2012). It is worth mentioning that any di�erencing be-

tween the dual-frequency code and/or phase observations of a stand-alone receiver

eliminates the common errors in the resulting observable, though at the expense of

increased combination error. An example of such is the geometry free combination

used for ionospheric TEC estimation.

The multipath error and receiver noise in the code or phase observation has no

corrective model, and thus remains as combined error in a code or phase observation.
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2.5.2. Mitigation in Multiple-Receiver Operation

Di�erential or relative operation involves the use of more than one station (receiver

/ antenna pair) whereby one or more of them is/are used as reference by another for

positioning. This usually involve di�erencing the observations(s) of the �xed known-

location reference station(s) from the observation(s) of the unknown-location rover

or user station, observed simultaneously from the same satellites. This kind of po-

sitioning operation could be done using the code observation, which is commonly

referred to as di�erential GNSS (DGNSS) (Zhang et al., 2009). Positioning with

the phase observation, that could also include the code observation, in such a po-

sitioning operation, is often called real-time kinematic (RTK) positioning (Parkins,

2009). RTK relies on the determination of the integer ambiguities in order to use

the phase observations for the required precise positioning. Taking the di�erence

of the observations at the user and reference stations at the same epoch gives the

single di�erence (SD), and the di�erencing between two single di�erences related to

two simultaneously observed satellites produces the double di�erence (DD) (Ya'acob

et al., 2009). By such di�erencing, common mode errors (errors common to a large

extent or the same, in both the reference and rover station's observations) such as

a satellite ephemeris and clock errors, the receiver clock error, hardware delays, and

atmospheric errors, can be mitigated in DD (Satirapod et al., 2003). This mitiga-

tion makes it possible to achieve DGNSS sub-meter accuracy and a RTK accuracy

as high as centimeter to millimeter level. The obtained accuracy is dependent on the

level of the common mode error mitigation, which in turn depends on the distance

between the reference and user station, called the baseline. As usually the case with

'short' baselines, the post-DD resulting tropospheric, ionospheric and ephemeris

residual errors are quite small and negligible. The existence of ionospheric gradi-

ents; the ionospheric time and spatial decorrelations between a reference station and

user station locations - a phenomenon usually common in the equatorial and polar

regions; or the presence of ionospheric activities, can however make the residual

ionospheric error signi�cant in baselines of a few kilometers (Walter et al., 2004; Lee

et al., 2006).

Again, the non-eliminated errors, such as the multipath error in the cumulative
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observation error, do not only remain, but increases by a factor of about two and

four in the SD and DD observables respectively.

2.6. Pre-Observation Multipath Mitigation

The error contribution of multipath unto a code or phase observation can be sup-

pressed prior to a receiver recording of the raw phase and code observations. 'Pre-

observation' mitigation technique is used here to refer to any technique that con-

centrates on mitigating multipath error, prior to the receiver recording of observa-

tions. These pre-observation mitigation techniques include any mitigation technique

within the receiver antenna or implemented in the receiver hardware design (e.g. an

enhanced DLL), to suppress multipath error on the recorded observations. Such

techniques are employed before the receiver �nally records the required raw phase

and code observations.

A receiver antenna design and con�guration is one way in which pre-observation

mitigation can be enforced. Extended ground planes, choke rings and microwave

absorbing materials added to the antenna hardware can help suppress multipath

signals (Bisnath et al., 1997). Many reference stations today employ choke ring

antennas. Antenna array has also been shown to have capability in mitigating mul-

tipath signals entering a receiver's antenna (Amin & Sun, 2005). Neither of these

has however proved to eliminate the multipath error completely. Pre-observation

mitigation is also signi�cantly enhanced in the receiver hardware design. The cor-

relators of the DLL plays a signi�cant role in this respect. Narrow correlators have

been shown to achieve better mitigation results than the standard correlators of

1chip spacing (Braasch, 2001). The comparison results using correlator spacing of

d = 1 and d = 0.1 shown in Figure 2.3 con�rms this for the low chipping rate

C/A code. Further improvements acquired through receiver design pre-observation

mitigation technique can be found in (Ferreira & Dunes, 2007; Chang & Juang,

2008). The common limitation for receiver hardware mitigation is the incapability

to signi�cantly mitigate short-delay multipath (Pany et al., 2005).

One general way of employing a pre-observation mitigation technique when siting
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�xed reference stations is by avoiding multipath-prone environments, through careful

sites selection. While this approach may be suitable for siting reference stations, it

is still di�cult to get such sites for all applications, knowing also that a roving user

cannot rely on this kind of approach. For example, when siting GNSS antennas for

structural monitoring or in oil rig platforms, it may not be possible to have sites not

susceptible to multipath.

Also, like with GPS, the geometry relating its satellites and a speci�c �xed-

location antenna repeats every sidereal day, when the antenna environment is 'con-

stant'. The multipath disturbance in such scenarios have periodic characteristic

or traits that are repeated between consecutive days, and can therefore be sup-

pressed on daily data sets. Although not employed as a pre-observation but a 'post-

observation' multipath mitigation technique, these multipath traits can be used in

enabling multipath mitigation as the 'supposed' multipath correction for each satel-

lite signal can be reasonably predicted and applied appropriately (Ge et al., 2000).

The limitation is that the method requires continuous monitoring of the antenna

environment and could also become unreliable in the presence of ionospheric activ-

ities.

While the receiver noise is not mitigated, it can be traded-o� against bandwidth,

since a decrease in bandwidth results in lower white noise power. A longer correlation

interval (reduced bandwidth) in the acquisition stage of the receiver can enable

correct satellite signal detection even in the presence of high noise levels.

All these techniques are implemented or used where possible, and their limita-

tions or imperfections manifest as contributory errors to the resulting observation

error levels in the receiver's recorded raw code and phase observations. Hence, post-

observation mitigation techniques that concentrate on the mitigation of the embed-

ded observation error levels in the recorded (raw) observations are still sought and

required.
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2.7. Summary

Various error sources do exist, contributing the errors in any GNSS phase or code

observations. The errors are associated with the GNSS satellite, the atmosphere

which the transmitted satellite signal propagates, the GNSS receiver and the oper-

ating environment of the receiving antenna. Corrective error models - with limited

accuracy - can be applied to mitigate some of these errors, but the environmen-

tally dependent multipath error, and receiver noise, have no generalized corrective

models. Errors can also be mitigated by di�erencing in relative or di�erential posi-

tioning operations, when more than one receiver is used in positioning; by applying

pre-observation mitigation techniques within the receiver/antenna; or by careful sit-

ing of �xed stations' antennae. Mitigation of errors aims at improving the PVT

solutions obtainable with a GNSS, and GNSS-based parameter estimation.



Chapter 3.

Existing Error Mitigation, Cycle

Slip Detection and Correction

Techniques for Improving

Positioning

GNSS pre-observation mitigation techniques employed prior to a receiver generation

of the phase and code observations, aim at suppressing multipath error but do not

wholly eliminate the multipath error in the observations. As discussed in Section

1.1.4 and Section 2.6, the recorded code and phase observations remain contaminated

with observation error levels that need to be mitigated. The mitigation of the code

observation error is a primary objective of this research work. Consequently, this

chapter presents a review of some existing observation error mitigation techniques

applicable in the position- and range-domain, and their possible limitations. In line

with the research objectives, this chapter further reviews di�erent methods currently

used for cycle slip detection and determination, as well as applicable ionospheric

error mitigation models, for both single- and dual-frequency receivers.

48
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3.1. Position, Velocity and Time Estimations

In 3D-positioning, a stand-alone receiver estimates its unknown position coordinates

(usually x, y and z) in a GNSS reference frame coordinate. A global reference frame

(realization of a reference system) is described by an ideal earth shape model (ellip-

soid). The coordinate system of such a reference frame is usually the earth-centred

earth-�xed (ECEF), a geocentric Cartesian coordinate (X, Y, Z); or a curvilinear

coordinate (geodetic latitude, longitude, height) system; with origin at the centre of

the earth, by which the GNSS satellites' positions and a position of a receiver posi-

tioned by the GNSS can be de�ned. The reference systems for di�erent GNSS are

usually di�erent. For example, the World Geodetic System 1984 (WGS84) is the ref-

erence system of GPS, while the reference frame of GLONASS, de�ned by a di�erent

ellipsoid, is called PZ 90 (Bykhanov, 1999). Two di�erent positioning coordinates

of a receiver, obtained di�erently, by say GPS and GLONASS, would di�er as they

are generated on two di�erent reference frames. The GPS re�ned WGS84 reference

frame is currently reported to coincide with the global International Terrestrial Ref-

erence Frame (ITRF2000) within a few centimeters at the global level. The ITRF

is internationally acclaimed the most precise and accurate reference frame as it is

regularly updated to account for the dynamics of the earth (Janssen, 2009). Fur-

thermore, local coordinate systems can be de�ned by placing a known local position

as the origin and other positions de�ned with respect to this set origin. Example

of such a local coordinate is the East (E) pointing to the east, North (N) pointing

to the north, and Up (U) coordinate; where the EN plane describes the horizontal

plane and the vertical, U, is de�ned perpendicular to the horizontal plane. Two

position coordinates of a receiver would di�er if they are generated on di�erent ref-

erence frames, say from two di�erent GNSSs. Transformation from one reference

frame coordinate to another is do able, but the acquired accuracy depends on the

method used, as well as the accuracy and the number of the distributed common

points (positions) used to determine the transformation parameters (Janssen, 2009;

Xu, 2003).

While all the satellites of a GNSS can be 'synchronised' to the GNSS system time,

the receiver clock o�set from the GNSS system time remains another unknown.
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Consequently, at least four di�erent satellites in the view of a receiver's antenna

are required to compute a 3D position of the receiver. Only the observed code

observations or both the observed code and phase observations by a receiver, could

be used for a receiver positioning. Though di�erent approaches exist for determining

a positioning solution, the least squares approach is often used and it is suitable for

an over-determined system of equations that arises when the number of observed

satellites is greater than four. Least squares approach for GNSS code and phase

based positioning can be found in Hegarty (2006); Cross (1983); Misra & Enge

(2006).

The user (receiver) velocity can be determined from the Doppler observation (Xu,

2003) or the pseudorange rate. The Doppler shift can be modelled as a projection

of the relative velocity vector on the line-of-sight vector from a receiver to a satel-

lite, including the relevant biases. It involves determining the time derivatives of a

satellite clock error, the satellite position as well as its velocity from the navigation

message (Misra & Enge, 2011). The relativistic e�ects are also taken into account.

A least squares technique for the receiver velocity computation is detailed in Xu

(2003).

Timing information for keeping precise time, comparison of remote clocks and

synchronisations of multiple nodes (stations), can be obtained with GNSS. After

obtaining an unknown receiver clock o�set with respect to a GNSS system time, a

receiver may further align its time to the Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) - the

civil time standard - if the o�set between the GNSS system time and UTC is known.

For instance, the broadcast GPS navigation message contains parameters to estimate

the o�set between GPST and UTC at any instant with an rms error of about 10ns

(Misra & Enge, 2006). Consequently, a receiver can determine and display UTC time

and produce the one pulse per second (PPS) signal for synchronisation with UTC,

in precise timing applications. The total error in this mode of time distribution from

GPS is within 25ns, making it suitable for time synchronisation such as required in

telecommunication networks where accuracy of about 100ns is usually su�cient.

The estimation of a receiver position, velocity and time (PVT) and other param-

eters such as the ionospheric total electron content (TEC), are all a�ected by the
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magnitudes of the observation errors in the GNSS observations from which such

estimations are made. GNSS is applied in many areas mostly because of its capa-

bility to provide PVT information. Hence, the use of GNSS in critical applications

and estimations of parameters, can be further enhanced when the observation error

levels are eliminated or drastically mitigated.

3.2. Observations and Error Mitigation Domains

From Section 2.3, the simultaneously observed and same band's code and phase

observations given by Equations (2.9) and (2.10) are repeated here for a current

epoch, t, as

P si (t) = rs(t)+cδtr(t)−cδts(t)+T s(t)+Isi (t)+dsi (t)+dri (t)+Sso(t)+ms
P,i(t)+εsP,i(t) (3.1)

and

ψsi (t) = rs(t)+cδtr(t)−cδts(t)+T s(t)−Isi (t)+bri (t)+bsi (t)+λiN
s
i +Sso(t)+ms

ψ,i(t)+εsψ,i(t)

(3.2)

respectively. ψsi (t) as given by Equation (3.2) assumes that there is no cycle slip

at the current t epoch, and so the ambiguity N s
i is unchanged and remains the

same value as in previous epoch(s), if any. It should be recalled that N s
i can be a

positive or a negative integer. This condition is always required by existing phase-

dependent code observation error mitigation techniques. There is essentially no

di�erence between the code observation Equations of (2.9) and (3.1), and the phase

observation Equations of (2.10) and (3.2), except for the inclusion of the epoch

index. As a choice made in this thesis, the observation epoch number, used as an

index, could be attached when referring to an epoch observation/observable; and it

would be omitted when referring to a time series observation/observable, or could

also be omitted for simplicity as may be necessary.

We could assign

ρs(t) = rs(t) + cδtr(t)− cδts(t) + T s(t) + Sso(t) (3.3)
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to represent the common terms in Equations (3.1) and (3.2), which are carrier fre-

quency or GNSS band independent. As assigned, at epoch t, ρs(t) contains the true

geometric range and other errors (troposphere, clocks and satellite orbits errors);

and di�erencing between any two observations in the same or di�erent bands from

a same satellite s will generate an observable without ρs(t) that can be referred to

as a geometry-free observable.

As a further simpli�cation to align with the intention of existing code error miti-

gation or smoothing techniques, and as the primary aim of the code error mitigation

algorithm to be developed in this thesis, the combined multipath error and receiver

noise, which are the dominant portion of an observation error, can be combined as

(Le & Teunissen, 2006)

ηsP,i(t) = ms
P,i(t) + εsP,i(t) (3.4)

ηsψ,i(t) = ms
ψ,i(t) + εsψ,i(t) (3.5)

where ηsP,i and η
s
ψ,i denote the combined multipath error and noise on P

s
i (t) and ψsi (t)

respectively. By this de�nition, ηsP,i and η
s
ψ,i could be assumed the code error and

phase error, with negligible di�erences, thus replacing the whole code observation

error and phase observation error in a code and phase observation respectively; and

as such are interchangeably used in this thesis. As it turns out, the magnitude of

ηsψ,i is orders of magnitude much smaller than the magnitude of ηsP,i, for both a

single- and a dual-frequency receiver, which is the obvious reason why interest is on

mitigating the ηsP,i code error and not actually the ηsψ,i phase error. A time series of

ηsP,i and η
s
ψ,i contain both the low and high frequency components of the multipath

error and noise in ηsP,i and ηsψ,i respectively. For a single-frequency receiver, it is

assumed that i = 1 and i = 1, 2 for a dual-frequency receiver henceforth.

3.2.1. Error Mitigation Domains

Positioning can be improved through mitigation of the code error and phase error in

the code and phase observations. The �ltering/smoothing1 of the raw observations

1The terms, �ltering and smoothing, are processes that may be interchangeably used in this thesis
to refer to a process of error mitigation, for improved estimation of the underlying parameter(s)
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in the measurement/observation space is often referred to as measurement- or range-

domain �ltering (Lee et al., 2005; Paielli & ARC, 1987). Range-domain �ltering is

usually performed with, and on the observations from a satellite individually, and

would thereafter have the smoothed or �ltered outputs from individual satellites

input into a positioning algorithm to further determine the position of the observ-

ing receiver. In position-domain �ltering, the observations from all the observed

satellites at a given epoch are used in a receiver positioning algorithm, applying

relevant weightings to the observations, and thus determining the unknown state

variables (at least the receiver position and clock o�set). By way of position-domain

�ltering, the e�ect of the observation errors on estimated receiver position would be

mitigated. Error mitigation can also be done through a combination of both range-

domain and position-domain �ltering, or by variations of either �ltering technique.

The main advantage of the range-domain �lter is the decreased processing and stor-

age requirements compared to the position-domain �lter, while the position-domain

�lter, compared to the range-domain �lter, is negligibly a�ected with changes in the

number of satellites tracked by the receiver over time(Lee & Rizos, 2008; Bisnath &

Langley, 2001a).

The �ltering algorithms employed in range-domain or position-domain could in-

volve mere weighting of observations, Kalman �ltering or least squares process, as

done in the existing techniques reviewed in this chapter. While the least squares

and Kalman �ltering (KF) algorithms are presented in the Appendix of this the-

sis, (Cross, 1983) and Brown & Hwang (2012) are suitable and extensive reference

materials for least squares and Kalman �ltering respectively.

from an observation/observable a�ected by error. In a strict sense, if at current epoch t, the
process involves up to the current epoch observation, then �ltering is said to be done. If the
process involves observation only up to a past epoch, τ , where τ < t, then smoothing is said to
be done. In addition, prediction refers to estimation/generation of the parameter(s) for τ > t
(Cross, 1983).
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3.3. Improving Positioning via Error Mitigation

This section presents a review of some existing error mitigation and improved posi-

tioning techniques applied in a range- or position-domain.

3.3.1. Error Mitigation in Range Domain

Most existing single-receiver (stand-alone receiver) error mitigation techniques in

range-domain concentrate on the mitigation of the code error only. To this end,

it is a usual practice to assume that the level of the observation error on a phase

observation is negligibly small compared to that on the code observation, and as

such, advantage is taken of the precision of the ambiguous phase observation to

reduce the level of the code error on the more noisy, non-precise but unambiguous

code observation. The phase observation in unit of meters given by Equation (3.2)

is suitable for use in this regard.

The mitigation of the level of the code error, denoted ηsP,i in Equation (3.4), in a

code observation, could also be referred to as code smoothing. Some of the existing

range-domain techniques for code smoothing are hereby reviewed.

3.3.1.1. Carrier-Smoothing and Its Derivatives

The conventional carrier-smoothing technique for smoothing code observation is a

range-domain �lter introduced by Hatch (1982). This technique, also called Hatch

�ltering technique (HFT), is an averaging �lter that smooths a code observation us-

ing a carrier phase observation. If m is the number of consecutive epoch observation

from satellite s since the �rst observation epoch of s or since the last epoch of cycle

slip occurrence on ψsi , the Hatch �lter implementation, which is recursive, is given

as (Park & Kee, 2005)

P̄ s
i,HFT (t) =

1

M
P s
i (t) +

M − 1

M
[P̄ s
i,HFT (t− 1) + ψsi (t)− ψsi (t− 1)] (3.6)

where P̄ s
i,HFT (t) and ψsi (t) are respectively the smoothed code observation and raw

(unsmoothed) phase observation at a current epoch, t; P̄ s
i,HFT (t− 1) and ψsi (t− 1)
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are respectively the smoothed code observation and raw phase observation at the

previous t−1 epoch; andM is a preset or �xed smoothing time constant2 in samples,

which is unitless and could also be referred to as the �lter length or smoothing

window length. If m < M then M = m in (3.6), otherwise (i.e. for m ≥ M)

M remains as �xed. The m is initialized to 1 whenever a cycle slip occurs on

ψsi from s. At the �rst observation epoch of satellite s, P̄ s
i,HFT (1) = P s

i (1) and

m = 1. This HFT or carrier-smoothing (CS) technique is widely used. Code error

mitigation in the operational Local Area Augmentation System (LAAS) is based

on this technique (McGraw et al., 2000). With this technique, the time series ψsi

must be continuous without cycle slip occurrence over M observation epochs. As it

is, the HFT mitigates the code ηsP,i(t), but introduces an HFT-associated error in

the smoothed P̄ s
i,HFT (t) observable. Following the derivation in Walter et al. (2004)

for single-frequency operation, and including the impact of the ηsψ,i phase error, the

HFT-associated error at current epoch t is thus given as

ηsHFTP,i(t) = −2
(M − 1)

M
4Isi +

1

M
ηsP,i(t) +

(M − 1)

M
ηsHFTP,i(t− 1)

+
(M − 1)

M

[
4ηsψ,i(t)

]
, (3.7)

where 4Isi = Isi (t)− Isi (t− 1) , ηsHFTP,i(t− 1) is the HFT-associated error up to the

previous t−1 epoch, and4ηsψ,i(t) = ηsψ,i(t)−ηsψ,i(t−1). Thus, P̄ s
i,HFT (t) contains the

HFT-associated error, ηsHFTP,i(t), in addition to the other common errors present in

ψsi (t) and P
s
i (t) - the troposphere, ionosphere, clocks and satellite orbit errors (see

Equation (3.3)). Moreover, P̄ s
i,HFT (t) also contains the propagated phase error ηsψ,i

that is assumed negligible by the HFT technique.

The HFT performance is dependent on the chosen M ; the higher it is, the more

precise the smoothed code observation since ηsP,i(t) is scaled down by M , as seen

in Equation (3.7). However, for single-frequency users, because of the existence of

2The time constant of a �lter, tm, has unit of seconds. The smaller it is, the more rapidly the
output from the �lter resembles the input. The time constant in samples, M = tm

4t , with 4t
being the inverse of the observation rate, which is the sample interval in seconds. Hence for 1, 2
and 5Hz observation data, a �lter with tm = 100seconds will have corresponding time constants
in samples as: M = 100, 200 and 500 respectively (Ambardar, 1999).
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the code carrier divergence - the e�ect of the opposite signs of the ionospheric error

term Isi in the code and phase observations (resulting as the �rst term in Equation

(3.7)), the HFT smoothed code observation degrades in accuracy as M increases.

Due to this unavoidable ionospheric divergence, the presence of large ionospheric

gradients that can result to a rate of change of the ionospheric delay of more than

150mm/sec (Walter et al., 2004) compared to the nominal day value of about 4-

6mm/sec, contributes to the degradation of the HFT performance. Such e�ects

could give rise to up to 30m error in the smoothed code observation. A trade-o�

between precision and accuracy in the smoothed P̄ s
i,HFT is automatically set by an

'intelligent' choice of M . For 1Hz data rate (1 second interval between consecutive

observations), many experts accept the empirical value of 100 for M , which is also

the recommended �lter length for LAAS (RTCA, 2004). Zhenggang et al. (2008)

and Zhao et al. (2009) also showed that di�erent code positioning accuracy levels

would result for di�erent �lter lengths. Consequently, various modi�cations, being

derivatives of the conventional HFT, with either varying or adaptive M , have been

unveiled as seen in (Park & Kee, 2005) and (Park et al., 2008) where they obtained

DGPS horizontal 2D RMS accuracy of less than 1m from 180m baseline and showed

improved code positioning accuracy of about 15%. Proposed algorithm for the

reduction of the ionospheric divergence through a non-linear process can be found

in Sen & Rife (2008).

Fortunately, with dual-frequency observations, where i = 1, 2 for instance, and

with the HFT smoothed P̄ s
i,HFT code observables generated according to (3.6), the

corresponding HFT ionosphere-free code observable at epoch t, can consequently be

obtained as (Misra & Enge, 2006)

P s,IF
HFT (t) =

f 2
1

f 2
1 − f 2

2

P̄ s
1,HFT (t)− f 2

2

f 2
1 − f 2

2

P̄ s
2,HFT (t) (3.8)

Equation (3.8) is presumed una�ected by ionospheric divergence as the �rst-order

ionospheric terms are almost eliminated in such an ionosphere-free observable. Al-

ternatively, the two bands dual-frequency P̄ s
i,HFT code observables without the iono-
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spheric divergence e�ect can be generated as (Horemuz & Sjoberg, 2002)

P̄ s
i,HFT (t) =

1

t
[
t∑

a=1

P s
i (a)+(t−1)(Aiψ

s
1(t)−Biψ

s
2(t)−Ai

t−1∑
a=1

ψs1(a)+Bi

t−1∑
a=1

ψs2(t)] (3.9)

where A1 = (f 2
1 + f 2

2)/(f 2
1 − f 2

2) and B1 = 2f 2
2/(f

2
1 − f 2

2), for generating P̄ s
1,HFT (t);

and A2 = 2f 2
1/(f

2
1−f 2

2) and B2 = (f 2
1 +f 2

2)/(f 2
1 −f 2

2), for generating P̄ s
2,HFT (t). Ex-

cept for the divergence term (2 (m−1)
m
4Isi ), the dual-frequency P̄ s

i,HFT observables are

still a�ected by the other HFT-associated error terms given by Equation (3.7). It is

worth noting that with dual-frequency code observables such as given by Equations

(3.8) and (3.9), there is a choice to either use the increasingly varying �lter length

(M = t, which could make M as large as up to the number of epochs since the very

�rst observation epoch of s if there is no cycle slip in either of the dual-frequency

phase observations) as done in Rho & Langley (2005) for dual-frequency static po-

sitioning; or �x/set M to a value considered appropriate. In practice, it should be

appropriate to �x M to a value not more than a few tens of minutes (for 1Hz data),

knowing that the higher-order ionospheric e�ects that are not eliminated with dual-

frequency observations could have signi�cant e�ect on P̄ s
i,HFT whenM is excessively

large. Dual-frequency HFT techniques can help achieve up to tens of centimetre

improvement in positioning compared to solutions obtained with unsmoothed code

observations, which is evident in the results of Rho & Langley (2005). Being a

range-domain �ltering technique, the least square positioning algorithm is often an

appropriate choice when using Hatch �ltered code observables for positioning.

We can identify some limitations in the HFT. While the ionospheric divergence

problem could be presumed eliminated using dual-frequency receivers, it remains

a fundamental problem that can only be traded with the positioning accuracy ob-

tainable with a single-frequency receiver, as the applied M is often nothing but an

intelligent guess. Again, it is illogical to �x M , as the features of the time series of

ηsψ,i are not �xed but varying within a given period of observation. Furthermore,

when a large multipath error occurs in the code pseudorange, the e�ect contaminates

the smoothed code observable, not just at that epoch but also at several subsequent

epochs - a condition that gives rise to the multipath divergence problem (Kim &
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Langley, 2000). Hence, the HFT also su�ers from multipath divergence over a short

time interval. Due to the nature of the HFT, the raw phase ηsψ,i is also propagated

on the smoothed code as an additional error, which can be observed in Equation

(3.7). The most critical limitation with the single- and dual-frequency Hatch �l-

tering technique is its inability to smooth the code observations whenever a cycle

slip occurs on any or both of the dual-frequency phase observations, or when an

outage satellite re-locks to the receiver. In both cases, it re-initialises its smoothing

operation, and would only be able to attain a good error mitigation level after a

number of epochs, which is analogous to the long convergence time associated with

conventional with ambiguity resolution technique.

3.3.1.2. Combination of Code and Phase Observations

Knowing that the ionospheric delay to �rst order is related to the carrier frequency

as given in Equation (2.5), and because of the opposite signs on the ionospheric

error (delay) term in the code and phase observations, many existing techniques

combine the phase and code observations to mitigate the ionospheric error e�ect,

and consequently generate the smoothed/�ltered code observations for a single- or a

dual-frequency receiver. It is presumed that the ionosphere-free observable resulting

from a dual-frequency LC eliminates the ionospheric divergence problem prevalent

in single-frequency operations (Hwang et al., 1999).

Consequently, Gao & Wojciechowski (2004), upon applying external precise satel-

lites clocks and orbits corrections, used a combination of the raw GPS code and

phase observations for PPP solutions. The procedure which neglected hardware

delays, involved obtaining observables that are considered free of ionospheric error

given as

P s
L1 = 0.5(P s∗

1 + ψs∗1 ) = rs + cδtr + T s + 0.5λ1N
s
1 + 0.5ηsP,1 + 0.5ηsψ,1 (3.10)

P s
L2 = 0.5(P s∗

2 + ψs∗2 ) = rs + cδtr + T s + 0.5λ2N
s
2 + 0.5ηsP,2 + 0.5ηsψ,2 (3.11)
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ψsIF =
1

f 2
1 − f 2

2

(f 2
1ψ

s∗
1 − f 2

2 .ψ
s∗
2 )

= rs + cδtr + T s + F1λ1N
s
1 − F2λ2N

s
2 + F1(ηsψ,1)− F2(ηsψ,2) (3.12)

The asterisk, ∗, in Equations (3.10) through (3.12) indicate an observable already

corrected for satellite clock and orbit errors, and as such, those terms disappear from

the observation Equations given by (3.1), and (3.2) and subsequently (3.10) through

(3.12). The smoothed new code observables from the L1 and L2 bands are respec-

tively P s
L1 and P

s
L2, with reduced (halved) code error, while the new ionospheric-free

phase observable is ψsIF ; given that F1 =
f21

f21−f22
= 2.5467 and F2 =

f22
f21−f22

= 1.5467.

These P s
L1, P

s
L2 and ψsIF were the observables used for the PPP solutions in the

paper. Assuming equal code error levels on both bands, an obvious observation

in Equation (3.10) or (3.11) is that, at best, the code error level in any of these

smoothed code observables is only halved, and the technique cannot be used when

a cycle slip occurs.

Based on di�erencing raw phase and code observations from a satellite, many

code-minus-carrier (CMC) related techniques are currently used for mitigating code

error. CMC techniques are commonly used in dual-frequency operations (Harris &

Lightsey, 2009; Bisnath & Langley, 2001b; Bisnath et al., 1997). The basic CMC

expressions obtainable from dual-frequency code and phase observations in the L1

and L2 bands, following from Equations (2.10) and (2.9), and neglecting hardware

delays, are given as

P s
1 − ψs1 = 2Is1 − λ1N

s
1 + ηsP,1 − ηsψ,1 (3.13)

P s
2 − ψs2 = 2γIs1 − λ2N

s
2 + ηsP,2 − ηsψ,2 (3.14)

The L1 band ionospheric delay term, Is1 , is usually obtained from
(ψs1−ψs2)

γ−1
and elim-

inated as in Equations (3.15) and (3.16). As the hardware delays are neglected,

the resulting observables are dominated by the di�erent code error levels and the

associated scaled ambiguity bias terms:

P s
1 −D1ψ

s
1 +D2ψ

s
2 = −D1λ1N

s
1 +D2λ2N

s
2 + ηsP,1 −D1η

s
ψ,1 +D2η

s
ψ,2 (3.15)
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P s
2 −D2ψ

s
2 +D1ψ

s
2 = −D2λ1N

s
1 +D1λ2N

s
2 + ηsP,2 −D2η

s
ψ,1 +D1η

s
ψ,2 (3.16)

In Equations (3.15) and (3.16), D1 = γ+1
γ−1

= 4.0915, D2 = 1
γ−1

= 3.0915, knowing

that the ambiguity terms remain constant as far as lock is maintained and there is

no cycle slips in the time series of ψs1 and ψs2. As often done, e.g. in (Bisnath &

Langley, 2001b), the mean of the time series of the observable obtained by Equation

(3.15), is subtracted from Equation (3.15) to eliminate the constant terms, and the

resulting residual is assumed the L1 code error, ηsP,1 ≡ ηsP,1−D1η
s
ψ,1+D2η

s
ψ,2, which is

then subtracted from the raw time series of P s
1 to generate the time series smoothed

L1 code observable. Similarly, ηsP,2 ≡ ηsP,2 − D2η
s
ψ,1 + D1η

s
ψ,2, obviously neglecting

the impact of the LC phase errors. Alnaqbi (2010) integrated this technique with

wavelet decomposition for single-frequency DGPS positioning and reported centime-

tres range accuracy over short baselines. This algorithm is also limited by a cycle

slip occurrence.

Extended forms of the CMC technique, Divergence-Free (DFree) smoothing and

Iono-Free (IFree) smoothing, were introduced by (Hwang et al., 1999) for dual-

frequency DGPS positioning. The performances of the DFree-smoothing and IFree-

smoothing were evaluated and compared in McGraw & Young (2005), Konno et al.

(2006) and (Konno, 2007). They concluded that DFree-smoothing outperforms the

IFree-smoothing under normal ionospheric conditions, and it should be preferable

for DGPS because of the presence of lower code error compared to the increased

code error in IFree-smoothing. The block diagram for DFree and IFree smoothing,

is shown in Figure 3.1. The P s and θs denote the input code-associated and phase-

associated observables from satellite s respectively, which are computed as: P s = P s
1

and θs = ψs1, in single-frequency operation; P s = P s
1 and θ = ψs1 − 2

γ
(ψs1 − ψs2) =

D1ψ
s
1 − D2ψ

s
2, for the DFree divergence-free smoothing with dual-frequency; and

P s = F1P
s
1 − F2P

s
2 and θs = F1ψ

s
1 − F2ψ

s
2, for the IFree smoothing with dual-

frequency. For all three smoothing types, ε = P s− θs. The ε includes the di�erence

between the code- and phase-associated errors, and it is �ltered by the low pass �lter

(LPF) usually with a time constant tm = 100seconds, to yield ε. The smoothed code

observable, P s is then obtained by recombining ε and θs. From Figure 3.1, the DFree
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Figure 3.1.: Block diagram of the Divergence-Free and Iono-Free smoothing

smoothed L1 code observable thus becomes

P s = ρs + Is1 + dr1 + ds1 + Γ(ηP,1) + Γ(D1ηψ,1 −D2ηψ,2) +D1ηψ,1 −D2ηψ,2 (3.17)

The Γ notation used in Equation (3.17) indicates a term that is �ltered (smoothed)

by the LPF. It is observed that the ionospheric delay term is still present in the

DFree smoothed L1 code observation. Moreover, the smoothed code, and the asso-

ciated phase combination error terms constituting up to at least 5 times the level of

the L1 phase error, are consequently included in the smoothed code observable P s

(Equation (3.17)). The IFree-smoothed code observable can be represented as

P s = P s
IF = ρs + drIF + dsIF + Γ(F1ηP,1 − F2ηP,2) + Γ(F1ηψ,1 − F2ηψ,2) (3.18)

The IFree smoothed code observable obviously does not have the ionospheric delay

term but includes the �ltered (smoothed) LC code error and LC phase error. Even

though the �lter does smooths the ε in this case, the level of error in ε due to the

IFree linear combination is about three times greater than the level of the code

error in P s
1 . McGraw & Young (2005), Konno et al. (2006) and (Konno, 2007)

concluded that the DFree-smoothing outperforms the IFree-smoothing under normal

ionospheric conditions, and that the DFree-smoothing would be preferable because

of the increased and higher level error in the IFree-smoothed code observable. One

of the drawbacks in this DFree- and IFree-smoothing techniques is the use of a �xed

time constant. McGraw & Young (2005) also showed that the performance of these

techniques depend on the chosen time constant, as it is with the HFT. Moreover,

the seemingly preferred DFree-smoothing is not reliable for use under ionospheric
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anomalies (Konno et al., 2006). For DFree-smoothing, where the ionospheric delay is

still present despite the available dual-frequency observations, it cannot be reliably

used for stand-alone receiver positioning without an assisted (possibly external)

ionospheric correction. Above all, the three algorithms break down in the presence

of a cycle slip.

3.3.1.3. Kalman Filtering and Other Filtering Techniques

Some range-domain error mitigation techniques are built around Kalman �ltering

and related techniques. In range-domain KF algorithms, assumptions are usually

made about the dynamic model of the pseudorange rate, as the true dynamics of the

receiver are not known a priori. An exponentially correlated acceleration or velocity,

or a white noise acceleration pseudorange rate model is commonly assumed (Paielli

& ARC, 1987), which is then incorporated into a designed state transition matrix

Φ and a process noise covariance matrix Q. The state vector x often includes the

true range and the delta range, and any other parameters that may be of interest,

e.g. range rate and range acceleration. Based on a time-correlated multipath and

velocity model, Yang et al. (2004) presented a KF based technique for mitigating

multipath in code observations. Obviously, the applied multipath model cannot

be used as a generalized model for multipath. Euler & Goad (1991) employed an

exponential model for the pseudorange uncertainty and used a Bayes �lter to �lter

the GPS dual-frequency code observations in range-domain. A common limitation

of these techniques is the assumption of the uncertainties in the observation, and

the adopted dynamic model where applicable.

A recursive range-domain �ltering technique that updates its covariance infor-

mation was introduced in Lee et al. (2005), and based on analytical comparison,

concluded that it will be outperformed by a similar position-domain �lter. An

adaptive �nite impulse response (FIR) �lter based on a least mean square algorithm

was presented in Ge et al. (2000), attaining a reduction in the standard deviation of

the time series code error by about half. Apart from its limited use for only static

positioning, the technique is also dependent on a previously modeled reference sig-

nal (obtained from previous days estimated multipath signature of the �xed point),
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which has to be used as reference input to estimate the current day's code error.

3.3.2. Error Mitigation and Positioning in Position-Domain

Error mitigation in position-domain are generally based on stochastic models incor-

porated into a least square or Kalman Filtering positioning algorithm, where the

receiver position is determined along side with other unknown parameters/variables

that may be of interest. Essentially, position-domain techniques can be considered

as techniques that attempt to directly mitigate the e�ect of the code and phase

observation errors on the estimated receiver positioning solution. Position-domain

mitigation can be done in both single- and dual-frequency operations.

3.3.2.1. Single-Frequency Position-Domain Mitigation

A lot of position-domain error mitigation techniques are used in single-frequency

operation. The so-called phase-adjusted algorithm, where all the raw phase and

code observations are used, and the unknown parameters including ambiguities and

receiver position parameters are estimated by a recursive LS algorithm, has been

used as a position-domain mitigation algorithm in Le & Teunissen (2006); Le &

Tiberius (2007). They reported up to 30% improvement in positioning and decimetre

to metre level range accuracy, after applying IGS external corrections for satellites

clocks and orbits, and the IGS global ionospheric map (GIM) model.

A phase-connected technique (Bisnath & Langley, 2001a), where the code ob-

servables and the time di�erenced phase observables at a given epoch are used in

the position-domain algorithm, also exists. After applying external corrections from

IGS, Bisnath & Langley (2001a) used the phase-connected technique based on a se-

quential LS algorithm. Beran et al. (2003) also used the phase-connected technique

based on a KF algorithm with preset dynamic model. Both reported positioning

accuracy up to decimeter-level.

The phase-adjusted and phase-connected position-domain algorithms are limited

by the fact that they require more than four satellites to achieve improved positioning

solution, especially when it includes real-time estimation of the ionospheric error,

thus not making them attractive for use in challenged environments where cycle
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slip is prevalent and less than �ve satellites may be observed at certain epochs.

Moreover the covariance matrices of the observables and the the process noise are

often preset, not determined in real-time, knowing that di�erent dynamic models

generate di�erent levels of accuracy and convergence time.

3.3.2.2. Mitigation in Dual-Frequency or Relative Positioning Operation

Other position-domain error mitigation methods are used, especially in dual-frequency

operations and/or in relative positioning operations, where di�erencing amongst ob-

servations almost eliminates the common mode errors leaving a residual that is af-

fected mostly by the di�erenced phase or code error levels. They include KF-type

or stochastic based models (Lee & Rizos, 2008). From the time series multipath

variation of a static observation that relates to the carrier phase and signal quality,

Rost & Wanninger (2009) developed a mitigation model for only static position-

ing and reported about 25% reduction in the double di�erenced (DD) observation

residual. Lau & Cross (2006) used a modi�ed SNR-based stochastic model. The

model attempts to correct the incorrect SNR-based weighting reported to be due

to the orthogonality of the SNR and carrier phase multipath error in multipath

contaminated observations (Lau & Cross, 2007). This model was reported to attain

more than 26% improvement in DD positioning error. Though may enable improved

positioning accuracy, such stochastic models are limited by the usually constrained

or generalised statistical behaviour of the phase and code observation/observables.

Certainly, mis-speci�cations in the stochastic model would lead to inaccurate posi-

tioning results.

The wavelet transform can be pictured as a signal processing tool that has been

identi�ed as a useful tool for mitigating the e�ect of the observation errors on GNSS

observations, as it can simultaneously provide time and frequency information of

a signal sequence (Satirapod et al., 2003). It is perceived as an alternative to the

classical Fourier transform especially in the analysis of non-stationary signals. More

details of wavelet can be found in Mallat (2009). In the GNSS-positioning envi-

ronment, the technique has only been employed to the DD observation in relative

positioning operations where the level of decomposition (the set number of the trans-
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form decomposition) is assumed. Quite a lot of phase error mitigation are based

on wavelet transformation: (Wang et al., 2009; Satirapod et al., 2003; Zhong et al.,

2008; Ya'acob et al., 2009). The wavelet transform was also used in mitigating the

high frequency components of the phase error so as to enable monitoring of the

'actual' movement of structures, like bridges (Ogaja & Satirapod, 2007; Roberts

et al., 2002b; Souza & Monico, 2004). From using the wavelet transformation tech-

nique, relative positioning accuracy improvement of up to tens of a percentage and

enhanced integer ambiguity resolution, have been reported in some of these refer-

ences. Recently, wavelet transformation technique was used for the mitigation of

code error (Dammalage et al., 2010). The results indicated between 40-60% im-

provement in positioning accuracy. While this may appear promising, the choice

of the appropriate and suitable level of decomposition, like the choice of a Hatch

�lter length, remains only an intelligent guess in wavelet transformation technique

(Alnaqbi, 2010). Of course the level of accuracy obtainable is highly dependent on

the wavelet family and the level of decomposition. A wrong guess would result to

less accurate results.

In all these, it is worth mentioning that, in relative positioning, the observation

error levels in the double di�erenced observables can be mitigated by simply aver-

aging over along observation interval of many epochs when both the reference and

rover stations are static. This technique only tends to be more accurate over short

baselines and on relatively long observation period.

3.4. Cycle Slip Detection, Determination and

Correction

Ambiguity resolution or �xing requires the outright determination of the integer

ambiguity value on a phase observation. This ambiguity value, when �xed remain

constant unless a cycle slip occurs at a subsequent epoch. Cycle slips occurrences on

phase observations are not rare, and the frequency of cycle slip occurrence increases

in challenging environments such as urban areas, where GNSS signals are intermit-

tently blocked from a GNSS receiver. An undetected and uncorrected cycle slip is a
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source of error. When a cycle slip is detected, a new integer ambiguity value asso-

ciated with a post-cycle-slip phase observation at a current cycle slip epoch, would

be determined. If a cycle slip 4N s
i occurs on the ψsi phase observation of satellite s,

resulting to a new ambiguity value of N s
i +4N s

i , at a current epoch t, the observed

phase observation can be represented as

ψsi (t) = rs(t)+cδtr(t)−cδts(t)+T s(t)−Isi (t)+bri (t)+b
s
i (t)+λi (Ns

i +4Ns
i )+Sso(t)+ms

ψ,i(t)+ε
s
ψ,i(t)

(3.19)

By this representation, 4N s
i is an integer value, and in the absence of cycle slip

4N s
i = 0, and Equation (3.19) becomes the same as Equation (3.2). The conven-

tional PPP ambiguity resolution process requires a convergence time of about 30

minutes to �x the ambiguity values with a high level of con�dence, before attaining

decimetre-level accuracy (Carcanague et al., 2011b). The convergence time, which

begins at every cycle slip epoch, is that prolonged mostly because of the combi-

nation of the inherent code errors from the code observations included in such a

process. Whatever the error level on a code observation, it cannot be mitigated at a

cycle-slip-epoch by code smoothing technique. Such non-mitigated code error leads

to degraded positioning accuracy and estimated �oat ambiguity values that could

be subsequently �xed to incorrect integer ambiguity values. Most ambiguity res-

olution techniques employ the Least-squares AMbiguity Decorrelation Adjustment

(LAMBDA) method (Baroni et al., 2009; Teunissen, 1995), which is computationally

intensive - requiring a large search space and the determination of a decorrelating

transformation matrix (Groves, 2013).

Instead of resolving ambiguities after a cycle slip occurrence, appropriate cycle slip

detection, determination and correction techniques can be implemented to eliminate

the prolonged convergence time associated with a conventional ambiguity resolution

technique. The process of cycle slip detection, determination and correction is di�er-

ent from a typical ambiguity resolution process. The error impact of a cycle slip can

only be eliminated when the cycle slip value is detected, accurately determined and

corrected for. This involves an accurate determination of the integer change relative

to the pre-cycle-slip integer ambiguity value, and the subsequent modi�cation or
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update of the pre-cycle-slip phase observations with such determined integer change

in number of cycles. To this end, di�erent cycle slip detection and determination

techniques have been proposed.

The Melbourne-Wubbena LC is a widely used linear combination for both dual-

frequency ambiguity resolution and dual-frequency cycle slip determination. The

Melbourne-Wubbena combination is a widelane combination with wavelength, λWL '

0.86m. It is a linear combination of dual-frequency carrier phase and code observa-

tions. Using the same notations de�ned earlier, the Melbourne-Wubbena observable,

WLMW in cycles, obtained with the raw observations from a GPS satellite s opera-

ting on bands i = 1, 2 in the presence of dual-frequency cycle slips, 4N s
1 and 4N s

2 ,

is given as

WLMW =

(
ψs1
λ1
− ψs2
λ2

)
−
(
f1 − f2
f1 + f2

)[
f1
c
P s1 +

f2
c
P s2

]
= (Ns

1 +4Ns
1 )− (Ns

2 +4Ns
2 ) +

1

λ1
(br1 + bs1)− 1

λ2
(br2 + bs2) +

1

λ1

(
ms
ψ,1 + εsψ,1

)
− 1

λ2

(
ms
ψ,2 + εsψ,2

)
−
(
f1 − f2
f1 + f2

)[
1

λ1
(dr1 + ds1)

]
+

(
f1 − f2
f1 + f2

)[
1

λ2
(dr2 + ds2) +

1

λ1

(
ms
P,1 + εsP,1

)
+

1

λ2

(
ms
P,2 + εsP,2

)]
(3.20)

where the geometric range, satellite and receiver clock o�sets, and the e�ect of

the ionosphere and troposphere have been eliminated (Horemuz & Sjoberg, 2002).

The raw WLMW as given in Equation (3.20), contains the widelane ambiguity,

NWL = (N s
1 +4N s

1 ) − (N s
2 +4N s

2 ) corrupted by the combined phase and code

observation error levels, and code and phase hardware biases. The di�erence between

a current epoch's WLMW (t) observable and an immediate past epoch's WLMW (t−

1) observable eliminates the constant ambiguity terms to yield the widelane cycle

slip,4NWL = WLMW (t) −WLMW (t − 1) = (4N s
1 −4N s

2 ), if there are cycle slips

at the current epoch; and in the the absence of cycle slips, 4NWL = 0. It is

known that the hardware delays are fairly constant producing a fairly constant

bias on WLMW , but the biggest drawback in using this WLMW observable is the

included combined code error that is only reduced to about 0.71times the code

error level on P s
1 or P s

2 (assuming that the code errors on P s
1 and P s

2 are equal and
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uncorrelated), which is equivalent to about 0.83λWL. The WLMW is also unable

to indicate cycle slips occurrence when 4N s
1 = 4N s

2 . This equality may be rare

but could happen if for instance, after a possible satellite's signal interruption, the

di�erence between the post-interruption and pre-interruption integer ambiguities on

the L1 phase observation, i.e. 4N s
1 , and the di�erence between the post-interruption

and pre-interruption integer ambiguities on the L2 phase observation, i.e. 4N s
2 ,

results in the same number of cycles 4N s
1 = 4N s

2 .

Geometry-free observables, which are observables obtained by di�erencing any

two phase or phase and code observables, are also frequently used in many cycle slip

detection and determination techniques, as the true geometric term is eliminated in

such a di�erencing.

It is worth mentioning for clarity of purpose, that this research work is restricted

to cycle slip detection and determination with a single receiver as required for point

or precise point positioning. Relative or di�erential positioning involves a di�erent

procedure for ambiguity or cycle slip determination.

Upon detection of a cycle slip, and followed by the determination or �xing of

the cycle slip, the �xed/determined cycle slip is subsequently corrected for in the

corresponding satellite phase observation thereby completing a cycle slip detection

and correction process for a given cycle-slipped satellite. In this thesis, cycle slip

determination or cycle slip �x, are interchangeably used to refer to determining a

cycle slip signed magnitude.

3.4.1. Existing Single-Frequency Cycle Slip Detection and

Determination Techniques

Considering single-frequency receivers, Ouzeau et al. (2007) unveiled two single-

frequency cycle slip detection techniques: (i) comparison between Doppler-predicted

phase and raw phase observations, requiring pre-�xed variation thresholds; and a

comparison between smoothed code and raw code observations. Though (i) is a

phase-only-derived method, it is likely limited by the inaccuracy in predicting a

phase observation with an assumed constant Doppler frequency over an interval,

and also by the use of a threshold value that is a function of false alarm probability
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with regards to air �ight requirements. Secondly, for (ii), the smoothed and raw

code comparison option would only detect large enough cycle slips. Without any

proposed complementary cycle slip �xing algorithm, the smallest detectable cycle

slips value of 68 and 83cycles were achieved with techniques (i) and (ii) respectively,

through simulation.

Polynomial �tting to the phase observation is also one way of detecting and de-

termining cycle slip in single-frequency receivers. It identi�es a cycle slip as any

large discrepancy between a phase observation and a polynomial model �tted to the

phase observation or phase-included observable. For instance, Fath-Allah (2010)

used an algorithm based on polynomial �tting to a time series of the change in the

single-frequency code-minus-phase (4CMC) observable to estimate an expected

4CMC observable for a current cycle-slip epoch, which had been detected with

a large-enough spike on the 4CMC at a current epoch. A detected cycle slip is

subsequently �xed by di�erencing the actual observed 4CMC from the expected

4CMC, and dividing by the corresponding wavelength, before rounding the result-

ing �oat solution to an integer. Obviously, the high code error levels in the included

code observation a�ect this method's cycle slip detection and determination perfor-

mance. Also the use of a recommended a 6th-order polynomial would not be optimal

for all single-frequency observations.

Jia & Wu (2001) used a 3rd-order polynomial Kalman �lter dynamic model for

cycle slip detection, and used wavelet technique for estimation of cycle slip. This

method is however designed for post-processing rather real-time processing, and

the choice of a 3rd-order may not also be optimal for di�erent data sets. With

the receiver oscillator bias estimated and removed, Ren et al. (2011) proposed a

Doppler-aided cycle slip detection and correction method, based on the assump-

tion that the variation in the atmospheric errors and satellites orbits are negligible,

and that the Doppler observations are always available from a receiver. Of course

these assumptions are not always the case with single-frequency receivers, and no

performance results were given to ascertain reliability of this technique.
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3.4.2. Existing Multi-Frequency Cycle Slip Detection and

Determination Techniques

Many dual-frequency cycle slip detection and determination algorithms are often

built around undi�erenced or time di�erenced linear combinations (LC) of the phase

observations and the code observations. These linear combinations include wide-

lane phase and narrowlane code LCs, among which is the widely used Melbourne-

Wubbena LC.

For instance, the Melbourne-Wubbena observable has been widely used for cycle

slip detection and correction Liu (2011). As a cycle slip determination algorithm,

(Banville & Langley, 2009) used time di�erenced phase and code observations in a

least square adjustment, and the LAMBDA method, for cycle slip determination for

PPP, while Kim & Langley (2001) used triple-di�erenced observables of phase and

code observations in a least square adjustment, and the LAMBDA method, for the

determination of cycle slips in relative positioning. While some of these techniques

are designed for relative positioning, the common inclusion of the code observations

and eventually the code errors, tends to limit the level of correct detection and

determination of cycle slips achievable by some of these techniques.

Of special interest is the method of cycle slip detection based on time di�erencing

(between-epoch di�erencing), where a single-epoch slip can be detected by an am-

pli�cation in a di�erenced time series observable (Roberts et al., 2002a). The used

time series observable can be a time series of raw phase observable, phase-phase

combination or a phase-code combination. The scheme of time di�erencing usually

involves the �rst-order, second-order, third-order and even up to the fourth-order

di�erencing of an appropriate time series observable, with the higher-order di�erenc-

ing giving the strong indication of the discontinuity (ampli�cation) that is required

for the cycle slip detection (Hofmann-Wellenhof et al., 2008). The resulting value

(at the single-epoch of the discontinuity) can be di�erenced from a pre-set cycle slip

tolerance to infer a cycle slip (Kleusberg et al., 1993). In single-receiver operation, a

drawback with the use of the scheme of di�erencing method is that the performance

of the method can be �awed by the drift of a receiver clock, especially when the
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receiver is driven by a crystal oscillator. For relative positioning, Bisnath (2000) em-

ployed the same di�erencing method for cycle slip detection, and used the di�erence

between the �rst-order di�erence and the median time di�erence that is obtained

from the �rst- to the fourth-order time di�erences, for estimating the size of a cycle

slip, if any. The use of third-order di�erencing is analogous to third-order polyno-

mial curve �tting, which is also commonly used for cycle slip detection, and often

for cycle slip correction. By �tting such a curve through the time series of the used

observable before and after a cycle slip, cycle slips can be detected, and estimated by

the size of the cycle slip from the shift between the two curves (Hofmann-Wellenhof

et al., 2008). Polynomial �tting residuals and/or least-squares estimation could also

be employed to determine the �oat values of the detected cycle slips, which can

then be rounded up to obtain the integer estimates (Bisnath, 2000). Again, for

standalone receiver positioning, the presence of the receiver clock drift impedes the

reliability and correctness of this method.

Xiaohong & Xingxing (2011) used a modi�ed phase-only-derived geometry-free

ionospheric observable for detecting, and the LAMBDA method for �xing cycle

slips. However, the technique would not detect certain cycle slip pairs that result

in a phase geometry-free combination magnitude value of less than a few tens of

millimetres.

Long ago, Blewitt (1990) developed an algorithm where the geometry-free iono-

sphere observable and the Melbourne-Wubbena LC �ltered by a running average

�lter, and based on set threshold values, were used to detect and determine cycle

slips. With the method, a slip is detected when two consecutive epoch values of the

observables are beyond set threshold or con�dence level. This algorithm, often called

the Turbo Edit, is used in GNSS software packages such as GIPSY and BERNESE

for cycle slip detection and �xing (de Lacey et al., 2011), but it is only suitable for

post-processing and not for real-time applications.

Polynomial �tting or regression have also been used for dual-frequency cycle slip

detection and determination. de Lacy et al. (2008) introduced the BICYCLE algo-

rithm where they used discontinuity occurrence in a polynomial regression for the

detection of cycle slips that are up to 2 or 3 times larger than the standard error
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in the used geometry-free observable. The BICYCLE algorithm is also limited to

post-processing applications, and would not be able to detect cycle slip pairs that

result in small combination values in metres.

Kalman �lter based detection and determination techniques do exist, where sig-

ni�cant discrepancies between the successive KF estimated ambiguity values may

be used to indicate cycle slips (detection), whilst the determination is usually based

on the statistical properties of the di�erence between two successive epochs' KF

estimates of an integer ambiguity values (Kamimura et al., 2011). The accuracy of

this technique is based on the assumed dynamic model in the KF.

The techniques anchored on the Melbourne-Wubbena LC, and the LAMBDA

method, often resolve the widelane (with wavelength of 86.2cm, which is greater

than λ1 = 19.03cm or λ2 = 24.4cm) cycle slip before resolving a narrowlane (less

than λ1 = 19.03cm) cycle slip or 4N1 directly, using the LAMBDA method. Exam-

ples of di�erent widelane and narrowlane combinations exist (Collins, 1999). The

LAMBDA method is quite computationally intensive as already mentioned, and

most dual-frequency cycle slip determination techniques involve either the LAMBDA

method or a similarly complex formulation, to �x cycle slip values. This complexity

could be a serious drawback when cycle slips are prevalent just as it is in di�cult en-

vironments. Apart from the technique presented in Xiaohong & Xingxing (2011), all

other existing cycle slip detection and �xing techniques discussed, breakdown in the

presence of an observation gap, thus re-initializes and become ambiguity resolution

processes, instead of remaining as cycle slip detection and determination processes

to eliminate the usual long convergence time at a post-observation gap.

Though identi�ed for the future, triple-frequency cycle slip detection and deter-

mination algorithms have also been proposed based on certain de�ned geometry-free

LCs that are considered to have minimum phase and ionospheric errors. Xu & Kou

(2011) and Dai et al. (2009) used such LCs and the LAMBDA method in detecting

and �xing cycle slips. With slightly di�erent LCs, and based on least squares algo-

rithm combined with the LAMBDA method, de Lacey et al. (2011); Dai et al. (2008)

also proposed other cycle slip detection and �xing algorithms for triple-frequency

receivers, involving geometry-free combinations that include the code observations.
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The performance of these triple-frequency based algorithms are also dependent on

preset uncertainty levels assumed for the respective phase and code observations.

The performance of these triple-frequency algorithm would only be established at

the berth of a fully operational civilian triple-frequency GNSS, which is anticipated

in the near future.

3.5. Ionospheric Modelling and Correction

The ionospheric error in the code or phase observation has to be mitigated by using

a broadcast correction, external correction or a real-time ionospheric model. This

mitigation is implemented di�erently in single- and dual-frequency receivers.

In a single-frequency operation, the broadcast Klobuchar and the NeQuick models

can be used for the mitigation of the ionospheric error in the observations from GPS

and Galileo satellites respectively. The GIM model is an external correction model

obtainable from the IGS and its processing centres, which can be used mostly by

single-frequency receivers to eliminate ionospheric error (Andrei et al., 2009; Choy

et al., 2008). However the GIM model is a�ected by a latency of less than 24 hours

(rapid version) or about 11 days (�nal version), and it is limited to an accuracy of

∼ 2− 9 TECU (i.e. ∼ 0.32− 1.44m accuracy on the L1 band observation(s)) (IGS,

2012). This makes the GIM model not quite appropriate for real-time applications,

assuming a receiver, in the �rst place, has real-time access to the external correc-

tion, and the limited accuracy can be tolerated. A method commonly referred to

as GRAPHIC (Group And Phase Ionospheric Correction), which is halving the sum

of the single-frequency code and phase observations, thereby generating an observ-

able 'without' the ionspheric error (Choy, 2011; Chen & Gao, 2005), can be used

to mitigate the ionospheric error. Perhaps, due to the high code error, and the

introduced integer ambiguity term that makes single-epoch positioning impractical,

coupled with its associated long convergence time, GRAPHIC is not widely used

for single-frequency operation despite its good ionospheric error mitigation. Other

single-frequency methods model the ionospheric error in real-time from the single-

frequency code and phase observations. This modeling could include deterministic
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and stochastic ionospheric parametisation (Shi et al., 2012), which will require at

least �ve satellites for a position �x; �tting a piecewise linear ionospheric gradient

model to the ionospheric observable generated from the di�erence between the code

and phase observations (Sen & Rife, 2008); or a linear model where the vertical

ionospheric delay parameters are jointly estimated with other unknown parame-

ters by Kalman �ltering (Beran et al., 2005), requiring also at least 5 satellites for

positioning.

Dual-frequency receivers have capacity to mitigate the ionospheric error without

recourse to external corrections. Ionosphere observables are often generated and

used when the increased error level in such LC is acceptable or has been mitigated.

Dual-frequency ionospheric models also help in ionospheric predictions; the time

series geometry-free ionospheric observable is often used for modeling the relative

ionospheric variation or prediction at cycle slips epochs. With such observable, (Mo-

moh, 2012) assumed a linear variation and temporal correlation of the ionospheric

error to predict the relative ionospheric delay, to aid error mitigation at a post-gap

epoch. On converting the ionospheric observable to TEC rate, Liu (2011) predicted

the TEC variation at every epoch, making it also suitable for cycle slip detection.

Xiaohong & Xingxing (2011) adopted a linear model of the ionospheric observable to

model and predict the relative ionospheric delay using Kalman �ltering algorithm,

which was also used for cycle slips detection and �xing. As for positioning with a

dual-frequency receiver, the ionospheric error is often eliminated by generating and

using ionosphere-free observables of the phase and code observations, as done in

Carcanague et al. (2011a); Momoh (2012).

3.6. Existing Techniques and Limitations

The error mitigation techniques reviewed in this chapter are generally used for static

and kinematic domains positioning, to achieve various levels of accuracy and pre-

cision. Some limitations can however be identi�ed. Some of these limitations, as

already highlighted, include the �xed �lter length for in the HFT, the assumed

uncertainty values in weighting observations for positioning, and the assumed and
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preset dynamic models for a Kalman �ltering (KF) positioning algorithm, etc.

The common practice of assuming the raw observations from same and di�erent

satellites have statistically independent errors, and the use of preset values of un-

certainties for the raw observations, is certainly not realistic (Wang et al., 2002).

This is the major limitation of error mitigation techniques based on KF and similar

techniques. In reality, receivers movement/trajectory are not fully known in ad-

vance and a stochastic model would marginally predict such. KF based techniques

are strongly dependent on the consistency between the assumed dynamic model and

the receiver's true motion (Lee et al., 2004). Moreover, the PPP solutions obtained

by most of the techniques relying on external corrections often fail to consider the

correlation introduced to the corrected observables (Shi et al., 2012).

The reviewed techniques have no means of smoothing or mitigating code error

whenever cycle slips or observation gaps occur at any given epoch. The code smooth-

ing techniques result to re-initialisation of the smoothing process, thereby unable

to mitigate code errors at post-cycle-slip epochs. Many of these existing cycle slip

detection, determination and correction techniques are usually multi-satellite based;

quite computationally intensive; and are often marred by the inherent code errors

on the included code observations. Moreover, they essentially degenerate to become

ambiguity resolution techniques whenever an observation gap occurs.

Therefore, there exist the need to de�ne an error mitigation technique resilient to

cycle slip occurrence and independent of �lter length; and suitable for mitigating

code error on a code observation obtained by a single- or dual-frequency receiver

operating in static or kinematic mode. Furthermore, e�cient cycle slip correction

and determination algorithms - essentially independent of the code observations

and robust to observation gap occurrences - are required for robust positioning in

di�erent environments.

3.7. Summary

The observation error, which is essentially the combination of multipath error and

receiver noise, on a phase or code observation from a satellite, remains the largest
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source of error on a phase or code observation subsequent to applying corrective er-

ror models or improved receiver/antenna design techniques. As such, various error

mitigation techniques - especially met to mitigate the larger code error on a code

observation - designed to be applied in the range- or position-domains, have been re-

viewed in this chapter. Existing techniques for detection and determination of cycle

slips on a phase observation from a satellite observed by a single- or dual-frequency

receiver, have also been reviewed. Various single- and dual-frequency ionospheric

delay correction methods have also been reviewed. While these techniques may be

as e�cient as they are, they are also limited one way or the other; the code error

mitigation or smoothing techniques breakdown whenever cycle slip occurs, and most

of the cycle slip detection and correction techniques become ambiguity resolution

techniques that require longer convergence time in the presence of an observation

gap. The motivation for this research is sequel to these limitations, and as such,

new algorithms are developed in this thesis to overcome some of these limitations.



Chapter 4.

Relevant Signal Processing

Background and Preambles

Having reviewed some existing techniques used for error mitigation and cycle slip

detection and correction, this chapter presents a background of relevant signal pro-

cessing techniques, and the preambles considered necessary to create a better under-

standing of the premise on which some of the newly developed algorithms presented

and used in the subsequent chapters of this thesis are based. As a preparation, both

terminologies and notations relevant for the algorithms developed in the following

chapters, are also introduced.

4.1. Background on Signal Domains

The well-known Fourier analysis reveals that a time domain signal can be repre-

sented by summing together basic sinusoids - sine waves having frequencies equal to

the harmonics of a fundamental frequency (the inverse of the period of the signal).

This points to the existence of a dual nature for a signal representation- the time

domain (TD) and frequency domain (FD) representations. While the TD represen-

tation gives the value(s) of the signal over a time series, the FD representation gives

the harmonic content of the signal at every frequency. Generally, for a continuous

time domain signal (analogue signal), the equivalent representation in the frequency

domain can be obtained by a Fourier transform (Shin & Hammond, 2008). The TD

77
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representation can likewise be obtained from the FD representation by an inverse

Fourier transform. The dual representations of the signal ensures that either repre-

sentation can be constructed from the other. Spectrum is a shorter way of referring

to the FD representation (Stein, 2000). While a signal TD representation shows the

signal amplitude variation with time, the FD representation shows the contribution

in amplitude of the frequency components in the signal, and its FD absolute mag-

nitude values versus frequency plot is often called the signal magnitude spectrum.

The square of the FD magnitude values gives the power density (periodic signals) or

energy density (aperiodic signals), which describes the power/energy per unit band-

width called the Power Spectral Density (PSD) or Energy Spectral Density (ESD),

as the case may be. The PSD or ESD is a measure of the decomposition of the

energy of the signal over di�erent frequencies.

Sampling a time-continuous signal, x(t)1, at speci�c instants converts the signal

into a discrete-time sequence suitable for digital signal processors and computers

to handle. The inverse of the sampling interval (time between any two samples

of the signal) is referred to as the sampling frequency, fsamp. The minimum sam-

pling frequency, called the Nyquist frequency, is required to be at least twice the

highest frequency component present in the signal. For instance, 30second-interval

GPS observations are assumed sampled at 30 second interval, corresponding to an

fsamp = 1
30

= 0.0333Hz while 1second-interval observations will correspond to an

fsamp = 1Hz. Assuming sampling at a Nyquist frequency (twice the maximum fre-

quency component in the signal, or twice the bandwidth of the signal), the one-sided

spectrum of a discrete signal ranges from 0 to fsamp
2

Hz while the two-sided would

range within −fsamp
2

to fsamp
2

Hz. The FD representation of a discrete-time signal

is called the Discrete-Time Fourier Transform (DTFT). If the discrete-time signal

in the TD is periodic, its spectrum is also discrete and periodic, and describes the

Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT), whose computation is sped up by the so-called

Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithms (Ambardar, 1999). Essentially, the DFT

is actually the DTFT evaluated at a �nite number of discrete frequencies, and it is

1For purpose of clarity, t is used as a continuous time variable only in this chapter. In other
chapters, t is use as a variable to indicate the epoch number of discrete observations.
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periodic. While the DFT can be used to approximate the spectrum of a discrete-time

TD signal, another transform also exists for discrete-time signals, called z-transform,

which is essentially the discrete version of the Laplace transform (Ambardar, 1999)

for analogue signals. The Parseval's theorem showed that the energy/power of the

signal can be obtained from either the TD or FD representation of a signal.

Noise, especially white noise, is usually observed random in the TD representation

but depicts a uniform noise power density in its FD representation. The presence

of such noise in a zero-mean signal often results in the noisy signal having increased

energy or power level, as the noise energy adds up to the energy of the zero-mean

signal. Consequently, for two identical signals a�ected by di�erent levels of obser-

vation noise/error, the more noisy signal is likely to have more total power/energy

than the less noisy one, even though they both exist within the same frequency

range in their FD representations.

4.1.1. The DFT and Parseval's Theorem

A GNSS raw code and phase observations are usually discrete in time as the recorded

measurements are done at certain intervals. An intention to process the observables

derived from these observations in the FD would require a transformation to the FD

by the DFT.

The DFT of a length-L time domain sequence x[τ ], where τ = 1, 2, ..., L is the

discrete TD index of the x sequence, is de�ned as

X(K) =
L∑
τ=1

x[τ ]e−j
2πτK
L , 1 ≤ K ≤ L (4.1)

The DFT coe�cients of the FD X, that is X(K) with the index K = 1, 2, ..., L,

are in general complex numbers even when x is real. Since X is also a length-L

sequence in the FD, it is often referred to as the L-point DFT (Mitra, 2006). The

absolute values |X(K)| and |X(K)|2 for allK give the magnitude spectrum and PSD

respectively. The DFT can be regarded as the sampled version of the continuous

Fourier transform at the equivalent frequencies, which are at fK = K4f = K fs
L
.

The inverse DFT (IDFT) given by (4.2) is used to transform X back to the TD
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sequence as

x[τ ] =
1

L

L∑
K=1

X(K)ej
2πτK
L , 1 ≤ τ ≤ L (4.2)

For real-valued x, the negative and positive frequency parts of the double-sided

spectrum obtained by DFT are equal in magnitude and symmetrical about the zero

frequency (also called DC). Hence an easy one-sided magnitude spectrum equivalent

representation can be obtained just by doubling the corresponding magnitude values

associated with some positive frequency components from 0 to fsamp
2

Hz. The one-

sided (only positive frequency axis) discrete frequency values can be obtained as

f(K) =
(K − 1)fsamp

L
; 1 ≤ K ≤ Lhalf (4.3)

where Lhalf = L+1
2

when L is odd or Lhalf = L+2
2

when L is even. The associ-

ated magnitude values, describing the one-sided magnitude spectrum over the Lhalf

discrete frequencies can be obtained: for odd L, all Lhalf magnitude values ex-

cept magnitude value at K = 1 (DC component), are doubled; and for even L, all

Lhalf magnitude values except magnitude values at K = 1 (DC component) and

K = Lhalf , are doubled. The Lhalf -discrete frequencies one-sided PSD can be ob-

tained in the same way: by doubling the magnitudes associated with a two-sided

PSD accordingly for odd or even L.

The Parseval's theorem can be used to compute the total energy of a �nite length

sequence in both the FD and TD. By the theorem, the total energy is computed

from the FD by summing the squares of the absolute values of the X sequence, and

dividing by L, or from the TD by summing the squares of the absolute values of x;

that is,
L∑
τ=1

|x[τ ]|2 =
1

L

L∑
K=1

|X(K)|2 (4.4)

The Parseval's theorem makes it possible to compute, from the FD representation

of a signal, the amount of the signal's energy within a certain bandwidth (frequency

range) occupied by the signal. For instance, one can compute the amount of energy

of the signal within the zero frequency component to a certain discrete frequency.

Such computation �exibility is apparently not possible from the TD representation
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of a signal. This is essentially why the FD representation obtained by a DFT is

considered in this thesis, providing a means for bandwidth energy computation that

is used in the adaptive frequency determination presented in Chapter 5.

4.2. Spectrum and Energy of a Noisy Signal

To put the impact of 'noise-like' (rapidly-varying) errors on a slowly-varying (low-

frequency) signal into perspective, it will be useful to examine the characteristic of

the spectrum of a discrete-time noisy signal. Assume a true real-valued discrete-

time noiseless signal sequence, s, contaminated by real-valued additive noise-like

error sequence, η, such that it results in the observed real-valued TD noisy signal

sequence, x[τ ] = s[τ ] + η[τ ] with τ = 1, 2, ..., L. The energy of x, deduced from the

TD application of the Parseval's theorem given in (4.4), is

Et =
L∑
τ=1

|x[τ ]|2 =
L∑
τ=1

|s[τ ] + η[τ ]|2

=
L∑
τ=1

∣∣s2[τ ] + η2[τ ] + 2s[τ ]η[τ ]
∣∣

=
L∑
τ=1

|s[τ ]|2 +
L∑
τ=1

|η[τ ]|2 +
L

2
∑
τ=1

s[τ ]η[τ ] (4.5)

The �rst and second summations in (4.5) are the energies of the true signal s and

the embedded noise η, respectively. The last summation can result in a positive or

negative value, but for long enough L with either s or η having a zero mean and both

uncorrelated, the expectation (denoted E) of the last summation in (4.5) would be

zero, and consequently, the energy of x can be approximated as

Et = E(Et) =
L∑
τ=1

|s[τ ]|2 +
L∑
τ=1

|η[τ ]|2 (4.6)

Thus, when an observed signal is uncorrelated with the contaminating measurement

noise/error, the total energy of the resulting noisy signal is the sum of the energies

of the true noiseless signal and that of the contaminating noise, as given by (4.6).

The Parseval's theorem expresses the principle of conservation of energy in TD and
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FD, hence this total energy can also be computed from the FD representation of the

signal.

Additive white noise is known to have uniformly distributed energy density across

a signal's spectrum. It covers from zero frequency to the entire spectrum range

(bandwidth) de�ned for a noisy signal. For instance, sampling a noisy analogue sig-

nal of maximum frequency component of say 10Hz at fsamp = 100Hz, the consequent

spectrum (the FD representation) obtained by DFT would contain the uniformly

distributed noise energy density in the de�ned bandwidth from 0 to fsamp
2

= 50Hz,

even though the maximum frequency component in the signal is 10Hz. Hence,

for a low frequency signal embedded in noise (noisy signal), the actual energy of

the true signal is concentrated in the lower frequency region of the de�ned spec-

trum bandwidth (0 to fsamp
2

Hz) while the energy within the high frequency region

of the bandwidth is dominated by the energy of the contaminating noise. As the

noise level increases, the signal-to-noise ratio, SNR, decreases and the noise en-

ergy over the de�ned bandwidth increases. This characteristic is further illustrated

by a simulation. By sampling the continuous time t dependent analogue signal,

s(t) = 2 + 10sin2π1t + 20sin2π0.5t, with an fsamp = 20Hz, the discrete-time sam-

pled signal resulting in a sequence, s, contains L = 40 samples (τ = 1, 2, ..., 40)

at intervals of 1/20 = 0.05s, over the analogue signal period of 2s. As possible

observations of this signal, two noisy forms of s are generated: x, a�ected by low

zero-mean noise of standard deviation σ = 1.4 (i.e. (µ = 0, σ = 1.4)); and z, af-

fected by six times the level of noise in x (i.e. (µ = 0, σ = 8.4)). The TD plots

of these three signal sequences are shown in Figure 4.1. The e�ect of the di�erent

noise levels is obvious; the higher level noise causes wider �uctuation/alternation

on the true signal than the lower level noise. This e�ect, by (4.6), prompts that

though same frequency components may exist in both noisy signals, the more noisy

z will contain more noise energy and would have higher magnitudes in the FD than

the less noisy signal, especially at the higher frequency regions of the signals spec-

tra. The one-sided spectra of all three TD signals contain K = 1, 2, ..., 21 discrete

frequencies equally spaced by the discrete frequency spacing, 4F = fsamp
L

= 0.5Hz.

The corresponding one-sided magnitude spectrum, and the accumulating bandwidth
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Figure 4.1.: TD plots of the true signal, S; the less noisy signal, X; and the more noisy signal, Z.

energy, EBW , as frequency (or K) increases, are shown in Figure 4.2, for each of the

three TD signals. EBW is an accumulating spectrum energy accumulated within a

bandwidth starting from 0Hz to a given discrete frequency on the one-sided FD rep-

resentation of a TD signal, and at the end of the de�ned spectrum (here at K = 21),

it accumulates to equal the total energy (accumulated PSD) of the corresponding

TD signal. From this �gure, the magnitude spectra of all three sequences, s, x

and z, represented respectively as Sf , Xf and Zf , where subscript f indicates FD,

reveal peaks roughly at 0 (DC), 0.5 and 1Hz, thus indicating the true presence of

those frequency components in the sampled analogue signal. The FD disparities

between the true noiseless signal, Sf , and the noisy signals, Xf and Zf , become

wider and obvious as the frequency increases. While the true signal, Sf , shows a

typical diminishing magnitude characteristic - tending to zero-magnitude at higher

frequencies, the noisy signals, Xf and Zf , do not exhibit such a characteristic. The

magnitude spectra show, as expected, that the e�ect of the noise is dominant in

the higher frequency range of the de�ned bandwidth while the true signal energy

is concentrated in the lower frequency region. The higher the noise level in the

signal the more the disparity between a noisy signal and the true noiseless signal

in magnitude at higher frequency components. The FD representation of a signal

enables the computation of the signal energy within a given bandwidth, i.e. EBW .
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Again, from �gure 4.2, where the accumulating bandwidth energies have been nor-

Figure 4.2.: FD plots of the signals S, X and Z, showing the dominant e�ect of noise at higher

frequencies: (a) the one-sided magnitude spectra of the true noiseless signal, Sf ;
the less noisy signal, Xf ; and the most noisy signal, Zf . (b) The corresponding

normalized accumulating bandwidth energies denoted Se, Xe and Ze.

malized by the total energy of the true noiseless Sf signal, the disparities among the

energies of Se, Xe and Ze widen after about 1Hz; Se shows no noticeable increase

beyond 1Hz as the energy is concentrated on the lower region (recall its maximum

frequency component is 1Hz); Xe shows a slightly noticeable increase beyond 1Hz;

and Ze shows signi�cant increase and with highest increase rate (ramps) after 1Hz.

The increasing energy trend in Xe and Ze, due to their additional noise levels, is

envisaged, as already predicted by (4.6). Since the interest is in the true signal with-

out noise, it is therefore necessary to seek a 'way' to eliminate the higher frequency

components from the observed noisy signals, knowing that the true noiseless signal's

energy is concentrated on the lower frequency region of the de�ned spectrum, and

the unwanted noise is the dominant source of energy in the higher frequency region.

This premise is adopted in �ltering the ionospheric observable in Section 5.3.
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4.3. Filters and Filtering

In signal processing, �lters are devices or processes that remove unwanted compo-

nent(s) from an observed composite signal. Most often, as is the case in this work,

�lters are used for the attenuation (reduction of the amplitude) of some frequency

components and not others, in a signal. The cut-o� frequency, fc, is essentially

a boundary frequency in the FD representation of the signal at which the magni-

tude spectrum of the signal predominantly initializes attenuation. Two fundamental

types of �lters are the lowpass �lter (LPF) and the highpass �lter (HPF). An LPF

ampli�es or maintains the magnitudes of a signal frequency components that are

lower than fc and attenuates the magnitudes of the frequency components of the

signal that are greater than or equal to fc. The HPF is the opposite of the LPF as it

ampli�es or maintains the magnitudes of a signal frequency components greater than

fc and attenuates the magnitudes of the frequency components lower than or equal

to fc. An example of a Butterworth LPF with normalized frequency magnitude

response is shown in Figure 4.3(a). A �lter's frequency magnitude response is an

FD representation of the �lter's impulse response, indicating the �lter's interaction

with input signals' frequencies. The LPF frequency response in Figure 4.3(a) has

fc = 60Hz, and as such, would attenuate (reduce the gain) magnitudes associated

with frequencies greater than 60Hz in an input signal; while the HPF in Figure

4.3(b) with fc= 30Hz, would attenuate the magnitudes associated with frequencies

less than 30Hz in an input signal, and at the same time maintain (unity gain) the

magnitude levels associated with frequencies greater than 30Hz in a signal. From

these given examples, the LPF can be described as having a bandwidth (passband)

of 0 to fc, and the HPF as having a bandwidth of fc to 100Hz. The cascade of

an HPF and an LPF produces a band pass �lter (BPF) that maintains or ampli-

�es the magnitudes of frequency components of a signal within a certain frequency

range (bandwidth), and attenuates the others. Filters can be implemented in ana-

logue or digital form, and could be formed from any of the �lter classes that include

Butterworth, Chebyshev, Elliptic or Bessels.

The Butterworth classes of �lters, as typical characteristic, achieves the desired

maximally �at magnitude gain (unity gain) for frequency components of a signal
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within a passband, as can be observed in Figure 4.3. This is the obvious reason why

a Butterworth class �lter is often chosen for �ltering a noisy low-frequency signal

whose frequency components are essentially within the passband de�ned by 0 to fc.

Between the passband and the stopband of a �lter, a transition band exists where

the gain in magnitude drops o� smoothly. The frequencies fs and fp, respectively

called the passband edge frequency and stopband edge frequency, are de�ned for a

particular �lter. The fc is usually given as the frequency where the maximum gain

reduces by a factor of 1/
√

2 (-3dB) in magnitude or by a factor of 1/2 (−3dB) in the

maximum energy density. The steepness of the transition band is determined by the

�lter order, R; the higher the value of R, the steeper and smaller the transition region

becomes (Proakis & Manolakis, 1996), and the higher the time lag in generating a

�ltered output.

Figure 4.3.: Normalized frequency magnitude response of low- and high-pass 5th-order Butter-

worth �lters (a) LPF with cut-o� frequency of 60Hz (b) HPF with cut-o� frequency

of 30Hz

An analogue �lter can be described in TD as a function of continuous time t, by

h(t) called the �lter impulse response. The Laplace transform2 (Ambardar, 1999)

of h(t) produces the transfer function, H(s), that can be evaluated at the complex

frequency variable, s = j2πf , and thus gives the �lter frequency response (plot of

2The Laplace transform is an integral transform like the Fourier transform, which also translates
TD signals to the complex FD equivalent. It converts integral and di�erential equations into
algebraic equations.
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the gain magnitude versus frequency, f) such as the ones shown in Figure 4.3. A TD

�ltered output signal, y(t), is equivalent to a TD convolution of h(t) and x(t) - the

input analogue signal. In the FD, the output is just a multiplication of the Laplace

transformed input, X(s), and the transfer function, H(s), that is, Y (s) = H(s)X(s).

It is therefore obvious that it is easier to obtain y(t) from the inverse of the FD Y (s),

than y(t) directly from TD convolution.

It is worth noting that �lters are not applicable only in FD but also in TD. The

concept of a lowpass �lter exists in many di�erent forms not exclusive to electronic

circuits. Lowpass �lters play the same role in signal processing that moving averages

do in some other �elds, such as �nance, providing a smoother form of a signal by

removing the short-term oscillations and leaving only the long-term trend(s). The

carrier-smoothing technique, also called the Hatch �ltering, covered in Chapter 2,

is a TD LPF as it results in attenuation of the high frequency components in a

code observation. Systems for the processing of discrete-time signals are also called

digital �lters (Ambardar, 1999). Digital �lters, implemented in digital processors

by adders, multipliers and registers, or as algorithms, are also used for interpolation

and decimation, smoothing, and prediction processes in di�erent �elds.

In digital signal processing, the digital �lters are implemented either in the form

of a Finite Impulse Response (FIR) �lter that is basically an averaging �lter where

no previous �ltered output contributes to the current �ltered output, or as an In-

�nite Impulse Response (IIR) �lter where past �ltered output(s) contribute(s) to

the current �ltered output. Digital �lters essentially involve using shift registers,

multipliers and adders. The digital �lter can be described by the impulse response

h(τ) in the discrete-time domain, and by the transfer function, H(z), obtained by

a z-transform3 of h(τ), in the complex z-plane. If we assume a discrete-time signal

is observed from τ = 1 and a causal system, the z-transform of such a discrete-time

3The z-transform can be considered as a discrete equivalent of the Laplace transform. The z-
transform permits simple algebraic manipulations and it is an important tool in digital �lter
designs Mitra (2006).
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signal, say of x expressed as X(z), is de�ned as (Smith, 2007)

X(z) =
∞∑
n=0

x[n+ 1]z−n (4.7)

where z is a complex variable. From the analogue �lter design parameters primarily

speci�ed by fc and R, the equivalent digital IIR �lter transfer function can be gen-

erated by using an appropriate transformation, such as the bi-linear transformation,

to transform the s-domain H(s) to the complex plane z-domain H(z) that is needed

for a digital �lter implementation (Ambardar, 1999). For a basic digital �lter, the

�lter order R de�nes the number of past inputs and outputs that can be used to

compute the current input. As with a FD Y (s), Y (z) = H(z)X(z) in the z-domain,

and the convolution of h(τ) and x produces y in the discrete-time domain, whilst

the inverse transform relationship also hold. MATLAB has optimized functions for

generating digital and analogue �lters for di�erent types and classes of �lters, pro-

vided the design parameters are speci�ed in addition to the fsamp required for a

digital �lters.

4.3.1. Filtering with IIR Butterworth LPF

The scope of the �ltering done in this thesis is limited to only digital �ltering, at least

for the easy integration to present-day digital signal processors. The desired lowpass

�lter is implemented as an IIR rather than an FIR. This is mainly because a large

delay (time lag) is usually associated with an FIR �lter compared to an IIR �lter,

even though the FIR is a linear phase �lter - exhibits a constant change in phase

angle as a function of frequency and can thereby achieve the cancellation of the usual

phase shift between input x sequence and a �ltered output y sequence. Detailed

comparison of FIR and IIR �lters can be found in (Lyons, 2011). Although, an IIR

�lter has a non-linear phase response, it can still be used to achieve a zero-phase

shifted y output with respect to the phase of the input x sequence by employing

the same IIR �lter twice bi-directionally as shown in Figure 4.4 (Lyons, 2011). The

time reversal is implemented as a straight left-right �ipping of a sequence, A is the

�rst stage �ltered output sequence that is phase shifted with respect to the input x,
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Figure 4.4.: Zero-phase �ltering with an IIR �lter

B is the time-reversed A, C is the second stage �ltered output of sequence B now

having the same phase shift but in the opposite direction compared to the phase

shift direction of A. This results in a summed phase shift equal to zero in sequence

C relative to the phase of the initial x input sequence. The last time reversal is to

align the output y sequence in time, with the input x. As it is, the aim of this bi-

directional or forward-backward �ltering with an IIR is to just cancel the non-linear

phase e�ect, producing the �ltered y output without the usual �lter-induced phase

distortion, knowing that the required �ltering is already achieved after the �rst IIR

�ltering stage. This bi-directional �ltering however requires a set of sampled data

at once (block processing) where the required L samples of x are already acquired.

The z-domain H(z) transfer function can be obtained from the continuous H(s)

transfer function in the Laplace-domain, by a simple bi-linear transform which re-

quires the substitution for

s = 2fsamp(
1− z−1

1 + z−1
) (4.8)

in H(s) to get H(z). For the discrete-time �lter input x sequence and �ltered output

y sequence, with their respective z-transforms as X(s) and Y (s), the H(z) is de�ned,

and can be expressed in the form

H(z) =
Y (z)

H(z)
=

R∑
k=0

akz
−k

1−
R∑
k=1

bkz−k
(4.9)

While di�erent and elaborate digital �lter design methods can be �nd in many digital

signal processing books (Lyons, 2011; Proakis & Manolakis, 1996; Ambardar, 1999),

a brief and simpli�ed illustration here will put the design and implementation of

an IIR �lter into perspective. For instance, we may want to design an IIR lowpass

�lter with �lter order R = 1 and cut-o� frequency of fc = 0.1Hz (0.2πrad/s) set at
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where the �lter magnitude response is 1√
2
(-3dB magnitude attenuation frequency),

for �ltering observation data sampled at fsamp = 1Hz. From the generally known

1st-order Butterworth lowpass prototype transfer function HP (s) = 1
1+s

formulated

for a cut-o� frequency at 1rad/s (Ambardar, 1999), we get the s-domain transfer

functionH(s) = 0.2π
0.2π+s

that de�nes the required �lter with required cut-o� frequency

at 0.2πrad/s and not 1rad/s, by substituting s = s
ωc

= s
2πfc

in the prototype HP (s).

We note that the magnitude of H(s = j2πfc) is
1√
2
as required. By substituting for s

in H(s) using the bi-linear transformation equation given by (4.8), and subsequently

simplifying to the form such as given in Equation (4.9), the H(z) results as

H(z) =
0.2391 + 0.2391z−1

1− 0.5219z−1
(4.10)

with a0 = 0.2391 and a1 = 0.2391 being the numerator coe�cients, and b0 = 1

and b1 = −0.5219 being the denominator coe�cients of the required 1st-order IIR

Butterworth lowpass �lter with fc = 0.1Hz. We can generate the �lter frequency

response of this LPF, shown in Figure 4.5, after substituting z = ej2πF in Equation

(4.10), and evaluating the resulting H(ej2πF ) at enough discrete values of frequency,

F , within 0 and fsamp
2

= 0.5Hz. We can notice that the transition band of this

1st-order �lter is not as steep as the transition of the 5th-order Butterworth LPF

shown in plot(a) of 4.3; the higher a �lter's order the steeper the transition region

but at the expense of increased time lag in generating �ltered output. Following

from Equations (4.9) and (4.10), the z-transform of the �ltered output is

Y (z) = H(z)X(z)

= a0X(z) + a1X(z)z−1 − b1Y (z)z−1 (4.11)

It should be noted that because the �lter order R = 1, the least power of z is −1;

for an R = 3 �lter, additional coe�cients for z−2 and z−3 will be obtained as part of

the H(z) given by Equation (4.10). By taking the inverse z-transform of Equation

(4.11), usually by inspection, we obtain the discrete-time �ltered output from the

IIR �lter as

y(τ) = a0x[τ ] + a1x[τ − 1]− b1y[τ − 1] (4.12)
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Figure 4.5.: Frequency response of a 1st-order IIR Butterworth LPF with fc = 0.1Hz

with y[1] = x[1]. Equation (4.12) gives the simple implementation of the IIR �lter,

indicating that we need the last and current input samples of sequence x and the

immediate past output sample of y. The numerator and denominator coe�cients of

H(z) multiply the input samples of x and past output sample of y respectively. As

an example, for up to a current 100th input sample of x, τ = 100. The x[99] and

x[100] samples of x multiplied by a0 and a1 respectively, and the last y[99] sample

of the �ltered y sequence multiplied by b1, are summed to obtain the current 100th

�ltered sample, y[100], of the output y from the IIR �lter. For the bi-directional

(zero-phase) �ltering discussed above, L samples of the input x sequence including

a current sampled value are processed to give the same L samples of �ltered output

y sequence, in both the forward and time-reversed directions.

IIR Butterworth �ltering is employed in generating the improved single-frequency

ionospheric model presented in Chapter 5.

4.4. Adaptive Time Di�erencing

Time di�erencing, as a technique for cycle slip detection, has been used in many

cycle slips detection techniques such as reviewed in Section 3.4.2. However, the

maximum orders of di�erencing used in these techniques are pre-�xed orders that

can be described as orders determined by intelligent-guess. Here in this thesis, the
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adaptive time di�erencing is designed to adaptively determine the maximum order of

di�erencing, which makes it useful for determining cycle slips in phase observations

that are obtained at di�erent rates, and for estimating the energy of the noise level

in a time series low-frequency noise-contaminated signal (see Section 5.3.1).

To describe this adaptive time di�erencing technique, we can recall some facts. It

is known that the time di�erencing of a noise-like sequence with standard deviation

σo produces a more noisy sequence with standard deviation σ1, where σo < σ1 ≤ 2σo

(Hamming, 1973). It is also known that the successive time di�erencing of a noiseless

slowly-varying sequence or function such as a polynomial-like sequence, results in

a constant-value di�erenced sequence after a certain number of di�erencing, d, at

which point the underlying noiseless slowly-varying component gets 'eliminated'.

For instance, it is known that if we successively di�erence a noiseless quadratic

sequence, we get a constant-value sequence after d = 2 order of di�erencing. To

illustrate the central idea of the time di�erencing concept consider the behaviour of

an observable that is essentially quadratic in time de�ned as y = ax2 +bx+c0 where

x is time in seconds and y is a time series of measurements. If four samples of y are

obtained at discrete time x[τ ], where index τ = 1, 2, 3, 4, the resulting sequence will

be

y = {a+ b+ c0, 4a+ 2b+ c0, 9a+ 3b+ c0, 16a+ 4b+ c0}

For discrete data, the time di�erenced y is formulated as

4y(τ) =
[y(τ)− y(τ − 1)]

[x(τ)− x(τ − 1)]

where, unlike in conventional di�erencing, the value of the denominator, [x(τ) −

x(τ − 1)], is always equal to 1 as τ − 1 and τ are consecutive time indices of conse-

cutive samples, and the value of [x(τ) − x(τ − 1)] is not dependent nor equal to

the data sample interval. Thus, the 1-st order di�erence is generated as 41y ={
3a+ b, 5a+ b, 7a+ b

}
, and the 2nd-order di�erence, which is obtained by di�e-

rencing the already obtained41y sequence as though it is also a sequence of consecu-

tive samples, yields 42y =
{

2a, 2a
}
. A 3rd-order di�erencing to generate 43y will

treat the already obtained 42y sequence as a sequence of consecutive samples, and
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so on. We observe that the d = 2 order of di�erencing is a constant-value sequence

of 2a. On the other hand, when such a slowly-varying sequence is contaminated with

some noise levels, the same d = 2 order of di�erencing of the noisy sequence will

result in a varying noise-like di�erenced sequence and not a constant-value sequence

anymore, because of the rapid changes introduced by the non-slowly-varying noise.

Simply put, such successive time di�erencing could be described as analogous to

highpass �ltering where the low-frequency (slowly-varying) components of an un-

di�erenced noisy sequence are suppressed and the high-frequency (rapidly-varying)

components are not.

This background knowledge of successive di�erencing and the change in the 1-

sigma value (standard deviation) of a di�erenced sequence suggests that a time

series code or phase observation from a GNSS satellite, which normally includes

noise-like errors can be successively di�erenced to 'eliminate' the underlying slowly-

varying large geometric range and other slowly-varying parameters in the raw phase

or code observation, thereby detecting sharp transitions such as indicated by a cycle

slip on phase observation. For illustrative purposes and clarity, the statistics of suc-

cessively di�erenced actual phase observations obtained by a static MBAR receiver,

at di�erent data rates of 1 and 1
30
Hz on day 170 of 2009, are presented in Tables 4.1

and 4.2 respectively. A trend can be observed in the mean values and 1-sigma values

of the sequences presented in both tables; the mean and sigma values continuously

decrease until at a certain order of di�erencing at which the decreasing sigma values

change from decreasing-to-increased (DIS) sigma value and thereafter (on further

di�erencing) the di�erent sigma values increase subsequently by a factor less than

2, con�rming the σj−1 < σj ≤ 2σj−1 relationship given in Hamming (1973) where

σj and σj−1 denote the 1-sigma of the sequence at the jth-order of di�erencing and

the 1-sigma of the sequence at the(j − 1)th-order di�erencing respectively. The dif-

ferencing order at which a DIS value occurs in a successive di�erencing is referred

to as the adaptive-order of di�erencing in this thesis. As indicated in the tables,

d = 3 and d = 4 are the di�erent adaptive orders of di�erencing for the 1-second

and 30-second interval phase data respectively.
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Table 4.1.: Statistics obtained for an undi�erenced sequence of 30-epoch consecutive phase
observations and for the successively di�erenced sequences, phase observations

at 1Hz from PRN2 observed by MBAR.

Table 4.2.: Statistics obtained for an undi�erenced sequence of 30-epoch consecutive phase
observations and for the successively di�erenced sequences, phase observations

at 1
30sec = 0.0333Hz from PRN2 observed by MBAR.

We can observe that at an adaptive-order of di�erencing, the mean of the di�eren-

ced sequence is within a few millimetres compared to the thousands of metres range

in the mean value of an undi�erenced phase sequence; and the 1-sigma value (milli-

metre range for 1Hz data or a metre range for the 0.033Hz data) is so small compared

to the hundreds of metres range of the 1-sigma value of an undi�erenced phase se-

quence. These results further indicate that the slowly-varying underlying parameters
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in consecutive phase observations (sequence) are highly suppressed (mitigated) at an

adaptive-order di�erencing. We can also notice that further di�erencing beyond d

produces increasing 1-sigma values, and changing mean values that are fairly close to

the mean value at dth-order di�erencing, thus indicating noise-dominated sequences

as a result of excess number of di�erencing.

The new Adaptive Time Di�erencing (ATD) technique is predicated on the hy-

pothesis that an adaptive-order di�erencing of a sequence enables the 'elimination'

of the underlying slowly-varying parameters and reveals sharp/rapid transitions in

the undi�erenced sequence. An undi�erenced sequence or time series observation

for an ATD process should be made up of consecutively obtained samples of the

observable, and such an undi�erenced sequence must contain a minimum number

of samples, which for this research is set to ten samples. The output of an ATD

process is an Adaptively Di�erenced Sequence (ADS). An ADS is hereby de�ned

as the di�erenced sequence obtained at the dth adaptive-order di�erencing of an

undi�erenced time series observable or sequence. This dth-order of di�erencing can

be considered as an appropriate order of di�erencing required to 'eliminate' the

slowly-varying parameters in an undi�erenced sequence or a time series of an ob-

servable. The adaptive time di�erencing ensures that the accepted adaptive-order

is 'optimum' in some sense; it is not lower than d to ensure that the underlying

slowly-varying parameters in the undi�erenced sequence are well-mitigated; and it

is not allowed greater than d to ensure that increasing error-sequences originating

from over-di�erencing are not generated and used for further processing or estima-

tion or estimation that may be required. The d adaptive-order is a�ected by the

levels of noise/error in an undi�erenced sequence. Further successive di�erencing

beyond the dth-order will successively produce di�erenced sequences with increasing

1-sigma as can be observed in tables Tables 4.1 and 4.2. Apart from the presented

results in these tables, results from other tests done by contaminating slowly-varying

sequences with di�erent levels of randomly generated noise have also been used to

validate the hypothesis on which the ATD technique is predicated.

By way of graphical illustration with actual GNSS code and phase observations,

the resulting phase and code ADSs obtained by successively di�erencing the undif-
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ferenced (raw) time series phase ψs1 and code P s
1 observations from a satellite s, are

shown in Figure 4.6, where a 30-epoch time series of ψs1 without cycle slip, and a

30-epoch time series of P s
1 have been used. The DIS values occurred for both the

code and phase sequences at the 3rd-other of di�erencing, as can be observed in the

inserted sigma values for code and phase sequences in the �gure. As such, the phase

and code ADSs are the adaptively di�erenced phase and code sequences obtained at

the ds = 3, which are shown at the bottom of Figure 4.6. As expected, the higher

code error levels in the code observations compared to the phase observation, is

indicated in the higher 1-sigma (0.19m) of the code ADS compared to the 1-sigma

(0.05m) of the phase ADS. It should also be observed that an ADS is lesser in length

by ds when compared to the length of the undi�erenced sequence, as each successive

di�erencing results in a di�erenced sequence reduced in length by 1.

Figure 4.6.: Undi�erenced code and phase 1second- interval observations and the successive dif-

ferenced sequences, from PRN 20 observed by MBAR receiver.

Figure 4.7 shows similar plots to the plots in Figure 4.6, but for an observation

interval of 30 seconds. The occurrence of the DIS values for both code and phase

sequences, indicating the phase and code ADSs, is seen attained at the adaptive-

order ds = 4. Again, the higher code error levels in the code observations compared

to the phase observation, is also indicated in the higher 1-sigma (3.32m) of the code

ADS compared to the 1-sigma (1.05m) of phase ADS.
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Figure 4.7.: Undi�erenced code and phase 30-second interval observations and the successive

di�erenced sequences, from PRN 20 observed by MBAR receiver.

To generate the phase or code ADS from the phase or code observations from a

given satellite s, it was observed through extensive test results that ds ≥ 2 and it

is usually higher for lower data rate, as can be noticed in the statistics presented in

Tables 4.1 and 4.2; and from the ds = 3 and ds = 4 adaptive-orders obtained for

the two di�erent observation data at 1-second and 30-second intervals respectively.

Actually, a ds adaptive-order, though always made same for a given satellite phase

and code ADSs, is preferably determined with the time series phase observation

and not with the time series code observation from s. This is primarily because the

interest is on the phase observation which could have cycle slips that can be detected

as sharp transitions via an ATD process. Moreover, the level of code errors in a time

series code observation may produce, via an ATD process, a code-based adaptive-

order that may be di�erent from that obtainable with the phase observation, and

that will not be bene�cial to the intended purpose of cycle slip detection if that

code-based adaptive order is used to generate a phase ADS. There is no need to use

di�erent order of di�erencing for code and phase observations from the same satellite
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s, as the underlying common parameters would not be completely eliminated after

a linear combination of the resulting phase and code ADSs; for instance, and an

attempt to estimate a common parameter from the two ADSs would be �awed.

Although an uncommon condition, a constrain is included in determining ds and

consequently, the code and phase ADSs, prior to the occurrence of a DIS value. The

constrain is applied only if prior to the occurrence of a DIS value, the condition

0 < σj−1 − σj ≤ 0.01 (4.13)

is satis�ed, where σj is the 1-sigma value of the di�erenced sequence at the jth-

order of di�erencing before a DIS value occurs, and σj−1 is the 1-sigma value of the

di�erenced sequence at the (j − 1)th-order of di�erencing. When (4.13) is satis�ed

prior to the occurrence of a DIS value, then constrain ds = j is applied. This

constrain is to help stop any further unnecessary di�erencing, bearing in mind that

the sought-after sharp/rapid variation in an adaptively di�erenced sequence should

be well above a centimetre. It should be noted that prior to the occurrence of a DIS

value, σj−1 > σj. The 0.01m value is used here for 1Hz data since the di�erence

between 1-sigma values of ADSs after an adaptive-order of di�erencing is usually

less than 1cm (as found from test results) and as can been observed from Table 4.1

above. This constrain may not be employed for 30-second interval observations as

the mean of the di�erenced sequences after an adaptive-order of di�erencing would

usually be in the range of a metre.

As may be inferred from the foregoing discussion in this section, the ADSs and

their corresponding 1-sigma values are to be used for the new cycle slip detection

and estimation algorithm developed in this thesis.

4.5. Cycle Slip Simulation

The Equations given in (2.10) and (3.19) are the used functional model for a satellite

phase observation with and without cycle slips, respectively. A cycle slip, which

manifests as an unknown integer number of cycles added to the functional model

of the accumulated carrier phase observation in cycles, from a given satellite, can
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be easily simulated to perform a cycle slip test for that satellite. As done in this

work, to simulate a cycle slip occurrence of x cycles on the phase observation from

a satellite at a current observation epoch, where x is either a positive or negative

integer, x is �rst added to a previously accumulated cycle slips sum including the

�rst simulated cycle slip to the last simulated cycle slip for that satellite. The

currently accumulated integer sum that includes x at the current epoch, becomes

the integer value added to the current epoch's phase observation in cycles, from that

satellite, thereby simulating x cycle slips on the current epoch's phase observation

from that satellite. The cycle slip value at the �rst observation epoch for any

satellite is always set to zero, and the x cycle slip value at a current epoch could

be a randomly generated or selected integer value but known as the true cycle slip

value. The cycle slipped phase observation in metres, for the cycle-slipped satellite,

can then be obtained as the product of the resulting current epoch's cycle slipped

phase observation in cycles, and the corresponding wavelength of the transmission

band. The simulation of x cycle slips can be done on any phase observation obtained

from any band(s), as may be desired.

This way of simulating cycle slips presumes that the integer ambiguity value at

the �rst observation epoch of a continuously observed satellite remains constant and

does not change; any cycle slip occurrence or simulated at subsequent observation

epochs after the �rst observation epoch of the satellite are only re�ected in the

accumulated cycle slip sum.

In this thesis, for a given simulation epoch interval, τslip, a cycle-slip-only test or

combined cycle slip and code error tests by simulation, are done for selected satellites

in either of two ways: (i) the simulated cycle slips and code errors (in the case of

combined cycle slip and code error tests) are applied to the respective phase and

code observations from the satellites selected for test at same observation epochs

(test epochs) separated by τslip; or (ii) the simulated cycle slips and code errors

(where applicable) are applied to the respective phase and code observations from

the satellites selected for test at di�erent observation epochs (test epochs), for the

di�erent selected satellites. In option (ii), the �rst test epoch, tPRNslip , at which the

GPS satellite indicated by its PRN , is tested for only cycle slips (cycle-slip-only
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test) or combined cycle slip and code error, is chosen as tPRNslip = τslip + PRN , and

the subsequent test epochs are the epochs where:

mod(t, tPRNslip ) = 0 (4.14)

According to (4.14), these are the epochs where a current epoch t is a multiple of

tPRNslip , as mod represents the modulo operation of t modulo tPRNslip . In this way, it will

be rare to �nd any two satellites tested for cycle slips at a same observation epoch

(test epoch). In option (i) or (ii), for combined cycle slip and code error test where

code errors as well as cycle slips are simulated for a given satellite at a given test

epoch, the simulated code error(s) and cycle slip(s) are respectively applied to code

and phase observations (from the satellite) at that same test epoch.

4.6. Summary

The representation of a noisy and noiseless signal in both time and frequency do-

mains, and the procedures for determining the energies of such signals - obtainable

from either domain - has been presented, based on the fundamental theories under-

lying such procedures. Filtering of a low-frequency signal a�ected by noise/errors,

with speci�c interest on digital Butterworth IIR lowpass �ltering; and how such a

�ltering process can be implemented for real-time �ltering, have been presented.

The FD representation of a noisy signal can be exploited to estimate the energy of

the less-noisy part of its spectrum, which can subsequently be used to determine

the cut-o� frequency of an IIR �lter that can be used to '�lter-o�' the noise from

the noisy signal. The introduced adaptive time di�erencing (ATD) technique can

be applied to generate adaptively di�erenced sequences (ADSs) that are suitable for

the detection of cycle slips on the phase observation(s) from a satellite. This chapter

also presented some terminologies and notations to be used henceforth, and ends

with the description of the cycle slip simulation procedure used in this thesis.



Chapter 5.

New Single-Frequency Cycle Slip

and Ionospheric Correction

Algorithms

This chapter presents a new phase-only Cycle Slip Detection and Correction (CSDC)

algorithm, as well as an Improved Ionospheric Correction (IIC) algorithm, for a

single-frequency GNSS receiver, to address some of the objectives of this research.

The CSDC algorithm is done with adaptively di�erenced sequences (ADSs) gene-

rated from an adaptive time di�erencing (ATD) process, while the IIC algorithm

involves �ltering an ionospheric observable using modi�ed �rst-order IIR Butter-

worth �lter, both introduced in Chapter 4. This chapter, in addition, unveils a

receiver clock jump detection and estimation algorithm, which is required for an ef-

fective phase-only cycle-slip detection algorithm; and also, a cycle-slip-resilient code

error mitigation algorithm.

5.1. Time Series Phase and Code Sequences for

ATD

For a GNSS, the i = 1 (L1 band) is used here as the representative observation

band for the considered single-frequency receiver in this chapter. The ATD process

is applied to observations from any satellite which must have been observed for at

101
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least ten consecutive epochs. From the tenth observation epoch of satellite s, the

ATD technique can process the short time series or sequence of raw phase or code

observation from s, that includes ls consecutive epoch observation, where (10 ≤ ls ≤

WL). WL is a set sliding window length for all observed satellites, suitably within

10 to 60 epochs (i.e. 10 to 60seconds observation for 1Hz data), which ensures a

long enough sequence of data that can be successively di�erenced to indicate a DIS

value, and consequently, an ADS from an ATD process. Though di�erent values

of WL from within 10-60 epochs range were tested and similar ADS results were

obtained, as a common �xed value for this research, the sliding window length is set

to 30epochs (equivalent to 30seconds for 1-second interval data). That is, WL = 30

and it is so �xed for the 1Hz observation data used for the research work presented in

this thesis. Too large values of WL create unnecessary extra computations without

any additional improvement or gain from an ATD process. When Ls, the total

number of observation epochs since the �rst observation epoch from s, exceeds WL,

the last WL observables from s then form the current time series observation (the

undi�erenced sequence) processed to generate an ADS, and subsequently ls = WL.

The time series or sequence of phase observable used for the ATD process for cycle

slip detection is required to be free from cycle slip up to the last (Ls−1)th observable

but not the current (Ls)th observation, ψs1(Ls), from s that may be a�ected by cycle

slip. Hence, the ls-length time series phase observable for an ATD process contains

the previous (ls−1)-length cycle-slip-free phase observables, ψs1(Ls− ls+1 : Ls−1)1,

and the current raw phase observation of s, being ψs1(Ls). That is, the ls-length

undi�erenced time series phase observable, ψsTS,1, and the ls-length undi�erenced

time series code observation, P s
TS,1, for the i = 1 single-frequency ATD are always

generated as:

ψsTS,1 =
[
ψs1(Ls − ls + 1 : Ls − 1), ψs1(Ls)

]
(5.1)

P s
TS,1 = [P s

1 (Ls − ls + 1 : Ls)] (5.2)

1In this thesis, the notation x(a : b) is used to specify a new sequence/vector containing the values
in the ath to the bth index of an existing sequence x, where the number of samples in x is more
than or equal to the number of samples, b − a + 1, in x(a : b). x(a) is a single value denoting
the ath index value of sequence x.
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where ψs1 is the cycle-slip-free phase observable in metres. The the last (ls − 1)

values from a time series of ψs1 must have been corrected for cycle slips prior to the

current observation epoch of s, if cycle slips existed. In the absence of cycle slips,

ψs1(1 : Ls − 1) = ψs1(1 : Ls − 1), meaning that all the previous (Ls − 1) raw phase

observations from s are used as the (Ls−1) cycle-slip-free phase observables in (5.1)

As an example, for satellite s continuously observed without cycle slip up to a current

20th epoch, ls = Ls < WL, and as such, the ψsTS,1 = ψs1(1 : 20) sequence contains

the �rst 1 to 20 epochs phase observations from s: the
[
ψs1(Ls − ls + 1 : Ls − 1)

]
=[

ψs1(1− 1 + 1 : 20− 1)
]

=
[
ψs1(1 : 19)

]
part of the ψsTS,1 sequence contains the past

19 cycle-slip-free phase observables and the current epoch's raw phase observation,

ψs1(20), that may have a cycle slip. For the same s continuously observed without

cycle slip up to a current 40th epoch, Ls > WL and as such ψsTS,1 = ψs1(11 : 40) is a

30-length sequence containing the 11th to the 40th epochs' phase observations from

s, recalling that the set maximum length of data for the ATD process is WL = 30.

For this single-frequency observation processing, when an observation gap (tem-

porary loss of a satellite) occurs for s, the time series lengths, ls and Ls, are reset

to 1, i.e. ls = Ls = 1, which is equivalent to treating s as a new entrant satellite

without any previous observation records whenever the observing receiver re-locks

to s.

Following from Equation (3.19) with i = 1 and 4N s
1 denoting the cycle slip value

between a current epoch and the immediate past epoch phase observation from s,

the phase ADS denoted as ∆dsψs1 can be obtained by applying the ATD technique

(described in Section 4.4) on a corresponding undi�erenced ψsTS,1 phase sequence.

The resulting ∆dsψs1 sequence can be represented as:

∆dsψs1 = ∆dsψsTS,1 = 4dsrs + c4dsδtr + λ14dsN s
1 −4dsIs1 +4dsms

ψ,1

+4dsεsψ,1 +4ds(−cδts + T s + br1 + bs1 + Sso)

∆dsψs1 ' c4dsδtr + λ14N s
1 +4dsesψ,1 (5.3)

where 4ds(�) is used to denote the adaptive-order (ds) di�erencing of the (�) se-

quence. It is intentional representing 4dsN s
1 with 4N s

1 in (5.3) as an ADS would
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reveal a 4N s
1 cycle slip by the amplitude of 4dsN s

1 . At the dths adaptive-order of

di�erencing, the values of 4dsrs, 4dsIs1 , and 4ds(−cδts + T s + br1 + bs1 + Sso) are ne-

gligibly small compared to the wavelength value λ1 = 19.02cm, recall that the mean

of an ADS is usually within a few millimetre range and with a 1-sigma value under

a few centimetres (see the mean and sigma values of ADSs given in Table 4.1 and

Figure 4.6) - and knowing that λ14N s
1 ≥ 19.02cm when a cycle slip occurs. Even

then, these assumptions for an ADS could also be considered valid for the following

reasons: the adaptive-order di�erencing of the slowly-varying parameters, T s, br1, b
s
1,

and Sso , in a WL = 30-length 1Hz phase or code observation would result in only

few millimetres amplitude variation values as they are not known to vary rapidly

over short intervals; 4dδts ≈ 0 since a satellite clock is a highly stable atomic clock

usually modelled as a quadratic variation, and usually ds ≥ 2; the value of 4dsIs1

is negligible for ds ≥ 2, under mild ionospheric conditions; and 4dsrs is negligibly

small going by the statistics of an ADS; for instance the 1Hz data have values under

a few centimetres with millimetre-level mean and centimetre level 1-sigma values.

As such, each value of the ∆dsψs1 sequence can be accepted as the sum of the com-

mon receiver clock high-order (since ds ≥ 2) variation that indicates a receiver clock

jump/reset or a large drift; the integer cycle slip equivalent in metres, at the cur-

rent epoch; and of the combined adaptively-di�erenced phase error terms denoted

as 4dsesψ,1 in (5.3). In the same way, by applying ATD on P s
TS,1, we get the code

ADS denoted as ∆dsP s
1 and given as

∆dsP s
1 = ∆dsP s

TS,1

' c4dsδtr +4dsesP,1 (5.4)

where4dsesP,1 denotes a time series of the combined adaptively-di�erenced code error

terms. Equations (5.3) and (5.4) presume the typical scenario where the receiver

clock jump/reset/drift a�ects the code and phase observations from all observed

satellites at a given epoch in the same way and simultaneously too. For a stable

receiver clock without jumps/resets, c4dsδtr ≈ 0 in (5.3) and (5.4). When there is

no cycle slip at a current t epoch phase observation from s, the corresponding value
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in the phase ADS, i.e. ∆dsψs1(ls), will contain only the common receiver high-order

clock variation c4dsδtr(ls) and the combined di�erenced error 4dsesψ,1(ls), as can be

observed in (5.3).

5.2. Single-Frequency Phase-Only Cycle Slip

Detection

The single-frequency CSDC algorithm is a single-satellite phase-only based algo-

rithm; it is implemented for each individual satellite using only the phase ADS

obtained for the satellite through an ATD process. The ADSs for all n observed

satellites with 10 ≤ ls ≤ WL (s = 1, 2, .., n) at the current epoch are �rst generated.

The CSDC algorithm uses the last value of the phase ADS generated for satellite

s at a current epoch t, i.e. ∆dsψs1(ls − ds), to determine if a cycle slip exist on the

phase observation from s at the current epoch or not. It should be recalled that

the ADS, which is the ∆dsψs1 sequence, is shorter in length by ds compared to the

undi�erenced ψsTS,1. The CSDC process block diagram is depicted in Figure 5.1.

A cycle slip is indicated or detected on ψs1 when

∣∣∆dsψs1(ls − ds)
∣∣ ≥ λ1 (5.5)

while a cycle slip is considered not to exist at the current epoch if otherwise - that

is, when
∣∣∆dsψs1(ls − ds)

∣∣ < λ1. The limitation in this criterion is that very small

cycle slip values of 1 or 2 cycles may not always be detected with Equation (5.5)

since c4dsδtr +4dsesψ,1 could add up destructively with a cycle slip of less than or

equal to two cycles to result in
∣∣∆dsψs1(ls − ds)

∣∣ < λ1. However in single-frequency

code positioning, assuming a cycle slip of 2 cycles (about 38cm) gets undetected

and translates to error, it is still smaller than the typical single-frequency code error

magnitude.

Although ds may not be the same adaptive-order for all observed n satellites at a

current epoch, for simplicity and convenience, the common receiver clock high-order

variation, henceforth denoted as εc as indicated in Figure 5.1, can be used to replace
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the c4dsδtr terms in Equations (5.3) and (5.4) with negligible error contribution:

meaning then that ∆dsψs1(ls−ds) = εc(t)+λ14N s
1 +4dsesψ,1(ls−ds), and ∆dsP s

1 (ls) =

εc(t) + esp,1(ls − ds). The estimated value of εc(t) can be used as the indicator for a

receiver clock jump/reset or drift. The plots in Figure 5.2 are the obtained phase

Figure 5.2.: Plots of di�erent single-frequency phase adaptively di�erenced sequences

(ADSs) from di�erent satellites, with a common simulated cycle slip of 1cycle

at current epoch

ADSs for 4 di�erent satellites (PRN 11, 28, 13 and 4) observed by a static station

(MBAR) on day 170 of 2009, presented for insight and clarity to the CSDC algorithm

and the common receiver clock high-order variation εc. The 1-sigma value of the

di�erent ADSs are also inscribed in the �gure. The undi�erenced WL-length time

series phase observation for each of the satellites contained the 871th to the 899th

epochs phase observations without cycle slips occurrence, and the current 900th

epoch observation. At the current 900th epoch cycle slip was simulated for only PRN

28 and PRN 11. The same adaptive-order d = 3 resulted for all the four satellites,

and the resulting 27-length time series ADSs plotted in Figure 5.2 indicate a high

correlation among the ADSs, especially over the no-cycle-slip epochs and no-cycle-

slip satellites, even though the satellites were observed at widely di�erent elevation

angles. This time series correlation is assumed due mainly to the common receiver
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clock variation that has been adaptively di�erenced up to the adaptive-order d = 3.

The εc value, which can be estimated for each and every epoch, is thus the estimated

value of this correlation among all the observed satellites at a given epoch. The

responsiveness of Equation (5.5) to cycle slip can be observed at the current 900th

epoch - the 27th value of the ADS; only the satellites with simulated cycle slip values

of +1 (PRN 28) and −1 (PRN 11) indicating ADSs values of 0.074m and −0.297m

respectively, vary widely from the amplitudes of the no-cycle-slipped satellites (PRN

4 and PRN 13) with respective ADSs values of 0.110m and 0.121m. These values

include the common receiver clock high-order variation, that is the εc value at the

900th epoch, which has to be estimated and removed prior to estimating the cycle

slip �oat values and �xing them. The cycle slip detection based on Equation (5.5)

will only be able to detect the cycle slip on PRN 11 and not the cycle slip on PRN 28,

simply because the current εc and the combined di�erenced error 4d11e11
ψ,1 summed

up constructively for PRN 11 resulting in an absolute value of 0.297m > λ1 whilst

the current εc and the combined di�erenced error 4d28e28
ψ,1 summed destructively

for PRN 28 resulting in an absolute value 0.074m < λ1. Of course, for larger cycle

slip values, Equation (5.5) becomes more e�ective in detecting cycle slips. The

procedures used for estimating the current εc(t) value and cycle slips �oat values

when cycle slips are detected, are presented next.

5.2.1. Receiver Clock Jump Detection

A receiver clock jump/reset could hinder accurate phase-only cycle slip detection

if it is not detected, estimated and considered in the CSDC algorithm. As such,

a simple test is performed to instantaneously detect receiver clock jumps at any

current epoch provided a minimum of ten epochs' observations have been recorded

by the receiver from some satellites. The receiver clock jump detection is done prior

to the CSDC; using the raw undi�erenced code observations from all the n observed

satellites with 10 ≤ ls ≤ WL at the current epoch, and their respective adaptive-

order. A receiver clock jump is detected based on the satisfaction of Equations (5.6)

and (5.7) given as
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ds(L
s) < ds(L

s − 1) ; s = 1, .., k ; 1 < k ≤ n (5.6)

|P s1 (Ls)− P s1 (Ls − 1)| ≥ |P s1 (Ls − 1)− P s1 (Ls − 2)|+ 200 ; s = 1, 2, ..., n (5.7)

It should be observed that not all of the n satellites observations may satisfy Equa-

tion (5.6) but all n satellites code observations must satisfy Equation (5.7). If no

satellite observation satis�es (5.6), and (5.7) is valid, it means the clock jump/reset

would ordinarily not a�ect the phase-only CSDC algorithm of the n satellites. Equa-

tion (5.7) implies that the current change in the observed code pseudorange must be

greater than the immediate past change in pseudorange by at least two-third of the

maximum theoretical error possible on P1 (maximum error is ∼300m), meaning such

change, equivalent to about 200
c
' 0.67microsecond of clock jump can be detected.

When a clock jump is detected at a current epoch, a clock jump �ag is set and the

already generated phase ADS for each of the k satellites that satis�ed Equation (5.6)

is then further di�erenced in time to reach the adaptive-order, ds(L
s − 1), obtained

at the last epoch, so as to maintain consistency in the CSDC algorithm for the k

satellites.

It should be noted that if the total observed satellites with observation records

at an epoch is stotal, the (stotal − n) satellites with ls = Ls < 10 observations are

not considered in the clock jump detection algorithm neither is the CSDC algorithm

implemented for such satellites. These (stotal − n) satellites would either be new

entrant satellites or gapped satellites recovered after observation gaps.

5.2.2. Estimating Cycle Slip Float Values and Common

Receiver Clock High-order Variation

In a bid to estimate the value(s) of unknown parameter(s), which could be for ins-

tance, cycle slip �oat value(s) or a receiver's position coordinates, an over-determined

system of equations formed from di�erent observations/observables contaminated

with di�erent errors is often encountered. It can be assumed that the observation

errors on the di�erent observations are uncorrelated and that the distribution of the

observation errors can be described by a normal distribution. As such, a suitable
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estimator can be a maximum likelihood estimator, such as the least squares estima-

tor (Bromiley, 2008). In this research, the raw code and phase observations or the

derived observables from the raw code and phase observations, are assumed corrup-

ted by observation errors that �t into these assumptions. Since the least squares

estimator is identi�ed as a suitable estimator when estimating unknown parame-

ters from such observables/observations, the least squares algorithm is used in this

section and other relevant areas of this thesis, for the estimation of cycle slip �oat

values and receivers' position coordinates. It was unveiled in Bromiley (2008) that a

least squares estimator is a derivative of both maximum likelihood and Best Linear

Unbiased Estimator (BLUE) estimators. For a BLUE estimator, the observation

errors are assumed uncorrelated, having a symmetric distribution of zero mean, and

that the errors are homoscedastic (equal-variance space). This also justi�es the use

of least squares even if the observation errors have symmetric distribution of zero

mean and are homoscedastic.

On obtaining the ADS - the ∆dsψs1 sequence - for each of the n observed satellites

with ls ≥ 10, at a current epoch, and determining the cycle slip status using Equation

(5.5), meeting one of three broad conditions determines how the �oat values of the

inferred/detected cycle slips and the receiver clock high-order variation, εc(t), at the

current epoch are estimated for a single-frequency receiver. When a clock jump or

reset is not detected at a current epoch, the estimated εc(t) is assumed to represent

the high-order drift of the receiver clock at that epoch, and it is presumed common

to all the observed satellites at that epoch. When a clock jump or reset is detected at

a current epoch, the estimated current epoch εc(t) is taken as the clock jump value

and denoted εc,jump(t) = εc(t). The processing block for the estimation procedure

for εc(t) is represented as the EcomE in Figure 5.1. The three conditions and the

corresponding estimation procedure for the unknown cycle slips �oat values and

εc(t) are:

(a) The condition when cycle slips are not detected on all n satellites.

Under this condition, the cycle slip value for all n satellites is zero, but we esti-

mate the common receiver clock high-order variation as the weighted average of all

∆dsψs1(ls−ds) where (s = 1, 2, .., n). The weight on ∆dsψs1(ls−ds) is ws =
(
1/σsds

)2
,
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where σsds is the standard deviation of the phase ADS - the ∆dsψs1 sequence. That

is,

εc(t) =

n∑
s=1

ws∆
dsψs1(ls − ds)
n∑
s=1

ws

(5.8)

It should be noted that the computation of σsds does not involve the last value of the

corresponding ADS.

(b) The condition when cycle slip is detected on at least one but not all

n satellites. Under this condition, each ∆dsψs1(ls − ds) value (s = 1, 2, .., j) from

each of the j satellite(s) that indicated no cycle slips and with corresponding weight

ws =
(
1/σsds

)2
, are used to compute εc(t) as

εc(t) =

j∑
s=1

ws∆
dsψs1(ls − ds)

j∑
s=1

ws

(5.9)

Subsequently the cycle slip �oat values of the (n−j) cycle-slipped satellites are thus

computed using a no-clock-e�ect observable, Y s
1 = ∆dsψs1(ls − ds)− εc(t), obtained

for all of the (n−j) cycle-slipped satellites, (s = 1, 2, ..., n−j). The matrix equation

is thus :



Y 1
1

...

...

...

Y n−j1


=



λ1 0 · · · 0 0

0
. . . 0 0

...

... 0 λ1 0
...

... 0 0
. . . 0

0 . . . . . . 0 λ1





4N1
1

...

...

...

4Nn−j
1


+



4d1e1ψ,1(l1 − d1)

...

...

...

4dn−j en−jψ,1 (ln−j − dn−j)


(5.10)

Y = A 4N + 4eψ,1

where Y is an (n − j)x1 vector of observables; A is an (n − j)x(n − j) diagonal

design matrix; 4eψ,1 is the (n − j)x1 error vector containing the corresponding

error values on each of the observables in Y , which are assumed uncorrelated; and

4N =
[
4N1

1 , · · · ,4N
n−j
1

]T
is an (n− j)x1 vector of the cycle slips �oat values, which

is thus estimated as

4N = A−1Y (5.11)
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(c) The condition when all n satellites are detected to have cycle slips.

Here, 4Yψ =
[
4d1ψ1

1(l1 − d1), ...,4dnψn1 (ln − dn)
]T
, the vector of phase cycle slip observables

is �rst de�ned, the error vector, 4deψ,1 =
[
4d1esψ,1(l1 − d1), ...,4dnesψ,n(ln − dn)

]T
, and the

respective weights, ws =
(
1/σsds

)2
, for all s = 1, 2, ..., n. The estimations are then

performed consequent on the outcome of three di�erent scenarios.

Scenario 1: When the di�erence between the minimum and maximum values of

4Yψ are within a set threshold of 3 wavelengths:

max(|4Yψ|)−min(|4Yψ|) <= 3λ1 (5.12)

The threshold of 3λ1 is set to accommodate a possible spread range of all the n com-

bined di�erenced errors 4deψ,1. For this scenario, εc(t) is computed as in Equation

(5.8), and the nx1 vector of no-clock-e�ect observables, Y = 4Yψ − εc(t), can be

obtained. The matrix equation then becomes:

Y =



λ1 0 · · · 0 0

0
. . . 0 0

...
... 0 λ1 0

...
... 0 0

. . . 0

0 . . . . . . 0 λ1





4N1
1

...

...

...

4Nn
1


+ [4eψ,1] (5.13)

where A is the same (n)x(n) diagonal design matrix and 4deψ,1 is the (n − j)x1

error vector containing the corresponding error values on each of the observables of

Y , in (5.10); and 4N =
[
4N1

1 , · · · ,4N
n−j
1

]T
is an (n − j)x1 vector of the cycle slip

�oat values, which can be obtained as

4N = A−1Y (5.14)

Scenario 2: When a receiver clock jump has been detected and all values in the

4Yψ vector have the same sign, but scenario 1 (Equation (5.12)) above is not valid.

In this case, any possible outlier, which is any observable in 4Yψ that satis�es the

condition ∣∣∆dsψs1(ls − ds)
∣∣ > |〈4Yψ〉|+ σ4Yψ (5.15)
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is removed from 4Yψ to get 4Yψ,R, before estimating εc(t) as the mean of 4Yψ,R.

In this thesis, 〈•〉 indicates the mean of the operand, •, i.e. 〈4Yψ〉 and σ4Yψ in

(5.15) are the mean and standard deviation of 4Yψ respectively. Consequently,

with Y = 4Yψ − εc(t), the matrix equation given by (5.13) holds and the vector of

cycle slips can then be obtained as in (5.14).

Scenario 3: This scenario is the last resort when both scenarios 1 and 2 above

are not valid. The solution employed here is to include the last two values of two

code ADSs, ∆dαPα
1 (lα − dα) and ∆dβP β

1 (lβ − dβ), which are the last two values

from the two code ADSs having the least standard deviations, σαdα and σβdβ , from

among the set of all code ADSs, ∆dsP s
1 , for {α, β} ∈ s = 1, 2, ..., n at the cur-

rent epoch. The computation of the sigma value of an ADS does not involve

the last value of the ADS sequence. The possible code involvement in estima-

ting εc(t) is indicated by the dotted red arrow in Figure 5.1. The corresponding

weights on the two additional code observables are obtained as wα =
(
1/σαdα

)2

and wβ =
(

1/σβdβ

)2

. As a result, a joint (n + 2)x1 vector of observables, 4Y =[
4d1ψ1

1(l1 − d1), ...,4dnψn1 (ln − dn),∆dαPα
1 (lα − dα),∆dβP β

1 (lβ − dβ)
]T
, and an ap-

propriate (n+ 2)x(n+ 2) diagonal weight matrix, W , de�ned as

W =



w1 0 · · · 0 0 0

0 w2
... 0 0 0

... · · · . . . · · ·
...

...

0 0
... wn 0 0

0 0
... 0 wα 0

0 0 · · · 0 0 wβ


(5.16)

can be formed. The resulting matrix equation is thus given by
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4d1ψ1
1(l1 − d1)

4d2ψ2
1(l2 − d2)

...

4dnψn1 (ln − dn)

∆dαPα1 (lα − dα)

∆dβPβ1 (lβ − dβ)


=



λ1 0 · · · 0 1

0 λ1
... 0 1

... · · ·
. . . · · ·

...

0 0
... λ1 1

0 0
... 0 1

0 0 · · · 0 1





4N1
1

4N2
1

...

4Nn
1

εc(t)


+



4d1e1ψ,1(l1 − d1)

4d2e2ψ,1(l2 − d2)

...

4dnenψ,n(ln − dn)

4dαeαP,1(lα − dα)

4dβ eβP,1(lβ − dβ)


(5.17)

4Y = H 4X + 4e

where 4e is the resulting (n)x1 error vector containing the corresponding error

values in each of the observables in 4Y . A weighted least square is used to solve

for 4X = [4N,εc(t)]T , being the (n+ 1)x1 vector containing the n unknown cycle

slips �oat values and εc(t), as (Cross, 1983)

4X =
[
HTWH

]−1
HTW4Y (5.18)

The estimated εc(t), as wanted, absorbs the common receiver clock high-order va-

riation plus the common error (correlation among the observables in 4Y ), hence a

diagonal W matrix is used and the H matrix includes a last column of '1's. Under

condition (c) where all n satellites indicate cycle slips, a �nal check is put in place to

determine whether to null or accept the estimated n �oat cycle slip values in 4N .

Under condition (c) above, the estimated �oat cycle slip values are nulled (made

equal to zero) if max(|4N |) < 5, and are accepted as true cycle slips if otherwise.

This tolerance of 5cycles≈ 95cm is set to compensate for: the error on the two values

from the code ADSs that are used; the error due to possible phase wind-up e�ects;

the error e�ect of the n combined di�erenced errors (the impact of4eψ,1 or4e given

in (5.10) or (5.17) respectively); and the error due to possible limitation in the cycle

slip detection and �oat values estimation processes. It is however presumed that the

probability of having cycle slips on all satellites at a single epoch with the highest

cycle slip magnitude less than 5cycles is low; and when this results, the algorithm

assumes that it is more likely to be due to errors in the estimation process or as a

result of receiver's clock drift, rather than actual occurrence of all n cycle slips with
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magnitudes under 5cycles.

5.2.3. Handling the Limitation of the Single-Frequency CSDC

Algorithm

The single-frequency CSDC algorithm is not assumed a perfect algorithm; it could

be limited by the magnitude of the adaptive-order di�erenced error, 4dsesψ,1, in

the detection process. The ATD process for the cycle slips detection is also quite

sensitive to receiver clock drifts or variations, and possibly also to receiver antenna

dynamics. As such, the ATD process could indicate cycle slips for satellites when

actually there are no cycle slips at certain epochs of high clock drifts or antenna

dynamics. The e�ect of4eψ,1 or4e in the cycle slips �oat values estimation process

given by (5.10) or (5.17) respectively, or a wrong estimation of an εc(t) value, could

also be signi�cant to �aw the estimation of cycle slips �oat values, especially when

the sensitive ATD detection process indicates cycle slips on all satellites at a given

epoch and code ADSs are then involved. Any falsely detected cycle slip would be

�xed to a false integer value, and if falsely corrected for in the phase observation, it

would result to decreasing positioning accuracy and precision.

As a possible solution to minimise the impact of this limitation in the single-

frequency CSDC algorithm, some checks are done, which can result in Nulling of

Fixed Cycle Slip (NFCS) prior to correcting for the �xed (not nulled) cycle slip on

the phase observation of a cycle-slipped satellite. The single-frequency checks for a

given satellite s whose detected cycle slip has already been �xed/determined at the

current epoch, are:

(a) Check the immediate past epoch cycle slip status of s - the estimated cycle

slip �oat value, and the �xed cycle slip value - if there was. The nulling at a cur-

rent epoch can be done based on the status of the estimated �oat or �xed integer

value at the last epoch of s, and this can happen if: (i) there was an estimated

cycle slip �oat value nulled at the last epoch for s, probably due to its magni-

tude lower than a set threshold in the �oat value estimation, and the di�erence in

metres between it and the current epoch's estimated cycle slip �oat value is less than

0.5m, that is λ1 |4N s
1 (Ls)−4N s

1 (Ls − 1)| ≤ 0.5m; (ii) there was a detected and
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�xed cycle slip at the last epoch that was nulled after previously applying NFCS

checks. If there was, and the di�erence between the current epoch's �xed cycle

slip value and the last epoch's nulled �xed cycle slip is not more than 3cycles, i.e.∣∣4N s
1,int(L

s)−4N s
1,int(L

s − 1)
∣∣ ≤ 3. If either (i) or (ii) is satis�ed, then the �xed

cycle slip at the current epoch is nulled, otherwise the �xed cycle slip is accepted and

corrected for in the corresponding phase observation. This implies that if a cycle

slip was detected but not accepted based on the condition given by Equation (5.20),

or it was �xed but was nulled after NFCS checks at the immediate past epoch, the

current epoch's detected or �xed cycle slip value can only be accepted and corrected

for if it di�ers from the last epoch's nulled cycle slip by more than 3 cycles.

(b) Check if cycle slips were �xed and corrected for in the last two consecutive

epoch observation from s. A �xed integer cycle slip is denoted N s
1,int. If the �xed

cycle slip at the current epoch is a multiple of the last epoch cycle slip value or∣∣4N s
1,int(L

s)−4N s
1,int(L

s − 1)
∣∣ =

∣∣4N s
1,int(L

s − 1)−4N s
1,int(L

s − 2)
∣∣, the current

epoch's �xed cycle slip is nulled. The NFCS under this condition helps in eliminating

repeatedly inferred cycle slips that may be due, for instance, to false detection of a

cycle slip or possible antenna dynamics among other possible reasons that may not

have been identi�ed in this research.

5.2.4. Single-Frequency Cycle Slip Correction

The estimated satellite s cycle slip �oat value, 4N s
1 , for each of the k ≤ n cycle-

slipped satellites, must �rst exceed a certain minimum threshold, xs1,min, to be ac-

tually accepted as a true cycle slip occurrence. From the sequence of the no-clock-

e�ect observable generated as Y s
1 = ∆dsψs1(1 : ls− ds− 2)− εc(t− ls− ds + 1 : t− 2)

for s, and its standard deviation σY s1 , the minimum threshold xs1,min is derived as

xs1,min = λ1 − σY s1 (5.19)

for each of the k satellites detected to have cycle slips. The last two epochs are not

included in generating the Y s
1 vector used for determining σY s1 so as to exclude the

impact of the current epoch that may have a slip and to make Y s
1 independent of
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the last epoch's cycle slip that may not have been correctly corrected for. If

|λ14N s
1 | > xs1,min (5.20)

then the estimated cycle slip �oat value is valid and accepted, and can therefore

be �xed to an integer value, otherwise the estimated cycle slip �oat value is nulled

(assigned zero value and not treated as a cycle slip any further) even though the

satellite was indicated to have cycle slip. The �xing of the cycle slips �oat values

to integers is a trivial process of rounding-up the estimated and accepted cycle slips

�oat values in 4N vector to integers. The �xed integer cycle slip, 4N s
1,int, can be

obtained for the s = 1, .., k cycle-slipped satellites as

4N s
1,int = round(4N s

1 ) (5.21)

and they are the �xed cycle slips integers at the current epoch that corresponds to

the Ls
th epoch of s = 1, .., k. The phase observation sequence from a given s is

subsequently corrected for the current epoch's �xed cycle slip value. The correction

is applied by adding the determined/�xed cycle slip equivalent value in metres to the

pre-cycle-slip observables in metres, thereby able to generate a current cycle-slip-

free phase observable, ψs1(Ls), with 'no' cycle slip relative to the past ψs1(1 : Ls − 1)

observables. This is done for each of the k cycle-slipped satellites at the current

observation epoch. For a given s, the Ls-length time series or sequence of cycle-slip-

free phase observables in metres, is corrected as

ψs1(1 : Ls) =
{
ψs1(1 : Ls − 1) + λ14N s

1,int, ψ
s
1(Ls)

}
(5.22)

As given by Equation (5.22), the cycle slip correction involves adding the product of

the determined cycle slip value and the corresponding wavelength, to the previous

(Ls − 1)-length cycle-slip-free phase observables from s, i.e. ψs1(1 : Ls − 1), and

appending the current epoch's raw phase ψs1(Ls) observation that is a�ected by

cycle slip as the last value of the cycle-slip-free phase sequence. In this way, the

previous phase observables are updated with the current cycle slip value, and the
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resulting integer ambiguity value at any such epoch of cycle slip will thus be changing

accordingly. The previous ψs1(1 : Ls − 1) values must have been corrected for cycle

slips if there were detected, accepted and determined cycle slips. The sliding window

observables - the last WL-length observables from the current Ls-length cycle-slip-

free phase sequence - are what are used for the ATD process for the phase cycle

slip detection on the next (Ls + 1)th observation epoch of s, as earlier described in

Section 5.1. As such, only the last WL number of observables are actually required

to be updated since the maximum length of an undi�erenced phase sequence is WL.

In this way, the receiver does not need to store more than WL past phase and code

observables in real time processing.

5.3. Single-Frequency Improved Ionospheric

Correction Model

The Klobuchar model is the ionospheric delay correction model for single-frequency

users of GPS. Currently, each GPS satellite broadcasts eight time-varying coe�-

cients required by a single-frequency receiver in a given location, which are used

for generating the ionospheric delay correction for a given receiver-satellite path.

The Klobuchar model assumes an ideal smooth behaviour of the ionosphere. The

NeQuick model is the ionospheric model proposed to be used by Galileo system for

single-frequency ionospheric correction (GALILEOICD, 2008). Three world-wide

coe�cients (to be computed at the Galileo system level, using a set of world-wide

distributed monitoring stations to evaluate slant TEC needed to determine the co-

e�cients on a current day for use on the following day) are to be broadcast to the

user (Radicella, 2009). In addition to a receiver-determined MODIP - a geomagnetic

coordinate, the e�ective ionisation and subsequently, the slant TEC and ionospheric

delay on the satellite-receiver path can be computed. It has been claimed that the

NeQuick model, compared to the Klobuchar model, would achieve better ionospheric

correction accuracy (see (Angrisano et al., 2011)). However, because of the current

unavailability of the Galileo broadcast coe�cients, and the use of GPS data for the

testing and validation of the algorithms proposed in this thesis, the Klobuchar mo-
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del has been adopted and used as the reference ionospheric model for the correction

of single-frequency ionospheric delay in this thesis.

The process diagram for the proposed improved ionospheric correction (IIC) model

is shown in Figure 5.3. The process involves the last lsiono (1 ≤ lsiono ≤ Wiono) time

Figure 5.3.: Process diagram for improving ionospheric correction

series code observations and phase observables where Wiono = 600 (600seconds for

1Hz data) is the set ionospheric window length for all observed satellites. This set

window length assumes a quiet ionosphere with relatively low ionospheric variations

over a 600seconds interval. The window length may vary for di�erent data rates.

The true ionospheric delay can be represented as the sum of an unknown constant

initial ionospheric delay value, Is,0, and a time-varying relative delay component,

Is,v (Momoh, 2012).

Is = Is,0 + Is,v (5.23)

The varying Is,v at any epoch, is the relative ionospheric delay with respect to the

ionospheric delay at the �rst observation epoch of s, with Is,v(1) = 0. In other words,

at the �rst observation epoch of s, lsiono = Ls = 1, Is(1) = Is,0, and Is,v(1) = 0.

Neglecting higher-order ionospheric e�ects, the di�erence between an lsiono-length

time series of raw code observation, P s
1 (Ls − lsiono + 1 : Ls), and an lsiono-length time

series of cycle-slip-free phase observable, ψs1(Ls − lsiono + 1 : Ls), gives a time series

ambiguity-biased ionospheric observable, IsB(Ls − lsiono + 1 : Ls), given as
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IsB = (P s1 − ψs1)/2

= Is − 1

2
λ1N

s
1 +

1

2
bs1d

s
1 +

1

2
eiono

IsB = Is,0 + Is,v − 1

2
λ1N

s
1 +

1

2
Ds

1 +
1

2
eiono (5.24)

whereDs
1 = ds1+dr1−bs1−br1 and eiono = (ms

P,1+εsP,1−ms
ψ,1−εsψ,1) are used to represent

the combined hardware delays and the combined code and phase errors respectively.

Assuming within the time series, that the hardware delays are constants, and cycle

slips do not occur or are detected and corrected for when they occur, the initial

ambiguity-biased ionospheric delay value, Is,0B = IsB(1) ≈ Is,0 − 1
2
λ1N

s
1 + 1

2
Ds

1 +

1
2
eiono(1), remains constant. As such, a time series of the time-varying relative

ionospheric delay observable, Is,vR , is generated as

Is,vR = IsB − I
s,0
B = Is,v +

1

2
eiono (5.25)

Equation (5.25) presents a sequence of ionospheric observables, which includes a

true time-varying relative ionospheric delay and a contaminating error of 0.5eiono,

where Is,vR (1) = 0. The aim here is to mitigate the 0.5eiono error component in the

Is,vR sequence by adaptive lowpass �ltering so as to better estimate the sought-after

underlying Is,v. By this ionospheric modelling approach, the update

Is,0B = Is,0B −
1

2
λ14N s

1 (5.26)

has to be done whenever a cycle slip,4N s
1 , occurs between the current epoch's phase

observation and last epoch's phase observable. This important update preludes the

use of Is,0B in Equation (5.25) for generating the Is,vR sequence, and it is done once a

cycle slip is detected, accepted and determined on the phase observation from s, at

a current epoch.
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5.3.1. Adaptive Lowpass Frequency Determination

Since the time-varying relative ionospheric variation is presumed slowly-varying, a

lowpass �lter (LPF) (see Figure 5.3), can be used to mitigate the error level on the

Is,vR sequence. As seen in the �gure, a suitable LPF cut-o� frequency is adaptively

determined after adaptive time di�erencing of the undi�erenced Is,vR ionospheric

sequence.

The ATD of Is,vR follows the earlier description of ATD process in Section 4.4,

done to yield the ionospheric adaptively di�erenced sequence (ADS), ∆ds,ionoIs,vR , as

∆ds,ionoIs,vR = ∆ds,ionoIs,v +
1

2
∆ds,ionoeiono (5.27)

where ds,iono is the adaptive-order of the ionospheric ADS. The resulting ADS is

assumed the high frequency error/noise signature in Is,vR . A constrain is applied in

determining ds,iono if the 1-sigma of the Is,vR sequence is smaller than the 1-sigma

(standard deviation) of the ionospheric ADS. Hence,

ds,iono =

js,iono ; if σjs,iono ≤ σIs,vR

js,iono − 1 ; if σjs,iono > σIs,vR

(5.28)

where σjs,iono is the 1-sigma value of the ionospheric ADS obtained at the jths,iono-

order of di�erencing. This constrain is necessary because of the relatively large

magnitude of 1
2
∆ds,ionoeiono (see Equation (5.27)) that could make the 1-sigma value

of an ionospheric ADS greater than the 1-sigma value of the undi�erenced Is,vR io-

nospheric sequence. The σds,iono is consequently obtained as the standard deviation

of ∆ds,ionoIs,vR sequence. It should be observed that this constrain is not required

for the adaptive-order, ds, determined for a phase or code ADS. If the constrain on

ds,iono results in ds,iono equal to zero, It means there is no need of performing ATD

on Is,vR , and as such, σds,iono = σIs,vR ; implying that the undi�erenced ionospheric

Is,vR sequence becomes the ionospheric ADS. Getting the variance of the undi�eren-

ced ionospheric Is,vR sequence as varsR = (σIs,vR )2, we estimate the variance of the
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embedded error/noise, varsnoise, as

varsnoise =

(ds,iono.σds,iono)
2 ; if ds,iono 6= 0

varsR ; if ds,iono = 0

(5.29)

The error variance estimation given by (5.29) presumes that σds,iono is the standard

deviation of the high-frequency error components in Is,vR , and the multiplication by

ds,iono compensates for the low-frequency error components that would have been

mitigated by the ds,iono-order di�erencing. When ds,iono is zero, it is interpreted as

Is,vR is dominated by 0.5eiono (analogous to a very low signal-to-noise ratio), and as

such, the error variance is assumed the variance of the undi�erenced ionospheric

Is,vR sequence, i.e. varsnoise = varsR. Assuming Is,v is not correlated with eiono, the

variance of Is,v, varsv, is thus

varsv = varsR − varsnoise (5.30)

Obviously, when varsnoise = varsR, var
s
v = 0. The estimated varsv is used to adaptively

determine the required LPF cut-o� frequency, f sc , which is needed to �lter the error-

contaminated Is,vR sequence.

The developed technique for determining f sc from an estimated varsv follows from

a derived relationship between a signal variance and the signal energy. Proceeding

to establish this relationship, one can imagine a discrete-time domain sequence,

x[τ ] where τ = 1, 2, ..., lsiono, and its frequency domain equivalent, X(K) where

K = 1, 2, ..., lsiono; both x and X containing the same lsiono number of values. Then,

as with the Parseval's theorem given in Equation (4.4), it holds that

lsiono∑
τ=1

|x(τ)|2 =
1

lsiono

lsiono∑
K=1

|X(K)|2 (5.31)

If the x sequence is a zero-mean (x minus mean of x) sequence, then its variance,

varsig, is known simply as

varsig =

lsiono∑
τ=1

(x[τ ])2

(lsiono − 1)
(5.32)
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Following from equations (5.31) and (5.32), the energy, Ef , computed from the FD

X; the energy, Et, computed from the TD x; and the variance of x, can be related

thus:

Ef =
1

lsiono

lsiono∑
K=1

|X(K)|2 = Et = varsig × (lsiono − 1) (5.33)

Deductively, Equation (5.33) reveals that once the variance of an lsiono-length 'noi-

seless' and zero-mean relative ionospheric delay sequence is known or estimated, its

energy can be obtained as the product varssig × (lsiono − 1). To achieve this, the

zero-mean Is,vR sequence, denoted Is,vR,zm, is obtained as

Is,vR,zm = Is,vR − 〈I
s,v
R 〉 (5.34)

followed by generating the equivalent one-sided energy spectrum of Is,vR,zm as descri-

bed in Section 4.2. The total energy, Es
total, of I

s,v
R,zm, is the energy of the zero-mean

components - the underlying zero-mean noiseless Is,vzm and the zero-mean embedded

error sequence - going by Equation (4.6). However, the interest is on the energy of

Is,vzm, being a low-frequency (slowly-varying) component of Is,vR,zm, and whose energy,

Es
BW , is predominantly within the bandwidth from 0Hz to the required cut-o� fre-

quency f sc . The required energy of the 'noiseless' Is,vzm is estimated as the bandwidth

energy Es
BW , which is the accumulated energy from K = 1 - the 0Hz frequency -

through to a critical K = Kc at which the accumulated energy equals or is just less

than varx × (lsiono − 1). As a mathematical expression,

Es
BW =

Kc∑
K=1

|Xiono(K)|2 ≈ varx.(l
s
iono − 1) ; Kc ≤ Lhalf (5.35)

where Lhalf =
lsiono+1

2
when lsiono is odd or Lhalf =

lsiono+2

2
when lsiono is even. Thus,

following from Equation (4.3), the required cut-o� frequency, f sc , is obtained as

f sc = (Kc − 1)4F (5.36)

in Hertz, where 4F = fsamp
lsiono

= 1
lsiono

since fsamp = 1Hz - the sampling frequency

or observation rate of the data used in this research. However, as the ionospheric
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variation is presumed slowly-varying, it is expected that f sc should not increase with

increasing lsiono < Wiono. As such, at a current epoch t, if the estimated f sc increases

relative to the estimated f sc value at the last t − 1 epoch, the current epoch's f sc

value is then constrained to the f sc value obtained at the last t − 1 epoch, that is

f sc (Ls) = f sc (Ls − 1).

It should be noted that for a satellite with very few observation epochs available

(usually within 2 ≤ lsiono < 10), or when varssig = 0, the cut-o� frequency is simply

obtained as f sc = 4F = 1
lsiono

Hz. When an observation gap occurs, lsiono is re-

initialised to 1.

5.3.2. Performing the Lowpass Filtering

The digital LPF employed to �lter each satellite's Is,vR sequence is an IIR Butterworth

LPF of order R = 1 and cut-o� frequency f sc , which is similar to the Butterworth

�lter illustrated in Section 4.3.1. As depicted in Figure 5.3, the LPF �lters individual

satellite's Is,vR sequence using its estimated f sc . Depending on the number of available

Ls epoch observations from s, the �ltered output, Is,vf , is further either combined or

initialised with the GPS broadcast Klobuchar ionospheric model that is used as the

reference ionospheric model here. The lowpass �ltering is implemented in either of

these two ways:

(a) When Ls < Wiono. In this case lsiono = Ls and a zero-phase (bi-directional

�ltering) Butterworth lowpass �ltering described in Section 4.3.1 is implemented to

ensure a zero-phase shift between the �ltered output Is,vf sequence and the �lter

input Is,vR sequence, in addition to mitigating the high-frequency (rapidly-varying)

error components in the Is,vR sequence. The time series (sequence) of the �ltered

output Is,vf could still be 'noisy' especially when lsiono is small compared toWiono. To

address this, further smoothing of the �ltered output with the smoother referenced

Klobuchar ionospheric model is done whilst Ls < Wiono. With the time-varying

Klobuchar model relative ionospheric delay, Is,vKlob, obtained as

Is,vKlob = IsKlob − I
s,0
Klob (5.37)
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where IsKlob and I
s,0
Klob are respectively the Klobuchar model slant ionospheric delay

and the Klobuchar model initial slant delay at lsiono = 1, which is constant for a

given satellite as far as it is continuously observed, the further smoothed relative

ionospheric delay, Is,vsmooth, at the current epoch (corresponding to Ls) is generated

as

Is,vsmooth(Ls) =
(Wiono − lsiono)

Wiono
Is,vKlob(L

s) +
lsiono
Wiono

Is,vf (Ls) (5.38)

The improved relative ionospheric delay (the estimate of the actual underlying

Is,v) at the current epoch is gotten as Is,v(Ls) = Is,vsmooth(L
s), noting that Is,v(1) =

Is,vsmooth(1) = Is,0Klob. Subsequently, by updating Is,v(Ls) with the reference Klobuchar

model initial slant delay, the improved slant ionospheric delay

Is = Is,v(Ls) + Is,0Klob (5.39)

to be used for the single-frequency improved ionospheric delay correction when Ls <

Wiono, is thus acquired.

(b) When Ls ≥ Wiono. In this case a slight modi�cation to the typical Butterworth

LPF given by Equation (4.12) is implemented so as to reduce the computational bur-

den involved with �ltering a whole Wiono-long undi�erenced ionospheric sequence in

addition to mitigating the embedded error. The modi�cation of the IIR Butterworth

LPF to generate a current epoch's �ltered output Is,vf (Ls) value is implemented as

follows

Is,vf (Ls) = a0I
s,v
R (Ls) + a1I

s,v
f (Ls − 2)− b1Is,vf (Ls − 1) (5.40)

Comparing Equation (4.12) to (5.40), the modi�cation is seen on the second term,

and it is such that instead of using the last epoch value of the input, Is,vR (Ls − 1),

it is replaced by Is,vf (Ls − 2) - the next to the last epoch value of the already

�ltered output. The improved relative ionospheric delay (the estimate of the actual

underlying Is,v) at the current epoch is then acquired as Is,v(Ls) = Is,vf (Ls); and

the subsequent update of Is,v(Ls) with the reference Klobuchar model initial slant
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delay yields the improved slant ionospheric delay

Is(Ls) = Is,v(Ls) + Is,0Klob (5.41)

This modi�cation enhances better smoothness of Is,vf .

It should be noted that, irrespective of the ionospheric model that may be used

for single-frequency ionospheric correction - either the Klobuchar, NeQuick or even

the IONEX GIM model - the generation of a receiver-satellite slant ionospheric

delay with any of these models involves the use of an elevation-dependent mapping

function. This proposed IIC model estimates the relative slant ionospheric delay

without making use of a mapping function. It is however dependent on the initial

ionospheric delay value that is determined from the chosen reference model, which

in this case is the Klobuchar model.

5.4. Code Error Mitigation

The simple code error mitigation process is depicted in Figure 5.4. At a current

Figure 5.4.: Code error mitigation process

epoch, the estimated value of the varying relative ionospheric delay is �rst eliminated

from the current epoch's code observation and from the current epoch's cycle-slip-

free phase observation, for each of the total Stotal observed satellite at the current

epoch. This helps generate pseudo-iono-free code and phase observables represented

as P s
IF (Ls) = P s

1 (Ls) − Is,v(Ls) and ψsIF (Ls) = ψs1(Ls) + Is,v(Ls) respectively. By

taking the di�erence between P s
IF and ψsIF , a code multipath observable at the
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current epoch is obtained as

MP s(Ls) = P sIF (Ls)− ψsIF (Ls)

= 2Is,0 − λ1N
s
1 + ds1 + dr1 − bs1 − br1 +ms

P,1 + εsP,1 −ms
ψ,1 − εsψ,1

= 2Is,0 − λ1N
s
1 +Ds

1 + esp1 (5.42)

The MP s(Ls) is observed to consist of constants - Is,0 and λ1N
s
1 ; the combined

fairly constant hardware delays denoted as Ds
1 = ds1 +dr1− bs1− br1; and the combined

phase error and dominant code error, denoted as esp1 = ms
P,1 + εsP,1 − ms

ψ,1 − εsψ,1.

Assuming the phase error is negligibly small compared to the code error as usual, the

whole error, esp1 in Equation (5.42), is treated as the code error. Also, assuming the

time series error, esp1 , approaches a zero-mean sequence as the number of observation

epochs increase, a zero-mean code error value can be estimated. It can easily be

shown, as done in Section A.1, that the updated mean value, 〈MP s〉, at a current

epoch, that is 〈MP s(Ls)〉, is given by

〈MP s(Ls)〉 =
1

Ls
[
(Ls − 1)

{
〈MP s(1 : Ls − 1)〉 − λ14N s

1,int

}
+MP s(Ls)

]
(5.43)

where4N s
1 is the determined value of the cycle slip that may have occurred between

the current epoch's phase observation and the last epoch's phase observable. 4N s
1,int

is equal to zero if a cycle slip was not detected and determined for s at a current

epoch. The zero-mean code error, esp1(L
s), is subsequently computed as esp1(L

s) =

MP s(Ls)−〈MP s(Ls)〉; and �nally, the smoothed or error-mitigated code observable,

P s
1 , is obtained after subtracting the estimated zero-mean code error value from the

current epoch's code observation. That is, for a current epoch,

P s
1 (Ls) = P s

1 (Ls)− esp1(Ls) (5.44)

and P s
1 (Ls) is the smoothed or error-mitigated code observable used for code po-

sitioning at a current epoch. This code error mitigation algorithm thus leads to

mitigation of the code error (mostly composed of the multipath error and noise on

the code observation) level. Like the Hatch �lter, it follows that P s
1 (1) = P s

1 (1) at

the very �rst observation epoch of s. Unlike the Hatch �lter, this algorithm is obser-
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ved to be based on the prior determination of a cycle slip value, and the 'elimination'

of the relative ionospheric delay. In that way, the algorithm is cycle-slip-resilient and

almost una�ected by ionospheric divergence, unlike the many existing code smoo-

thing or error-mitigation techniques that are limited by cycle slip occurrence and

ionospheric divergence.

It is worth mentioning that for an NLOS signal from a satellite, the code and phase

observations experience the same path delay, and as such, the code and phase errors,

which are essentially range errors, are more or less the same. Consequently, any code

carrier-smoothing technique or a �ltering/smoothing technique that depends on the

phase observation from a satellite to smooth/�lter the code observation from the

same satellite, will not mitigate the code errors. The proposed code error mitigation

technique in this thesis is only suitable and recommended for mitigation of the code

error mainly due to multipath and noise on the code, and not designed to mitigate

the code range error in an NLOS signal.

5.5. Updating Past Observables with a Clock

Jump Value

Recalling that the ATD process requires an undi�erenced sequence obtained from

consecutive epochs observables for cycle slip detection, a clock jump occurrence at

a current epoch creates a huge di�erence between the immediate past epoch observ-

ables and the current epoch observable, which has capacity to mar the cycle slip

detection with ATD. To avoid this possibility, the past code and phase observables

are updated with an estimated clock jump value, εc,jump(t), at a current epoch where

a clock jump/reset has been detected according to Equations (5.7) and (5.6). The

updates done as

ψs1(1 : Ls) =
{
ψs1(1 : Ls − 1) + εc,jump(t), ψ

s
1(Ls)

}
(5.45)

P s
1 (1 : Ls) =

{
P s

1 (1 : Ls − 1) + εc,jump(t), P
s
1 (Ls)

}
(5.46)
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shows that the estimated clock jump at a current epoch is added to the previous

phase observables and code observations. In this way, ATD at subsequent epochs

after a clock jump will be independent of the clock jump at a previous epoch.

Again, only the last WL number of observables are really required to be updated as

the required maximum length of an undi�erenced sequence for an ATD process is

WL.

5.6. Summary

Following the generation of adaptively di�erenced sequences (ADSs) acquired through

an adaptive time di�erencing (ATD), a phase-only-derived cycle slip detection, de-

termination and correction algorithm has been developed for a single-frequency re-

ceiver. Suitable equations for clock jump detection and estimation; cycle slips �oat

values and common receiver clock high-order variation estimation; and appropriate

equations for cycle slip and clock jump corrections, have been presented. The simple

procedure for �xing or determining the integer value of a cycle slip, as well as the

nulling of a 'falsely' detected and �xed cycle slip - a measure to address the envisaged

limitation of the single-frequency CSDC algorithm - are also given. A new approach

involving adaptive determination of a lowpass �ltering frequency and energy es-

timation, to obtain an improved broadcast ionospheric model for single-frequency

receivers, is also introduced. Lastly, a proposed cycle-slip-resilient code error mi-

tigation algorithm is introduced, to enable continuous code smoothing even in the

presence of cycle slip occurrence.



Chapter 6.

Dual-Frequency Cycle Slip

Correction and Observation Gap

Impacts Mitigation

Firstly, this chapter presents the dual-frequency CSDC algorithm for detecting, de-

termining and correcting cycle slips that may occur on phase observations from a

dual-frequency GNSS receiver. Secondly, this chapter unveils procedures for gene-

rating a phase-only-derived ionospheric observable and dual-frequency code error

mitigation. In most cases, the occurrence of an observation gap/discontinuity - a

short duration outage of a satellite being observed by a receiver - creates two identi-

�ed negative impacts: (i) it decreases positioning accuracy at a post-gap epoch and

at few epochs following a post-gap epoch, as observation errors are not mitigated,

and (ii) it introduces a convergence time that is required to resolve post-gap dual-

frequency ambiguities and/or achieve signi�cant code smoothing. Thus, this chapter

�nally introduces a novel technique for mitigating these impacts of observation gaps,

with a view to enhancing positioning and achieving more robust positioning even in

challenged environments.

130
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6.1. The Dual-Frequency Observables

The notation set out in Section 5.1 is also adopted here, except that for the dual-

frequency processing, when an observation gap occurs for satellite s, the time series

observation lengths, ls and Ls, are only reset to 1 if the gap duration, lsgap, occurring

for s exceeds the set gap duration limit, Lgap. It is only when lsgap > Lgap that the

number of observations from s is reset to 1, i.e. ls = Ls = 1, which thereby results

in treating s as a new entrant satellite without recourse to its previous observation

records.

Also, for dual-frequency bands, i = 1, 2 for the L1 and L2 bands of GPS, are

used here as the representative dual-frequency bands of a GNSS. These bands cor-

respond to the wavelengths λ1 = 19.03cm and λ2 = 24.42cm respectively. The

dual-frequency phase and code observables are thus the corresponding observables

for i = 1, 2. As such, ψs1 and ψs2 denote the raw phase observations observed on

the L1 and L2 bands respectively; the L1 and L2 cycle-slip-free phase observables

denoted as ψs1 and ψs2 respectively; the L1 and L2 bands raw code observations de-

noted as P s
1 and P s

2 respectively; and the L1 and L2 bands error-mitigated code

observables denoted as P s
1 and P s

2 respectively. Similar to Equations (5.1) and (5.2)

given for single-frequency receiver, the sequences of the ls-length undi�erenced time

series dual-frequency observables used for ATD are obtained as:

ψsTS,1 =
[
ψs1(Ls − ls + 1 : Ls − 1), ψs1(Ls)

]
(6.1)

ψsTS,2 =
[
ψs2(Ls − ls + 1 : Ls − 1), ψs2(Ls)

]
(6.2)

P s
TS,1 = [P s

1 (Ls − ls + 1 : Ls)] (6.3)

P s
TS,2 = [P s

2 (Ls − ls + 1 : Ls)] (6.4)

Continuous observation of satellites throughout the period they are within the

view elevation angle of a receiver may not be practical as satellite outages do occur

- a common occurrence in urban canyons. Practically, occurrence of an observation

gap or observation discontinuity, which is a short duration outage of a satellite being

observed by a GNSS receiver, is not an uncommon phenomenon. When a receiver
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re-locks to a gapped satellite at a post-gap epoch, the technique for mitigating the

impact of the observation gap - presented in later sections of this chapter - utilises

the observations prior to the observation gap and the observations at the post-gap

epoch. Therefore, to help distinguish between continuously observed observations,

the post-gap-adjusted phase and code observables for a gap satellite s are denoted

as ψ̂si and P̂
s
i respectively. .

6.2. Dual-Frequency Phase and Code ADSs

Following the procedure set out in Section 5.1, the dual-frequency phase and code

ADSs for a given satellite s are given thus:

∆dsψs1 ' c4dsδtr + λ14N s
1 +4dsesψ,1 (6.5)

∆dsψs2 ' c4dsδtr + λ24N s
2 +4dsesψ,2 (6.6)

∆dsP s
1 ' c4dsδtr +4dsesP,1 (6.7)

∆dsP s
2 ' c4dsδtr +4dsesP,2 (6.8)

It is re-emphasized here that Equation (6.5) through (6.8) assume the typical sce-

nario where the receiver clock jump/reset/drifts a�ects the dual-frequency code and

phase observations from all observed satellites in same way and at the same receiver

observation epoch, and as such it su�ce to replace the common c4dsδtr with εc - the

receiver clock high-order variation - as previously done for single-frequency ADSs.

For clarity and illustrative purposes, Figure 6.1 shows plots of the phase ADSs ob-

tained for two observed GPS satellites (PRN 2 and PRN 7), simultaneously observed

during the �rst 30 observation epochs by a static MBAR receiver. These �rst 30

observations from both satellites had no cycle slips. We can observe the high cor-

relation amongst the phase ADSs obtained for the satellites. De�ning κsatb as the

correlation coe�cient between two phase ADSs obtained from the band(s) in the

set b and for the PRN(s) in the set sat, the correlation coe�cients obtained for any

two ADSs associated with PRN2 and PRN7 are κ2,7
L1,L1 = 0.98467, κ2,7

L1,L2 = 0.98172,

κ2,7
L2,L2 = 0.98175 and κ2,7

L2,L1 = 0.98463; and for same satellite, κ2
L1,L2 = 0.99996 and
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Figure 6.1.: Dual-Frequency phase ADSs obtained for two PRNs observed by a static

MBAR receiver

κ7
L1,L2 = 0.99966, as obtained from the ADSs plotted in Figure 6.1. The small dif-

ferences (within a few millimetres) in the amplitudes can be traceable to the various

di�erenced error levels -4dsesψ,i - in the di�erent phase ADSs, whilst the high correla-

tion (observed in the correlation coe�cients) is presumed largely due to the common

receiver clock high-order variation within the considered time series interval. From

the lots of tests done, this high-level correlation was always observed amongst satel-

lites' dual-frequency phase ADSs when theWL-length time series phase observations

of the satellites indicate no cycle slip occurrences.

Between the L1 and L2 bands phase observations, the L1 band ψs1 observable is

theoretically considered as the observable with the least level of error, and as such, its

time series observable is used in an ATD process to determine a satellite's adaptive-

order, ds. This L1-phase derived ds is consequently used as the order of di�erencing

in generating the L2 phase ADS from the ATD of the L2 phase observables, and

the ADSs of L1 and L2 code observations if necessary. That is, once ATD has been

done with the ls-length time series ψsTS,1 to determine ∆dsψs1 and ds, then ψsTS,2,

and P s
TS,1 and P

s
TS,2 if necessary, are then successively di�erenced to the dths -order to
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obtain their corresponding ADSs denoted as ∆dsψs2, ∆dsP s
1 and ∆dsP s

2 respectively.

6.3. Dual-Frequency Phase-Only Cycle Slip

Detection

The CSDC algorithm process block diagram given in Figure 5.1 is applicable to

the dual-frequency cycle slip detection and correction algorithm presented here.

The detection and correction algorithms are di�erent from single-frequency CSDC

algorithm, and the dual-frequency CSDC algorithm is designed to involve the dual-

frequency phase observations of a given satellite. In other words, the generated L1

and L2 phase ADSs are the only required inputs for detecting the occurrence of cycle

slip(s) on either one or both of ψs1 and ψ
s
2 observed from satellite s. Dual-frequency

phase-only cycle slip detection is not a�ected by the level of error associated with

detection algorithms that are based on linear combinations (LC) of the phase observ-

ables and, code and phase observables (e.g. Blewitt (1990); Kim & Langley (2001);

Liu (2011)). Though a dual-frequency phase-only detection based on a phase-only

geometry-free LC observable is presumed more reliably accurate, it could be ham-

pered by high ionospheric variations, plus the fact that such a LC is also unable to

detect certain cycle slips pairs that can result in a di�erence or combination mag-

nitude λ4N = λ14N s
1 − λ24N s

2 = 0, or a di�erence magnitude lower than the set

threshold for a given detection algorithm. A cycle slip pair which can result in a

combination/di�erence magnitude value less than 5.38cm - the di�erence magnitude

in unit of length for 4N1 = 1 and 4N2 = 1 cycle slip pair - is regarded as a special

slip pair in this thesis. Figure 6.2 shows the values of all the possible dual-frequency

cycle slip pairs from within 1 to 100cycles that can result in di�erence magnitudes

less than 5.38cm. A special slip pair of 4N1 and 4N2 are indicated by an asterisk,

and the corresponding value of the di�erence magnitude, λ4N = N s
1λ1 − N s

2λ2,

is indicated by the blue dot vertically aligned with the asterisk. It can been seen

from the �gure that di�erent values of combination/di�erence magnitude exist for

di�erent cycle slips pairs. For instance λ4N is 0cm for 4N1 = 77 and 4N2 = 60;

0.38cm for 4N1 = 9 and 4N2 = 7; 2.54cm for 4N1 = 5 and 4N2 = 4; 2.85cm for
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Figure 6.2.: Plots of cycle slip values between 1 to 100 cycles and their combination results,
assuming zero ionospheric variation.

4N1 = 4 and 4N2 = 3, and so on. The di�erence magnitude, λ4N , of a special

slip pair is close to the theoretical error level on a raw phase observation, making the

detection of a special slip pair di�cult, especially in the presence of signi�cant phase

errors. Though only positive pairs are shown in Figure 6.2, it is worth mentioning

that the same di�erence magnitudes will result if the special slip pairs were negative

cycle slip values. The 4N1 = ±4 and 4N2 = ±3 cycle slip pair is the �rst of the

special slip pairs whose absolute di�erence magnitude of 2.85cm is less than 5.38cm

as can be seen in Figure 6.2. Probably because the probability of occurrence of

a special slip pair is considered low, some existing phase-only detection techniques

such as presented in Xiaohong & Xingxing (2011), do not consider the special slip

pair occurrence, and as such have no pro�ered solution for their occurrence. A more

useful phase-only cycle slip detection should include detection of all possible cycle

slip pairs - including the special slip pairs - with little or no ionospheric variation

and receiver clock impediments. The new phase-only cycle slip detection that is
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presented here seeks to achieve this goal.

6.3.1. The New Phase-Only Cycle Slip Detection

The new dual-frequency cycle slip detection algorithm applies set thresholds based

on the anticipated adaptively-di�erenced phase error level, 4dsesψ,i; and uses the

error-bound-adjusted for 4N1 = 4 and 4N2 = 3 and its di�erence magnitude

for dual-frequency cycle slip detection. The error-bound-adjusted values 4N1 = 4

and 4N2 = 3 pair is used as the detection threshold because the 4N1 = 4 and

4N2 = 3 pair is the �rst pair with the least cycle slip values from among the special

slip pairs. To determine the error thresholds, it is considered that the maximum

theoretical phase multipath error is λ1
4
' 4.8cm and λ2

4
' 6.1cm on the L1 and L2

bands respectively (Rost & Wanninger, 2009); while an additional 1-sigma phase

noise level of 5mm on each band's phase observation, as in Liu (2011), can be

assumed, which results in a 3σ noise level of 1.5cm. Consequently, the maximum

di�erenced phase error levels achieved from di�erencing the combined multipath

error and noise on consecutive epochs of phase observations, could be doubled;

reaching 2(0.048 + 0.015) = 0.126m (0.66cycles) and 2(0.061 + 0.015) = 0.152m

(0.62cycles) for the L1 and L2 bands phase ADSs respectively. As such, the absolute

values of 4dsesψ,1 = 0.126m and 4dsesψ,2 = 0.152m are set as the possible maximum

values of error on the time series L1 and L2 phase ADSs generated for a given s as

given by Equations (6.5) and Equation (6.6) respectively.

The dual-frequency CSDC algorithm is a single-satellite CSDC algorithm which

involves detection of cycle slip on a given satellite's phase observation using only

the satellite's ls-length ψsTS,i observables. From the generated ∆dsψsi sequence, the

two corresponding values for i = 1, 2 at a current epoch t, which correspond to the

values ∆dsψsi (l
s − ds), are used to determine the occurrence of cycle slips at the

current epoch. Cycle slip(s) is/are detected or inferred to have occurred if either of

two tests, test 1 given by Equation (6.9), or test 2 given by (6.10), is satis�ed.
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∣∣∣∆dsψs1(ls − ds)−∆dsψs2(ls − ds)
∣∣∣ ≥ 0.0285

(6.9)∣∣∣∆dsψs1(ls − ds)−∆dsψs2(ls − ds)
∣∣∣ < 0.0285 ; if

∣∣∣∆dsψs1(ls − ds)
∣∣∣ ≥ 3.34λ1

&
∣∣∣∆dsψs2(ls − ds)

∣∣∣ ≥ 2.38λ2 (6.10)

The used di�erence magnitude threshold value of 0.0285m (equivalent to 0.178TECu)

in the detection is a large deviation from the nominal ionospheric variation value

usually of a few millimetres per second, and as such the test equations are also ex-

pected to sustain accurate cycle slip detection under 'mildly' disturbed ionospheric

conditions. Liu (2011) used a conjectured threshold value of 0.15TECu and re-

ported good cycle slip detection under high ionospheric activities, and by deduction,

a 0.178TECu threshold is expected to perform even better under similar ionospheric

conditions. A destructive combination of the L1 and L2 adaptively-di�erenced phase

error thresholds (derived above) with the 4N1 = 4 and 4N2 = 3 cycle slips respec-

tively, would result to a minimum of 4−0.66 = 3.34 cycles and 3−0.62 = 2.38 cycles

respectively; whilst a constructive combination of same would result to a maximum

of 4 + 0.66 = 4.66 cycles and 3 + 0.62 = 3.62 cycles respectively. That explains why

the error-bound-adjusted values of 3.34 and 2.38 are used for the cycle slip detec-

tion with test 2 - Equation (6.10). This error-bound-adjusted values are to ensure

that the level of the adaptively-di�erenced phase errors would not result to a false

cycle slip detection, but to allow the detection of special slip pairs that include the

4N1 = 4 and 4N2 = 3 pair, even under a destructive phase error combination with

cycle slip values. A cycle slip is presumed not to exist if neither of the two tests is

satis�ed. It should be noted that (6.9) for test 1 is equivalent to the current epoch's

value of an adaptively di�erenced time series of a geometry-free phase observable

with negligible ionospheric variation.

The detection with test 2 is primarily met to detect special slip pairs, and can be

impaired by the receiver clock high-order variation. As such, receiver clock jumps

are also detected as given in by Equations (5.6) and (5.7) in Section 5.2.1, for a

reliable dual-frequency CSDC process. The detection with both test 1 and test 2
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seek to enable detection of all cycle slip pairs using only the dual-frequency phase

observables from a single satellite.

6.3.2. Estimating Dual-Frequency Cycle Slips Float Values

and Receiver Clock High-Order Variation

As already discussed in Section 5.2.2, the least squares algorithm is used in the

relevant part of this section, recalling that the derived observables from the raw

code and phase observations are assumed corrupted by observation errors that are

uncorrelated and conform to a normal distribution.

Once satellite s is detected to have cycle slip the CSDC algorithm proceeds to

estimate the cycle slip �oat value. The set out procedures for the estimation of dual-

frequency cycle slip �oat values and the common receiver clock high-order variation

di�erent from the set out procedures for single-frequency estimation presented in

Section 5.2.2, plus it includes the involvement of the L2 band phase ADS - ∆dsψs2.

From Equations (6.5) and (6.6), and using the same notation for the terms already

de�ned and used in Section 5.2.2, two sequences,

Asψ = ∆dsψs1 −∆dsψs2

= λ14N s
1 − λ24N s

2 + ∆dseλ1,2 (6.11)

Bs
ψ =

∆dsψs1
λ1

− ∆dsψs2
λ2

= 4N s
1 −4N s

2 −
εc
λWL

+ ∆dseλWL

λWLB
s
ψ = λWL(4N s

1 −4N s
2 )− εc + λWL∆dseλWL

(6.12)

where ∆dseλ1,2 = ∆dseψ,1 − ∆dseψ,2; ∆dseλWL
=

∆dseψ,1
λ1

− ∆dseψ,2
λ2

; 1
λWL

= 1
λ1
− 1

λ2
;

and εc = c4dsδtr, can be de�ned. Though Asψ and λWLB
s
ψ are time series linear

combinations of the two bands' phase ADSs, they are synonymous to the ADSs

obtainable via ATD of the satellite's geometry-free phase and widelane phase ob-

servables respectively, and as such, they are referred to as the phase-geometry-

free ADS and the phase-widelane ADS respectively. We note that λWL ' 0.86m,

which is a known widelane wavelength; and because of the high positive corre-
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lation between phase ADSs (such as seen from Figure 6.1 and the accompanied

correlation coe�cients), ∆dseλ1,2 � 4dsesψ,1 in magnitude and it is negligibly small

compared to the combination magnitude λ4N = λ14N s
1 − λ24N s

2 in (6.11). Also,

based on the set error thresholds, the adaptively-di�erenced phase-widelane error,

λWL∆dseλWL
< λWL

√(
0.126
λ1

)2

+
(

0.152
λ2

)2

≈ 0.78m, may be signi�cantly less than

0.78m in (6.12), since 4dsesψ,1 and 4dsesψ,2 are usually positively and highly corre-

lated, as indicated in Section 6.2. However, as in Equation (6.12), an error range of

0.78m on λWLB
s
ψ is capable of introducing up to 4 or 3 cycles error on the estimated

L1 or L2 band's cycle slip values, respectively. The 1-sigma values of Asψ and λWLB
s
ψ

are respectively obtained as σsAψ and σsBψ , being the standard deviation values of Asψ

and λWLB
s
ψ sequences respectively. The computation of σs excludes the last value

of the corresponding sequence. For a given s, the last value of the Asψ sequence and

the last value of the λWLB
s
ψ sequence, given as

asψ = Asψ(ls − ds) (6.13)

bsψ = λWLB
s
ψ(ls − ds) (6.14)

correspond respectively to the last values of the phase-geometry-free and phase-

widelane ADSs at the current receiver observation epoch t, which are required

for the estimation of a current epoch's pair of cycle slips �oat values on s, and

εc(t). The errors associated with asψ and bsψ are thus esa,ψ = ∆dseλ1,2(l
s − ds)

and esb,ψ = ∆dseλ1,2(l
s − ds) respectively. The associated weights are computed

as wsAψ =
(

1/σsAψ

)2

and wsBψ =
(

1/σsBψ

)2

.

Subsequently, the procedure for the dual-frequency estimation of cycle slip �oat

values and εc(t), at a current t epoch, is set out as as follows, recalling that n is the

number of satellites with ls ≥ 10, at a current epoch.

(a) The condition when cycle slips are not detected on all n satellites.

Under this condition, the cycle slip value for all n satellites is zero, but we estimate

the common receiver clock high-order variation, εc(t), as the weighted average of all

bsψ where (s = 1, 2, .., n) since εc is only found in the phase-widelane ADS sequence
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-λWLB
s
ψ. Thus,

εc(t) =

n∑
s=1

wsBψb
s
ψ

n∑
s=1

wsBψ

(6.15)

(b) The condition when cycle slips are detected on at least one but

not all n satellites. Under this condition, if j of the n satellites indicated cycle

slips and the rest n − j satellites indicated no cycle slips, the j pairs of akψ and bkψ

observables (k = 1, 2, ..., j) from the j cycle-slipped satellites; and the n− j number

of bJψ observables (J = j + 1, j + 2, ..., n) from the n− j non-cycle-slipped satellites,

are used for the estimation of the cycle slip �oat values and εc(t). Following from

Equations (6.11), (6.12), (6.13) and (6.14), the resulting matrix equation is given as



a1ψ

b1ψ
...

ajψ

bjψ

bj+1
ψ

bj+2
ψ

...

bnψ



=



λ1 −λ2
... 0 0 0

λWL −λWL

... 0 0 1

...
...

. . .
...

...
...

0 0
... λ1 −λ2 0

0 0
... λWL −λWL 1

0 0
... 0 0 1

0 0
... 0 0 1

...
...

...
...

...
...

0 0 · · · 0 0 1





4N1
1

4N1
2

...

4Nj
1

4Nj
2

εc(t)


+



e1a,ψ

e1b,ψ
...

eja,ψ

ejb,ψ

ej+1
b,ψ

ej+1
b,ψ

...

enb,ψ



(6.16)

4Y = H 4X + 4eψ

where H is the (j + n)×(2j + 1) design matrix, 4eψ is the (j + n)×1 error vector

containing the corresponding error values in each of the (j + n) observables in 4Y ,

which are assumed uncorrelated. With a corresponding (j + n)×(j + n) diagonal

weight matrix de�ned as
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W =



w1
Aψ

0 · · · 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 w1
Bψ

· · · 0 0 0 0 0 0

... · · ·
. . . · · ·

...
...

...
...

...

0 0 · · · wjAψ
0 0 0 0 0

0 0 · · · 0 wjBψ
0 0 0 0

0 0 · · · 0 0 wj+1
Bψ

0 0 0

0 0 · · · 0 0 0 wj+2
Bψ

0 0

...
... · · ·

...
...

...
...

. . .
...

0 0 · · · 0 0 0 0 0 wnBψ



(6.17)

a weighted least square is used to solve for 4X =
[
4Nk

i , εc(t)
]T
, being the (2j +

1)×1 vector containing the 2j unknown cycle slips �oat values and unknown εc(t).

That is (Cross, 1983)

4X =
[
HTWH

]−1
HTW4Y (6.18)

contains the estimated cycle slips �oat values for all j cycle-slipped satellites, and

εc(t), for the current epoch. A diagonal weight matrix, W , is used and the common

part amongst the observables in4Y are assumed absorbed by the last column of '1's

in the H design matrix. The uncertainties in the estimated cycle slips �oat values

and εc(t) can be obtained from the variance-covariance matrix of the estimated4X,

which is given as (Morujao & Mendes, 2008)

Qestm =
[
HTWH

]−1
(6.19)

The uncertainty on an estimated cycle slip �oat value for each cycle-slipped satellite

can be determined. The square root of each of the diagonal elements of Qestm

estimates the level of uncertainty (standard error) on a corresponding estimated

parameter in 4X. In this way, it is possible to generate real-time uncertainty values

on estimated cycle slips �oat values and εc(t). Figure 6.3 shows the estimated

uncertainties on 4N1 and 4N2 for two satellites (PRN4 and PRN7) when cycle

slips were simulated for di�erent satellites at di�erent test epochs as described in

Section 4.5, for an observation interval of 1 hour (3600 epochs). It can be observed

that of the 124 pairs of tested cycle slip pairs for PRN4, the standard errors on

4N1 and 4N2 are highly positively correlated but higher on 4N1 than on 4N2,
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Figure 6.3.: Plots showing uncertainty values obtained for PRN4 and PR7 observed by

MBAR (day 170 of year 2009). Cycle slips simulated for at least one but not

simultaneously for all satellites, and at di�erent test epochs.

over the test interval. The same interpretation can be drawn from the 112 pairs

of simulated cycle slips for PRN7. The uncertainties could exceed 0.5 cycles even

though this condition does not include any adaptively-di�erenced code observable

in the estimation, suggesting that a simple rounding-up of estimated �oat values

cannot be appropriate for �xing the cycle slips �oat values to their integer values.

For this illustration, the estimated uncertainty levels for the common receiver high-

order variation, εc, over the 3600 epochs, are given in the plot shown in Figure 6.4.

The standard error can be observed to be under half a centimetre for this condition

when cycle slips 'occur' at di�erent epochs for di�erent satellites.

(c) The condition when all n satellites indicate cycle slips. The procedure,

as it could be for the single-frequency operation, is to include two code observables,

αP = ∆dαPα
1 (lα− dα) and βP = ∆dβP β

1 (lβ − dβ), which are the two last values from

the two code ADSs having the least standard deviations, σαdα and σβdβ , from among
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Figure 6.4.: Plots of the uncertainty values estimated for εc. Cycle slips simulated for at

least one but not all satellites, at di�erent epochs.

the set of all code ADSs, ∆dsP s
i where {α, β} ∈ {s = 1, 2, ..., n}, knowing that α

and β could be the same satellite, at a current epoch. The corresponding errors on

αP and βP are denoted eαP and eβP , while the weighting values are wP,α =
(
1/σαdα

)2

and wP,β =
(

1/σβdβ

)2

respectively. As a result, the matrix equation



a1
ψ

b1ψ
...

anψ

bnψ

αP

βP


=



λ1 −λ2 · · · 0 0 0

λWL −λWL · · · 0 0 1
...

...
. . .

...
...

...

0 0 · · · λ1 −λ2 0

0 0 · · · λWL −λWL 1

0 0 · · · 0 0 1

0 0 · · · 0 0 1





4N1
1

4N1
2

...

4Nn
1

4Nn
2

εc(t)


+



e1
a,ψ

e1
b,ψ
...

ena,ψ

enb,ψ

eαP

eβP


(6.20)

4Y = H 4X + 4eψ,P

where H is a (2n + 2)×(2n + 1) design matrix, 4eψ,P is a (2n + 2)×1 error vector
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containing the corresponding error values in each of the n observables in 4Y , which
are assumed uncorrelated. With a corresponding (2n+ 2)×(2n+ 2) diagonal weight

matrix de�ned as

W =



w1
Aψ

0 · · · 0 0 0 0

0 w1
Bψ

· · · 0 0 0 0
... · · ·

. . . · · ·
...

...
...

0 0 · · · wnAψ 0 0 0

0 0 · · · 0 wnBψ 0 0

0 0 · · · 0 0 wP,α 0

0 0 · · · 0 0 0 wP,β


(6.21)

a weighted least squares solution for 4X =
[
4Nk

i , εc(t)
]T
, being the n ×1 vector

containing the 2n unknown cycle slips �oat values and the unknown εc(t), is thus

obtained as

4X =
[
HTWH

]−1
HTW4Y (6.22)

Again, a diagonal weight matrix is used and the common part amongst the ob-

servables in 4Y are assumed absorbed by the last column of '1's in the H design

matrix. The estimated εc(t) absorbs the common error in all the observables in 4Y

plus the actual receiver clock high-order variation at the current epoch.

Again, we can determine the uncertainty on an estimated cycle slip �oat value,

for each of the n cycle-slipped satellites, under this condition when code ADSs

values are included in the estimation because all observed satellites at a given epoch

indicate cycle slips. Obtaining Qestm as given by Equation (6.19) and the square

root of each of the diagonal elements of Qestm, we can obtain the level of uncertainty

(standard error) on the estimated parameters in4X. Figure 6.5 shows the estimated

uncertainties on 4N1 and 4N2 for the same two satellites (PRN4 and PRN7) when

cycle slips were simulated for all satellites at same test epochs as described in Section

4.5, for an observation interval of 1 hour (3600 epochs). It should be recalled that

since all n satellites indicate cycle slip at same test epochs two code ADSs values will

be used at such test epochs for estimation of4X. It can be observed that, of the 144

cycle slips pairs simulated for each of PRN4 and PRN7, the standard errors on 4N1

and 4N2 are highly positively correlated but still higher on a PRN's 4N1 than on
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Figure 6.5.: Plots showing uncertainty values obtained for PRN4 and PR7 observed by

MBAR (day 170 of year 2009). Cycle slips simulated simultaneously for all

satellites, and at same test epochs.

4N2. Furthermore, the standard errors among all4Ni for all cycle-slipped satellites

are also positively correlated, as can be observed for PRN 4 and PRN7. In contrast to

the uncertainty levels obtained for condition (b) above (Figure 6.3), the uncertainty

levels for 4N1 and 4N2 under this condition (c), as revealed in Figure 6.5, often

exceed 1 cycle and could even exceed 3 cycles. For this illustrated condition, the

estimated uncertainty levels for the common receiver high-order variation, εc, over

the 3600 epochs, are given in the plot shown in Figure 6.6. The standard error can

be observed up to tens of centimetres because of the involvement of two code ADSs

values and possible correlation between the cycle slip values on satellites at a test

epoch. We can insinuate from these results that the estimated cycle slips �oat values

and εc(t) when all satellites experience cycle slips would be less accurate, which can

possibly �aw a cycle slip �xing process.

Under condition (c) when all n satellites indicate cycle slips, threshold values
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Figure 6.6.: Plots of the uncertainty values estimated for εc. Cycle slips simulated for all

satellites, at same test epochs.

are set for making a decision, as in the single-frequency case, to enable nulling or

acceptance of the cycle slips �oat values, mostly because of the possible adaptively-

di�erenced error levels in asψ, b
s
ψ and in the two included code ADSs values. The

cycle slips �oat values are nulled if Equations (6.23) and (6.24) below are satis�ed

simultaneously, otherwise the �oat values are accepted as true cycle slips �oat values

for a given s.

max
s∈{1,2,..,n}

(|λ14N s
1 − λ24N s

2 |) ≤ 0.0285 (6.23)

max
s∈{1,2,..,n}

(|4N s
1 −4N s

2 |) < 5 (6.24)

The reasons behind using these thresholds for nulling estimated cycle slips �oat

values when all satellites indicate cycle slip at a given epoch are: (i) the occurrence

of cycle slips on all satellites at same epoch whereby all the dual-frequency cycle slips

pairs result in special slip pairs, is considered rear; and, (ii) the occurrence may be

more likely due to a receiver clock drift/jump value that is common to all satellites
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observations or due to the adaptively-di�erenced code errors from the two included

code ADSs that could a�ect the estimated cycle slips �oat values - produce small

cycle slip values of 4N1 and 4N2. The �rst few pairs of special slip combination

pairs: 4N1 = ±4 and 4N2 = ±3; 4N1 = ±5 and 4N2 = ±4; 4N1 = ±9

and 4N2 = ±7; and 4N1 = ±14 and 4N2 = ±11, produce |4N s
1 −4N s

2 | ≤ 3.

However, because an estimated cycle slip pair result in a �oat value of |4N s
1 −4N s

2 |,

the threshold <5 is used in (6.24). The set threshold of 0.0285m in (6.23) can be

recognised as the value of the di�erence magnitude, λ4N , for the 4N1 = 4 and

4N2 = 3 special slip pair; and by a least squares estimation, the e�ect of 4eψ,P is

likely to be almost equally impacted on 4N s
1 and 4N s

2 of a given s (see Figure 6.5),

and as such, when truly there is no cycle slip, the |λ14N s
1 − λ24N s

2 | value is likely

to be smaller than 0.0285m.

As in the single-frequency case, when a clock jump or reset is not detected at a

current epoch, the estimated εc(t) is assumed to represent the high-order drift of

the receiver clock at that epoch, which is common to all observed satellites. When

a clock jump or reset is detected at a current epoch, the estimated current epoch

εc(t) value is taken as the clock jump value and denoted εc,jump(t) = εc(t).

6.4. Dual-Frequency Cycle Slip Fixing, Validation

and Correction

The whole CSDC algorithm for dual-frequency involves the already described dual-

frequency detection procedure for k ≤ n cycle-slipped satellites; a procedure for

determining/�xing the cycle slips �oat values to integers; and a process of validation

of the �xed (integer) cycle slip values. Thereafter, the k pairs of phase observations

from the k cycle-slipped satellites are corrected for such cycle slips. The dual-

frequency cycle slip �xing process at a current epoch are based on the current epoch's

estimated values of the di�erence magnitude di�erence, λ4N s = λ14N s
1 − λ24N s

2 ,

and the widelane phase cycle slip 4N s
WL = 4N s

1 −4N s
2 , for a given cycle-slipped

satellite s. The real-time estimated uncertainty levels in λ4N s and 4N s
WL are

consequently considered.
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Upon obtaining Qestm as given by Equation (6.19), the variances of the estimated

4N s
1 and 4N s

2 �oat values, and the covariance between them can be extracted

for any s where s = 1, 2, .., k. If we denote the variance of 4N s
1 as Qestm(4N s

1 ),

variance of 4N s
2 as Qestm(4N s

2 ) and their covariance as Qestm(4N s
1 ,4N s

2 ) then we

can estimate the variance of λ4N s = λ14N s
1 − λ24N s

2 , denoted
(
σsλ4N

)2
, and the

variance of 4N s
WL = 4N s

1 −4N s
2 , denoted (σsWL)2, respectively as:

(
σsλ4N

)2
= λ2

1Qestm(4N s
1 ) + λ2

2Qestm(4N s
2 )− 2λ1λ2Qestm(4N s

1 ,4N s
2 ) (6.25)

(σsWL)2 = Qestm(4N s
1 ) +Qestm(4N s

2 )− 2Qestm(4N s
1 ,4N s

2 ) (6.26)

The square root of
(
σsλ4N

)2
gives the standard error (uncertainty) in λ4N s and the

square root of (σsWL)2 gives the standard error (uncertainty) in 4N s
WL.

An insight into the levels of uncertainty in λ4N s and 4N s
WL can obtained for

the condition (b) under Section 6.3.2 above - when at least one but not all observed

satellites are a�ected by cycle slips at given epochs, and also the condition (c) above

- when all satellites experience cycle slip at the same epochs. Figure 6.7 shows the

di�erent uncertainty levels for λ4N s and 4N s
WL over 3600 epochs of observation,

for di�erent satellites (each uncertainty value is for any randomly selected satellite

at a given test epoch), where cycle slips are simulated for all satellites at di�erent

test epochs separated by 25 epochs interval. In this case, no code ADS values are

involved as all satellites do not experience cycle slip at a test epoch, as in condition

(b) above. The uncertainty level on λ4N s can be observed to be in the range

of a few millimetres, while the uncertainty level for 4N s
WL can be observed to be

less than 0.2 cycles. Figure 6.8 shows the di�erent uncertainty levels for λ4N s

and 4N s
WL over the same 3600 epochs of observation, for di�erent satellites (each

uncertainty value is for any randomly selected satellite at a given test epoch), where

cycle slips are simulated for all satellites at same test epochs separated by 25 epochs

interval. The estimation of the �oat cycle slip values involved two code ADSs values

as all satellites experience cycle slip at same test epochs, as in condition (c) above.
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Figure 6.7.: Plots of uncertainty levels on (a) λ4N s = λ14N s
1−λ24N s

2 observable and

(b) on 4N s
WL = 4N s

1 − 4N s
2 observable, obtained with estimated dual-

frequency cycle slips �oat values, for di�erent satellites observed by MBAR

(day 170 of year 2009), with cycle slips simulated for all satellites at di�erent

test epochs.
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Figure 6.8.: Plots of uncertainty levels on (a) λ4N s = λ14N s
1−λ24N s

2 observables and

(b) on 4N s
WL = 4N s

1 −4N s
2 observables, obtained with estimated dual-

frequency cycle slips �oat values, for di�erent satellites observed by MBAR

(day 170 of year 2009), with cycle slips simulated for di�erent satellites at

same test epochs.
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The uncertainty on λ4N s can be observed to be in the range of a few milli-

metres for most test epochs of simulated cycle slips but could reach up to about

5cm (possibly at test epochs when the code adaptively-di�erenced error levels were

signi�cantly high). The uncertainty level for 4N s
WL also increased compared to the

values shown in Figure 6.7- varying within 0.1 cycle (8.6cm) to 0.4 cycle (34cm) at

most simulated cycle slip test epochs, but reached more than 1 cycle (86cm) at one

test epoch. When such large uncertainty levels are associated with estimated λ4N s

and 4N s
WL, �xing the cycle slips �oat values to the correct integers becomes more

doubtful - envisaged whenever all satellites indicate cycle slips at a given epoch.

For the real-time cycle slip determination procedure presented next, the 3σsλ4N

value and the 3σsWL value are used for setting the thresholds values in the cycle slip

�xing procedure.

6.4.1. Dual-Frequency Cycle Slip Determination

As shown in Section 6.3.2, the estimated error range of 0.78m on λWLB
s
ψ alone is

capable of causing up to 4 cycles and/or 3 cycles of error on the estimated cycle slips

�oat values on the L1 and L2 bands phase observables respectively. This can also

be insinuated from the level of uncertainty that can be associated with an estimated

4N s
1 or 4N s

2 �oat value, as can be observed from Figure 6.5. As such, the dual-

frequency cycle slip �xing process is initiated by �rst generating, a set of cycle

slip integer values that are within rslip = ±4 cycles around and including the two

boundary integers for the estimated �oat value 4N s
i , for each of the k ≤ n cycle-

slipped satellites. The two boundary integers here refer to the integer just lower

than the 4N s
i �oat value and the integer just greater than the 4N s

i �oat value. For

instance for 4N s
1 = 3.06, the boundary integers are 3 and 4. While a wider than ±4

cycles range can be used, the ±4 cycles range is chosen to minimize computation,

and also because of the thought that the true cycle slip integer would not likely

exceed ±4 cycles from the boundary integers, especially when code observables are

not included in the cycle slip �oat values estimation. This inference can be drawn

from the plots in Figures 6.3 and 6.5. A lesser cycle slip range is considered too

optimistic and may result in more wrong cycle slip �xes. This de�ned rslip = ±4
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cycles range results in a set of 10 cycle slip integers for any estimated 4N s
i value,

and such a set of integers is here referred to as the set of cycle slip candidates, Cs
i , for

such4N s
i . The lengths of C

s
1 and C

s
2 are therefore equal for any cycle slip occurrence

on a phase observation from s, irrespective of whether cycle slip occurred in one or

both bands. As such, Ci(z) ∈ Z with the index z = 1, 2, ..., 10. For instance, for

an estimated cycle slip �oat value of 4N s
1 = 2.2 cycles and 4N s

2 = 4.2 cycles, the

corresponding C1 = {−2,−1, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7} with the range of rslip = ±4 cycles

round about the integer boundary values of 2 and 3 in the middle of C1, while

the corresponding C2 = {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9} with the range of rslip = ±4 cycles

round about the integer boundary values of 4 and 5. Both C1 and C2 thus contain

10 values each.

The second step is to form the two vectors of aligned cycle slip candidates. The

two vectors of aligned cycle slip candidates are obtained as

V s
C1

(10z − 9 : 10z) =
{
Cs

1(z), Cs
1(z), ...., Cs

1(z)
}

(6.27)

V s
C2

(10z − 9 : 10z) =
{
Cs

2(1), Cs
2(2), ...., Cs

2(2 + 2 |rslip|)
}

(6.28)

z = 1, 2, .., (2 + 2 |rslip|)

where the (2 + 2 |rslip|)2 = 100-length vector, V s
Ci
, contains (2 + 2 |rslip|) = 10 times

replication of each element of Cs
i . As an example, for the C1 = {−2,−1, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}

and C2 = {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9} sets, the corresponding

V s
C1

= {−2,−2− 2,−2,−2,−2,−2,−2,−2,−2,−1, ......, 6, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7}

V s
C2

= {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 0, ......, 9, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9}

Thirdly, a 100-length slip combination vector, vsslip, for each of the k cycle-slipped

satellites is then generated as

vsslip = λ1V
s
C1
− λ2V

s
C2

(6.29)

where each value of vsslip is the di�erence magnitude of a cycle slip pair in metres,

and contains such possible di�erence magnitudes of index-to-index pairs of all the
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integers in Cs
1 and C

s
2 . The estimated di�erence magnitude for a cycle-slipped satel-

lite s is computed using the estimated cycle slip �oat values at the current epoch as

given in Equation (6.30) below.

vsestm = λ14N s
1 − λ24N s

2 (6.30)

A vector of squared residuals, being the vector of the square of the di�erence between

all values in the vsslip vector and the estimated vsestm, is thus obtained:

vsresid =
(
vsslip − vsestm

)2
(6.31)

The 100-length vsresid vector thus contains only positive values, and de�nes the (2 +

2 |rslip|)2 = 100-value search space to search for the two smallest values in vsresid,

which are required for �xing the dual-frequency cycle slips.

Fourthly, we search for the two smallest values, from amongst the 100 values in

vsresid vector, and subsequently obtain the corresponding indices of the two minimum

values in the vsresid vector. The index of the least of the two smallest values from

vsresid is the τ th index such that vsresid(τ) is the minimum value of vsresid, de�ned

mathematically as

vsresid(τ) = min {vsresid} ; τ ∈
{

1, 2, ...., (2 + 2 |rslip|)2} (6.32)

The index, κ, corresponding to the larger of the two smallest values from vsresid is

obtained as the index κ, such that

vsresid(κ) = min {vs∗resid} ; (6.33)

where the vector vs∗resid is the remaining part of the vsresid vector after removing

vsresid(τ), containing (2 + 2 |rslip|)2 − 1 values. Both vsresid(τ) and vsresid(κ) are each

associated to a pair of integer values from V s
C1

and V s
C2
; vsresid(τ) is associated to the

τ th-index integers of V s
C1

and V s
C2
, and vsresid(κ) is associated to κth-index integers of

V s
C1

and V s
C2
. These two pairs of integer values are the two pairs of integer values
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considered as the most likely integer solutions for the estimated �oat cycle slip values

for the cycle-slipped satellite s, which are consequently considered for a validation

process.

It should be noted that this dual-frequency CSDC algorithm de�nes and uses

a search space of 100 values, which are the (2 + 2 |rslip|)2 values de�ned for each

cycle cycle-slipped satellite, and as such the cycle slip �xing for one satellite is

independent of another. This is a totally di�erent approach from many of the

existing cycle slip �xing algorithms where the algorithms usually involve a much

wider search space de�ned for all cycle-slipped satellites at a current epoch that

often leads to intensive computations. The LAMBDA method, used in Xiaohong &

Xingxing (2011); Banville & Langley (2009), is known as one of such computationally

intensive algorithms (Parkins, 2009).

6.4.1.1. Relative Potential Performance of the Cycle Slip Determination

Algorithm

The initial step in repairing, �xing/determining cycle slips is usually the estimation

of the �oat values of the cycle slips, which can be achieved from time-di�erenced

observables, by obtaining polynomial �tting residuals, etc. The determination of the

integer values of the cycle slips from these estimated �oat values includes various

methods ranging from simple rounding-up of the estimated �oat values to integer

values, down to the more reliable but complex techniques primarily used for am-

biguity resolution, which include the popular LAMBDA method. The LAMBDA

method is arguably the most acceptable and widely used method for cycle slip or

ambiguity �xing (Joosten & Tiberius, 2002), especially in relative positioning oper-

ations. For single-receiver operations such as considered in this thesis, a lot of cycle

slip determination techniques have also employed the LAMBDA method (e.g. (Liu,

2011; Xu & Kou, 2011; Banville & Langley, 2009; de Lacey et al., 2011; Dai et al.,

2009)). However, the LAMBDA method is computationally intensive; it involves

the two stages of reduction (generation of a transformation matrix used to reduce

the cross-correlation between any two of the estimated cycle slips �oat values), and

a search in a pre-de�ned search space (Hofmann-Wellenhof et al., 2008). The in-
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tensive computational load of the LAMBDA method does not make the method

attractive for real-time applications with high dimensions and where computational

speed is crucial (Chang et al., 2005). A modi�cation to the LAMBDAmethod, called

MLAMBDA, was proposed in Chang et al. (2005), for improved speed of compu-

tation, even though the MLAMBDA method also involves the two stages of the

LAMBDA method. For high dimensions, the average elapsed time for the reduction

stage may be comparable to the average search time (within tens of a millisecond

to a few seconds), going by the performance and comparison plots given in Chang

et al. (2005) for the LAMBDA and MLAMBDA methods. The total elapsed time

of computation with the LAMBDA/MLAMBDA method is the combination of the

reduction time and the search time, which could exceed a second for high dimen-

sions (say for ≥ 10 cycle slips). Processing high dimensions cycle slips is likely for a

multi-frequency receiver, such as a master station of a network of receivers that are

observing di�erent GNSSs.

In terms of relative potential performance, this newly developed dual-frequency

cycle slip determination algorithm would drastically increase computational speed

compared to the widely used LAMBDA method, since it has relatively lower compu-

tational load for high dimensions, and does not involve the reduction stage required

by the LAMBDA method. To put this in perspective, one can assume a dual-

frequency receiver detected cycle slip on 5 observed satellites. If the range to be

searched for each estimated cycle slip �oat value is 10cycles (i.e. an uncertainty of

±5 cycles, which could easily exceed this range for methods that include code obser-

vations in the estimation of the cycle slips �oat values) after the reduction stage of

the LAMBDA method, the sets of integer combinations to test in the search stage of

the LAMBDA method is 1010 = 100 billion. On the other hand, this newly proposed

dual-frequency cycle slip determination algorithm will only have to search a total

of 5 × 100 = 500 sets of combinations. To get an idea of the elapsed search time

for these two computational loads, one can further assume, for illustrative purposes,

that the average elapsed time for processing a set of combination of integer cycle slips

with a possible high-speed processor on a dual-frequency receiver is 10picoseconds.

Consequently, it would take 1010 × 10× 10−12 = 1 second and 500× 10× 10−12 = 5
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nanoseconds for the LAMBDA method and the new dual-frequency cycle slip deter-

mination algorithm respectively. This illustration portrays the signi�cant reduction

in the search speed of the LAMBDA method. Recalling that additional time will

also be spent on the reduction stage of the LAMBDA method, the relative decrease

in computational speed, achievable by this newly proposed dual-frequency cycle slip

determination algorithm, is a measure of improved performance that is desired for

time-critical applications with high dimensions. However, the comparison of the

percentages of correct �xes or success rate achievable by the LAMBDA method

and this newly proposed algorithm needs to be further investigated to extensively

evaluate relative performance.

6.4.2. Dual-Frequency Cycle Slip Validation

The �rst pair of integer values associated with vsresid(τ) are

4N s,τ
1,int = V s

C1
(τ)

4N s,τ
2,int = V s

C2
(τ) (6.34)

while the second pair of integer values associated with vsresid(κ) are

4N s,κ
1,int = V s

C1
(κ)

4N s,κ
2,int = V s

C2
(κ) (6.35)

The validation process described here helps to choose which of the two pairs of

integers above ((6.34) or (6.35)) can be accepted as the correct pair, based on certain

metrics; and if the �rst pair is considered incorrect, the second pair is subsequently

the most likely to be correct; and if the second pair is also considered incorrect, the

�oat values are adopted and the cycle slip is not �xed to integer values. The simple

validation process involves decision made based on two deviation values computed
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from the �rst and the second pairs of integers as follows:

Ωs
τ =

∣∣(4N s
1 −4N s

2 )− (4N s,τ
1,int −4N

s,τ
2,int)

∣∣
Ωs
κ =

∣∣(4N s
1 −4N s

2 )− (4N s,κ
1,int −4N

s,κ
2,int)

∣∣ (6.36)

where Ωs
τ and Ωs

κ are measures of how wide the �rst and second pairs of integer

cycle slip values deviate from the estimated cycle slip �oat values, respectively. A

correct Ωs
τ or Ωs

κ is expected to be lesser than 1 because the maximum expected

error on the 4N s
WL = 4N s

1 −4N s
2 widelane cycle slip value estimated as 0.78m, is

less than a widelane wavelength of λWL = 0.86m, going by the assumptions made in

Section 6.3.2. The smaller any one of Ωs
τ or Ωs

κ is, the higher the con�dence on the

correctness of its associated integer pair. An expected validation deviation threshold,

which is obtained as the ratio of the expected maximum error of 0.78m on Bs
ψλWL

to the widelane wavelength of λWL = 0.86m, i.e. Ωexpt =
λWL∆dseλWL

λWL
= 0.78

0.86
' 0.90,

can be set. This value of Ωexpt suggests that up to 0.9 widelane cycle slip error can

be contributed to an estimated widelane cycle slip �oat value when an observable

from the Bs
ψλWL sequence is used for the estimation of cycle slip �oat value. The

values of the uncertainty levels of 4N s
WL obtained and plotted in Figure 6.8 and

Figure 6.7 are observed to be well below this 0.9 threshold at nearly all epochs. Also,

an estimated validation deviation threshold, which is obtained as 3 times σsWL- the

post-�oat-estimated uncertainty value of4N s
WL at a current epoch - to the widelane

wavelength of λWL = 0.86m, i.e. Ωs
estm =

3σsWL

λWL
. The value of Ωs

estm would vary at

each cycle-slip epoch for s and would also be di�erent for di�erent cycle-slipped

satellites, as can be inferred from Figure 6.8 and Figure 6.7.

Hence, the �rst pair of integers is accepted as the correct cycle slip pair if Ωs
τ

is less than the minimum between the expected and estimated deviation ratios,

Ωexpt and Ωs
estm; and if otherwise, only then is the second deviation threshold Ωs

κ

examined, and it is only when Ωs
κ is also less than the minimum between Ωexpt

and Ωs
estm that the second pair of integers is accepted as the correct cycle slip

pair, but also rejected if otherwise. Consequently, for Ωs
τ ≥ min

{
Ωexpt, Ωs

estm

}
and

Ωs
κ ≥ min

{
Ωexpt, Ωs

estm

}
, the �oat cycle slip pair is not �xed and the �oat cycle
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slip values, 4N s
1 and 4N s

1 , are retained. Summarily, the �xed dual-frequency cycle

slips integer values, 4N s
1,int and 4N s

2,int are

4N s
1,int = 4N s,τ

1,int

4N s
2,int = 4N s,τ

2,int (6.37)

if Ωs
τ < min

{
Ωexpt, Ωs

estm

}

4N s
1,int = 4N s,κ

1,int

4N s
2,int = 4N s,κ

2,int (6.38)

if Ωs
κ < min

{
Ωexpt, Ωs

estm

}
or are not �xed but assigned to the �oat values

4N s
1,int = 4N s

1

4N s
2,int = 4N s

2 (6.39)

if Ωs
τ < min

{
Ωexpt, Ωs

estm

}
& Ωs

κ < min
{

Ωexpt, Ωs
estm

}
The Ωs

τ and Ωs
κ deviation values were carefully examined via simulation of known

cycle slip values or pairs of cycle slips on phase observations, for di�erent data sets.

The value of Ωs
τ or Ωs

κ was found to be usually less than 0.8 for correctly determined

cycle slip pairs. It was also discovered that, the �rst integer pair (Equation (6.34))

was often found to be the correct pair of simulated cycle slips integers. Only in

very rare cases were Ωs
τ and Ωs

κ simultaneously found greater than Ωexpt resulting in

non-�xed cycle slip values as in (6.34).

This new single-satellite phase-only validation algorithm is quite di�erent from

the known F-ratio and W-ratio tests (Wang et al., 2000) that are used for multiple-

satellite cycle slip validation.This new procedure is a validation algorithm for indi-

vidual cycle slip satellites.
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6.4.3. Handling the Limitation of the Dual-Frequency CSDC

Algorithm

The dual-frequency CSDC algorithm is not assumed a perfect algorithm; it could

be limited by the magnitude of the adaptively-di�erenced errors, 4dsesψ,i, in the

detection process. Furthermore, the ATD process for cycle slips detection is quite

sensitive to receiver clock drifts or variations, and possibly also to receiver antenna

dynamics. As such, it could indicate cycle slips for satellites when actually there are

no cycle slips at certain epochs of high clock drifts or antenna dynamics. The impact

of 4eψ or 4eψ,P in the cycle slips �oat values estimation process given by (6.16) or

(6.20) above, or poor estimation of an ε(t) value, could also be signi�cant to �aw an

accurate-enough estimation of cycle slip �oat values, especially when the sensitive

ATD detection process indicates cycle slips on all satellites at a given epoch, and

code ADSs are then involved. Falsely detected cycle slip values will be �xed to false

integer values, and if corrected for in the phase observations, the correction would

result to decreasing positioning accuracy and precision, rather than the intended

improvement.

As measures to minimise the impact of this limitation or imperfection in the dual-

frequency CSDC algorithm, two checks are done, which can result in the Nulling

of Fixed Cycle Slip (NFCS), prior to �nally correcting for �xed cycle slips on the

phase observations of the cycle-slipped satellites. The dual-frequency checks for a

given s whose cycle slip pair has already been �xed at the current epoch, are:

(a) Check if
∣∣4N s

1,int −4N s
2,int

∣∣ < 3, and if the estimated change in the ionos-

pheric delay is greater than expected. The
∣∣4N s

1,int −4N s
2,int

∣∣ < 3 criterion is used

because when false detection of cycle slips occur, the cycle slips estimation and �xing

procedure would usually result in close 4N s
1 and 4N s

2 values such as: 4N1 = 2 and

4N2 = 1; 4N1 = 3 and 4N2 = 2; 4N1 = 4 and 4N2 = 3; 4N1 = 5 and 4N2 = 4;

4N1 = 9 and 4N2 = 7, etc, mainly because of the error present in the observables

that are used for cycle slips �oat values estimation. The big challenge here is to

determine the expected change in the ionospheric delay. The applied technique to

address this challenge is to compare the change in ionospheric delay estimated in
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the presence of the �xed cycle slip pair, to the change in the ionospheric delay in

the absence of cycle slips.

Assuming cycle slips actually occurred at the current epoch for s, then the am-

biguous change in the ionospheric delay, 4Is1,ambg, computed from the raw phase

observations of s at a current epoch is

4Is1,ambg = [ψs1(Ls)− ψs2(Ls)− (ψs1(Ls − 1)− ψs2(Ls − 1))] /(γ − 1)

= [4Is1 + λ14N s
1 − λ24N s

2 +4b+4εψ] /(γ − 1) (6.40)

where 4b and 4εψ indicate the change in phase hardware delays and phase error

respectively, between the current epoch's phase observable and the immediate past

epoch's phase observation. Substituting the �xed integer values4N s
1,int and4N s

2,int

for4N s
1 and4N s

2 in (6.40) gives the estimated change in ionospheric delay, 4Is1,slip,

in the presence of the cycle slips; and substituting zero values for 4N s
1 and 4N s

2 in

(6.40) gives the change in ionospheric delay in the absence of cycle slips, 4Is1,zeros;

both a�ected by the negligible4b and4εψ. The idea here is that
∣∣4Is1,slip∣∣ should be

greater than
∣∣4Is1,zeros∣∣ if there were no cycle slips, and smaller if there is/are cycle

slip(s). But by what margin? To �gure out a suitable margin, we recall that the

error impact of 4b and 4εψ are expected to be within a few millimetres because the

change in the fairly constant hardware delays is negligible over consecutive epochs

and the high correlation between dual-frequency phase observations makes4εψ quite

small. Secondly, we recall that the 4N s
1 = ±9 and 4N s

2 = ±7 cycle slip pair has

the least di�erence magnitude amongst the �rst few pairs of the special slip pairs,

with a di�erence magnitude of λ4N s = λ14N s
1 − λ24N s

2 = 3.17mm, which is also

within the millimetres level of ionospheric rate of change. However, it is also possible

to estimate, in real-time, the uncertainty, σλ4N , in the λ4N s di�erence magnitude,

such as done and shown in plot (a) of Figure 6.7, and consider its 3-sigma value,

3σsλ4N , as a threshold. In the sequel, the minimum between 3σsλ4N and 3.17mm is

used as the set margin by which
∣∣4Is1,slip∣∣ should at least be greater than

∣∣4Is1,zeros∣∣
if there were no cycle slip occurrence at a current epoch. The �xed cycle slips are

nulled (made equal to zero) if this set margin is exceeded for a given cycle-slipped
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s. That is, the already �xed cycle slip

4N s
1,int = 0

4N s
2,int = 0 (6.41)

if
∣∣4Is1,slip∣∣ > ∣∣4Is1,zeros∣∣+min

{
3σλ4N , 0.00317

}
Summarily, the �rst check is: if

∣∣4N s
1,int −4N s

2,int

∣∣ < 3 and (6.41) is satis�ed,

NFCS is done, otherwise the already �xed cycle slips are accepted and corrected for.

(b) Check if cycle slips were �xed and corrected for in the immediate past obser-

vation epoch of s, where s is not a gap-recovering satellite. A satellite is considered

to be a gap-recovering satellite if it has not been observed by the receiver in more

than two consecutive epochs after the last post-gap epoch. The NFCS is done only

if any of these two criteria further hold: (i) the �xed cycle slips integer values at the

current epoch are multiples of the last epoch's �xed cycle slips integer values, or (ii)∣∣λ14N s
1,int − λ24N s

1,int

∣∣ ≤ 0.0285 and
∣∣4N s

1,int −4N s
2,int

∣∣ ≤ 4. These two criteria

are to null the possible manifestations of inaccurately corrected or falsely �xed cycle

slips at an immediate past epoch, in the current epoch. The assumption in crite-

rion (ii) is that the consecutive epochs occurrence of special slip pairs of di�erence

magnitudes less than 0.0285m on s is assumed rare, and when it does occur, it is

likely due to a false detection or an inaccurately �xed cycle slip in the immediate

past epoch. If neither of (i) nor (ii) holds, the already �xed cycle slips are accepted

and corrected for.

However, these assumptions may not always hold, but to a great extent, are

good enough measures to address the possible limitations of this new dual-frequency

CSDC algorithm, as observed in the several cycle slips test scenarios. Above all,

it is also worth mentioning that there may be other factors contributing to the

imperfection of this newly-developed dual-frequency CSDC algorithm that may not

have been mentioned as they are currently unknown to the author.
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6.4.4. Dual-Frequency Cycle Slip Correction

The raw ψsi phase observations are subsequently corrected for the determined/�xed

cycle slip values, thereby generating a sequence of cycle-slip-free phase observable,

ψsi , for each s of the k cycle-slipped satellites at a current observation epoch. Si-

milar to single-frequency operation, each of the dual-frequency phase observation

sequences is subsequently corrected for the current epoch's �xed cycle slip value.

The correction is applied by adding the determined cycle slip value equivalent in

metres to the pre-cycle-slip observables in metres, thereby able to generate a cur-

rent cycle-slip-free phase observable, ψsi (L
s), with 'no' cycle slip relative to the past

ψsi (1 : Ls − 1) observables. This is done for each of the dual-frequency phase obser-

vations detected to have a cycle slip, for the k cycle-slipped satellites at the current

observation epoch. For s, the dual-frequency Ls-length time series or sequences of

cycle-slip-free phase observables in metres, are corrected as

ψs1(1 : Ls) =
{
ψs1(1 : Ls − 1) + λ14N s

1,int, ψ
s
1(Ls)

}
(6.42)

ψs2(1 : Ls) =
{
ψs2(1 : Ls − 1) + λ24N s

2,int, ψ
s
2(Ls)

}
(6.43)

Each band's cycle slip correction involves adding the product of the determined cycle

slip value and the corresponding wavelength, to the previous (Ls − 1)-length cycle-

slip-free phase observables from s, i.e. ψsi (1 : Ls − 1), and appending the current

epoch's raw phase observation, ψsi (L
s), as the last value of the cycle-slip-free phase

sequence. In this way, the previous phase observables are updated with the current

cycle slip value, and the resulting integer ambiguity value at any epoch of cycle

slip will thus be changing accordingly. The previous ψsi (1 : Ls − 1) values must

have been corrected for cycle slips if there were detected and determined cycle slips.

The sliding window observables - the last WL-length observables from the current

Ls-length cycle-slip-free phase sequences - are what are used for the ATD process

for the dual-frequency phase cycle slips detection on the next (Ls + 1)th observation

epoch of s, as earlier described in Section 5.1. As such, only the last WL number

of observables are actually required to be updated since the maximum length of an

undi�erenced phase sequence is WL. In this way, the receiver does not need to store
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more than WL past phase and code observables in real time processing.

6.5. The Dual-Frequency Ionospheric Delay

The ionospheric observable on the L1 band and consequently on the L2 band, are es-

timated from the dual-frequency raw phase observations. The ionospheric correction

on the L1 band of satellite s can be modelled as

Is1 = Is,01 + Is,v1 (6.44)

where, as already de�ned for Equation (5.23), Is,01 is an unknown constant initial

ionospheric delay value while Is,v1 is the time-varying relative ionospheric delay com-

ponent at a given epoch. Simply put, Is1 is a slant ionospheric delay from s to the

receiver; the varying Is,v1 is a relative ionospheric delay with respect to the ionos-

pheric delay at the �rst observation epoch of s or at the last observation epoch

when ls = Ls = 1, where Is,v1 (1) = 0; and the unknown constant Is,0 is the ionos-

pheric delay at the observation epoch when ls = Ls = 1. For this dual-frequency

operation, Is,v1 is a phase-only derived observable obtained for the current t epoch

(corresponding to the (Ls)th observation of s).

For a continuously observed s up to the current epoch, that is when s is observed

without an observation gap between the last observation epoch and the current

observation epoch, Is,v1 is estimated from a geometry-free phase observable generated

with the cycle-slip-free phase observables ψs1 and ψs2 as

Is,v1 (Ls) =
ψs1(Ls)− ψs2(Ls)− (ψs1(Ls − ls + 1)− ψs2(Ls − ls + 1))

(γ − 1)
+ Is,v1 (Ls − ls + 1) (6.45)

where γ = (f1/f2)2 = 1.64694, ψs1 = ψs1 and ψs2 = ψs2 in the absence of cycle

slips; but in the presence of cycle slips, ψs1 and ψs2 are observables obtained after

the dual-frequency cycle slip correction described in Section 6.4.4. It should be no-

ted in Equation (6.45) that ψs1(Ls) − ψs2(Ls) is the geometry-free phase observable

at the current epoch while ψs1(Ls − ls + 1) − ψs2(Ls − ls + 1) is the geometry-free

phase observable at the Ls− ls + 1 observation epoch of s. The relative ionospheric
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variation and ionospheric delay on the L2 band are obtained as Is,v2 = γIs,v1 and

Is2 = Is,02 + Is,v2 = γIs1 respectively. A time series Is,v1 generated with Equation (6.45)

contains neither N s
1 nor N s

2 ambiguity term, but includes di�erenced phase di�e-

rential hardware delay values that are scaled by 1/(γ − 1), and di�erences between

combined phase error levels. These inclusions are presumed negligible and as such,

Is,v1 is assumed a true time varying ionospheric delay.

6.6. Dual-Frequency Code Error Mitigation

The dual-frequency code error mitigation algorithm is the same as that employed

for single-frequency code error mitigation already presented in Section 5.4, except

that in this case, it is applied to the dual-frequency code observations. At a current

epoch, the estimated relative ionospheric delay is �rst eliminated from a current

epoch's raw code observation and from the current epoch's cycle-slip-free phase

observable, for each of the total Stotal observed satellite at the current epoch. In this

way, pseudo-iono-free code and phase observables given as P s
IF,i(L

s) = P s
i − I

s,v
i (Ls)

and ψsIF,i(L
s) = ψsi (L

s) + Is,vi (Ls) respectively, are generated for dual-frequency

i = 1, 2. By taking the di�erence between P s
IF,i(L

s) and ψsIF,i(L
s), the code multipath

observables at the current epoch are obtained as

MP s
1 (Ls) = P s

IF,1(Ls)− ψsIF,1(Ls) = 2Is,01 − λ1N
s
1 +Ds

1 + esp1 (6.46)

MP s
2 (Ls) = P s

IF,2(Ls)− ψsIF,2(Ls) = 2Is,02 − λ2N
s
2 +Ds

2 + esp2 (6.47)

The MP s
i (Ls) is observed to consist of constants - Is,0i and λiN

s
i ; the fairly constant

combined hardware delays denoted as Ds
i = dsi +d

r
i−bsi−bri ; and the combined phase

error and dominant code multipath/error, denoted espi = ms
P,i + εsP,i − ms

ψ,i − εsψ,i.

Assuming phase errors are negligibly small compared to the code errors, as usual,

the included esp1 and e
s
p2
errors in (6.46) and (6.47) are treated as the respective code

errors on P s
1 and P s

2 respectively. Also, assuming the time series errors, espi , approach

zero-mean sequences as the number of observation epochs increases, zero-mean code

error values can be estimated. The updated mean value, 〈MP s
i 〉, as given in (5.43)
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for a current epoch, are thus

〈MP s1 (Ls)〉 =
1

Ls
[
(Ls − 1)

{
〈MP s1 (1 : Ls − 1)〉 − λ14N s

1,int

}
+MP s1 (Ls)

]
(6.48)

〈MP s2 (Ls)〉 =
1

Ls
[
(Ls − 1)

{
〈MP s2 (1 : Ls − 1)〉 − λ24N s

2,int

}
+MP s2 (Ls)

]
(6.49)

where 4N s
i are the determined values of the cycle slips that may occur between the

current epoch's Li band phase observation and the last epoch's Li phase observable.

The 4N s
i,int values are equal to zero if cycle slips are not detected and determined

for s at the current epoch. The zero-mean code errors, espi(L
s), are subsequently

computed as espi(L
s) = MP s

i (Ls) − 〈MP s
i (Ls)〉; and �nally, the smoothed or error-

mitigated dual-frequency code observables, P s
i , are obtained after subtracting an

estimated zero-mean code error from its corresponding current epoch's raw code

observation. That is, for a current epoch,

P s
1 (Ls) = P s

1 (Ls)− esp1(Ls) (6.50)

P s
2 (Ls) = P s

2 (Ls)− esp2(Ls) (6.51)

where P s
i (Ls) are the resulting smoothed or error-mitigated dual-frequency code

observables used for code positioning at a current epoch. As with single-frequency

operation, this dual-frequency code error mitigation algorithm thus leads to miti-

gation of the code error (mostly composed of the multipath error and noise on the

code observation) level. Like the Hatch �lter, it follows that P s
1 (1) = P s

1 (1) and

P s
2 (1) = P s

2 (1) at the very �rst observation epoch of s or when Ls = ls = 1. Unlike

the Hatch �lter, this algorithm is observed to be based on the prior determination

and correction of cycle slip values. In that way, the algorithm is cycle-slip-resilient,

unlike the many existing code smoothing or error-mitigation techniques that are

limited by cycle slip occurrence.
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6.7. Updating Dual-Frequency Past Epochs

Observables with a Clock Jump Value

A receiver clock jump or reset at a current epoch t, would impede the ATD process as

already discussed in Section 5.5 for single-frequency operation. The dual-frequency

code and phase observables prior to the current epoch are thus updated to nullify

the impact of a current clock jump with value εc,jump(t), on the ATD process at

subsequent epochs. The update of the dual-frequency code and phase observables

is thus

ψs1(1 : Ls) =
{
ψs1(1 : Ls − 1) + εc,jump(t), ψ

s
1(Ls)

}
(6.52)

ψs2(1 : Ls) =
{
ψs2(1 : Ls − 1) + εc,jump(t), ψ

s
2(Ls)

}
(6.53)

P s
1 (1 : Ls) =

{
P s

1 (1 : Ls − 1) + εc,jump(t), P
s
1 (Ls)

}
(6.54)

P s
2 (1 : Ls) =

{
P s

2 (1 : Ls − 1) + εc,jump(t), P
s
2 (Ls)

}
(6.55)

This update shows that the estimated clock jump at a current epoch is added to

the previous phase observables and code observations, and it is only required when

a clock jump has been detected. In this way, ATD at subsequent epochs will be

independent of a clock jump at a previous epoch. Again, only the last WL number

of observables are really required to be updated as the required maximum length of

a time series undi�erenced sequence is WL.

6.8. The Technique for Mitigating Impacts of

Observation Gap

Very often, an observation gap or observation discontinuity, which is a short dura-

tion outage of a satellite being observed by a GNSS receiver, impacts negatively on

the positioning accuracy of a GNSS receiver. Such a satellite is here dubbed a gap-

ped satellite. A decreased positioning accuracy at a post-gap epoch, and existence

of a convergence time necessary to resolve post-gap ambiguities, are two possible
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impacts of an observation gap occurrence. This is because, as with a conventional

ambiguity resolution or cycle slip detection and �xing technique, and conventional

code smoothing technique, the procedures require re-initialisation whenever the re-

ceiver re-achieves lock to a gapped satellite at a post-gap observation epoch. As

cycle slips nor ambiguities cannot be determined and code observations cannot be

smoothed at such post-gap epochs of re-initialistion, the computed positioning solu-

tions at such epochs of re-initialistion are often marred, leading to poorer accuracy

compared to the level of accuracy obtained prior to an observation gap. Moreover,

the re-initialisation usually introduces long convergence time in a conventional am-

biguity resolution process, which is undesired in positioning. The period (or number

of post-gap epochs) required for a re-initialised code smoothing algorithm, such as

the HFT, to achieve signi�cantly improved positioning accuracy after an observation

gap occurrence can be likened to the convergence time in a conventional ambiguity

resolution technique. As a proposed solution for continuously improving positioning

after a receiver re-locks to a gapped satellite, a technique which involves generating

seemingly continuous observables for a gap satellite, when the gap duration is less

than a few minutes, is introduced, which avoids re-initialisation at a post-gap epoch.

This new technique is hereafter referred to as 'gap-connect technique'.

In this research a maximum gap duration of four minutes was set and used, even

though no satellite outage or gap was found to last for more than 2.5minutes in all

processed data sets. The gap-connect technique involves estimating for a gapped

satellite, the relative ionospheric delay, the cycle slip values on the dual-frequency

phase observations, and subsequent generation of the error mitigated dual-frequency

code observables, at a post-gap epoch (re-lock epoch) for the gapped satellite; all

relative to the last observation epoch from the gapped satellite prior to its outage.

The �nal step in the technique involves adjusting the observations acquired prior to

the observation gap in such a way as to create the impression that the observations

up to the current post-gap epoch are observed consecutively - a requirement by the

ATD process that will be used to detect cycle slips occurrence in subsequent post-gap

epochs of the gapped satellite. It should be noted that this gap-connect technique

does not, nor attempt to, '�ll-in' the missing (gap) epoch observations, but com-
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putes the relative changes in the ambiguities (i.e. cycle slips) and in ρ at a post-gap

epoch. It should be recalled that ρ is the common non-dispersive range components

in all code and phase observations from a satellite. As there is no re-initialisation in

the gap-connect technique, cycle slips are determined and corrected for, and code

error mitigation is also performed, which together should result in improving the po-

sitioning solution at a post-gap epoch instead of the worsening positioning solution

via the re-initialisation undergone by conventional ambiguity/cycle slip determina-

tion and correction, and code smoothing techniques. The detailed algorithm of this

technique is presented in subsequent sections.

Once an observation gap is observed for satellite s, the 'adjusted' dual-frequency

phase and code observables are then denoted as ψ̂si and P̂ s
i respectively. Prior to

the �rst observation gap of s, when Ls − 1 observations of s have been acquired by

the receiver, ψ̂si (1 : Ls − 1) = ψsi (1 : Ls − 1) while P̂ s
i (1 : Ls − 1) = P

s

i (1 : Ls − 1).

To mitigate the negative impacts associated with an observation gap occurrence via

the gap-connect technique, the estimation of the post-gap relative ionospheric delay,

determination of the dual-frequency cycle slips, if any, and the mitigation of the

dual-frequency code errors, are paramount.

6.8.1. Predicting Post-Gap Relative Ionospheric Delay

Consider a re-locked gap satellite s at a current (post-gap) epoch, whose observation

gap occurred at the (tgap + 1)th observation epoch of the receiver. This pre-gap

epoch, tgap, corresponds to the (Ls − 1)th observation epoch of s. At the post-gap

epoch, the omitted and current epochs (totalingm epochs) relative ionospheric delay

values are predicted. As such, at a current t receiver observation epoch, the total

m = t−tgap−1 value(s) of Is,v1 are predicted from a maximum of ls-length immediate

past ionospheric observables estimated from s, as

Is,v1 (Ls − 1 + τ) = Is,v1 (Ls − 1); if tgap = 1

Is,v1 (Ls − 1 + τ) = τ
〈
41Is,v1 (Ls − ls : Ls − 1)

〉
+ Is,v1 (Ls − 1), if tgap > 1 (6.56)
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where τ = 4t, 24t, ..,m4t, and 4t is the observation interval. This prediction

is done provided the gap duration is not greater than the set gap limit, that is,

lsgap ≤ Lgap. The 41indicates a �rst order di�erencing of the Is,v1 (Ls − ls : Ls − 1)

sequence. In this way, the relative ionospheric delay of the current epoch, Is,v1 (Ls) =

Is,v1 (Ls − 1 +m4t), and the omitted or gap epochs are predicted values. Equation

(6.56) is based on the assumption that over a short Lgap interval, the ionospheric

variation is low within the interval, and could be modelled to be linearly varying

with time (Kim et al., 2007). As given by Equation (6.56), we note that only a

maximum of WL-length immediate past relative ionospheric delay observables are

used in the ionospheric prediction. The ionospheric prediction algorithm allows for

a set maximum of Lgap = 4 minutes interval between the pre-gap epoch and the

post-gap epoch of a gapped satellite, in this research. The algorithm assumes fresh

observation of s if the gap interval exceeds Lgap and thus resets the observations

lengths Ls = ls = 1. The prediction of the relative ionospheric delay values for the

m epochs is useful in the subsequent estimation of the cycle slips that may occur due

to the observation gap. It also ensures that the estimated Is,v1 value at any epoch is

obtained with reference to the unknown constant initial ionospheric delay value Is,01

obtained at the ls = Ls = 1 observation epoch of s, irrespective of observation gaps.

6.8.2. Determination of Post-Gap Dual-Frequency Cycle Slips

After predicting the relative ionospheric delay value at a post-gap epoch for a gapped

satellite s, the next step towards mitigating the impact due to the observation gap

is to estimate the �oat values of the dual-frequency phase cycle slips, 4N s,gap
1 and

4N s,gap
2 , rather than re-initialising to solve for new ambiguity values of N s

1 and

N s
2 . The cycle-slip-free phase ψ

s
i and the error-mitigated code observables P s

i with

i = 1, 2, that were already generated at the last (Ls−1)th epoch prior to the current

observation gap of s, are required. ψ̂si and P̂ s
i are used in place of ψsi and P s

i if

the immediate past observation gap is not the �rst for s. The current epoch's (the

(Ls)thobservation ) raw phase and code observations, ψsi and P
s
i , are also involved

in generating the six required observables that are simultaneously used to estimate

the dual-frequency cycle slips �oat values and the change in 4ρs - the change in
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the combined true geometric range and other common parameters as de�ned by

Equation (3.3). The change in the L1 relative ionospheric delay between these two

epochs is

4Is,v1 (Ls) = Is,v1 (Ls)− Is,v1 (Ls − 1) (6.57)

The six observables are thus generated as

4yψ1
= ψs1(Ls)− ψs1(Ls − 1) +4Is,v1 (Ls)

4yψ2
= ψs2(Ls)− ψs2(Ls − 1) + γ4Is,v1 (Ls)

4yP1
= P s

1 (Ls)− P s
1 (Ls − 1)−4Is,v1 (Ls)

4yP2
= P s

2 (Ls)− P s
2 (Ls − 1)− γ4Is,v1 (Ls)

4yP1 = P s
1 (Ls)− P s

1 (Ls − 1)−4Is,v1 (Ls)

4yP2 = P s
2 (Ls)− P s

2 (Ls − 1)− γ4Is,v1 (Ls) (6.58)

The di�erence between two epochs' code observables or two epochs' phase observ-

ables on the same band eliminates the unknown constant Is,01 and Is,02 = γIs,01 ; while

the subtraction and addition of 4Is,v1 and γ4Is,v1 to the di�erenced code and phase

observables 'eliminate' the varying relative ionospheric delay on the L1 and L2 bands

observables respectively, in Equation (6.58). The six observables are broken down

to their constituent parameters in the matrix equation given by Equation (6.59)



4yψ1

4yψ2

4yP1

4yP2

4yP1

4yP2


=



1 λ1 0

1 0 λ2

1 0 0

1 0 0

1 0 0

1 0 0




4ρs

4N s,gap
1

4N s,gap
2

+



4eψ1

4eψ2

4eP1

4eP2

4eP1

4eP2


(6.59)

4Y = H 4X + 4eψ,P

Equation (6.59) clearly reveals that only the determination of the three parame-

ters, 4ρs, 4N s,gap
1 and 4N s,gap

2 , are required in the gap-connect technique. The
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technique does not attempt to determine and �ll-in the gap epoch observation(s).

Assuming the errors in the observables are uncorrelated (as already stated in Section

5.2.2), the 6× 6 diagonal weight matrix used is de�ned as

W =



wsψ1 0 0 0 0 0

0 wsψ2 0 0 0 0

0 0 wsP1 0 0 0

0 0 0 wsP2 0 0

0 0 0 0 wsP1 0

0 0 0 0 0 wsP2


(6.60)

where wsψi and w
s
P i are the inverse of the square of the standard deviation values of

the corresponding ADSs obtained upon applying ATD on the pre-gap sequences of

ψsi (L
s − ls − 1 : Ls − 1) and P s

i (Ls − ls − 1 : Ls − 1), respectively. The 4N s,gap
1 and

4N s,gap
2 values to be estimated are the cycle slips �oat values, which respectively

represent the changes in the N s
1 and N s

2 ambiguity values in the phase observations

of s at a current (Ls)th and (Ls−1)th observation epochs of s; whilst4ρs is a change

in metres, of the constituent parameters between the two epochs; 4eψ,P is the 6×1

di�erenced error vector containing the errors in the corresponding observables in the

6×1 observable vector, 4Y ; and H being a 6×3 design matrix. Consequently, the

vector of unknowns, 4X = [4ρs,4N s,gap
1 ,4N s,gap

2 ]T , is estimated via least squares

as

4X =
[
HTWH

]−1
HTW4Y (6.61)

thus providing the needed estimate of the cycle slips �oat values, 4N s,gap
1 and

4N s,gap
2 . For a geodetic grade receiver, each error element in the 4eψ,P error vector

could be under 5 metres, and such error range a�ects the accuracy of the estimated

4X vector.

Having estimated the post-gap dual-frequency cycle slip �oat values, the dual-

frequency cycle slip �xing and validation are done as already presented in Sub-

sections 6.4.1 and 6.4.2 above, to determine 4N s,gap
1,int and 4N s,gap

2,int . NFCS is only

implemented if condition (a) alone, and not (b), in Section 6.4.3 is satis�ed. The (b)
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condition is not considered because of the observation gap(s) between the current

epoch and the last epoch prior to the gap. Finally, the phase observables are then

corrected for the determined cycle slips as

ψ̂s1(1 : Ls) =
{
ψ̂s1(1 : Ls − 1) + λ14N s,gap

1,int , ψ
s
1(Ls)

}
(6.62)

ψ̂s2(1 : Ls) =
{
ψ̂s2(1 : Ls − 1) + λ24N s,gap

2,int , ψ
s
2(Ls)

}
(6.63)

6.8.3. Dual-Frequency Post-Gap Code Error Mitigation

Mitigating the code errors becomes a trivial process once the relative ionospheric

delay and the cycle slip values have been determined. The procedure towards obtai-

ning the error-mitigated code observables is just as presented in Section 6.6. That

is, we �rst eliminate Is,v1 (Ls) = Is,v1 (Ls − 1 + m4t) and γIs,v1 (Ls) from the cur-

rent post-gap epoch's L1 and L2 raw code observations and cycle-slip-free phase

observables of the gap satellite s, to generate the pseudo-iono-free code and phase

observables, P̂ s
IF,i(L

s) = P s
i − Is,vi (Ls) and ψ̂sIF,i(L

s) = ψ̂si (L
s) + Is,vi (Ls) respecti-

vely. By taking the di�erence between P̂ s
IF,i(L

s) and ψ̂sIF,i(L
s), the code multipath

observables, ˆMP s
1 (Ls) = P̂ s

IF,1(Ls)− ψ̂sIF,1(Ls) and ˆMP s
2 (Ls) = P̂ s

IF,2(Ls)− ψ̂sIF,2(Ls)

are obtained. The updated mean values 〈MP s
1 (Ls)〉 and 〈MP s

2 (Ls)〉 at the current

epoch are computed as in Equations (6.48) and (6.49), giving

〈MP s1 (Ls)〉 =
1

Ls

[
(Ls − 1)

{
〈MP s1 (1 : Ls − 1)〉 − λ14Ns,gap

1,int

}
+ ˆMP s1 (Ls)

]
(6.64)

〈MP s2 (Ls)〉 =
1

Ls

[
(Ls − 1)

{
〈MP s2 (1 : Ls − 1)〉 − λ24Ns,gap

2,int

}
+ ˆMP s2 (Ls)

]
(6.65)

where 4N s,gap
1,int and 4N s,gap

1,int are the determined values of the cycle slips that may

have occurred between the current post-gap epoch's phase observations and the

phase observables at the pre-gap epoch. The zero-mean code errors, espi(L
s) =

ˆMP s
i (Ls)−〈MP s

i (Ls)〉, are computed; and �nally, the smoothed or error-mitigated

dual- frequency code observables, P̂ s
i , are obtained after subtracting the estimated
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zero-mean code error from the post-gap epoch's raw code observations, giving

P̂ s
1 (Ls) = P s

1 (Ls)− esp1(Ls) (6.66)

P̂ s
2 (Ls) = P s

2 (Ls)− esp2(Ls) (6.67)

where P̂ s
1 (Ls) and P̂ s

2 (Ls) are the resulting post-gap smoothed or error-mitigated

dual-frequency code observables included in the code positioning of the receiver at

the current post-gap epoch.

6.8.4. Generating Post-Gap Dual-Frequency Observables for

ATD

The ATD process expects an undi�erenced sequence with consecutively observed

observable values, as input. A continuously observed satellite naturally enables the

generation of an undi�erenced time series of an observable from consecutive epochs,

as needed by the ATD process. For a gap satellite s, this need by the ATD process

is only met by 'adjusting' observables, i.e. generating seemingly continuous dual-

frequency code and phase observables, to enable the use of the ATD process for cycle

slips detection on subsequent observation epochs of s when it re-locks to the receiver

after an observation. The steps for adjusting the code and phase observables are:

(a) Take the current ls-length phase observables, which includes the current post-

gap epoch's raw phase observations, that is,

Υs
i (1 : ls) =

{
ψ̂si (L

s − ls + 1 : Ls − 1), ψsi (L
s)
}

(6.68)

ATD is applied to the Υs
i (1 : ls) sequence with ds = ds(L

s − 1), the adaptive-order

of di�erencing determined at the last pre-gap epoch. The ATD process yields the

phase ADSs, 4dsΥs
1 and 4dsΥs

2 .

(b) Estimate the update values, υ1 and υ2, to be added to the past epochs L1 and
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L2 band observables of s, respectively. These are obtained as

υ1 = 4dsΥs
1(ls − ds)− ε∗c(t) (6.69)

υ2 = 4dsΥs
2(ls − ds)− ε∗c(t) (6.70)

where 4dsΥs
1(ls− ds) and 4dsΥs

2(ls− ds) correspond to the last value of the Υs
1 and

Υs
2 sequences respectively. The values, Υs

1(ls−ds) and Υs
2(ls−ds), indicate in metres,

the di�erence between the current post-gap adaptively-di�erenced value and the pre-

gap epoch's adaptively-di�erenced value. When a clock jump or reset is not detected

at the current epoch, ε∗c(t) = εc(t), where εc(t) is estimated for the current epoch

from the observables of the continuously observed satellites at the current epoch (see

Equations (5.6) and (5.7)), assuming that all satellites do not experience observation

gap at the same current epoch. If a clock jump is detected, εc(t) = εc,jump(t) and

ε∗c(t) = 0. This subtraction of ε∗c(t) in Equations (6.69) and (6.70) to obtain υi

is necessary to ensure that the common receiver high-order variation value at the

current epoch is maintained in subsequent ADSs to be obtained for the gapped

satellite s in subsequent post-gap epochs.

(c) Finally the past epochs L1 and L2 phase and code observables are adjusted

by adding the υ1 and υ2 values respectively, and subsequently, the Ls-length time

series observables from s are generated thus

ψ̂s1(1 : Ls) =
{
ψ̂s1(1 : Ls − 1) + υ1, ψ

s
1(Ls)

}
(6.71)

ψ̂s2(1 : Ls) =
{
ψ̂s2(1 : Ls − 1) + υ2, ψ

s
2(Ls)

}
(6.72)

P̂ s
1 (1 : Ls) =

{
P̂ s

1 (1 : Ls − 1) + υ1, P
s
1 (Ls)

}
(6.73)

P̂ s
2 (1 : Ls) =

{
P̂ s

2 (1 : Ls − 1) + υ2, P
s
2 (Ls)

}
(6.74)

This adjustment completes the �nal step of this new gap-connect technique and

the resulting time series ψ̂si and P̂ s
i given by (6.71) through (6.74) are seemingly

continuous observables obtained from a 'continuously' observed s. It is the last

ls- or WL-length observables from the time series of ψ̂si that are used in the ATD
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process for cycle slips detection on s in the next epochs phase observations. Hence,

in real-time processing, only the last WL number of observables are really required

to be updated and stored by the receiver.

6.9. Summary

Following the generation of dual-frequency adaptively di�erenced sequences (ADSs)

acquired through an adaptive time di�erencing process, a dual-frequency phase-

only-derived cycle slip detection, determination and correction - CSDC algorithm,

is proposed. The algorithm is designed to detect all possible dual-frequency cycle slip

pairs, even under a fairly active ionospheric condition. The cycle slip �xing and va-

lidation are simple procedures, requiring a 100-value search space and implemented

for each individual cycle-slipped satellite, unlike the more computationally intensive

LAMBDA method. The e�ect of the limitation of the dual-frequency CSDC algo-

rithm is minimised by nulling of falsely detected and �xed cycle slips when possible.

The introduced dual-frequency cycle-slip-resilient code error mitigation algorithm

enables continuous code smoothing even in the presence of cycle slip occurrence. In

addition, the proposed gap-connect technique - for use during an observation gap

occurrence - makes the dual-frequency CSDC and code error mitigation algorithms

robust to observation gap occurrences.



Chapter 7.

Single-Frequency Tests, Results

and Discussion

This chapter presents single-frequency tests results obtained with the newly develo-

ped algorithms (cycle slip detection and �xing, improved ionospheric correction, and

code observation error mitigation) presented in Chapter 5, and the discussion of the

results based on some performance metrics. The tests are performed with single-

frequency observations from GPS receivers in both static and kinematic modes.

The tests include investigation of the performance of the single-frequency CSDC

algorithm under simulated cycle slip conditions; and examining the positioning per-

formance of the new error-mitigated code observables with and without simulated

cycle slips. Accuracy of the developed single-frequency improved ionospheric mo-

del is also examined a receiver in the equatorial region and a receiver in the the

mid-latitude region. Except stated otherwise, the tests were done with the soft-

ware developed in C++ and MATLAB environments, at University College London

(UCL).

Under the cycle slips tests in this chapter, the comparison of the positioning re-

sults from the newly developed algorithms (NEW) and the conventional code-carrier

smoothing (Hatch �lter (HFT)) methods, is only aimed at revealing the possible im-

provements achievable with the NEW method. The NEW method here, integrates

the proposed simple cycle slip �xing and code error mitigation algorithms, and its im-

provement in positioning is measured relative to the standalone Hatch �lter, which

176
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does not integrate any cycle slip �xing method. As such, the comparison results

from the methods should be so interpreted. It is envisaged that, if a conventional

single-frequency cycle slip �xing algorithm is used alongside the Hatch �lter, the

positioning results to be obtained with such an integration, are bound to be more

improved than the standalone HFT results presented in the cycle slip test sections

of this chapter.

7.1. Single-Frequency Test Data

The static data used for the test were downloaded from ftp://cddis.gsfc.nasa.gov,

as provided by NASA/JPL, for station MBAR - an IGS station in Uganda in the

equatorial region. The 1Hz downloaded data were recorded by an Ashtech UZ-12

GPS receiver at MBAR on day 170 of 2009, starting from the 468000th second of

GPS week 1536. Though the downloaded data recorded dual-frequency GPS code

and phase observations, only the L1 band phase and code observations are used for

the single-frequency tests and analyses involving MBAR in this chapter.

The kinematic data was collected in May 2008 in a marine environment to enable

analysis of such data with regards to the International Maritime Organisation (IMO)

positioning requirements for future GNSS constellations (Parkins, 2009). The GPS

observation data were recorded from onboard a vessel, THV Alert, hereafter referred

to as SHIP, that navigated into Harwich Habour, United Kingdom. The SHIP

made several approaches to the jetty, recreating port approach and docking, thereby

making many turns during the observation period. The SHIP, which was moving

at less than 4km/hr, had a Topcon GR-3 GPS receiver mounted on the stern of

it for dual-frequency GPS code and phase observations. Done on day 122 of 2008,

the recorded 1Hz data started from the 412328th second of GPS week 1477. Again,

though the dual-frequency code and phase observations were recorded with this

receiver in kinematic mode, the single-frequency tests involving SHIP in this chapter

are performed using only the L1 single-frequency phase and code observations.

For all the days of observations, the corresponding GPS broadcast navigation �les,

obtainable from any of the IGS centre's website, were used where necessary.
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7.2. Performance of the new Single-Frequency

CSDC Algorithm

The performance of the CSDC algorithm for cycle slip detection, determination and

correction, was tested with the L1 single-frequency phase observations recorded by

the static MBAR and the moving SHIP. The test involved simulation of cycle slip

values randomly generated from between -100 to +100 cycles, and adding them to

the L1 single-frequency phase observation at every τslip =20 epochs interval. At

a 20-epoch cycle slip simulation interval, and at same test epochs, a total of 1080

cycle slips were simulated for six selected satellites observed by MBAR, while a total

of 900 cycle slips were simulated for �ve selected satellites observed by SHIP. The

average number of satellites observed by MBAR was greater than SHIP's.

For the static MBAR, the CSDC algorithm attained a 100% correct detection

(detected all 1080 simulated cycle slips) of which 1038 (96.1%) were correctly �xed

to their integer values. The result from one of the satellites (PRN 7) from among

the six satellites observed by MBAR that were selected for cycle slip test, is shown

in Figure 7.1.

Figure 7.1.: Tested and �xed single-frequency cycle slips on static MBAR receiver
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Figure 7.2.: Tested and �xed single-frequency cycle slips on moving SHIP receiver

The results from SHIP cycle slip simulation given in Figure 7.2 also indicated a

100% detection (detected all 900 simulated cycle slips) and attained 91.9% (828 of

900) correct �x. From the results, it was observed that most of the wrongly �xed

cycle slips occurred at the same test epochs across all satellites observed by MBAR

or SHIP, or were wrongly �xed with a maximum di�erence of 2cycles error. The

imperfection in the cycle slip �xing could be as a result of out-of-range estimated

cycle slip �oat values due to errors on the ADSs at such test epochs, or possibly due

to wrongful nulling of �xed cycle slips (NFCS). It was also realised that the single-

frequency CSDC algorithm generally achieves better cycle slip �xing performance

with a static receiver than with a moving (SHIP) receiver even with di�erent or

the same cycle slip values. The average correct detection and average correct �x

of cycle slips obtained from repeated tests via simulation were more than 98% and

92% respectively, for both the static MBAR and kinematic SHIP receiver.
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7.3. Accuracy of the Improved Ionospheric

Correction

The accuracy obtained with the algorithm for the improved ionospheric correction

(IIC) model was investigated with the static MBAR station in the equatorial region

and the moving SHIP in the mid-latitude region. The availability of the dual-

frequency observation from both MBAR and SHIP receivers enabled the generation

of the dual-frequency phase-only relative ionospheric delay that is only used as a

'truth' model to examine the accuracy of the IIC. The dual-frequency phase-only re-

lative ionospheric delay is the ionospheric delay computed from using only the time

series dual-frequency phase observations, as in Momoh (2012). Figure 7.3 shows the

relative ionospheric correction plots for PRN 4 and PRN 15 observed by MBAR and

SHIP respectively, each satellite decreasing in elevation angle with respect to its ob-

serving receiver. PRN 4 was observed by the MBAR receiver in the equatorial region,

and it was selected, as an example, to reveal the possible degradation in ionospheric

correction accuracy in the Klobuchar model that employs an elevation-dependent

mapping function. PRN 15 was observed by the SHIP receiver in the mid-latitude,

and it was selected, also as an example, to reveal a possible decrease in accuracy

when using the same model for a decreasing-elevation satellite in mid-latitude. We

can observe the improvement of the IIC model over the broadcast Klobuchar model

for both the receiver at the equatorial and the receiver at mid-latitude regions. As

expected, the Klobuchar model provided lower accuracy correction for the MBAR

satellite observed by the receiver in the equatorial region; with the error increasing

as the satellite elevation decreases, to over 1m within the 1hour observation interval.

Though the Klobuchar model achieved a better ionospheric correction accuracy for

the satellite observed by the mid-latitude SHIP receiver when compared to the cor-

rection accuracy for PRN4 observed by MBAR, but it was still accompanied with

up to 0.75m error within the 1hr observation interval.
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Figure 7.3.: Comparison of relative ionospheric corrections (a) correction plots for PRN4 obser-

ved by MBAR in the equatorial region; (b) correction plots for PRN15 observed by

SHIP receiver in the mid-latitude region. The 'raw' is the raw ionospheric obser-

vable, 'klob' is the broadcast Klobuchar model, 'IIC' is the improved ionospheric

correction and model 'DF-raw' is the raw dual-frequency phase-only ionospheric

observable. All plots are the relative ionospheric delays relative to the �rst epoch

ionospheric delay value, hence they all start at zero delay.
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The IIC model achieved a higher correction accuracy for both satellites observed

by MBAR and SHIP, giving less than 0.2m error in the 1hr observation interval of

both satellites. The IIC model's improvement over the Klobuchar model is believed

to be due to its independence on satellite elevation by way of a mapping function,

unlike the Klobuchar model that uses an elevation dependent mapping function.

Also the applied �ltering technique shows good mitigation capability of the error

levels in a generated single-frequency ionospheric observable, Is,vR . Similar perfor-

mance results were also observed for some of the other satellites observed by MBAR,

and by SHIP.

7.4. Single-Frequency Positioning Performance

The positioning performance of the new method which integrates the algorithms

for single-frequency CSDC, IIC model and code error mitigation, all presented in

Chapter 5, was evaluated using single-frequency observations recorded by the static

MBAR and moving SHIP receivers. The point positioning (using only code obser-

vables) with and without known (simulated) cycle slips occurrences, were examined.

Essentially, single-frequency point positioning is done using range-domain smoothed

code observations in a least square algorithm or via a Kalman �lter implementation.

Since the newly developed code error mitigation algorithm is employed in the range

domain, the least squares (Cross, 1983) point positioning results are compared to

the point positioning results obtained with the widely used range domain single-

frequency carrier-smoothed (Hatch �lter) code observables, so as to examine and

compare their performances. Following from Section 5.2.2, it is assumed that the

residual errors on the code observations/observables after �ltering or smoothing the

raw code observations/observables, are uncorrelated and homoscedastic. Hence, in

the least squares positioning algorithm, a diagonal (unity) weight matrix is used. As

already discussed, the Hatch �lter technique (HFT) is simple and it is implemented

with a �xed �lter length M , as given by Equation (3.6), to generate the HFT code

observables.

The 'truth' position of the static MBAR receiver was obtained as the nominal
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position given in the header of its rinex �le. However, it is known that this position

is essentially an approximated true position and not really the known true position

of the receiver on the said day. The 'truth' trajectory of the moving SHIP receiver

was obtained with Leica GeoO�ce processing software. Using the dual-frequency

data obtained with a �xed master receiver that was installed within a few kilometres

from the moving SHIP during the data collection, and treating the moving SHIP's

receiver as the rover receiver, dual-frequency relative positioning with Leica GeoOf-

�ce processing software was performed to determine the 'truth' trajectory of the

SHIP.

The positioning solutions denoted as 'HFT' in this chapter, are the single-frequency

code positioning solutions obtained by using the Hatch �ltered (carrier smoothed)

code observables that have been further corrected for the ionospheric delay on the

HFT code observable using the broadcast Klobuchar ionospheric model, for each of

the observed satellites at a given epoch, prior to using the resulting code observables

in the least squares positioning code-only algorithm. The positioning solutions de-

noted 'RAW' are the single-frequency positioning solutions obtained with the raw

(unsmoothed) code observations that are only corrected for ionospheric delay using

the broadcast Klobuchar ionospheric model, for each of the observed satellites at

a given epoch, prior to the least squares code-only positioning. The positioning

solutions denoted 'NEW' (the new method) in this chapter, are the single-frequency

code positioning solutions obtained by using the error mitigated code observables

that have been further corrected for ionospheric delay using the IIC model, for each

of the observed satellites at a given epoch, prior to the least squares code-only posi-

tioning. It should be recalled that an error-mitigated code observable is generated

subsequent to CSDC.

7.4.1. Single-Frequency Static Positioning Results

Firstly, the new method was used in obtaining positioning solutions for the static

MBAR receiver using the true data - the actual receiver recorded observations wi-

thout any alterations through simulation of cycle slips or code errors, and without

any prior processing to correct possible presence of cycle slips in the data. For
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an observation period of one hour, using the raw (RAW) - unsmoothed code ob-

servations from the true data; the HFT smoothed code observables obtained with

di�erent Hatch �lter lengths of M = 50, 100, 200; the respective RAW and HFT

code positioning results were also obtained for comparison with the positioning re-

sults from the new (NEW) method. The obtained 2D and 3D positioning solutions

using the raw (RAW) - unsmoothed code observations; the Hatch smoothed code

(HFT) observables; and the new (NEW) method, are shown in Figure 7.4. The sta-

tistics of the solutions are presented in Table 7.1. The table reveals the up to 24%

improvement in the NEW solutions over the RAW solutions, and the di�erent �lter

lengths HFT smoothed code solutions achieved between 2-4% improvement over the

RAW solutions. The NEW solutions are also observed to be more accurate than the

HFT solution, with the most improvement observed in the height (Up) component.

It is fairly obvious that all the three positioning solutions indicate o�sets from the

assumed truth position of the static MBAR receiver. This o�set could be due to

the low accuracy of the initial ionospheric delay correction value, Is,0Klob, for each

observed satellite at the very �rst receiver observation epoch, which was obtained

from the broadcast Klobuchar model and was used as the reference (�rst observation

epoch ionospheric delay for any of the satellites) for all three positioning solutions;

the impact of possible code errors on satellites' code observations at the very �rst

receiver observation epoch, which is not mitigated in P s
1,hft nor in P

s
1 ; and/or the

possibility that the assumed truth position of the MBAR receiver as obtained from

the rinex �le was not accurate enough. Improvement in the positioning accuracy of

the NEW method is evident in the divergence towards zero error (especially in the

Up component), unlike in the solutions of the other methods. Two possibilities may

be identi�ed for this divergence that indicates improvement. Firstly, the achieved

ionospheric correction improvement of the IIC model used in the NEW method, es-

pecially for low elevation or decreasing-elevation satellites such as PRN 4 (see Figure

7.3(a) ), translates to signi�cant improvement in the positioning solution. Secondly,

it is believed that there were actual cycle slips between the 950-3600th observation

epochs of the actual raw data (see Figure 7.5), which would have been detected and

�xed by only the NEW method, as it has the capability to do so. The divergence,
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more pronounced in the height component, contributed to the achieved 3.23m RMSE

in the Up direction as against the 4.41m achieved by the RAW method, which is

shown in Table 7.1.

Figure 7.4.: MBAR positioning solutions using the true data - without simulated cycle

slips and code errors applied: (a) 2D positioning and (b) 3D positioning
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Table 7.1.: Statistics for the MBAR positioning solutions in Figure 7.4

For single-frequency code smoothing, the HFT with M = 100 is highly recom-

mended and used (e.g. for LAAS) as it is presumed a good enough �lter length to

achieve acceptable trade-o� between resulting ionospheric divergence e�ect and the

smoothness of the HFT smoothed code observable. Moreover, since the M = 100

�lter length HFT presents a lesser ionospheric divergence e�ect than the M = 200

HFT, and based on their comparable positioning results seen in Figure 7.4 and

the statistics on Table 7.1, subsequent HFT positioning results in this chapter are

processed with M = 100 �lter length.

The d adaptive-order of di�erencing was observed to vary between 2 to 4 for all

satellites in the 1hour MBAR observations used, even though 3 was found to be the

modal value. The estimated MBAR receiver's clock high-order variation, ε, for the

1hr observation interval is shown in Figure 7.5. The receiver clock at MBAR was a

crystal oscillator clock. There was no clock jump or reset detected within the 1hr

observation interval used, and the high-order variations are estimated and found

to be under half a meter with a 1-sigma of σε = 5.43cm and mean µε = 0.02mm,

within the 3600 observation epochs. On further investigation, it was found that

there were eight observation epochs, some of which are indicated with arrows in

Figure 7.5, where the single-frequency CSDC algorithm indicated cycle slips for all

the observed satellites at those epochs; and the estimated ε was greater than 0.2m

at each of those eight epochs. Of course a 0.2m between-epoch drift on the receiver

clock can trigger a false detection of cycle slip on all satellites, going by the detection

threshold of one wavelength (see Equation (5.5)), even though some or all of the

eight cycle slip detected epochs may not be false cycle slip epochs.
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Figure 7.5.: Estimated common receiver clock high-order variation for MBAR receiver

The code error impact on estimated ε(t) is expected since the code observations

and consequently the code errors would have been included in determining ε(t)

whenever all satellites indicate cycle slip occurrence at a given epoch. At such

epochs, ε(t) may not be accurately determined and consequently, all satellites' cycle

slips may not also be accurately �xed. For instance, the clock drift of -0.473m at

the 3481 observation epoch, shown in Figure 7.5 is suspicious; chances are that both

the ε(t) and some, if not all of the satellites cycle slips, if there were, may have been

�xed incorrectly.

7.4.1.1. Single-Frequency Static Positioning in the Presence of Cycle Slips

The performances of the single-frequency CSDC algorithm under frequent cycle

slip occurrence and possible higher code error on the code observations, which are

typical with single-frequency positioning especially in a challenged environment,

were investigated. The performance tests were done by introducing, by way of

simulation, known cycle slips on the phase observation, and code error values when

intended, on the code observation, for di�erent satellites at known test epochs (see

Section 4.5 for the simulation procedure).
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For the following cycle slip test scenarios, the comparison of the positioning re-

sults with the conventional code-carrier smoothing technique, which is the Hatch

�lter, is only intended to reveal the level of performance improvement of the new

method over the standalone Hatch �lter that has no cycle slip �xing capability.

The NEW method integrates the proposed code error mitigation algorithm and the

simple single-frequency cycle slip �xing algorithm, without signi�cant additional

computational load.

The cycle-slip-only test for the static MBAR receiver here, involved the use of

known cycle slip values randomly generated from between -100 to 100cycles at cer-

tain observation epochs selected for the cycle slip test on di�erent satellites. The

cycle slips were simulated for all the single-frequency phase observations from all but

one observed satellite by the MBAR receiver. The one satellite (PRN28 that was

observed throughout the 1 hour observation period) was excluded so as to minimise

the number of epochs that the common receiver clock high-order variations would

be estimated without involving any code observations. The cycle slips were simula-

ted at the same epochs (test epochs separated by 20-epochs) for all cycle-slip-test

satellites, within the 1hour observation period of 3600 epochs. Figure 7.6 shows the

2D Easting-Northing horizontal positioning results while the statistics are presented

in Table 7.2. The o�sets in Figure 7.6 can be attributed to the same reasons initially

given in Section 7.4.1 for the o�sets in Figure 7.4(a). The test results show that,

of the total 1768 simulated cycle slips, the single-frequency CSDC algorithm cor-

rectly detected 1766 (99.9%) cycle slips and �xed correctly 1710 (96.7%) cycle slips,

consequently achieving 29% improvement over the HFT positioning solutions. It

should be noted that the simulation procedure indicates a cycle slip �ag to the HFT

algorithm whenever a cycle slip is simulated but the new single-frequency CSDC

algorithm detects and corrects for cycle slip on its own.

Since the MBAR receiver is actually a dual-frequency geodetic receiver, the code

error values on the raw code observations from the observed satellites are relatively

lower than the typical error range on actual single-frequency receiver's code obser-

vation. Hence, a combined cycle slip and code error test was further done using the

same MBAR single-frequency data. The additional code error values to the satel-
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Figure 7.6.: MBAR 2D positioning, with simulated cycle slips applied to all but one satel-

lite at same epochs

lites code observations was done to simulate more realistic code error values such as

could be associated with a single-frequency receiver; and to enable the investigation

of the improvement of the new method's CSDC and code error mitigation capability

in the presence of both cycle slips and high code errors, which are very likely in

a relatively di�cult environment. The simulated cycle slip values were randomly

chosen from between -100 to 100cycles and the code errors were randomly chosen

from between -20m to 20m, and respectively applied to the phase and code observa-

tions observed at same test epochs, for each of the cycle-slip-test satellites. The test

involved all but one satellite (PRN28 as before). The obtained positioning solutions

are presented in Figure 7.7 while the corresponding statistics are presented in Table

7.3. The results indicate that the same 99.9% of the total 1768 simulated cycle slips

were detected correctly and 96.5% (1706) of the total cycle slips were correctly �xed,

obviously because the ATD cycle slip detection process is independent of the code

observation. Compared to the previous results from the cycle-slip-only test above,
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Table 7.2.: Statistics for the MBAR positioning solutions in Figure 7.6 with simulated

cycle slips within ±100cycles for all satellites, at the same epochs

1710− 1706 = 4 more cycle slips were not �xed correctly, and that was traceable to

epoch 3480 where all observed satellites indicated cycle slips via an ATD process,

and as such, two code observations were included in estimating εc. As seen in Fi-

gure 7.5, a large εc(3481) = −0.473m was estimated without code errors nor cycle

slips simulation, leading to the perception that the two used code observations with

the additional simulated code errors a�ected the cycle slips �oat values and εc, and

consequently impaired the correct �xing of the 4 cycle slips that occurred on four out

of the nine satellites simulated for cycle slip at the 3480th epoch. The performance of

the new method however resulted in 42% improvement in positioning accuracy over

the HFT with M = 100 �lter length, as it never had to re-initialise the code error

mitigation process but continuously detected and corrected for cycle slips whenever

cycle slip occurred. The most improvement over the HFT is observed in the height

component (by 42.4%). The level of divergence in the positioning solution of NEW

in Figure 7.7(b) can be traceable to the same reasons initially given in Section 7.4.1

for the divergence of the NEW solutions shown in Figure 7.4(b), while the o�sets

in Figure 7.7(a) can be attributed to the reasons initially given in Section 7.4.1 for

the o�sets in Figure 7.4(a). It can also be observed from the 2D plots of Figure

7.7 that the HFT produces almost the same positioning solutions as with RAW at

every 20-epoch test interval when cycle slips were simulated for all but one satellite.

This indicate the low performance level improvement achievable with the HFT in

a frequent cycle slip scenario. The HFT positioning solutions are also observed to

have produced the worst statistical results (Table 7.3) among the three positioning

solutions compared in this case.
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Figure 7.7.: MBAR 2D (top) and 3D (bottom) positioning solutions, with simulated cycle

slips and code errors applied at same epochs

Considering the more common scenario where cycle slips occur on the phase ob-

servations of di�erent satellites at di�erent observation epochs, the performance of
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Table 7.3.: Statistics for the MBAR positioning solutions in Figure 7.7, with simulated

cycle slips within ±20cycles and code errors within ±20m applied at same

epochs to the di�erent satellites

the new method under such a scenario was further investigated through simulation.

Under this simulation, lower cycle slip values randomly generated from between -

10 to 10cycles, and code error values randomly generated from within -10 to 10m,

were applied respectively to the same epoch's phase and code observations of each

satellite respectively, as described in 4.5. The simulation was done for all obser-

ved satellites, at di�erent epochs for the di�erent observed satellites, as speci�ed

by Equation (4.14), but at the same 20-epoch simulation interval. This test was

also to enable examination of the e�ciency of the proposed single-frequency CSDC

algorithm in detecting and �xing smaller magnitude cycle slips on even phase ob-

servations, and to access the positioning improvement in the event of smaller code

errors. The positioning solutions obtained with RAW, HFT and NEW methods

under this simulated scenario are presented in Figure 7.8, while the corresponding

positioning statistics are presented in Table 7.4.

In the case of lower cycle slip values from within -10 to 10cycles, we observe a

lower percentage detection of 97.3% out of the total 1199 cycle slips, compared to

the 99.9% out of the total 1768 cycle slips obtained in the previous simulation of

comparatively larger cycle slip values from within -100 to 100cycles, above. The

reduction in detection can be attributed to the possible increase in cycle slips with

values 1 and 2 cycles, which have lower probability of detection with the CSDC algo-

rithm because of the possible destructive combination of such cycle slips equivalent

(in metres) with the di�erenced errors (see Equation (5.3) and Figure 5.2).
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Figure 7.8.: MBAR positioning solutions, with simulated cycles slips from within

±10cycles and code errors from within ±10m, applied at di�erent epochs

to the di�erent satellites: (a) 2D positioning and (b) 3D positioning
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Table 7.4.: Statistics for the MBAR positioning solutions in Figure 7.8, with simulated

cycle slips within ±10cycles and code errors within ±10m , applied at di�erent

epochs to the di�erent satellites

However, with the achieved 94.6% correct �x of the 1199 cycle slips from within

-10 to 10cycles, the new method achieved 31% and 34% positioning accuracy impro-

vements over the RAW and HFT positioning results respectively. The results again

indicate the most improvement in the height components (Up) - more than 47%

and 36% improvements over the HFT in height precision and accuracy respectively.

The level of divergence in the positioning solution of NEW in Figure 7.8(b) can be

traceable to the same reasons given in Section 7.4.1 for the divergence of the NEW

solutions shown in Figure 7.4(b), while the o�sets in Figure 7.8(a) can be attributed

to the reasons initially given in Section 7.4.1 for the o�sets in Figure 7.4(a).

7.4.2. Single-Frequency Kinematic Positioning Results

The performance of the new method (NEW) was further investigated for a kinematic

receiver, SHIP. Firstly, using the true data, which is the observation data as recorded

by the receiver on the moving SHIP without any alterations in form of cycle slips

or code error simulations, and without any prior processing to correct for possible

presence of cycle slips in the data; positioning solutions were obtained for the moving

SHIP receiver using the RAW code observables, the HFT code observables with

M = 100, and the NEW code observables, for an observation period of one hour.

The di�erent positioning solutions are presented in Figure 7.9, and the correspon-

ding positioning statistics given in Table 7.5. The HFT and NEW achieved 12% and

11% positioning accuracy improvement over the RAW, respectively. The 1% better

performance indicated by the HFT over the NEW here, resulted from epoch 2888

where a clock jump of 1ms was detected to have been introduced to the receiver
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clock, and the sensitivity of the CSDC algorithm, of course, identi�ed it has cycle

slips on all observed satellites at epoch 2888, which were not nulled, but were rather

�xed to false integer values after 'eliminating' the estimated clock jump, mostly be-

cause of the inclusion of the two code observations in the estimation of the common

receiver high-order variation and cycle slip �oat values.

Figure 7.9.: SHIP positioning solutions with true data - without simulated cycle slips and

code errors applied: (a) 2D positioning and (b) 3D positioning
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The inclusion of two code observations in the CSDC algorithm when all satellites

indicate cycle slips is a limiting factor for the new method, especially when the set

criteria for nulling �xed cycle slips are not met (Section 5.2.3). Falsely �xed cycle

slips were however observed to be within a few cycles (typically 1-3cycles) as observed

from the test of the CSDC algorithm. Figure 7.10 shows the instantaneous (epoch

by epoch) estimation of the common receiver clock high-order variation, εc, where a

1ms clock jump was detected at epoch 2888. The εc variations are estimated to be

under half a meter with a standard deviation of σε = 3cm and mean µε = −0.36mm,

excluding the epoch of clock jump. As with the static MBAR, the adaptive-order

of di�erencing, d, was also observed to vary between 2 to 4 for all satellites, in the

1 hour observation data of SHIP used but 3 was found to be the modal order.

Table 7.5.: Statistics for the SHIP positioning solutions in Figure 7.9

Figure 7.10.: Estimated common receiver clock high-order variation
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7.4.2.1. Single-Frequency Kinematic Positioning in the Presence of Cycle

Slips

The performance of the new method under the impact of frequent cycle slip was also

examined with the kinematic SHIP receiver. Simulated cycle slip values randomly

generated from within -10 to 10cycles and code error values randomly generated from

within -10 to 10m, were applied respectively to the test epochs' phase and code ob-

servations from a given satellite. The simulation involving all observed satellites was

done at 20-epoch test interval for each of the satellites, but at di�erent test epochs

for di�erent satellites, following the procedure described in Section 4.5. Apart from

investigating the kinematic mode performance of the new method, this simulation

also enabled the investigation of the e�ciency of the new method under small cycle

slip values occurrences, with a kinematic receiver. The obtained positioning solu-

tions from using the RAW, HFT and NEW code observables are given in Figure

7.11, whilst the corresponding positioning statistics are presented in Table 7.6. The

results indicate that 98.0% of the total 920 simulated cycle slips were detected and

79.8% of the 920 cycle slips were correctly �xed, resulting in 25% improvement in

positioning accuracy over the HFT with M = 100. The most improvement is ob-

served in the height component (44%). The lower �xed rate of 79.8% (compared to

the 94.6% achieved in the static mode) in this kinematic mode could be due to the

dynamics of the receiver antenna, even though a di�erent set of randomly genera-

ted cycle slips was used. This lower �xing of cycle slips could be due to possible

phase wind-up e�ect, jerks in motion of SHIP, the e�ect of the common receiver

clock high-order variations that may not always be accurately modelled due to the

presence of the errors on the ADSs, and possible high antenna dynamics. Recalling

that repeated turns, in the course of navigation and approaches, were made by the

moving SHIP, the e�ect of antenna dynamics cannot be ruled out. The trajectory of

the moving ship is shown in Figure 7.12. The trajectory is far from a regular pattern

of motion even though the speed of the SHIP was under 4km/hr, and as such there

should be likely presence of receiver antenna dynamics and phase wind-up e�ects

that could be signi�cant enough to impair the �xing of single-frequency cycle slip

with the CSDC algorithm.
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Figure 7.11.: SHIP 2D (top) and 3D (bottom) positioning solutions, with simulated cycle

slips and code errors applied at di�erent epochs for the di�erent satellites

Further examination indicated that most of the wrongly �xed cycle slips were

within the observation epochs highlighted with the red ellipsoids in Figure 7.10.

Further investigation reveals that these are the epochs within and around which the

SHIP made turns.
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Table 7.6.: Statistics for the SHIP positioning solutions in Figure 7.11, with simulated

cycle slips and code errors at di�erent epochs for di�erent satellites

Figure 7.12.: SHIP trajectory

.

7.4.3. Improvement of the New Method

The proposed new method for code positioning, which involves single-frequency

cycle slip detection and correction, improved ionospheric correction, and subsequent

code-error mitigation, have been shown here to present improved single-frequency

positioning results, especially under frequent cycle slip occurrence. As for the two

receivers - MBAR operating in static mode and the SHIP operating in kinematic

mode - the new method has shown better improvement in the positioning results
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for the static MBAR receiver in the equatorial region compared to the moving

SHIP, possibly because of the used improved single-frequency ionospheric correction

model (IIC) rather than the broadcast Klobuchar model, and the absence of receiver

antenna dynamics for the static station.

The obvious improved performance of the new method under cycle slip occur-

rence can be attributed largely to the non-initialisation of its code error mitigation

procedure whenever a cycle slip occurs, unlike the HFT which does re-initialises.

The short (300s) duration positioning solutions in the Northing direction for MBAR

shown in Figure 7.13 clearly shows this di�erence between the HFT and NEW so-

lutions. At every 20-epoch interval between test epochs, when simulated cycle slips

Figure 7.13.: Northing positioning solutions showing the re-initialisation of the HFT at

test epochs of cycle slips. Positioning solutions are obtained for simulated

cycle slips from within -100 to 100cycles and code error from within -10 to

10m applied at 20-epoch interval to all observed satellites but one at such

test epochs.

and code errors are applied to all but one satellite, the HFT is seen to present po-

sitioning solutions with the same error level as the RAW since the HFT smoothed

code is set (re-initialised) to the raw (unsmoothed) code observation at such epochs.

The new method (NEW), on the other hand detects and corrects for such cycle

slips and consequently, continuously mitigates the code errors on the raw code ob-
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servations. The post-cycle-slip solution from the HFT may not achieve signi�cant

positioning accuracy prior to the occurrence of another cycle slip, thus indicating

the poor performance of the HFT under frequent cycle slip conditions. The ability of

the new method to establish continuous code error mitigation with or without cycle

slip occurrence, is essentially the secret behind its better performance displayed in

all the positioning results. On average, from all the results presented in this chap-

ter, the NEW method has also shown better precision in the positioning results, as

can be observed in the 1-sigma (standard deviation) values given in the tables of

positioning statistics.

It is worth stating that if a conventional cycle slip �xing algorithm is used along-

side the Hatch �lter, it is envisaged that the presented HFT positioning results

under the cycle slip tests, are bound to be improved upon, even though the level

of further improvement has not been investigated and therefore cannot be currently

ascertained. However, the simplicity and consequently, the computational speed of

the proposed single-frequency cycle slip �xing algorithm, not to mention the achie-

vable cycle slip detection and correction e�ciencies, remains an attractive advantage

for using the NEW method for single-frequency positioning operations.

7.5. Implementation and Related Issues

It can be observed that the proposed single-frequency, single-satellite, cycle slip

detection algorithm that is based on the ATD technique is only implementable after

a few continuous observation epochs have been recorded from an observed satellite.

This number of epochs has been set to 10 epochs/seconds for the 1Hz data sets used

throughout this research. For PPP, about 20-30 minutes of observation data could

be required to achieve reliable ambiguity �xes (Carcanague et al., 2011b). Hence,

the required number of pre-detection observation epochs for the ATD process for

cycle slip detection could be more, and can be required/used for resolving the initial

integer ambiguity, N s
1 , for each observed satellite in view of a GNSS receiver, if

required.

The proposed improved ionospheric correction (IIC) model and cycle slip detection
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and correction (CSDC) algorithms can easily be implemented alongside the propo-

sed cycle-slip-resilient code error mitigation algorithm, to improve single-frequency

positioning performance in all environments. The computational load of the IIC

algorithm is comparable to that of the Klobuchar or NeQuick model; the computa-

tional load of the cycle slip determination algorithm is quite low; and the computa-

tional load of the cycle-slip-resilient code error mitigation algorithm is as light as the

conventional code-carrier smoothing (Hatch �lter) technique. Hence, the integration

and implementation of the proposed single-frequency algorithms are feasible for both

real-time and post-processing GNSS single-frequency applications, and without any

signi�cant impact on a receiver's battery power.

This single-frequency CSDC and the code error mitigation algorithms can be

implemented in a receiver operating in all environments. However, the errors in

NLOS signals (Jiang & Groves, 2012), which are usually in the range of tens of

metre, cannot be mitigated, even though prevalent cycle slips may be detected and

corrected for.

7.6. Summary

The proposed algorithms for a single-frequency receiver unveiled in Chapter 5 have

been tested, using single-frequency data obtained with receivers operating either

in static or kinematic mode. The developed improved single-frequency ionospheric

model showed improvement over the GPS broadcast Klobuchar ionospheric model,

and proved signi�cantly better to be used by a receiver in the equatorial region than

by a receiver in the mid-latitude region. The single-frequency cycle slip detection,

determination and correction algorithm has a high level of accuracy and it is also

e�cient. Under the simulated cycle slip scenarios, it achieved, for static and kine-

matic receivers, a minimum of 97.3% correct detection and a minimum of 79.8%

correct �x. The point positioning results also showed the performance capability

of the new (NEW) method that integrates the proposed simple cycle slip �xing

and cycle-slip-resilient code error mitigation algorithms. The NEW method showed

signi�cant improvement over the conventional code-carrier smoothing (Hatch �lter
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technique (HFT) that does not include any cycle slip �xing algorithm. It achieved

within 25-42% positioning accuracy improvement over the Hatch �ltered code ob-

servable corrected for ionospheric delay with the broadcast Klobuchar ionospheric

model. Without simulated cycle slips, the NEW and HFT positioning results pre-

sented comparable positioning results for a mid-latitude receiver. In positioning a

receiver in the equatorial region, without simulated cycle slips, the NEW method

outperformed the HFT by 21% in positioning accuracy, due to the improved ionos-

pheric model used in NEW as against the broadcast Klobuchar model used with the

HFT.



Chapter 8.

Dual-Frequency Tests, Results and

Discussion

This chapter presents dual-frequency tests results, and the discussion of the results

based on some performance metrics. The tests are performed with dual-frequency

observations from GPS receivers operating in static or kinematic mode. The tests in-

clude investigation of the performance of the dual-frequency CSDC algorithm under

simulated cycle slip conditions; and examining only code positioning performance of

the new dual-frequency method presented in Chapter 6, with and without simulated

cycle slips. The performance of the proposed gap-connect technique for mitigating

positioning error and eliminating the usual convergence time, subsequent to an obser-

vation gap, is also examined via code positioning and with the Melbourne-Wubbena

widelane observable that is widely used for ambiguity or cycle slip resolution. Ex-

cept stated otherwise, the tests were done with the software developed in C++ and

MATLAB environments, at University College London (UCL).

Under the cycle slips tests in this chapter, the comparison of the positioning re-

sults from the newly developed algorithms (NEW) and the conventional code-carrier

smoothing (Hatch �lter (HFT)) methods, is only aimed at revealing the possible im-

provements achievable by way of the integrated algorithms in the NEWmethod. The

NEW method in dual-frequency operation, integrates the new simple dual-frequency

cycle slip �xing and code error mitigation algorithms, unlike the conventional standa-

lone code-carrier smoothing technique (HFT) without any included cycle slip �xing

204
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algorithm. As such, the comparison results from the methods should be so interpre-

ted. It is envisaged that if a conventional dual-frequency cycle slip �xing algorithm

is used alongside the Hatch �lter, the positioning results to be obtained from such

an integration are bound to be more improved than the standalone HFT results

presented in the cycle slip test sections of this chapter.

8.1. Dual-Frequency Test Data Sets

The static data sets used for the test presented in this chapter were downloaded

from ftp://cddis.gsfc.nasa.gov, as provided by NASA/JPL, for station HRAO - an

IGS station in South Africa. The 1Hz downloaded data was recorded by an Ashtech

UZ-12 GPS receiver using the ASH701945C_M type antenna at HRAO on day 65

of 2008, starting from the 291600th second of GPS week 1469. The downloaded

dual-frequency code and phase observations were recorded for the L1 and L2 bands

phase and code observations from GPS satellites. The HRAO station receiver clock

runs on an active hydrogen maser (atomic clock standard). Also, dual-frequency

data from the static MBAR receiver (described in Chapter 7) is used here to enable

comparison of single- and dual-frequency results.

The kinematic data set is the dual-frequency data from SHIP receiver earlier

introduced in Chapter 7, which recorded dual-frequency phase and code observations

at 1Hz, collected on day 122 of 2008 starting from the 412328th second of GPS week

1477.

For all days of observations, the corresponding GPS broadcast navigation �les,

obtainable from any of the IGS centre's website, were used as necessary.

8.2. Performance of the Dual-Frequency CSDC

Algorithm

The performance of the CSDC algorithm for dual-frequency cycle slip detection,

determination and correction, was tested on the dual-frequency phase observations

observed by the static HRAO and the moving SHIP. The test involved the simulation
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of cycle slips as already described in Section 4.5. Speci�cally for this test met to

examine the performance of the dual-frequency CSDC algorithm, only a set from the

special slip pairs having 4N1 and 4N2 cycle slip values selected from within ±3 to

±100cycles and with di�erence magnitude, λ4N = |λ14N1 − λ24N2| ≤ 0.0285m,

were considered and tested for by this simulation. The subsequent cycle slip tests

are performed with randomly generated cycle slip values which would include both

special slip and non-special slip pairs.

The simulated special slip pairs were the special slip pairs de�ned by the sets of

{4N1} and {4N2} below

{4N1} =

{
4,−5, 9,−14,−18,−23, 27,−32, 36,−41, 45,−50, 54, 59, 63,−68, 72,−73, 77, 81, 82,−86, 91,−95, 100

}
{4N2} =

{
3,−4, 7,−11,−14,−18, 21,−25, 28,−32, 35,−39, 42, 46, 49,−53, 56,−57, 60, 63, 64,−67, 71,−74, 78

}

where any same-index values of {4N1} and {4N2} form a special slip pair. These

pairs are chosen for this test because, as earlier explained in Chapter 6, they are

often hardly detected by phase-only geometry-free observables. At a τslip =25-epoch

interval, and at same test epochs, a total of 1440 (720 pairs of 4N1 and 4N2)

cycle slips were simulated for �ve selected satellites from among all the satellites

observed by HRAO. Also the same 1440 (720 pairs of 4N1 and 4N2) cycle slips

were simulated for �ve selected satellites from among all the satellites observed

by SHIP. Because there are 25 pairs in the sets de�ned by {4N1} and {4N2},

each pair of the cycle slip pairs from same index of {4N1} and {4N2} repeats

across the �ve selected satellites every 625epochs, over the 1 hour duration of 3600

epochs. This ensured that each cycle slip pair is tested up to 5 repeated times at

di�erent test epochs for each of the �ve selected satellites. For the static HRAO,

the dual-frequency CSDC algorithm attained a 100% correct detection (detected all

720 simulated special slip pairs) and the 1440 (100%) cycle slips were correctly �xed

to their integer values. The results for the special cycle slip pairs simulation for the

moving SHIP indicated a 99.9% detection (could not detect 1 of the 720 special slip

pairs) and 1424 (98.9%) of total simulated cycle slips pairs were correctly �xed to

their integer values. For SHIP, it was observed that all of the 16 wrongly �xed cycle

slips occurred at observation epochs (speci�cally, 75, 650, 1550, 1575, 2300, 2999,
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3475) were the estimated receiver clock high-order variation, the εc values, were

relatively high even though cycle slips were not detected for all observed satellites

at those epochs.

Figure 8.1 shows the result from one of the selected cycle-slip-test satellites (PRN17),

observed by SHIP, which had the most number of 6 wrongly �xed cycle slips that

are indicated with arrows at epochs 1550, 1575 and 3475. Since a 99.9% correct

Figure 8.1.: Tested and �xed cycle slip pairs on PRN 17 observed by SHIP. All si-

mulated pairs of 4N1 and 4N2 are special slip pairs that result in

|λ14N1 − λ24N2| ≤ 0.285m

detection was achieved, the resulting 98.9% and not 99.9% correctly �xed cycle slips

for SHIP was judged to be due to the common SHIP receiver crystal oscillator clock

drifts, which may have been poorly estimated at those epochs, and the SHIP's pos-

sible high antenna dynamics, which can result in poorly estimated εc values. The

100% correct �x achieved for HRAO may not be unconnected to the fact that the

receiver of HRAO is driven by a more stable atomic clock, and its being static with
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no antenna dynamics. In any case, the wrongly �xed cycle slips were o� from the

simulated cycle slip values by maximum of between 1 to 3 cycles.

It is important to mention that most of the other static stations tested for special

cycle slip pairs through similar simulation, indicated 100% detection and 100% cor-

rect �x of cycle slips. Unfortunately, there was no other kinematic data set available

other than SHIP's, with known truth trajectory for the period of this research, and

as such one can only infer from the SHIP's results that the antenna dynamics may

have contributed to impair the cycle slip detection and determination by the new

dual-frequency CSDC algorithm.

8.3. Dual-Frequency Code Positioning

Performance

The point positioning (using only code observables) performance of the proposed

new dual-frequency method, which involves the new algorithm for dual-frequency

CSDC and the subsequent code error mitigation algorithm presented in Chapter 6,

was assessed using the dual-frequency observation data sets from the static HRAO

and moving SHIP receivers. The point positioning with or without known (simula-

ted) cycle slip occurrences, were examined. The new code error mitigation algorithm

produces the error-mitigated dual-frequency code observables denoted as P s
1 and P s

2

for a continuously observed satellite s, or P̂ s
1 and P̂ s

2 for a gapped satellite s. Since

the new dual-frequency code error mitigation algorithm is implemented in the range

domain, the least squares (Cross, 1983) point positioning results are compared to

the least squares based positioning results obtained with the commonly used range

domain dual-frequency Hatch �ltered code observables, so as to examine the com-

parative performance of the new dual-frequency method. Following from Section

5.2.2, it is assumed that the residual errors on the code observations/observables

after �ltering or smoothing the raw code observations/observables, are uncorrelated

and homoscedastic. Hence in the used least squares positioning algorithm, a dia-

gonal (unity) weight matrix is used. The use of the dual-frequency Hatch �ltering

technique (HFT) to smooth the dual-frequency code observations from satellite s is
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simple and can be implemented as already given by Equation (3.9), for a non-�xed

but varying �lter length, M . M increases as the number of the continuously obser-

ved epochs from s increases, but re-initialises toM = 1 when a cycle slip is detected

on any of the dual-frequency phase observations from s or whenever an observation

gap occurs for s. To enable a measure of the level of improvement generally, the

least squares based code positioning solutions obtained with the raw (unsmoothed)

code observations are generated in addition.

The use of ionosphere-free code observables for a dual-frequency receiver posi-

tioning is very popular as an ionosphere-free code observable could be considered

independent of the ionosphere. Hence, for a current epoch t corresponding to the Ls

observation epoch of s, the ionosphere-free code observables, P s,IF
NEW , obtained with

the new dual-frequency error-mitigated code observables: P s,IF
HFT obtained with the

dual-frequency HFT smoothed code observables; and P s,IF
RAW obtained with the raw

code observable, are given as

P s,IF
NEW (Ls) =

f 2
1

f 2
1 − f 2

2

P̄ s
1,(L

s)− f 2
2

f 2
1 − f 2

2

P̄ s
2 (Ls) (8.1)

P s,IF
HFT (Ls) =

f 2
1

f 2
1 − f 2

2

P̄ s
1,HFT (Ls)− f 2

2

f 2
1 − f 2

2

P̄ s
2,HFT (Ls) (8.2)

P s,IF
RAW (Ls) =

f 2
1

f 2
1 − f 2

2

P s
1 (Ls)− f 2

2

f 2
1 − f 2

2

P s
2 (Ls) (8.3)

where f1 and f2 are the nominal dual-frequency transmit frequency of GPS L1 and

L2 bands respectively. Though P̄ s
i (i = 1, 2), are used in 8.1 for a continuously

observed s, P̂ s
i are used if s becomes a gapped satellite. Whilst an ionosphere-free

code observable is almost totally independent of ionospheric error, it is however

an observable with an increased error level compared to the error level on a code

observable from a given band. The positioning solutions obtained with P s,IF
NEW , P s,IF

HFT

and P s,IF
RAW are respectively denoted NEW, HFT and RAW in all positioning plots

presented in this chapter.

The 'truth' position of the static HRAO receiver was obtained as the nominal

position given in the header of its rinex �le, while the 'truth' trajectory of SHIP was

obtained as already described in Section 7.4.
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8.3.1. Dual-Frequency Static Positioning Results

Firstly, the positioning solutions for the static HRAO receiver using the true data -

the actual (downloaded) receiver recorded observations without any alterations by

way of simulation of cycle slips or code error, and without any prior processing to

correct for possible presence of cycle slips in the actual downloaded data. For an

observation period of one hour, using the ionosphere-free code observables: P s,IF
NEW ,

P s,IF
HFT and P s,IF

RAW , the respective real-time code positioning results were obtained.

The obtained 2D positioning solutions (the 3D is presented in Figure 8.16) and the

table of the positioning statistics are shown in Figure 8.2 and Table 8.1 respecti-

vely. The positioning solutions obtained with P s,IF
NEW , P s,IF

HFT and P s,IF
RAW , are tagged as

'NEW', 'HFT' and 'RAW' respectively. Both the HFT and the NEW showed signi-

�cant improvements over the RAW; indicating 47% and 51% positioning accuracy

improvement over RAW respectively, as shown in Table 8.1. The relative o�sets in

Figure 8.2.: HRAO 2D positioning solutions with true data - without simulated cycle slips

and code errors

the positioning solutions, with respect to the 'truth' position, which can be observed
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Table 8.1.: Statistics for the HRAO positioning solutions in Figure 8.2 and Figure 8.16(b)

in Figure 8.2, are believed to be as a result of the approximated truth position used

for HRAO. It should be recalled that the `truth' position was extracted from the

header of the used rinex �le of HRAO. The d adaptive-order of di�erencing was ob-

served to vary between 2 to 4 for all satellites, within the 1hour HRAO observations

used, even though 3 was again found to be the modal order of di�erencing in the

1Hz data set. The estimated HRAO common receiver clock high-order variation, ε,

is shown in Figure 8.3. There was no clock jump epoch detected and there were no

epochs where all satellites indicated cycle slips within the 1 hour observation data

used for HRAO positioning. The estimated ε values are seen to be under ±0.07cm

with a 1-sigma (standard deviation) of σε = 1.08cm and mean µε = −0.016mm,

from the 3600 observation epochs. These lower range of εc values, compared to

Figure 8.3.: Estimated common receiver clock high-order variation for HRAO

the εc values from MBAR and SHIP, are not surprising, recalling that the HRAO
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receiver runs on an atomic clock, unlike the MBAR and SHIP receivers.

As a means to compare dual-frequency positioning solutions with single-frequency

positioning solution of a receiver, the dual-frequency positioning of the MBAR re-

ceiver whose single-frequency positioning solutions are already shown in Figure 7.4,

are generated. The obtained dual-frequency (DF) 2D positioning solutions (the 3D

is presented in Figure 8.16) and the table of the positioning statistics, including

the single-frequency (SF) for comparison, are shown in Figure 8.4 and Table 8.2

respectively. The �rst striking fact is that the positioning o�sets indicated by all

three solutions in the single-frequency positioning (see Figure 7.4) is eliminated in

the dual-frequency positioning solutions, as the solutions are round about the true

position in Figure 8.4 and not one-sided o�sets as in Figure 7.4. This con�rms the

earlier inference that the initial ionospheric delay correction values for each s, Is,0Klob,

used for s ionospheric corrections in the SF positioning solutions would have been

highly inaccurate, recalling that the DF solutions are 'una�ected' by ionospheric

delay (error) and as such, the single-frequency o�sets (believed due to the residual

ionospheric error) are eliminated in the DF solutions. Secondly, despite increased

error levels on the ionosphere-free code observables due to the linear combination

of the noisy code observables, the DF positioning solutions improved over the SF

positioning solutions, which again is traceable to the ionospheric independence of

the DF positioning solutions. For the DF solutions, the HFT and NEW attained

di�erent levels of improvement over the RAW, indicating 32% and 37% positioning

accuracy improvements over the RAW respectively, as seen in Table 8.2. However,

as earlier noticed from single-frequency positioning solutions in Chapter 7, the NEW

method also outperformed the HFT mostly in the height component - by 7.5% and

17% improvement in positioning accuracy and precision respectively.

8.3.1.1. Dual-Frequency Static Positioning in the Presence of Cycle Slips

The performances of the dual-frequency CSDC algorithm under frequent cycle slip

occurrence on the phase observations, and increased code error levels on the code

observations, which are typical with positioning in a challenged environment were

investigated. The performance tests were done by introducing, by way of simula-
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Figure 8.4.: MBAR 2D positioning solutions with true data - without simulated cycle slips

and code errors

tion, known cycle slips and code error values respectively on the phase and code

observations of di�erent satellites, at known test epochs.

Under the cycle slip test scenarios in this chapter, the comparison of the positio-

ning results with the conventional code-carrier smoothing technique, which is the

Hatch �lter, is only intended to reveal the level of performance improvement of the

NEW method over the standalone Hatch �lter that included no cycle slip �xing

method. Unlike the standalone Hatch �lter, the NEW method integrates the propo-

sed code error mitigation algorithm and the simple dual-frequency cycle slip �xing

algorithm.
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Table 8.2.: Statistics for the MBAR positioning solutions in Figures 8.4, 7.4 and 8.16(a)

The cycle-slip-only test for the static HRAO receiver involved the use of known

dual-frequency cycle slip values randomly generated from within -100 to 100cycles.

The �rst cycle-slip-only test was performed to simulate the most critical scenario

where all observed satellites experience cycle slips at the same observation epochs.

This can happen, for instance when a moving vehicle with a GPS receiver passes

through a tunnel and losses lock to all satellites, only to re-lock to the same satellites

when the vehicle comes out of the tunnel. It can also be envisaged when a receiver

clock reset or jump is done. The cycle slips were simulated at 25-epoch interval bet-

ween successive test epochs for all observed satellites at given test epochs within the

1hour observation period of 3600 epochs. Figure 8.5 shows the 3D - Easting, Nor-

thing and Up positioning results; while the positioning statistics of the positioning

solutions are presented in Table 8.3. The results show that, of the total 2556 simu-

lated cycle slips, the dual-frequency CSDC algorithm correctly detected the 2556

(100%) cycle slips and �xed correctly 2460 (96.2%) of them thereby achieving 37%

improvement over the HFT positioning solutions. It should be noted that the simula-

tion indicates cycle slip �ag to the HFT algorithm whenever a cycle slip is simulated

at any test epoch, but the new dual-frequency CSDC algorithm detects and corrects

for cycle slip on its own. The second cycle-slip-only test on the static HRAO was

performed to simulate the more common practical scenario where di�erent satellites

experience cycle slips at di�erent observation epochs, according to Equation (4.14).

For this second cycle-slip-only simulation, simulated dual-frequency cycle slip values

were randomly generated from within -100 to 100cycles, at 25-epoch interval bet-

ween test epochs, for all the observed satellites. Figure 8.6 shows the 3D positioning

results and the statistics of the positioning solutions are presented in Table 8.4. The
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Figure 8.5.: HRAO 3D positioning solutions, with simulated cycle slips applied at same

test epochs for all observed satellites

results show that, of the total 1556 simulated cycle slips, the new dual-frequency

CSDC algorithm detected the 1556 (100%) cycle slips and �xed correctly the 1556

(100%) cycle slips to achieve 26% improvement over the HFT positioning solutions.

The last static test was to investigate the responsiveness of the new dual-frequency

CSDC algorithm to small cycle slip values, and validate its 'independence' on code

observations and the code errors. To this end, dual-frequency cycle slip values ran-

domly generated from within -10 to 10cycles and dual-frequency code error values

randomly generated from within -5 to 5m, were simulated at 25-epoch interval bet-

ween successive test epochs, for di�erent satellites at di�erent epochs, in line with

Equation (4.14), for all observed satellites. Figure 8.7 shows the obtained 3D posi-

tioning results while the statistics of the positioning solutions are presented in Table

8.5. The results show that, of the total 1556 simulated cycle slips, the dual-frequency

CSDC algorithm correctly detected the 1556 (100%) cycle slips and correctly �xed
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Table 8.3.: Statistics for the HRAO positioning solutions in Figure 8.5 with simulated

cycle slips within ±100cycles for all satellites

Table 8.4.: Statistics for the HRAO positioning solutions in Figure 8.6 with simulated

cycle slips within ±100cycles for all satellites

1552 (99.7%) of them to achieve 55% and 60% improvement over the HFT and the

RAW positioning solutions respectively. Comparing the results in Table 8.4 and

Table 8.5, and the plots in Figure 8.7, it can been seen that the additional code er-

rors made no noticeable impact on the positioning solutions of NEW, and the NEW

solutions still gave about the same CSDC performance, even though a di�erent ran-

dom pairs of cycle slips would have been generated. Moreover, the new CSDC shows

its capability to detect and �x small cycle slip values.

Table 8.5.: Statistics for the HRAO positioning solutions in Figure 8.7 with simulated

cycle slips within ±10cycles and code error within ±5m for all satellites

In all these tests on the static HRAO involving dual-frequency cycle slip simu-

lations, the proposed NEW method was shown to outperform the dual-frequency

HFT method in both accuracy, measured by the root mean square error (RMSE)

value, and precision measured by the 1-sigma values. The most improvement of
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Figure 8.6.: HRAO 3D positioning solutions, with simulated cycle slips applied at di�erent

test epochs for di�erent satellites

NEW over HFT can be observed in the height component, ranging between 27-77%

in accuracy and between 35-80% in precision, in the presented results. The reason

for the improvement of NEW over HFT, as earlier stated in Chapter 7, is mainly

due to the non-reinitialisation in the new code error mitigation algorithm whenever

cycle slips occur, but are rather detected and corrected for. It can be seen that the

performances of the NEW and HFT are almost at the same level in the absence of

simulated cycle slips.

8.3.2. Dual-Frequency Kinematic Positioning Results

The performance of NEW was further investigated for the kinematic receiver, SHIP.

Firstly the true data set, which is the actual dual-frequency observation data recor-

ded by the receiver on the moving SHIP, without any alterations in form of cycle slips

or code error simulations and without any prior processing to correct for possible

presence of cycle slips in the data, are used for positioning. Obtaining the di�erent
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Figure 8.7.: HRAO 3D positioning solutions, with simulated cycle slips and code errors,

at di�erent epochs for di�erent satellites

ionosphere-free code observables, P s,IF
NEW , P s,IF

HFT and P s,IF
RAW as before, the correspon-

ding NEW, HFT, and RAW real-time code positioning solutions were obtained, for

an observation period of 1 hour of 3600 epochs. The obtained 2D positioning solu-

tions (the 3D is presented in Figure 8.16) and the table of the positioning statistics

are shown in Figure 8.8 and Table 8.6 respectively. As expected, both the HFT and

the NEW showed signi�cant improvements over the RAW; both indicating 29% im-

provement respectively, as shown in Table 8.6. The d adaptive-order of di�erencing

Table 8.6.: Statistics for the SHIP positioning solutions in Figure 8.8 and Figure 8.16(c)

was observed to also vary between 2 to 4 for all satellites observed by SHIP even
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Figure 8.8.: SHIP dual-frequency 2D positioning solutions with true data - without simu-

lated cycle slips and code errors

though 3 was still found to be the modal order of di�erencing. The dual-frequency

estimated common SHIP receiver clock high-order variation, εc, shown in Figure

8.9 is not signi�cantly di�erent from the single-frequency estimated εc. There is the

clock jump detected at epoch 2888 (as it was previously detected for single frequency

data in Chapter 7). The estimated εc values are seen to be under ±0.5m with a

1-sigma of σε = 3.83cm and mean µε = −0.23mm, within the 3600 observation

epochs excluding the clock jump epoch.

8.3.2.1. Dual-Frequency Kinematic Positioning in the Presence of Cycle

Slips

The performance of the dual-frequency CSDC algorithm under frequent cycle slip

occurrence on the phase observations and increased code error levels on the code

observations, was also investigated for a receiver in kinematic mode using the same
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Figure 8.9.: Dual-frequency estimated common receiver clock high-order variation for

SHIP

SHIP's dual-frequency data. The cycle-slip-only test for the SHIP involved the

use of known dual-frequency cycle slip values randomly generated from within -100

to 100cycles, performed to simulate the most critical scenario where all observed

satellites experience cycle slips at the same observation epochs. The cycle slips were

simulated at 25-epoch interval between test epochs, for all observed satellites, within

the 1 hour observation period of 3600 epochs. Figure 8.10 shows the 3D positioning

results while the statistics of the positioning solutions are presented in Table 8.7.

The results show that, of the total 2634 simulated cycle slips, the dual-frequency

CSDC algorithm correctly detected the 2634 (100%) cycle slips and correctly �xed

2506 (95.1%) of them thereby achieving 18% improvement over the HFT positioning

solutions. The results also reveal the most improvement of NEW over HFT in the

height component, achieving improvement in positioning accuracy of 27% and 48%

in precision over the HFT.

The responsiveness of the dual-frequency CSDC algorithm to small cycle slip

values, and its 'independence' on code observations and code errors, were also in-

vestigated for the moving SHIP receiver. To this end, dual-frequency cycle slip

values randomly generated from within -10 to 10cycles and dual-frequency code er-
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Figure 8.10.: SHIP 3D positioning solutions, with simulated cycle slips at same test epochs

for all satellites

ror values randomly generated from within -5 to 5m, were simulated at 25-epoch

interval between test epochs, applied at di�erent epochs for di�erent satellites in

line with Equation (4.14), for all observed satellites. Figure 8.11 shows the obtained

3D positioning results and the statistics of the positioning solutions are presented in

Table 8.8. The results show that, of the total 1602 simulated cycle slips, the dual-

frequency CSDC algorithm correctly detected 1600 (99.9%) cycle slips and correctly

�xed 1592 (99.4%) out of the 1602 cycle slips correctly to achieve 44% and 43%

improvement over the HFT and the RAW positioning solutions respectively. Again,

the NEW positioning results (Figure 8.11) reveals that the simulated code errors

made no impact on the positioning solutions of NEW when cycle slip occurs, and

the algorithm is also e�cient in detecting small cycle slip values, even though only

one pair could not be detected. Again, the most improvement of NEW over HFT

was in the height component; achieving improvement of 55% in positioning accuracy

and 75% in precision.
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Table 8.7.: Statistics for the SHIP positioning solutions in Figure 8.10 with simulated

cycle slips within ±100cycles for all satellites

Table 8.8.: Statistics for the SHIP positioning solutions in Figure 8.11 with simulated

cycle slips within ±10cycles and code error within ±5m for all satellites

Mainly because of the non-reinitialisation in the new code error mitigation algo-

rithm whenever cycle slips occurs, the NEW method also outperformed the HFT

even for this SHIP receiver in kinematic mode. It can be seen from Table 8.6 that

similar performance levels were achieved by the NEW and HFT methods in the

absence of simulated cycle slips.

Again, it is worth stating that if a conventional cycle slip �xing algorithm is

used alongside the Hatch �lter, it is envisaged that the presented HFT positioning

results under the cycle slip tests, are bound to be improved upon, even though

the level of further improvement has not been investigated and therefore cannot be

currently ascertained. However, the simplicity and consequently, the computational

speed of the proposed dual-frequency cycle slip �xing algorithm, not to mention the

achievable level of cycle slip detection and correction e�ciencies, would make using

the NEW method more attractive than a method that integrates, say, the LAMBDA

method and the Hatch �lter, for dual-frequency positioning operations.
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Figure 8.11.: SHIP 3D positioning solutions, with simulated cycle slips and code errors,

applied at di�erent test epochs for di�erent satellites

8.4. Performance of the Gap-Connect Technique

in Mitigating Impacts of Observation Gap

The possible decrease in positioning accuracy at a post-gap epoch and the usual

convergence time required in resolving post-gap dual-frequency ambiguities and/or

achieving signi�cant code smoothing, can be identi�ed as two negative impacts of

an observation gap occurrence. Section 6.8 unveils the proposed gap-connect tech-

nique for mitigating these negative impacts, by predicting the relative ionospheric

delay, determining the dual-frequency cycle slips, and subsequently mitigating the

dual-frequency code errors; all at the �rst post-gap epoch after an observation gap

occurrence for a satellite. The gap-connect technique, as earlier stated, does not

only aim at mitigating the code errors at a post-gap epoch, but also, unlike with the

conventional ambiguity and code smoothing techniques, it also aims at sustaining
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the attained level of positioning accuracy prior to an observation gap occurrence,

with a 'zero' convergence time. This section therefore investigates the capability of

the gap-connect technique in realising this aims.

The performance of the gap-connect technique was examined by simulated ob-

servation gaps, and by examining the positioning results for di�erent receivers at

epochs where observation gaps actually occurred in the actual data sets. The ac-

curacy of the predicted relative ionospheric delay and the corresponding time series

Melbourne-Wubbena observable for a gapped satellite are subsequently examined to

determine performance.

8.4.1. Examining the Predicted Relative Ionospheric Delay

The e�ciency of the relative ionospheric prediction algorithm given by Equation

(6.56) and the e�ciency of the dual-frequency post-gap cycle slips determination

algorithm presented in Section 6.8.2 are examined �rst by simulation, and secondly

via results obtained from actual data sets. If an observation gap occurs for satellite s

at the (tgap+1)th receiver observation epoch and lasts for a gap duration of lsgap epochs

before the receiver re-locks to s at a current post-gap epoch t = tgap+1+lsgap (t being

the current receiver observation epoch), such a scenario was simulated by making

all the code and phase observations from s within the lsgap gap interval equal to zero.

Using the actual code and phase observations recorded at the post-gap t epoch,

the gap-connect technique predicts the Is,v1 relative ionospheric delay from epoch

tgap + 1 to t epoch, determines the 4N s,gap
1 and 4N s,gap

2 dual-frequency cycle slips

between epochs tgap (last epoch prior to the observation gap) and t (epoch after the

observation gap), and obtains the post-gap error-mitigatedP̂ s
1 and P̂ s

2 dual-frequency

code observables, before �nally generating the post-gap dual-frequency observables

for use in the ATD process at subsequent epochs.

The Melbourne-Wubbena observable, WLMW in cycles, is a dual-frequency wide-

lane combination without a geometric range, satellite and receiver clock o�sets, and

ionospheric and tropospheric delays; it is the di�erence between the dual-frequency

ambiguities, NWL = (N s
1 + 4N1) − (N s

2 + 4N2) corrupted by the sum of the in-

herent error levels of the combined phase and code observables and combined hard-
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ware biases (see Equation (3.20)). The smoothed, �ltered or averaged version of

WLMW is more appropriate for resolving NWL, as done in (Blewitt, 1990; Liu,

2011). In the absence of hardware delays and observation errors, WLMW would

be a constant value as far as s remains lock to a receiver without cycle slips or

observation gap/discontinuities, but would change to a new constant value when

a cycle slip occurs or when the receiver re-locks to the gapped satellite with cycle

slip(s) post-gap epoch. As such, a time series of WLMW is found to be suitable for

accessing the performance of the gap-connect technique by way of examining the

smoothness and value of WLMW post cycle-slip or at a post-gap epoch; and it also

enables accessing post-gap convergence.

Seven observation gap occurrences lasting for 1, 5, 10, 15, 20, 40 and 60 epochs

or seconds (for the 1Hz data sets) interval respectively, were simulated for selected

satellites (gap-test satellites) observed by di�erent receivers (MBAR, HRAO and

SHIP) and the predicted relative ionospheric delay, and the time series WLMW

were examined. A 500-epoch interval was set between observation gap occurrences

on a satellite while a maximum observation gap duration of Lgap = 4minutes interval

was used. Figure 8.12 shows the time series WLMW results for PRN1, one of the

gap-test satellites, observed by HRAO. The time series of WLMW tagged 'RAW' -

obtained with the raw (unsmoothed) code and phase observations - are observed to

vary between 1 and 2.5cycles in Figure 8.12; it is obviously undesirable for resolving

NWL as the error level and variation exceeds one widelane cycle, with or without

observation gap occurrence and irrespective of the gap duration. The time series

WLMW tagged 'HFT' - obtained with the HFT smoothed code observables and the

raw phase observations - shows a good smoothing improvement prior to the �rst

gap at the 500th epoch. Since the HFT re-initialises at every post-gap epoch, the

performance deteriorated at post-gap epochs, and even after the 500seconds interval

(analogous to a convergence time) after any observation gap, it does not really

converge to produce smoothed and accurate WLMW such as acquired prior to the

�rst observation gap at the 500th epoch. On the other hand, for the proposed gap-

connect technique, the time series WLMW tagged 'NEW' - obtained with the NEW

smoothed code and cycle-slip-corrected phase observables - shows good smoothing
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Figure 8.12.: Time series Melbourne-Wubbena observable. Simulated observation gaps of

1, 5, 10, 15, 20, 40 and 60sec duration on PRN 1 observed by HRAO

or error-mitigation improvement prior to the 500th epoch, and fairly maintained

that pre-gap accuracy and precision acquired prior to the �rst observation gap at

the 500th epoch with a zero convergence time, for all the di�erent observation gap

durations.

The e�ciency of the ionospheric prediction was also investigated for the gap-test

satellites simulated for observation gap occurrences. Figure 8.13 shows a zoom-in

plot of the predicted relative ionospheric delay of PRN1 whose time series WLMW

results are already shown in Figure 8.12. The plots show the zoom into the epochs

where a 40 and 60sec observation gap was simulated for the PRN 1. It can be

observed from the plots that the predicted Is,v1 was accurate enough at the epochs of

observation gaps; a maximum di�erence of 3.2mm error between the actual (Raw-

truth) and the predicted (Pred) Is,v1 was obtained across the 7 observation gaps

simulated for PRN1, within the 1 hour period of 3600 epochs. This error range

(di�erence between 'Raw-truth' and 'Pred') is envisaged to increase as observation

gap increases, recalling that the maximum allowable observation gap was set to

Lgap = 4 minutes in the developed gap-connect technique. These shown comparison
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Figure 8.13.: Phase-only relative ionospheric delay on PRN 1 observed by HRAO, showing

the actual relative ionospheric delay without simulated gaps (Raw-truth);

the actual relative ionospheric delay but with simulated gaps (Raw-gap); and

the predicted relative ionospheric delay with predicted relative ionospheric

delay values at gap and post-gap epochs (Pred).

results for PRN 1 are similar to other simulated results obtained from other gap-test

satellites observed by MBAR and SHIP that were tested for the same observation

gaps lasting for 1, 5, 10, 15, 20, 40 and 60 epochs or seconds.

A few satellites with actual observation gap occurrences were noticed in the data

sets from MBAR, HRAO and SHIP. For example, PRN 22, observed by HRAO,

experienced the most observation gap occurrences, and quite frequently too. Figure

8.14 shows the actual phase-only Is,v1 obtained whilst the satellite was continuously

observed (Raw); and the predicted (Pred) Is,v1 , which is the predicted Is,v1 over

the epochs when the satellite experienced the actual observation gap occurrences

(including the post-gap epochs predicted Is,v1 values) whenever the HRAO receiver

re-locked to the PRN 22. It can be seen that the predicted Is,v1 values seem to predict

the varying Is,v1 with high accuracy. The zero-value relative ionospheric delay are

associated with the di�erent epochs between observation gaps and the epochs when

the HRAO receiver re-locked to PRN 22.
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Figure 8.14.: Phase-only relative ionospheric delay, showing the actual and predicted io-

nospheric delay for gapped PRN 22, observed by HRAO

8.4.2. Eliminating Convergence Time and Improving

Post-Gap Positioning

The time series of the WLMW Melbourne-Wubbena observable can help access the

level of code smoothness or error mitigation achieved by a smoothing/�ltering tech-

nique, as well as give an insight to the period required for a post-gap convergence.

The envisaged zero convergence time of the proposed gap-connect technique was

further examined with the WLMW observables obtained from a few satellites that

experienced actual observation gaps. The impact on the positioning of the MBAR,

HRAO and SHIP receivers was examined to access the improvement of the gap-

connect technique at a post-gap epoch and few epochs after a post-gap epoch.

Three satellites, PRN 11, PRN 22 and PRN 28 were selected as representative

satellites from amongst the satellites that experienced observation gap occurrences

for MBAR, HRAO and SHIP respectively. The acquired time series plots ofWLMW

in cycles, are presented in Figure 8.15.
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Figure 8.15.: Melbourne-Wubbena time series plots for di�erent satellites with actual ob-

servation gap occurrences: (a) plots from PRN 11, observed by MBAR;

(b) plots from PRN 22, observed by HRAO; and (c) plots from PRN 28,

observed by SHIP
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The WLMW observables obtained with the dual-frequency raw code and phase

observations are tagged 'RAW'; the WLMW observables obtained with the HFT

smoothed code observables and raw phase observations are tagged 'HFT'; and the

WLMW observables obtained with the NEW error mitigated code and cycle-slip-

corrected phase observables are tagged 'NEW', respectively. For PRN 11 for ins-

tance, observation gaps occurred at the 366, 369 and 644th observation epochs and

the receiver re-locked to it at the 367, 374 and 645th observation epochs respecti-

vely; and �ve di�erent observation gaps occurred for PRN 28 observed by the SHIP

receiver re-locking to PRN 28 at the 2358, 2392, 3029, 3064 and 3553th observation

epochs. As already revealed in the presented simulation results in Section 8.4.1, the

results from the actual observation gap occurrences also show that the WLMW ob-

servables obtained with RAW generate unacceptable range of values for NWL, with

high error levels exceeding one widelane cycle, within and outside the epoch regions

of observation gaps. The HFT results shows that it re-initialises at every observation

gap, thus producing the same WLMW values as RAW at any post-gap epoch, and

subsequently, converges slowly towards a new post-gap widelane ambiguity after an

elapsed interval of time, as can be noticed on the three satellites plots. The new

gap-connect technique showed its robustness to observation gap occurrence; indi-

cating a swift convergence (a 'zero' convergence time) to a new post-gap widelane

ambiguity value at any post-gap epoch, thereby outperforming the smoothness level

achieved by the HFT.

The consequences of these observation gaps on code positioning accuracy was

subsequently examined; speci�cally, monitoring the positioning solutions at the dif-

ferent post-gap epochs and at the epoch regions surrounding these observation gaps

on these three satellites observed by three di�erent receivers. Figure 8.16 shows

the 3D positioning solutions using the actual data without any form of simulation,

for MBAR, HRAO and SHIP, obtained with the corresponding P s,IF
NEW , P s,IF

HFT and

P s,IF
RAW as given by Equations (8.1) through (8.3). Dotted ellipses are used to show

epoch regions surrounding observation gap occurrences on the three gapped satellites

observed by the di�erent receivers.
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Figure 8.16.: 3D positioning solutions for di�erent receivers, indicating impact of actual

observation gap occurrences with dotted ellipses: (a) 3D positioning plots

for MBAR; (b) 3D positioning plots for HRAO; and (c) 3D positioning plots

for SHIP
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To examine the speci�c impact from the three PRNs whose time seriesWLMW are

presented in Figure 8.15, the epoch regions of the observation gaps that occurred

on the three gapped satellites are identi�ed as indicated by the dotted ellipses.

The observation gap occurrences on PRN 11 observed by MBAR are within the

366− 645th epochs; the observation gap occurrences on PRN 22 observed by HRAO

are within the 400 − 1100th epochs; and the observation gap occurrences on PRN

22 observed by HRAO are within the 2358 − 3553th epochs. The improvement in

the NEW positioning solutions for MBAR, HRAO and SHIP at these respective

366 − 645th, 400 − 1100th and 2358 − 3553th epochs regions is obvious in Figure

8.15, with the greatest improvement in the height component for all three receivers.

The corresponding positioning statistics for the positioning solutions are already

presented in Tables 8.2, 8.1 and 8.6 respectively. The NEW improved positioning

accuracy at post-gap epochs, unlike the re-initialising HFT which presented non-

improved positioning results at such epochs. The noticeable spikes still present in

the NEW positioning solution within the 2358−3553th epochs are due to the frequent

change in DOP values as PRN 22 re-locks and gapped frequently.

Obviously, the gap-connect technique contributes to the high level of positioning

performance of the new dual-frequency code positioning method and its ability to

outperform the HFT with such large margins revealed in the tables of statistics

obtained from the tests in this chapter.

8.5. Implementation and Related Issues

It can be observed that the proposed dual-frequency single-satellite cycle slip de-

tection algorithm that is based on the ATD technique is only implementable after

a few continuous observation epochs have been recorded from an observed satellite.

This number of epochs has been set to 10 epochs/seconds for the 1Hz data sets

used throughout this research. For PPP, about 20-30 minutes of observation data

could be required to achieve reliable ambiguity �xes (Carcanague et al., 2011b) for

observed satellites. Hence, the required number of pre-detection observation epochs

for the ATD process used for cycle slip detection could be more, and can be required
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to resolve the initial integer ambiguity, N s
i , for each observed satellite in view of a

GNSS receiver, if required.

The search range for a detected cycle slip on a satellite, which is set to ±5 cycles

in the proposed dual-frequency cycle slip determination algorithm (Section 6.4.1),

could be determined adaptively as the nearest integer value to the maximum of

the two tripled standard errors (uncertainties) on the dual-frequency cycle slip �oat

values estimated for each cycle-slipped satellite. When a few, and not all, observed

satellites indicate cycle slip at the same epoch, the uncertainties on the phase-only

estimated cycle slip �oat values are usually less than 0.5cycles (see Figure 6.3),

which would often result in a search range of ±2 cycles. Implementation of such an

adaptive search range could further help increase the computational speed, especially

when cycle slips, as often the case, are not detected on all observed satellites at a

same epoch.

The proposed dual-frequency cycle slip detection and correction (CSDC) algo-

rithm can easily be integrated with the proposed code error mitigation algorithm

to improve positioning performance in all environments. The computational load

of the cycle slip determination algorithm is much less than that of the widely used

LAMBDA method; and the computational load of the cycle-slip resilient code error

mitigation algorithm is as light as the conventional code-carrier smoothing (Hatch

�lter) technique. Hence, the integration and implementation of the proposed al-

gorithms are feasible for both real-time and post-processing GNSS applications,

time-critical applications, and without signi�cant impact on a receiver's battery

power.

The dual-frequency CSDC and the code error mitigation algorithms can be im-

plemented in a receiver operating in all environments. However, the errors in NLOS

signals (Jiang & Groves, 2012), which are usually in the range of tens of a metre,

cannot be mitigated even though prevalent cycle slips may be detected and correc-

ted in a di�cult environment where cycle slips and short duration observation gaps

may be rampant.
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8.6. Summary

The proposed algorithms for a dual-frequency receiver, unveiled in Chapter 6, have

been tested using dual-frequency data obtained with receivers operating either in

static or kinematic mode. The developed gap-connect technique enables robustness

to observation gap occurrences, as intended. The new dual-frequency cycle slip

algorithm shows good e�ciency in detecting all possible cycle slip pairs. The dual-

frequency CSDC algorithm achieved, a minimum of 99.9% correct detection and a

minimum of 95.1% correct �x of cycle slips simulated under di�erent scenarios, and

for di�erent receivers in static and kinematic modes.

The point positioning results also showed the performance capability of the new

(NEW) dual-frequency method that integrates the proposed simple cycle slip �x-

ing and cycle-slip-resilient code error mitigation algorithms. Without simulated

cycle slips, the NEW and HFT positioning results presented comparable positio-

ning results for a mid-latitude moving receiver (SHIP). In positioning MBAR, a

static receiver in the equatorial region, and HRAO, another static receiver in the

southern hemisphere, under no simulated cycle slip condition, the NEWmethod out-

performed the HFT by within 4-5% in positioning accuracy. Under the simulated

cycle slip scenarios, for static and kinematic receivers, the NEW method showed

signi�cant improvement over the conventional code-carrier smoothing (Hatch �lter

technique (HFT) that does not include any cycle slip �xing algorithm; it achieved

within 18-55% positioning accuracy improvement over the HFT. In almost all posi-

tioning results, the NEW method achieved the most positioning improvement in the

height component. It is however envisaged that, if a conventional cycle slip �xing

algorithm is used alongside the Hatch �lter, the presented HFT positioning results

under the simulated cycle slip test sections are bound to be improved upon, even

though the level of further improvement has not been investigated and therefore

cannot be currently ascertained.



Chapter 9.

Future and Modernised GNSSs:

E�ects on Proposed Algorithms

The evolvement of GNSSs due to modernisation of current GNSSs like GPS and

GLONASS, and the addition of future GNSSs like Galileo and BeiDou (previously

referred to as Compass), would ensure more signal availability to users in the dif-

ferent parts of the world. Notably, the signals to be transmitted by all GNSSs in

the near future are at least di�erent in terms of the used ranging code, applied

modulation or transmit signal power, when compared to the representative GPS

L1C/A and L2P signals that yield the data used in testing the proposed algorithms

developed in this thesis. This chapter �rst presents a brief insight into the on-going

modernisation of current GNSSs and the future GNSSs coded signals as well as the

expected bene�ts to civilian users of GNSSs. Subsequently, the chapter discusses

the e�ects of the new signal structure and the availability of triple civilian frequency

on the performance of the proposed single-frequency improved ionospheric model,

the cycle slip detection and determination algorithms as well as on the proposed

cycle-slip-resilient code error mitigation algorithm.

9.1. Future GNSSs and Signals

The spectrum of the RNSS has become a scarce resource and there has been need to

optimise the already saturated spectrum to accommodate the di�erent GNSSs envi-

235
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saged in the near future, which essentially include the American GPS, the Russian

GLONASS, the European Galileo and the Chinese Compass. One means identi-

�ed to address this need was by ensuring interoperability and compatibility of all

GNSSs, thereby improving positioning accuracy and availability, to civil users of

GNSSs worldwide.

To ensure interoperability and improved signal performance, the future GNSSs

and modernisation of the current GNSSs would be CDMA signals with high chipping

rate spreading codes, wider-band modulation and/or increased power of broadcast

satellites' signals.

9.1.1. Modernisation, Spreading Codes and Modulations

The legacy CDMA GPS L1C/A - the �rst civilian GPS signal - employs a spreading

code of 1.023Mcps chipping rate and binary phase shift keying - often referred to

as BPSK(1) modulation. The future/modernised GNSS signals, which are based

on CDMA, employ chipping rates and spreading modulations di�erent from the

fundamental 1.023Mcps and BPSK(1) respectively, for the purpose of presenting

better performance for both military and civilian user.

The more than 30 GPS blocks IIA, IIR, IIR-M and IIF satellites currently in orbit

broadcast the L1C/A, L1P(Y) and L2P signals, but the IIR-M and IIF satellites

transmit the additional L1M, L2M and L2C code signals. The block IIF satellites

transmit an additional L5 code signal, whilst the next generation block III satellites

will transmit all current signals in addition to an L1C signal. The L1C signals would

be received 25% higher power than the LIC/A signal, making it also more robust

(Potukuchi et al., 2010). The �rst IIR-M satellite that transmitted L2C signal

was launched in 2005, and as of September 2010, there were seven GPS satellites

transmitting the L2C; the �rst L5 signals were broadcast in 2009 from a modi�ed

IIR-M satellite, but the transmission resulted in faulty L1 and L2 signals, hence

the satellite was never fully commissioned. However, as at December 2012 three

operational satellites (PRN25, PRN1 and PRN24) transmit the L5 coded signals

(NGIA, 2012), while we await the L1C signal envisaged from 2014.

The GPS L2C signal is the second civilian GPS signal, employing the same sprea-
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ding code of 1.023Mcps chipping rate and binary phase shift keying BPSK(1) mo-

dulation as the L1C/A signal; thus should present the same level of performance

obtainable with the L1C/A signal. The GPS L5 signal is the third GPS civilian si-

gnal. It employs a 10.23Mcps chipping rate and a binary phase shift keying denoted

BPSK(10) modulation. The envisaged GPS block III satellites after 2014, will trans-

mit the fourth civilian signal called L1C on the L1 band. The L1C was originally

designed by the United States and Europe to enable interoperability between GPS

and Galileo - to serve as a common civil signal - but other GNSS, such as Beidou,

are adopting the L1C as a future standard for international interoperability. The

joint United States and Europe recommended the multiplexed binary o�set carrier

(MBOC) spreading modulation for the L1C and the GALILEO L1 Open Service

signals. The MBOC combines 90% of a higher-powered BOC(1,1) and 10% of a

lower-powered BOC(6,1). A BOC(m,n) waveform is a Binary-O�set-Carrier (BOC)

modulation where a square sub-carrier of frequency m-times the reference 1.023MHz

frequency, multiplies a lower n-times 1.023Mcps chip rate signal. The BOC modula-

tion reduces the interference with BPSK-modulated signals, enabling the spectrum

of the modulated carrier signal to have low energy at the carrier/centre frequency

and higher energy at some side-lobes away from the carrier frequency. This higher

energy at higher frequency than at the centre frequency helps improve signal tra-

cking performance at the expense of increased pre-correlation bandwidth. MBOC

modulation could present multipath error envelop that diminishes at smaller mul-

tipath delay lengths relative to a direct signal from a satellite to the receiver, and

that is better than that obtainable with the BOC- or BPSK-modulation (Hein et al.,

2006). Need to say, the GPS M-code on the L1 (L1M) and L2 (L2M) is a BOC code

with a 10.23MHz sub-carrier frequency and 5.115MHz spreading code rate, called

BOC(10,5) (Weill, 2003).

The Galileo E5a and E5b signals use the alternate-binary-o�set-carrier (AltBOC)

spreading modulation - a 15.345MHz sub-carrier frequency and 10.23Mcps spreading

code rate - AltBOC(15,10). Galileo E5a and E5b signals are transmitted on the

carrier frequencies of 1176.45MHz and 1207.14MHz respectively, and they carry

di�erent navigation messages. This AltBOC(15,10) modulation enables the peak-
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power frequencies of E5a and E5b signals to be separated by 30.69MHz. The E5

AltBOC spread modulation enables the E5a and E5b signals to be tracked coherently

at will as one signal centred at 1191.795MHz (Simsky et al., 2006).

The current modernisation of GLONASS has led to the launch of the �rst of the

GLONASS-K satellites to broadcast CDMA signals on the L3 band in 2011. The L3

signal uses 10.23Mcps spreading code and a BPSK(10) modulation to modulate the

1202.025MHz carrier. Future modernisation of GLONASS are planned to involve

variants of the BOC-modulation in the L1, L2, L3 and L5 bands (RSS, 2012b)

The di�erent spreading modulation, BPSK-, BOC-, and MBOC-modulation, pro-

vide di�erent opportunities to trade between performance and receiver complexity.

For example receivers with modest front-end bandwidths would not access the be-

ne�t of MBOC-modulation but would be less expensive and provide longer battery

life if it only processes say the basic BPSK or BOC(1,1) modulated signal (Hein

et al., 2006). Expectedly, future single-frequency GNSS receivers to be produced for

mass market or to be integrated in various mobile devices, used for non-precision

GNSS applications, are expected to be modest in terms of their complexity and

performance, unlike future multi-frequency receivers.

9.1.2. Future Availability of Civilian Triple-frequency

Observations

The on-going GNSSs modernisation and the plan for future GNSSs herald the era

of civilian triple-frequency signals from the L1, L2 and L5 bands. For instance,

triple-frequency code and phase observations would be obtained with a GPS-only

receiver receiving the L1C/A or L1C signal on the L1 band, the L2C signal on the

L2 band, and the L5 signal on the L5 band; or with a receiver designed for Galileo

Open Service receiving the signals on the E1/L1, E5a and E5b bands. Triple-

frequency observations would also be obtainable from other GNSSs like GLONASS,

and more complex receivers would be able to obtain and process observations from

a combination of di�erent observations from di�erent GNSSs, taking advantage of

their interoperability.

Based on the future and modernised code structures, triple-frequency receivers are
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expected to be more complex in design, and probably more expensive than single-

and dual-frequency receivers. As a result, it is perceived that both single- and dual-

frequency receivers would still be available for handheld mobile users and even for

other relatively precised applications, even in the presence of triple-frequency.

9.2. The Future GNSS Signals and the Proposed

Algorithms

The proposed cycle slip detection and determination algorithms in this thesis have

been designed and tested for both single- and dual-frequency operations, using only

GPS L1C/A and L2P code and phase observations. While these new algorithms

can easily be used for observations from other GNSSs, the new civilian signals are

designed to present higher performance levels than the current civilian GPS L1C/A

and that could also a�ect the level of performance of the proposed algorithms on

future single- and multi-frequency GNSS observations. It is therefore necessary,

based on theoretical results from published works, to discuss the possible e�ects

and performance expected from the proposed algorithms on future and modernised

signals of GNSSs.

9.2.1. E�ect on the Cycle Slip Detection and Determination

Algorithm

Some triple-frequency cycle slip detection and determination techniques have already

been proposed as found in Dai et al. (2008, 2009); Xu & Kou (2011); de Lacey

et al. (2011), but all these involve using the code observations in either or both

detection and determination of cycle slips. Moreover, all of these references except

the last, engage the computationally intensive LAMBDA method in �xing cycle

slip integer values. The proposed single- and dual-frequency cycle slip detection

and determination algorithms are phase-only-derived algorithms, involving a single

satellite's search space.

The future GNSSs signals structure are not likely to a�ect phase observations
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noticeably. The level of the phase noise would still be within a few millimetres as

it is with the current GPS L1 and L2 phase observations, going by the phase noise

results obtained by Simsky et al. (2006) in assessing the performance of Galileo

signals and comparing same with GPS signals. However, the in�uence of ther-

mal noise is proportional to a carrier wavelength, and the phase multipath error

is known to be a function of the carrier wavelength (Avila-Rodriguez et al., 2007).

These multipath and noise e�ects would result in di�erent phase error levels on dif-

ferent phase observations from di�erent bands. This was considered in setting the

error thresholds for the proposed dual-frequency CSDC algorithm. Theoretically,

the phase observations from the L5, E5a and E5b signals would have maximum

multipath errors of one-quarter of their corresponding wavelengths, which are res-

pectively c
4f5
' 6.4cm, c

4f5a
' 6.4cm and c

4f5b
' 6.2cm. It is usually su�cient to

assume a 1-sigma noise level of 5mm for phase observations obtained from any band,

as earlier done. In this way, the adaptive time di�erencing (ATD) process used for

cycle slip detection by newly proposed CSDC algorithms, could result in the maxi-

mum di�erenced phase error levels on L5/E5a and E5b phase observations reaching

twice the sum of multipath and 3-sigma noise level, i.e. 2(0.064 + 0.015) = 0.158m

(0.62cycles) and 2(0.062+0.015) = 0.154m (0.62cycles) respectively for L5/E5a and

E5b. As such, the absolute adaptively-di�erenced error values of 4dsesψ,5 = 0.158m,

4dsesψ,5a = 0.158m and 4dsesψ,5b = 0.154m can be used when detecting or determin-

ing cycle slips on L5, E5a and E5b phase observations, which are larger in magnitude

than 4dsesψ,1 = 0.126m and 4dsesψ,2 = 0.152m on L1 and L2 phase adaptively dif-

ferenced values.

A single-frequency CSDC involving L1C/A, L2C, L5, E5a or E5b phase obser-

vation would follow the set-out procedure for single-frequency CSDC in Chapter 5,

without any modi�cations. For a dual-frequency operation, e.g. involving L1C/A

and L5, a widelane wavelength of λWL15 ' 0.75m as against λWL12 ' 0.86m for dual-

frequency L1C/A and L2P operation, results. As in Equation (6.12), the maximum

error level on an L1C/A and L5 phase-widelane ADS value is λWL15∆
dseλWL15

<

λWL15

√(
0.126
λ1

)2

+
(

0.158
λ5

)2

' 0.68m. This error value of 0.68m is smaller than the

0.78m value derived for the L1 and L2P dual-frequency combination in Section 6.3.2,
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but the same expected maximum validation threshold Ωexpt =
λWL15

∆dseλWL15

λWL15
' 0.90

results, indicating that up to 0.9 widelane cycle slip error can be contributed to an

estimated L1C/A and L5 phase widelane cycle slip �oat value, as earlier obtained

for the L1C/A and L2P phase widelane cycle slip in Section 6.4.2. Also, a 0.68m

error could cause up to four cycles of error on the L1 phase observation, and as

such, a smaller or the same 100-value search space de�ned for the L1 and L2 dual-

frequency observations, can also be used for L1C/A and L5. Putting these together

suggests that similar dual-frequency CSDC performance would be likely obtained

when the L5 band signal is used in dual-frequency operation with either of L1C/A

or L1C. For the L2 and L5/E5a signals for dual-frequency operation, and following

the same error estimation procedure, λWL25 ' 5.86m, λWL25∆
dseλWL25

< 5.15m and

Ωexpt25 = 5.15
5.86
' 0.88, which indicates that the largest widelane wavelength is obtai-

ned by this combination, and it presents the least of the maximum widelane cycle slip

error of 0.88 cycles on an estimated L2 and L5 widelane cycle slip �oat value. Con-

sequently, it can be inferred that better dual-frequency CSDC performance could be

obtained using the proposed CSDC algorithms on L1 and L5 dual-frequency signals

when determining the widelane cycle slip; observing that the search space required

for L2 and L5 simultaneous cycle slip values determination will be relatively large,

observing that 5.15
λ5
' 20 cycles and 5.15

λ2
' 21cycles.

A signi�cant performance improvement is envisaged under a triple-frequency ope-

ration with the modernised/future GNSSs. This is because, for every triple-frequency

phase observations from a GNSS satellite, three phase-geometry-free ADS values and

three phase-widelane ADS values, resulting to a total of six ADSs can be generated.

A 2-degree of freedom thus exist for a single cycle-slipped satellite since only a maxi-

mum of four unknowns including three cycle slip values and a receiver higher-order

variation value are to be estimated. It therefore means that, there will be no need to

include the code observations in estimating cycle slip �oat values even if all observed

satellites are detected to have cycle slips at a given epoch. Though subject to future

investigation, the search space for determining the triple-frequency cycle slip can be

made adaptive to the level of uncertainty in the estimated cycle slip �oat values,

which was not the method used in �xing dual-frequency cycle slip in this work.
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9.2.2. E�ect on the Improved Ionospheric Model and Code

Error Mitigation Algorithm

The new signals on future GNSS are designed to improve code tracking and multi-

path rejection, suggesting that the code error level on future code observations would

be lower relative to code error level on an L1C/A code observations. Theoretical

error bounds determined for some of the new coded signals have shown improved

multipath rejection with code multipath error envelopes under a few metres (Weill,

2006). Performance comparison results presented by Simsky et al. (2006) showed

multipath rejection improvement of the Galileo E5a, E5b and E5 AltBOC coded

signal over the L1C/A coded signal; while Hein et al. (2006) through simulation,

showed code multipath rejection improvement levels that could be reached with the

L1C coded signal in the future.

Consequently, it would not be wrong to think that even without any form of code

smoothing, code observations from future GNSS satellites will improve positioning

accuracy compared to what is currently obtainable with the L1C/A code observa-

tion. It also follows that single-frequency receivers using the L1C or L5 signal, for

instance, would be able to generate even more accurate receiver-generated Improved

Ionospheric Correction (IIC) model as proposed in Chapter 5, compared to the IIC

model generated with the L1C/A signal.

In the same vein, the application of a code smoothing or error-mitigation tech-

nique is therefore considered as a processes that will further mitigate error levels

on the 'to-be-improved' code observation from modernised/future GNSSs signals

- L1C, L5, E5b, etc, to further enhance position. The proposed cycle-slip-resilient

code error mitigation algorithm is expected to further contribute to improving single

and multi-frequency positioning, as it will further help mitigate code error without

any foreseeable challenges. Considering that the ionospheric delay would be bet-

ter estimated and eliminated with future signals, and that cycle slip determination

and correction processes are likely to be improved, the proposed code error mi-

tigation algorithm is only expected to give better performance under single- and

multi-frequency operations.



Chapter 10.

Conclusions and Future Work

This last chapter presents as a summary, the �ndings, in line with the set-out objec-

tives of this work, and the conclusions drawn from this research. The contributions

and implications of this work are also highlighted. The future research work envi-

saged to proceed from this current stage of work are subsequently unveiled.

10.1. Summary and Conclusions

Various factors limiting accurate GNSS positioning with both a single- or dual-

frequency receiver can be identi�ed. Crucial among these factors are the inherent

code error on the code observation and cycle slip occurrences on the phase obser-

vation from a satellite; the inadequate accuracy in the broadcast ionospheric model

for single-frequency receivers; and the occurrence of observation gaps - a prevalent

phenomenon in di�cult environments. Continuous improvement in GNSS point

positioning can only be achieved if adequate or robust processing techniques are

developed to mitigate the impacts of these factors on a receiver positioning solution,

as they cannot be completely avoided. This research was motivated by the need

to pro�er adequate solutions to improve point positioning in the presence of these

limiting factors, as can be observed from the set-out objectives in Section 1.3 of this

thesis.

The performance metrics: positioning and ionospheric modelling accuracies, pre-

cision, percentage of detected and rightly corrected cycle slips, and robustness to the

243
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impact of observation gap occurrences, are been used to examine the performances

of the newly developed algorithms in Chapters 5 and 6. The improved computatio-

nal speed of the cycle slip �xing/determination (repair) algorithms, can be asserted,

due to the lower computational load when compared to the widely used LAMBDA

method for cycle slip determination. The suitability of the newly developed algo-

rithms for real-time applications can also be asserted, as the used GPS data sets

have been processed in real time mode, using data recorded by for di�erent receivers

driven by di�erent clock.

In the sequel, and in line with the research objectives, the major �ndings and

conclusions of this research are summarised as follows:

• How would a real-time single-satellite phase-only-derived cycle slip detection

and determination algorithm usable by a static or moving single-frequency

GNSS receiver be developed? What percentage of correct detection and cor-

rect �x of cycle slips do we expect from such an algorithm?

An algorithm, which uses ATD of a single-satellite time series phase-only-derived

observable for cycle slip detection, and employs a cycle slip determination or �xing

procedure based on only a single satellite's estimated cycle slip �oat value, as des-

cribed in Section 5.2, has been developed and proposed. The algorithm which can

be used by a static or moving single-frequency receiver, was also tested by way of

simulated cycle slips. The tests results revealed that the single-frequency CSDC

algorithm, on an average based on the di�erent cycle slips tests performed under

di�erent scenarios, achieved more than 98% correct detection and 92% accurate de-

termination (�x) of simulated cycle slips for di�erent satellites observed by di�erent

receivers operating in both static and kinematic domains.

• How would a single-satellite phase-only-derived cycle slip detection, �xing and

validation algorithm, suitable for a dual-frequency receiver operating in either

static or kinematic mode in real-time, be developed? What percentage of correct

detection and correct �x of cycle slips do we expect from such an algorithm?

Such a dual-frequency algorithm has been developed in this work. Each of the

dual-frequency time series phase observables of a cycle-slipped satellite is adaptively
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di�erenced to generate the corresponding dual-frequency phase ADSs used for dual-

frequency cycle slips detection, as presented in Section 6.3. Subsequent to an all-

satellite least squares based procedure for the estimation of cycle slips �oat values

and common receiver high-order variations, the �xing and validation procedures

are implemented as presented in Section 6.4, to �x dual-frequency cycle slips �oat

values to integer values. The algorithm which can be used by a dual-frequency

receiver operating in either static or kinematic mode, was tested by way of simulated

cycle slips. From the di�erent tests results, the algorithm achieved a minimum of

99.9% and a maximum of 100% correct detection of simulated cycle slips, while it

achieved a minimum of 95.1% and a maximum of 100% correct �x of simulated

cycle slips for di�erent satellites observed by di�erent receivers operating in both

static and kinematic domains. Compared to the widely used LAMBDA method,

this developed dual-frequency CSDC algorithm is simpler, engaging only a small

search space of 100 values de�ned for individual cycle-slipped satellite. It is not

computationally intensive and does not require determination of a decorrelating

transformation matrix as it is with the LAMBDA method.

• How can an improved broadcast ionospheric correction model be implemented

on a single-frequency receiver in real-time, to enable better ionospheric delay

corrections? From a case study, how accurate can such improved ionospheric

model be for a single-frequency receiver in the mid-latitude region, and for a

single-frequency receiver in the equatorial region?

An algorithm for generating an improved broadcast ionospheric correction model,

which is designed to be implemented within a single-frequency receiver, was deri-

ved in Section 5.3. The improved ionospheric model (IIC) is generated from the

single-frequency code minus phase observable, and it is initialised by a broadcast

ionospheric model. From a case study of two receivers: SHIP located in the mid-

latitude region; and MBAR, located in the equatorial region; the generated single-

frequency IIC, compared to the GPS broadcast Klobuchar model, achieved better

ionospheric delay correction accuracy, for both receivers in the di�erent regions. The

ionospheric correction on two particular satellites observed by the SHIP and MBAR

were examined to enable performance comparison. The IIC can outperformed the
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broadcast Klobuchar model by more than 0.75m in the estimated ionospheric delay

under 1 hour observation for the receiver in the equatorial region, and up to a few

tens of centimetres for the receiver in the mid-latitude region, within the same in-

terval of 1 hour. Subsequent to correcting for the ionospheric delay with the IIC,

the positioning of the MBAR receiver in the equatorial region showed signi�cant

improvement. The positioning of the SHIP receiver in the mid-latitude region, sub-

sequent to correcting for the ionospheric delay with the IIC, could not be seen to

have resulted in any signi�cant positioning improvement. This further suggests that

the Klobuchar model may be accurate enough for a mid-latitude single-frequency

user, and not likely to be accurate enough for a single-frequency receiver within the

equatorial region.

• How should dual-frequency receivers estimate phase-only-derived ionospheric

delay in the presence or absence of cycle slips, and predict same in the event

of an observation gap with acceptable level of accuracy and precision?

The thesis proposed a procedure to estimate a phase-only-derived ionospheric delay

in the presence or absence of cycle slips when a satellite is continuously observed

without observation gap occurrences, in Section 6.5; and further unveiled a proce-

dure for ionospheric delay prediction in the event of an observation gap, in Section

6.8.1. For a continuously observed satellite, the procedure models the ionospheric

delay as a composition of a constant unknown initial component and a time-varying

relative ionospheric delay component relative to the �rst observation epoch of a sa-

tellite. In the event of an observation gap, the relative ionospheric delay component

is predicted as a linearly varying parameter within the observation gap intervals

and up to a current post-gap epoch. The tests via simulation and actual data (with

no form of simulation applied) performed to examine the accuracy and precision of

the predicted ionospheric delay indicated accuracy under 4mm under short duration

observation gaps. However, the longest duration of an observation gap experienced

in the test data was 126seconds. It is envisaged that the prediction will become

unreliable as the observation gap duration increases. Hence, it is suggested that

the prediction algorithm be used for short duration observation gap of a few mi-

nutes - not more than 5minutes under relatively quiet ionospheric conditions, as the
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ionospheric variation may vary widely within longer intervals.

• Can an e�cient code smoothing or error mitigation algorithm that has capa-

bility to mitigate the code observation error level(s) on the code observation(s)

from a satellite, irrespective of cycle slip occurrences on the phase observa-

tion(s), be obtained? Can the algorithm be made robust to observation gap

occurrence? Compared to the conventional code-carrier smoothing technique,

what level of performance improvement in terms of positioning accuracy and

precision would it o�er?

Unlike the currently existing code smoothing techniques, two e�cient cycle-slip-

resilient code error mitigation algorithms have been developed as part of this work,

for a single-frequency receiver and a dual-frequency GNSS receiver operating in

static or kinematic domain, as can been found in Sections 5.4 and 6.6. The dual-

frequency code error mitigation algorithm is also made robust to observation gap

occurrences. The e�ciency of the code error mitigation algorithm is traceable to

non-reinitialisation in the algorithm whenever a cycle slip occurs, as cycle slips are

detected and resolved in real time, using the simple single- or dual-frequency CSDC

algorithm proposed in this thesis. The robustness of the dual-frequency code error

mitigation algorithm is anchored on the fact that, even at post-gap epochs, post-

gap cycle slips are determined instead of re-initialisation to determine new ambiguity

value as done by conventional technique. Compared to the conventional code-carrier

smoothing technique, often called the Hatch �lter, the achieved performance levels

are fairly similar in the absence of cycle slips on phase observations.

However, in the presence of cycle slips or observation gap occurrences, the new

algorithm outperforms a standalone Hatch �lter technique (a technique that re-

initialises when cycle slip occurs, since it does not integrate any cycle slip �xing

algorithm) signi�cantly. The tests under the simulated cycle slip scenarios reveal

that the new method, which integrates the proposed cycle slip �xing algorithms,

outperforms the standalone Hatch �lter by 25-42% in positioning accuracy when

using single-frequency data, and by 18-55% in positioning accuracy when using dual-

frequency data. The most improvement of the new method over the Hatch �ltered

solutions was found in the height component, where height positioning accuracy and
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precision that reached 77% and 80% respectively, were observed. The performance

results of the new and the Hatch �lter methods may be comparable under no-

simulated cycle slips, and it is envisaged that if a conventional cycle slip �xing

algorithm is used alongside the Hatch �lter, the achieved Hatch �ltered positioning

results for the simulated cycle slip tests are bound to be improved upon, even though

the level of this improvement has not been investigated and therefore cannot be

currently ascertained.

• How would a common receiver clock jump or reset value be reliably estimated

in non-positioning domain in real-time, irrespective of the receiver oscillator

type?

In this work, the occurrence of clock jump was easily detected by two complimentary

equations given by Equations (5.6) and (5.7). The estimation of the value of the

clock jump or common receiver high-order variation that indicates the level of drift

variation of the receiver clock oscillator, is done in the non-positioning domain; it

involves the use of all satellites' phase ADSs, and only two code ADSs that may be

included if necessary, in a combined least squares based estimation of the common

receiver high-order variation and possible cycle slip �oat values. The determination

of a common receiver clock jump or receiver common high-order variation is done

irrespective of the receiver oscillator type. If a clock jump is detected for a given

current epoch, the estimated value of the common receiver high-order variation

then represents the value of the common clock jump. The clock jump is assumed

common to all observations from all satellites at a given epoch, and its instantaneous

estimation and elimination enables reliable cycle slip determination in real-time,

and 'decorrelation' of all phase and code observations. However, tests results have

shown as expected that quartz oscillator clocks presents higher common high-order

variation or drift values than receivers running or connected to atomic clocks.

• How can the algorithms to be developed be made robust to an observation gap

occurrence, so as to improve positioning accuracy and precision even in di�-

cult environments such as urban canyons? Can the post-gap convergence time

usually associated with ambiguity �xes on phase observations and the usual
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many-post-gap-epoch observation required for achieving signi�cant code error

mitigation be reduced or eliminated at a post-gap epoch?

The algorithms developed for a dual-frequency operation are robust to observation

gaps of short duration (less than four minutes). This is made possible through

the prediction of the relative ionospheric delay for gapped and post-gap epochs,

the estimation of the cycle slip values between a pre-gap epoch's and a post-gap

epoch's dual-frequency phase observations, and the subsequent generation of the

error-mitigated dual-frequency code observables at a post-gap epoch for a gapped

satellite. The technique incorporating these three processes has been dubbed 'gap-

connect' technique, and has been developed for use on dual-frequency data as pre-

sented in Section 6.8. This robust capability does not exist for the single-frequency

algorithms developed in this work. The gap-connect technique, unlike conventional

ambiguity and code smoothing techniques, avoids the usual re-initialisation associa-

ted with such existing techniques whenever an observation gap occurs. As such, ra-

ther than use unsmoothed code observables resulting from a re-initialising technique,

the gap-connect technique continues the error mitigation or smoothing process to

generate error-mitigated code observables that result in improving positioning rather

than degrading positioning as could be done by a re-initilised (conventional) tech-

nique. Because the gap-connect technique does not re-initialise when an observation

gap occurs, it also eliminates the long convergence time associated with conventional

ambiguity resolution or code smoothing techniques after an observation gap occur-

rence. The obtained code-based positioning results indicate signi�cant improvement

of the gap-connect technique over a re-initialising technique (Hatch Filter), at all

post-gap epochs and up to tens of epochs subsequent to a post-gap epoch. The

tens of epochs subsequent to a post-gap epoch is a measure of the convergence time

taken to re-achieve signi�cant level of smoothing in the re-initialising Hatch �lter

technique.

• Identify the possible limitations, if any, in the developed algorithms or tech-

niques and give appropriate measures or recommendations for use and imple-

mentation, accordingly.
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Though achieve very high level of performance e�ciency, the developed algorithms

are not perfect as they are established under certain assumptions and boundary

conditions that cannot always be guaranteed to be true. The CSDC algorithms for

single and dual-frequency receivers are limited by the magnitude of the adaptively-

di�erenced errors. The ATD process for cycle slips detection is quite sensitive to

receiver clock drift variations, and also to receiver antenna dynamics for the case of

a moving receiver. The possible inclusion of code ADSs when all satellites indicate

cycle slip, is another drawback - because of the associated code error levels. As

a result, the CSDC process could indicate a false cycle slip when actually there is

none, or generate cycle slip �oat values that could be subsequently �xed to 'false'

integer values. There is also the implication of no-detection for a truly occurring

cycle slip if the magnitude of the adaptively-di�erenced error or high-order receiver

clock variation combines destructively with the value of a cycle slip, or a if cycle

slip pair, in the case of dual-frequency, becomes too small a value to reach the

set threshold(s) for a cycle slip detection. As measures, the algorithms attempt

to limit these occurrences by setting threshold values for di�erent scenarios, and

implementing a process called Nulling of Fixed Cycle Slips (NFCS), as presented in

Section 5.2.3 and Section 6.4.3, to eliminate already �xed cycle slip(s) considered

as 'false' cycle slip(s). However, the tests results showed that the magnitude of

the cycle slip error is usually within 1 to 3 cycles when an incorrect �x of a truly

occurring cycle slip happens, and a falsely detected and �xed cycle slip value by the

CSDC algorithms is usually under 5 cycles. It is perceived that a further scrutiny of

the CSDC algorithms with di�erent data sets would enable its further improvement.

10.2. Contributions of this Research

In the course of this research work, signi�cant contributions to knowledge have been

made. The main contributions are highlighted as follows

• The research introduces a new single-satellite phase-only-derived cycle slip

detection algorithms independent of code observations, for single-frequency

and dual-frequency GNSS receivers operating in static or kinematic mode.
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• The research contributes a new single-satellite cycle slip determination process,

which is much less computationally intensive than currently used cycle slip

determination algorithms such as the LAMBDA method.

• It proposes a new algorithm for mitigating code errors in GNSS code obser-

vations even in the presence of cycle slips on phase observations, which is not

possible with existing code smoothing techniques such as the Hatch �lter or

its derivatives.

• The research presents a new algorithm for improving the broadcast ionospheric

correction model, which is implemented within a single-frequency receiver, and

virtually requires no mapping function.

• The research introduced a gap-connect technique suitable for avoiding the

usual re-initialisation of conventional ambiguity resolution or code smoothing

techniques, to achieve robustness to observation gap occurrences, and improve

positioning in all environments.

• The research introduced a novel procedure for determining a common receiver

clock jump value and of a receiver common high-order drift variation from a

non-positioning domain, irrespective of the receiver clock oscillator type.

10.3. Implications of this Research

The implications of this research, by way of the contributions listed above, can also

be identi�ed as follows:

• The implementation of these newly developed CSDC algorithms would enable

e�cient and faster cycle slip determination in real-time, since they are phase-

only-derived algorithms employing relatively small search spaces and reduced

computational load.

• The use of the cycle-slip-resilient and error-mitigated code observables will

improved point positioning signi�cantly, especially in di�cult environments

where cycle slip occurrence is prevalent.
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• The robustness to observation gap occurrence provided by the gap-connect

technique would help improve both point and precise point positioning in all

environments, as cycle slips can be determined and continuous code smoothing

achievable at post-gap epochs. This provides huge bene�t to a receiver used

in a di�cult environment where observation gaps and cycle slips are frequent.

• The introduced ATD process to generate ADSs and the non-position domain

estimation of the common receiver high-order variation, present means to 'de-

correlate' satellites' code and phase observables, and obtain their appropriate

covariances for adaptive generation of the required weight matrix for weighted

least squares or Kalman �lter based positioning algorithms.

10.4. Future Work

Considering the current state and results of this research, some future work can be

identi�ed. Firstly, it will be gainful to use actual single-frequency data collected

by single-frequency receivers in open sky and di�cult environments and di�erent

regions of the world, with known truth positions or trajectories, to further investi-

gate the actual performance of the proposed single-frequency algorithms with actual

single-frequency data sets. In addition, the e�ciency of the single-frequency CSDC,

and a critical performance analysis of the cycle-slip-resilient code error mitigation

algorithm would be further performed with collected static and kinematic single-

frequency data, so as to be able to build more con�dence in the proposed techniques

developed in this thesis.

Secondly, there is need to further investigate the proposed dual-frequency CSDC

performance, in terms of achievable success rate in �xing cycle slips, and the com-

parative performance analysis of the cycle slip �xing e�ciency and computational

speed relative to the LAMBDA method, using both static and kinematic data. Since

true values of cycle slips are only known if simulated, cycle slip simulation plays a

critical role in taking forward this research, particularly cycle slip simulation under

di�erent receiver antenna dynamics and di�erent code observation error scenarios.

These would enable further sensitivity analysis of the proposed CSDC and code er-
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ror mitigation algorithms. The single-frequency and dual-frequency performances

of the new code error-mitigation and CSDC algorithms in precise point positioning,

under di�erent environments. These will also enable performance comparison of the

proposed algorithms with di�erent precise point positioning solutions obtained by

least squares and Kalman �lter based algorithms.

Thirdly, it will be interesting to investigate and see the performance of these algo-

rithms or their modi�ed versions in an ambiguity resolution process, and the impact

on convergence time. The performance of this integrated algorithms in resolving

initial ambiguity values, and subsequent determination and correction of cycle slip

values in precise point positioning, under frequent observation gap occurrences in

dense urban canyon, needs to be further investigated.

Fourthly, with the determination of the common receiver clock high-order varia-

tion, the ability to model receiver clocks irrespective of the receiver oscillator type,

would be investigated. A successful receiver model realisation would enable use of

only three satellites for receiver positioning especially when enough satellites are

unavailable, and also the decorrelation of positioning solutions from receiver clock

o�set estimation in the positioning domain.

There is also the need to examine the impact of active ionosphere on the proposed

dual-frequency CSDC algorithm, using data obtained on known days of ionospheric

disturbances. This investigation would be coupled with modi�cation of the newly

developed CSDC algorithms for triple-frequency operations. This would be investi-

gated for both single- and dual-frequency receivers.

Lastly, the e�ciency in using adaptively determined epoch by epoch covariance

matrix obtainable from the phase and code ADSs of observed satellites, as the

measurement covariance matrix required for a Kalman �lter or least squares based

positioning algorithm, would also be investigated. This successful, it would stand as

a better alternative to conjectured covariance matrices often used in many weighted

least squares and Kalman �lter positioning algorithms.
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Appendix A.

A.1. Updating the Mean of Code Error

Following from Equation (5.42), when there is no cycle slip in a current epoch's

phase observation from satellite s, then

MP s(Ls) = 2Is,0 − λ1N
s
1 +Ds

1 + esp1 (A.1)

as earlier stated. The mean of the past Ls − 1 values of the MP s observable is

simply computed as

〈MP s(1 : Ls − 1)〉 =

Ls−1∑
k=1

MP s(k)

Ls − 1
(A.2)

Thus,

(Ls − 1) 〈MP s(1 : Ls − 1)〉 =
Ls−1∑
k=1

MP s(k) (A.3)

When cycle slip occurs on a current epoch's phase observation of s, then Equation

(A.1) modi�es as follows

MP s(Ls) = P s
IF (Ls)− ψsIF (Ls) = 2Is,0 − λ1N

s
1 − λ14N s

1 +Ds
1 + esp1 (A.4)

The di�erence between Equations (A.4) and (A.1) is the −λ14N s
1 term in (A.4).

To level the past epochs' MP s values with the current epoch's MP s value, this

−λ14N s
1 is added to all past epochs' values of MP s. We can thus compute the

272
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updated mean at the current epoch as

〈MP s(1 : Ls − 1)〉 =

[
Ls−1∑
k=1

{MP s(k)− λ14N s
1}
]

+MP s(Ls)

Ls − 1

= 1
Ls

[(Ls − 1) 〈MP s(1 : Ls − 1)〉+MP s(Ls)] (A.5)

Equation (A.5) is given by Equation (5.43) in Section 5.4 as

〈MP s(1 : Ls − 1)〉 =
1

Ls
[(Ls − 1) 〈MP s(1 : Ls − 1)〉+MP s(Ls)]

A.2. Least Squares

Consider a functional model

f(yl, x) = zl − el (A.6)

which relates the true observation, yl, with the true parameters n × 1 vector x =

[x1, x2, ...xn]T containing the true values of the n parameters in x, where the ob-

served value of yl is recorded as the observation, zl, as it is corrupted by the error

level, el. If f(yl, x) is a linear model comprised of the linear combination of the

n parameters/variables, the aim of the LS algorithm is to estimate the unknown

vector x. With q di�erent linear observations available, and made q ≥ n, then the

vector of observations, z = [z1, z2, ....zq]
T , and the vector of the true residual, r, are

sets of linear equations represented in a matrix form as

Ax = z + r (A.7)

As such, A is an q × n coe�cient matrix called the design matrix, z is an q × 1

vector and r is an q×1 vector. The LS algorithm vector estimate, x̄, of x at a single

observation epoch and the resulting estimation residual vector, r̄ = [r̄1, r̄2, ....r̄q]
T ,

are given as

x̄ = [ATWA]−1ATWz (A.8)
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r̄ = Ax̄− z (A.9)

where W = C−1 is the weight matrix de�ned as the inverse of the covariance matrix

of the observations in z while A has elements Al,j = ∂f(yl,x)
∂xj

for j = 1, 2, ...n and

l = 1, 2, ...q. By de�nition, the least squares estimate is that optimum set of the

unknown variables/parameters that minimises the sum of the squares of the estima-

tion residuals, i.e, the estimate that results in the minimum (rTWr) (see proof in

Cross (1983)).

When f(yl, x) is non-linear in the unknown parameters of x, it is �rst linearised

and the estimation process then involves iteration. At each iteration within a given

observation epoch, the model is linearised as an approximation to a �rst-order Taylor

series expansion about x̄k, where x̄k is a vector of the provisional (assumed) values

of the unknown variables xj of x. Thus, denoting k as an iteration step count, and

at every iteration, the �rst-order Taylor series expansion yields

f(yl, x) ' f(yl, x
k) +

n∑
j

∂f(yl, x
k)

∂xj
(xj − xkj ) ' f(yl, x

k) +
n∑
j

Al,j4xj (A.10)

bl − el = f(yl, x)− f(yl, x
k) '

n∑
j

Al,j4xj (A.11)

with

4xj = xj − xkj (A.12)

In Equation (A.11), f(yl, x) = zl−el is an observation/observable value and f(yl, x
k)

is the corresponding computed value with the xk at the kth iteration step (k =

[1, 2....]). Hence f(yl, x)− f(yl, x
k) is commonly referred to as the �observed-minus-

computed� observable, and in terms of the residual rl, Equation (A.11) can be

rewritten as

bl + rl =
n∑
j

Al,j4xj (A.13)

The �observed-minus-computed� vector b = [b1, b2, ....bq]
T associated with q such

non-linear observations that have been linearised, results in a set of linear equations
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that can be represented in matrix form as

A4x = b+ r (A.14)

that leads to the LS algorithm estimate, 4x̄, as

4x̄ = [ATWA]−1ATWb (A.15)

and The estimated 4x̄ is the small increment (or correction) that is needed to

'adjust' the provisional x̄k assumed and used in the current kth iteration step. For

the next iteration step, k increases to k + 1, and the needed x̄k+1 is generated as

x̄k+1 = x̄k +4x̄ (A.16)

This (k + 1)th iteration step begins with x̄k+1 as the new provisional vector of the

unknown variables used in the (k + 1)th step linearisation as in Equation (A.10).

Finally, within a few iteration steps when the solution converges or when a con-

vergence criterion is satis�ed, the iterative process is terminated and the x̄k+1 from

the last (k + 1)th iteration result from Equation (A.16) is accepted as the current

epoch LS estimate of x. The estimation residual, as in the linear LS algorithm, thus

becomes

r̄ = Ax̄− z (A.17)

The iteration step count k is reset to 1 for any new set of observation/observables

such as obtained from a new observation epoch. It should be noted in Equation

(A.14) that the matrix A is a Jacobian matrix, which is a function of constants and

the parameters; and the LS algorithm for a linear model does not require any initial

assumed values of the unknown parameters, only the linearised LS does. Equation

(A.15) results in the weighted LS estimate of x if C and consequently W are not

identity matrices.

Weighted least squares are commonly used. Having equal weights or no weights

on all code and phase observations/observables used in a LS algorithm, for in-

stance, would be illogical. The weighting helps in placing reliabilities in the ob-
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servations/observables; more reliable observations/observables usually with smaller

variances, are weighted more than observations/observables with larger variances.

This is because, the variance, being the inverse of the square of a weighting value,

is a measure of the estimated uncertainty in an observation/observable.

A.3. Kalman Filtering

In simple terms, a Kalman �lter (KF) could be described as a recursive observation

processing algorithm that utilizes all available information, including the observa-

tions and a prori knowledge of the system, to estimate the unknown parameters or

variables called the state, in such a manner that error is statistically minimized. It

operates recursively on noisy or error contaminated observation/observable to pro-

duce a statistically optimal estimate of the underlying system state. Following from

Brown & Hwang (2012), the Kalman �lter considered optimal for linear system can

be modelled by the dynamic model in the form

x(t) = Φ(t, t− 1)x(t− 1) + w(t) (A.18)

and the observation model in the form

z(t) = H(t)x(t) + v(t) (A.19)

where x(t) denotes the n× 1 state vector that comprises all n unknown parameters

to be estimated at current discrete epoch t; Φ(t, t− 1) is the n× n state transition

matrix for a discrete time step, relating x(t − 1) to x(t); w(t) is the n × 1 process

noise vector assumed with known covariance structure, and being the input noise

contribution to the state vector from previous epoch t − 1 to the current epoch

t; z(t) is the q × 1 observation vector, where q is the number of observations or

observables used at epoch t; H is the q×n design matrix giving the linear connection

between the observation/observable and the state vector at epoch t; and v(t) is the

q × 1 observation/observable error vector, assumed to be a sequence with known

covariance structure and having zero crosscorrelation with w(t). The covariance
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matrices of w(t) and v(t) are denoted as Q(t), the system noise covariance matrix,

and R(t), the measurement noise covariance matrix, respectively.

The KF algorithm, based on the estimated state variables and covariance matrix

derived from the immediate past epoch, predicts the current-epoch state variables

and their uncertainties (covariance matrix); and with the current epoch's observation

that is essentially contaminated with some level of error, the KF produces the �nal

estimate of the current epoch state variables through an update process that involves

weighting the �lter predicted values of the current state and the state values derived

from the current observations/observables. This weighting is implied by the Kalman

gain, which is a function of H(t), Φ(t, t − 1), R(t) and Q(t), and can be "tuned"

to achieve particular performance. Further details can be obtained from Groves

(2008); Brown & Hwang (2012). The sequential least squares method is actually a

special case of the Kalman �lter; it is a Kalman �lter applied to parameters assumed

not to change with time Cross (1983). Compared to the LS algorithm, the KF

algorithm could be described as more complicated and with a higher processor load,

even though it may be more e�cient at dealing with measurements from multiple

epochs. Unlike in the KF algorithm, the typical least squares estimation does not

employ a dynamic model. However, the KF through its dynamic model, presents a

means to e�ect the 'known' state dynamics that could help improve the estimation

of the state variables.

The Bayes �lter is often described as a form of Kalman �lter, being a recursive al-

gorithm that allows continuous update of state variables, based on the most recently

acquired observation.
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